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In t roduct ion  
We were bored, and amazed 
In accord, in a daze 
All before our time 
It was before our time 
– Joanna Newsom, “Make Hay”1 
 
 
This thesis was, in part, inspired by beards. In the first decade of the new millennium, I 
noticed a sharp uptick in the number of men in my social circle sporting beards. And not 
just any beards. These beards were thick and lustrous, requiring a significant time 
investment for maintenance and general beard care. Beard wearers looked like time 
travellers from the Victorian era, or lost hippies from the 1970s, or anachronistic disco 
dancers. The facial hair reinstatement trend was not limited to beards; some adherents 
preferred to style themselves after a 1980s Chevron-moustachioed Tom Selleck, or sported 
something flamboyant and stylised across their upper lips in the fashion of Salvador Dali. 
The indie folk genre of popular music was populated particularly densely with beards (see 
appendix one), as demonstrated in the backwoods hick styling of Sam Beam from Iron and 
Wine, Justin Vernon of Bon Iver, or virtually every member of Fleet Foxes. In the cases of 
J. Tillman of Father John Misty, Alex Ebert of Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros, and 
singer-songwriter Devendra Banhart, the beards supplemented their modern-day prophet 
schtick, lending the wearers an air of secular pseudo-spirituality. The beards indie folk 
musicians, and indeed members of the public, were sporting seemed intimately linked to 
                                                           
1 Joanna Newsom, “Make Hay”, outtake from Divers, Chicago: Drag City, compact disc, 2015. Released via 
YouTube to mark the album’s first anniversary October 23, 2016. Accessed August 25, 2017. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGoqZ4zWSsg 
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other aspects of the wearers’ personas; they were one facet of a complex and multi-layered 
communication of identity and ideology. 
 
I was not alone in noting the increased beardedness around me. In support of beard wearers 
of the world, the World Beard and Moustache Association was inaugurated in November 
2004, and exists “to promote the worldwide appreciation of beards and moustaches”.2 
Bespoke beard care products including oils, balms and waxes became readily available on 
the market. Researchers tracked the fortunes of the beard across history,3 theorised its role 
in the construction of sexual difference or masculinity,4 considered the identity politics of 
cultivating or shaving one’s beard5 and examined the gender implications of being a hirsute 
woman.6 In 2014 a study into beardedness and the perceived attractiveness of men7 was 
reported in the popular press with the proposal that society had reached “peak beard”, and 
that the trend would start to unwind.8 Instead, subsequent years have seen young adult men 
experimenting with ornamental beard options, decorating their bristles with coloured dyes, 
flowers, or glitter.9 The great beard trend of our times is not a random incident occurring in 
isolation, but is a visible indicator of a more widespread and entrenched fascination with 
                                                           
2 World Beard and Moustache Association. “About”. World Beard and Moustache Association website. Accessed 
May 23, 2017. http://www.wbma.eu/about/ 
3 Christopher Oldstone-Moore, “The Beard Movement in Victorian Britain,” Victorian Studies 48, no. 1 (2005): 
7 – 34; Christopher Oldstone-Moore, “Mustaches and Masculine Codes in Early Twentieth-Century America,” 
Journal of Social History 45, no. 1 (2011): 47 – 60. 
4 Will Fisher, “The Renaissance Beard: Masculinity in Early Modern England,” Renaissance Quarterly 54, no. 1 
(2001): 155 – 187. 
5 Morris Dickstein, “About Face,” Columbia: A Journal of Literature and Art 48 (2011): 109 – 113. 
6 Rachel Burgess, “Feminine Stubble,” Hypatia 20, no. 3 (2005): 230 – 237. 
7 Zinnia J. Janif, Robert C. Brooks and Barnaby J. Dixson, “Negative frequency dependent preferences and 
variation in male facial hair,” Biology Letters 10, no. 4 (2014): 1 – 4. 
8 Mark Berman, “A new study says we may have reached ‘peak beard,’” The Washington Post, news website, 
April 16, 2014. Accessed July 3, 2017. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-
nation/wp/2014/04/16/a-new-study-says-we-may-have-reached-peak-beard/?utm_term=.ec01d8e24ef2; 
Oliver Milman, “Fashion-conscious men warned we may have reached ‘peak beard,’” The Guardian, news 
website, April 16, 2014. Accessed July 3, 2017. https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2014/apr/16/fashion-
conscious-men-warned-we-may-have-reached-peak-beard; Scott Christian, “Science Says We’ve Reached ‘Peak 
Beard,’ But Does That Mean You Should Shave?” GQ, men’s fashion magazine, April 16, 2014. Accessed July 
3, 2017. http://www.gq.com/story/beard-trend-peak-saturation-study  
9 See, for example, the photographic work of Brian and Jonathan, or The Gay Beards, who started their 
platform in July 2014, just after the peak beard study was published. (“Home”, The Gay Beards, website. 
Accessed July 3, 2017. https://www.thegaybeards.com/) 
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past trends and styles. This thesis is not really about beards, but at its inception it was 
inspired by a desire to understand my generation’s enchantment with the past, where the 
allure of all things vintage comes from, how this is manifested in indie folk music and other 
areas of popular culture, and ultimately why young adults in the new millennium look with 
longing not towards their bright future but with nostalgic warmth to the past. 
 
This thesis sheds light upon the nostalgic choices being made by people from the millennial 
generation in twenty-first century, or post-millennial, indie folk music culture. It suggests 
that where post-millennial creative work nostalgically invokes the past, it is an important 
tool for articulating the identities and ideologies of participants in the culture from which 
that work emerges. In response to their experiences of millennial life, indie folk’s musicians 
and listeners may utilise the inclusion of certain images, sounds, themes and ideologies from 
the past to critique the present and experiment with imagined futures. For example, indie 
folk’s nostalgic and sometimes sentimental treatment of nature’s healing and inspirational 
spaces, independent of human interference, imagines an alternative relationship to the Earth 
than that offered in post-millennial discourses which often pivot around climate change’s 
threat to nature. Indie folk’s nostalgia for small-scale domestic communities and home 
spaces creates a counter-narrative to post-millennial life’s networked, digitised and 
distanced forms of community. Indie folk’s use of religious myths, stories and symbols 
constructs personalised ontological frameworks for a time and generation of participants 
increasingly disaffiliated with institutionalised religions.10 These alternative narratives are 
constructed through a careful process of selecting and discarding certain elements of the 
past, and combining these with new technologies, ideas and contexts. 
 
                                                           
10 Pew Research Centre. “Millennials in Adulthood: Detached from Institutions, Networked with Friends,” 
(Washington, DC: Pew Research Centre, March, 2014): 4. 
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This thesis sits at the boundary between musicology and nostalgia studies, proposing that 
unpacking indie folk’s nostalgic constructions and selections can indicate the concerns of 
millennials and lead to better understanding of this generation’s character and attitudes. 
The “culture-wide pull to the past”11 identified by film theorist Vera Dika exists, but it is not 
invoked uncritically by participants in post-millennial popular culture. Creative work that 
elicits the past nostalgically may not set out to be nostalgic or identify with that term, but it 
nonetheless selectively recycles and reuses elements of the past. Indie folk songs are dense 
texts which combine new and old visual, sonic, linguistic and thematic resources. The 
process of unpacking these texts in the thesis led to the identification of three key areas that 
are frequently treated nostalgically in indie folk. Indie folk is fascinated by real and 
imagined Edenic nature spaces, and the relationship between humans and the natural world. 
Where pastoral versions of nature are depicted, the human-nature relationship portrayed is 
often symbiotic, showing nature nurturing, inspiring and supporting human endeavour. In 
other cases the relationship conveyed is more detached, where nature is presented as wild 
and invulnerable to human interventions. A second area often conceived nostalgically in 
indie folk is home and domesticity. Indie folk music often concerns itself with local 
knowledge, real or romanticised home and family spaces, and cultural stereotypes of family 
and gender roles. The interaction between indie folk musicians and these ideas is made more 
complex by a degree of blurriness existing between their own personal domestic 
experiences and the narratives of home they invent. Finally, indie folk is frequently a space 
in which personal or community beliefs about life and its purpose are explored. The 
ontologies expressed in indie folk are often nostalgic amalgamations, drawn selectively from 
a range of belief systems, personal experiences and positions taken from popular culture. 
This thesis proposes that at the heart of indie folk’s nostalgic expression of these key 
themes lies an experience of uncertainty about their future by millennial indie folk musicians 
                                                           
11 Vera Dika, Recycled Culture In Contemporary Art and Film: The Uses of Nostalgia (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2003), 2. 
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and audiences. In the coming chapters, this thesis will argue that indie folk approaches 
nature, home and ontology nostalgically because its millennial actors perceive these areas to 
be under threat of collapse or disruption. 
 
Gr ow i n g  U p  M i l l e n n i a l  
Although millennials are not the only generation to experience nostalgia, there are 
numerous factors contributing to the extensive expression nostalgia finds in millennial 
culture. Sometimes referred to as Generation Y, millennials were born between the late 
1970s and early 1990s12 and are mostly children of Baby Boomers. Demographer Bernard 
Salt suggests that millennials tend to display optimism about the future, creative problem 
solving strategies, entrepreneurialism and a willingness to take risks.13 Salt links the 
development of these characteristics in Australian millennials to the social and cultural 
climate of the period in which they grew up. Salt proposes that Australian millennials’ early 
years in the mostly economically prosperous 1980s and 1990s, during a time when many 
educational practices promoted limiting competition and comparison between students, 
contributed to them constructing a phenomenological belief that “the universe will 
provide”.14 Although Salt’s research is focussed on Australian millennials, while this thesis 
                                                           
12 These birth dates were taken from a US Census Bureau report - Megan J. Benetsky, Charlynn A. Burd and 
Melanie A. Rapino, “Young Adult Migration: 2007 – 2009 to 2010 – 2012,” American Community Survey Reports 
ACS-31 (Washington, DC: US Census Bureau, 2015): 1. Although generational date markers are not easy to 
define, and the boundaries are deliberately fluid, most reports suggest this generation falls within the same 
approximate range. For example, Pew Research Centre sets the millennial generation’s boundaries between 
1980 and 1995, a similar but slightly narrower range than Benetsky et al. See “Millennials in Adulthood: 
Detached from Institutions, Networked with Friends,” (Washington, DC: Pew Research Centre, March, 2014): 
4. Meanwhile, demographer Bernard Salt’s model acknowledges the grey areas between generations by 
suggesting each generation has a “core decade,” around which a few years of crossover or “disputed territories” 
lie. He sets Generation X’s core decade from 1969 – 1978 and the millennials (or, as he calls them, Generation 
Y) as falling between 1984 – 1993. See Bernard Salt. “The Enigma That Is Gen Y” in Understanding Y, ed. 
Charlie Caruso (Milton, QLD: Wiley, 2014), 2. Including the “disputed territories” Salt theorises between X 
and Y, his time frame unites the date ranges proposed by Benetsky et al and Pew. Since this thesis does not 
conduct quantitative analysis, the discrepancies in defining the precise edges of the millennial generation are 
not relevant. 
13 Salt. “Enigma,” 4 – 6.  
14 Ibid., 5. 
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will focus more on music and cultures emerging from the US, millennials display some 
similar characteristics throughout the Western world. 
 
Analysis of US millennials by the Pew Research Centre15 generally concurs with Salt’s 
characterisation of their Australian counterparts as upbeat, finding that they display a 
greater optimism about the future than older generations.16 Pew Research Centre notes that 
US millennials are the most racially diverse population group to date, and that they report 
the lowest rates of attachment to political and religious institutions.17 However Pew’s 
research, alongside other findings from both governmental and academic sources,18 also 
situates millennials in a far more precarious financial situation than the preceding two 
generations were at the same life stage. Many US millennials have been economically 
disadvantaged by the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2007-2009, and have far lower levels 
of personal income and higher levels of debt, poverty and unemployment than was recorded 
in previous generations.19 The GFC, sometimes referred to as the Great Recession, was the 
most significant financial downturn in the US since the Great Depression of the 1930s, and 
occurred when many millennials were in post-secondary education or attempting to 
                                                           
15 Although not based at a university, Pew Research Centre is a non-partisan research group whose data and 
reports are relevant and appropriate for use in academic work. They have been collecting empirical 
demographic data since 1990, and their large staff of 130 people allows their reports to be thorough in both 
breadth and depth. Pew describes itself as a “nonpartisan fact tank that informs the public about the issues, 
attitudes and trends shaping America and the world.” (Pew Research Centre, “About” website) They conduct 
“public opinion polling, demographic research, content analysis and other data-driven social science research.” 
(Pew Research Centre, “About” website) Although their research may be used to inform government policy, 
the Research Centre itself does not take policy positions; their mission is to “inform, not to prescribe.” (Pew 
Research Centre, “Our Mission” website) They are primarily funded by a charitable trust fund from the Pew 
family, as well as some philanthropic donations from individuals “who share our commitment to impartial 
research and data that drives discussion.” (Pew Research Centre, “Our Funding” website) Its financial support 
is transparently reported and information relating to its IRS status, as well as all of their analysis and reports, 
are freely available to the public via their website. See Pew Research Centre, website. Accessed July 11, 2017. 
www.pewresearch.org 
16 Pew Research Centre, “Millennials in Adulthood”, 7. 
17 Ibid., 4. 
18 See Benetsky, Burd and Rapino. "Young Adult Migration.”; Sheldon Danziger and David Ratner. “Labour 
Market Outcomes and the Transition to Adulthood,” The Future of Children 20, no. 1 (2010): 133 – 158. 
19 Pew Research Centre, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 8; Benetsky, Burd and Rapino. "Young Adult Migration,” 
1; Danziger and Ratner, “Labour Market Outcomes,” 135. 
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transition from college to employment.20 Notions of adulthood and independence are 
complicated in these tough economic conditions, in which one in eight US millennials have 
“boomeranged” back to living in the family home after living independently.21 Similar 
difficulties with the transition to adulthood have also been identified in Canadian, Japanese 
and European young adults,22 although it is unclear whether economic adversity is the 
obstacle to independence in every case. Despite their vulnerable economic status, US 
millennials have been found to be “confident, self-expressive, liberal, upbeat and open to 
change.”23 
 
A further factor seen as a significant contributor to the millennial character is that they are 
the first generation to be considered “digital natives”.24 This means that they interact with 
technology in an intuitive and familiar way. One Pew Research Centre report identifies 
millennials’ “technological exceptionalism,”25 calling them “history’s first ‘always connected’ 
generation. Steeped in digital technology and social media, they treat their multi-tasking 
hand-held gadgets almost like a body part[.]”26 Digital strategist Rob Kaldor notes that 
millennials came of age concurrently with the international “technology revolution” that 
“has drastically changed the content-creation and -consumption landscapes” compared to 
the analogue experiences many Western millennials remember from their childhoods.27 A 
                                                           
20 Pew Research Centre, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 8; Benetsky, Burd and Rapino. "Young Adult Migration,” 
1; Danziger and Ratner, “Labour Market Outcomes,” 135. 
21 Pew Research Centre, “Millennials: Confident, Connected, Open to Change.” (Washington, DC: Pew 
Research Centre, February, 2010): 3. 
22 Entrepreneur Charlie Caruso notes similar transitional issues occurring in diverse geographies. She points 
to Time Magazine’s 2005 categorisation of “Twixters” in the US, which described a group of millennials 
unable to secure financial independence due to a difficulty finding steady work and trapped between 
adolescence and adulthood. Caruso also notes a rise since the 1980s in Japan’s “Freeters,” young adults living 
at home and working in undemanding jobs to maximise their free time. Caruso links these phenomena to the 
European’s young adult “NEETs” who are “Not engaged in Education, Employment or Training”. See “Y the 
Misunderstanding”, in Understanding Y, ed. Charlie Caruso (Milton, QLD: Wiley, 2014), 35. 
23 Pew Research Centre, “Confident, Connected,” 1. 
24 Pew Research Center, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 5. 
25 Pew Research Centre, “Confident, Connected,” 6. 
26 Ibid., 1. 
27 Rob Kaldor, “Reading into Y” in Understanding Y, ed. Charlie Caruso (Milton, QLD: Wiley, 2014), 71. 
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further Pew Research Centre report notes the importance of digital technology in enabling 
millennials’ social interactions and networking.28 For millennials, technology is the 
“ecosystem for their social lives”,29 as well as offering an avenue for self-expression and 
broadcasting of identity via social media. Millennials differentiate themselves from past 
generations based on their own, more pervasive use of technology.30In addition to 
accommodating millennials’ connections to others, cultural digitisation also provides 
unprecedented access to images, icons, sounds and information from the past. Just as 
millennials’ interactions with the world around them, and societies and cultures of the past, 
are mediated by digital technology, so too is the nostalgia they may experience or display. 
Although nostalgia may be felt and expressed by almost anyone, millennials approach it in a 
distinctively technologised manner. 
 
While it is reductive to suggest that the generational characteristics identified in the 
research cited above apply to every member of the millennial generation, and indeed all of 
these sources note this as a limitation of their own findings, they are nonetheless of 
assistance to researchers tracking general tendencies in age groups at particular places and 
points in time. Findings that indicate US millennials are generally optimistic, for example 
where 87% of interviewees self-reported to Pew that they were “very” or “somewhat” 
happy,31 are not incompatible with the idea that they may be anxious about the future. 
Indeed, apart from the concerns raised above relating to the labour market and the 
economy, the increasingly dire predictions about the changing climate indicate that there 
are plenty of potential catastrophes about which millennials can and perhaps should concern 
ourselves. Entrepreneur Charlie Caruso, herself a member of the millennial generation, 
                                                           
28 Pew Research Center, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 47. 
29 Pew Research Centre, “Confident, Connected,” 25. 
30 Millennials also self-identify that this is a point of differentiation between them and prior generations. See 
Ibid,. 5. 
31 Ibid., 23. 
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outlines some of these potential anxieties in her defence against accusations that millennials 
carry too strong a sense of entitlement: 
Entitled to what exactly? Mind-blowing levels of student debt? Inheriting an 
economy that is teetering on collapse? Taking responsibility for the environment 
that previous generations have mercilessly exploited to gain their wealth – 
leaving us with the mess and the cheque?32 
In this dissertation, I propose that anxieties for the future such as those Caruso describes 
here may contribute to nostalgia in millennial culture. While some of the characteristics 
cited thus far may apply to millennials from various geographical contexts, this thesis is 
primarily concerned with US millennials since they comprise the primary audience and 
cultural context for indie folk music. Unpacking and attempting to rationalise the range of 
nostalgic tendencies millennials display in the light of their otherwise progressive and 
content characteristics is an important and fascinating element of the research this thesis 
conducts. 
 
V i n t a g e ,  R e t r o ,  R emak e s :  P o s t -m i l l e n n i a l  n o s t a l g i a  
In the digitised popular cultural landscape which has been in place since at least the turn of 
the millennium, and in which millennials are deeply entrenched, artefacts from the pre-
digital past have a definite “cool” value. Analogue forms that were once thought to be 
obsolete – vinyl records, cassette tapes, arcade games, Polaroid cameras – now circulate 
imbued with a style value separate from their use value. Kitsch and tacky cast-offs graduate 
from the junk pile to the status of prized artefacts by their mere association with the past, 
which in turn gains an increasingly desirable façade as its best moments and qualities are 
recalled, and its best products recycled. This nostalgia, the longing for the past, proliferates 
                                                           
32 Caruso, “Y the Misunderstanding?” 22 – 23. 
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where a “vintage” or “retro” aesthetic is adopted through the transplantation of certain past 
treasures into current contexts, and is often enabled, distributed or emulated by cutting-
edge digital or social technologies. Where technology is the tool for fusing analogue, 
acoustic and pre-digital aspects of the past into the present, there is something fascinating 
and slightly ironic at play. Vintage goods can be purchased online and shipped 
internationally via eBay. Piano keyboard apps that digitally reproduce the sound of Fender 
Rhodes or Wurlitzers are available in tiny, portable form for your mobile phone. Millennial 
consumers may furnish their home with vintage-style but newly made, hi-tech products. 
Refrigerators come in “unmistakably vintage designs whose classic, sinuous lines and 
vibrant colors combine perfectly with cutting-edge technology … definitively open[ing] 
the door for personality conveyed through appliances.”33 This technological mediation of 
the past, coupled with technology’s broad reach in twenty-first century life, means that 
opportunities to interact with the real or recreated past are increasingly available, pervasive 
and permissible. 
 
The grafting of the past into the present is astonishing in its ubiquity across diverse and 
divergent popular culture modes. In a successful nostalgic graft, past and present elements 
flourish alongside one another. The recreated past may be altered to be more compatible 
with the present, as is often the case in film and television where past story arcs are subject 
to the expectations of present social politics in remakes of many cult movies and TV series. 
Two 2016 remakes, Ghostbusters34 and Fuller House,35 accommodate shifts in gender relations 
since the original versions aired in the 1980s by replacing casts of all-male leads with female 
protagonists. Where the fashion industry is nostalgic, a copy of the past is often deemed a 
                                                           
33 Smeg Australia Pty Ltd. “50s Retro Style: Vibrant Colours and Retro Design Equals Stylish Appliances,” 
Smeg Australia Pty Ltd, 2016. Accessed November 19, 2016. www.smeg.com.au/50-s-retro-style/  
34 Ghostbusters. Dir. Paul Feig, Los Angeles: Columbia Pictures, feature film, 2016. 
35 Fuller House. Created by Jeff Franklin, California: Warner Horizon Television, Netflix, TV series, 2016. 
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suitable alternative to the real thing, with vintage-style new garments frequently attracting 
the same interest and hefty price tags as clothing that actually originates from a previous 
era. This pastiche of old and new is so widespread that it extends even into modern hip hop 
which, although a sample-based form replete with sonic recycling, is a genre otherwise 
typified by excess and extravagant consumerism. Using music that sounds fundamentally 
new, duo Macklemore and Ryan Lewis promote an alternative culture of “popping tags” at 
the local second-hand shop. The tag-popping practice of snapping up unique garments with 
historical value at a low financial cost is presented as both fashionable and practical, with 
the duo at one point singing “I wear your Grandad’s coat / I look incredible”.36 The 
nostalgically motivated mode of interaction is the common thread bringing together the 
diverse contexts of the examples above. In none of these examples is the referent period 
recycled in entirety. Rather, a meticulous and deliberate selection process is employed in 
choosing which visual, audio and thematic references are suitable to fuse into the new 
context. 
 
The curatorial processes involved in recycling elements of the past are taste-based, and 
indicate the presence of nostalgic desire. Nostalgic desires and how they are communicated 
speak on one hand to the ideologies and identities of the subculture’s participants, but are 
also indicative of complementary anxieties and dissatisfactions millennials may have. 
Psychologists and sociologists have found that nostalgia often emerges as an antidote to 
cognitive disquiet or anxiety. Psychologists Tim Wildschut, Constantine Sedikides and 
Clay Routledge state that “the psychological significance of nostalgia may reside in its 
capacity to counteract distress and restore psychological equanimity.”37 A further study by 
                                                           
36 Macklemore and Ryan Lewis. “Thrift Shop,” by Ben Haggerty and Ryan Lewis. The Heist., New York: 
Macklemore LLC, ADA, compact disc, 2012. 
37 Tim Wildschut, Constantine Sedikides and Clay Routledge, “Nostalgia – From Cowbells to the Meaning of 
Life,” The Psychologist 21, no. 1 (January 2008): 22. 
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these psychologists, along with additional researchers, found that nostalgia is positively 
associated with the avoidance of existential anxiety, the ability to cope with stress or illness, 
and good quality of life.38 Similarly, sociologist Fred Davis suggests that nostalgia emerges 
in response to threats, such as identity discontinuity, and that the “nostalgic evocation of 
some past state of affairs always occurs in the context of present fears, discontents, anxieties 
or uncertainties.”39 In short, what we long for speaks to what we value, what we miss, what 
we wish to protect or restore. While the textual analyses in this thesis do not attempt to 
conduct a psychological investigation of the nostalgic mood, they do locate in indie folk 
music the nostalgic desire for the past, and suggest possible links to uncertainties or 
insecurities in the present indicated by these nostalgic desires.40  
 
Another way to conceive the position of this thesis in regards to the interaction between 
nostalgia in indie folk and anxieties in the culture that produces it is to acknowledge the 
potential for collective ideological examinations to occur in creative work. Political scientist 
Nancy Dawn Wadsworth takes this position when she argues that zombie apocalypse 
narratives are useful tools to help millennial undergraduates think through alternative 
political systems and ideologies. Wadsworth characterises her millennial students as “astute 
observers of the world”41 but also notes that they “suspect there is something deeply wrong 
                                                           
38 Clay Routledge, Jamie Arndt, Tim Wildschut, Constantine Sedikides, Claire M. Hart, Jacob Juhl, Ad J. J. M. 
Vingerhoets and Wolff Schlotz, "The Past Makes the Present Meaningful: Nostalgia as an Existential 
Resource," Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 101, no 3 (2011): 638. 
39 Fred Davis. Yearning For Yesterday: A Sociology of Nostalgia (New York: The Free Press/Collier MacMillan, 
1979), 34 
40 It is also necessary to distinguish the nostalgic mood examined by the scholars cited above from the 
expression of that mood in creative work, which cultural theorist Paul Grainge conceptualises as “mood” 
versus “mode”. See Paul Grainge, “Nostalgia and Style in Retro America: Moods, Modes, and Media 
Recycling,” Journal of American and Comparative Cultures 23, no. 1 (2000): 33. This concept will be thoroughly 
addressed in chapter one, in which I will argue that mood and mode are not closed categories and may 
influence one another. 
41 Nancy Dawn Wadsworth. “Awakening the ‘Walking Dead’: Zombie Pedagogy for Millennials,” Radical 
Teacher 107 (Winter 2017): 5. 
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with the reality they’ve inherited.”42 Wadsworth suggests that the literature, films and 
entertainment millennials consume reflects this sense of disillusionment.43 Wadsworth 
proposes that zombie narratives are a space in which a collective reconsideration of current 
political systems and ideologies may be observed taking place: 
[The] dynamic picture of human behavior under apocalyptic conditions 
[exhibited in zombie genres] … might suggest something about how, at the 
level of the collective unconscious, we (Americans and other neoliberal societies) 
might be trying to rethink our assumptions about human nature and the social 
contract at this particular moment; to imagine more meaningful connections and 
forms of membership.44 
This thesis takes a similar position regarding post-millennial indie folk and nostalgia. The 
heritage discourses and longing for previous systems, moments and ideological frameworks 
that are articulated in indie folk through nostalgia may be a means through which 
millennials rethink contemporary attitudes at the level of the collective unconscious. Where 
indie folk nostalgically incorporates particular aspects of the past into its present-day 
artefacts, it constructs alternative ideologies around progress, ontological meaning, and the 
relationship of humans to the natural world and to one another. These alternative ideologies 
and identities are performed in indie folk, and may be critiqued by examining the active 
choices of indie folk artists in selecting particular aspects of the past for inclusion in their 
work. 
 
 
 
                                                           
42 Ibid., 5. 
43 Ibid., 5. 
44 Ibid., 7. 
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No s t a l g i a  O v e r l o a d :  H a t e r s  Go n n a  H a t e 45 
It is valuable to understand where nostalgia has been positioned in much recent cultural 
analysis, before moving on to a brief account of the case study artists and analytical reading 
methods central to my argument. This thesis takes the position that nostalgic longing in 
people and its manifestation in creative work is fundamentally neither good nor bad. While 
nostalgia may have the capacity to be constructive or destructive depending on how it is 
used, it is not inherently skewed in one direction or the other. Rather than taking a position 
on the value of nostalgia, effective analysis of nostalgic content in creative work asks what 
the presence of nostalgia indicates, and how and why it appears. This unpacking process 
may reveal the interplay between aesthetic choices and ideologies which circulate 
subconsciously beneath the surface of a subculture.  
 
It is rare, and conceptually unconventional, for nostalgia to be treated with such 
impartiality. Despite being a pervasive mood and trope in popular culture since at least the 
1960s, nostalgic sentiment is often vilified in both academia and the mass media. Historian 
Raphael Samuel calls nostalgia “false consciousness”.46 Cultural theorist Frederic Jameson 
suggests it is a symptom of “a world in which stylistic innovation is no longer possible, 
[and] all that is left is to imitate dead styles.”47 Many scholars use the word nostalgia as a 
casual shorthand term to provide a vapid opponent to more stalwart versions of history. 
Cultural theorists Michael Pickering and Emily Keightley criticise this tendency as “the 
                                                           
45 This subheading references popstar Taylor Swift’s song “Shake It Off” (1989, Nashville: Big Machine 
Records, compact disc, 2014.) Although not an indie folk song, Swift’s work is nevertheless a sufficiently 
substantial part of the millennial zeitgeist that this tongue-in-cheek section title seemed both pertinent and 
slightly amusing. 
46 Raphael Samuel. Theatres of Memory Vol I: Past and Present in Contemporary Culture (London, New York: 
Verso, 1994), 17. 
47 Frederic Jameson. The Cultural Turn: Selected Writings on the Postmodern (London, New York: Verso, 1998), 
7. 
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relentless use of nostalgia as history’s negativised Other.”48 Where musicologist Ruth 
Adams, for example, states “punk was trafficking in history, not merely wallowing in 
nostalgia”,49 she positions history as a more authentic and trustworthy way of conceiving 
the past, compared to a nostalgia she reduces to sap and sentimentality. Cultural theorist 
Susannah Radstone devotes an extended section of her book to this issue, which she calls 
the “weighting” of critical writing “towards the denigration of nostalgia”.50 Radstone’s 
thorough work is a valuable well of prior research, revealing the academy’s often dismissive 
reading of nostalgia. She holds a few more theorists culpable for this, including Davis, 
whose concern is that nostalgia ascribes the past with a problematic commodity value; 
historian David Lowenthal who suggests nostalgia misrepresents the past; and sociologist 
Guy Debord followed later by literary theorist Alessia Ricciardi, who categorise nostalgia as 
an empty spectacle.51 Even research work that does not explicitly condemn nostalgic 
sentiment often uses language which continues to position it as suspect. Pickering and 
Keightley’s balanced and nuanced examination of nostalgia, for example, acknowledges that 
it cannot be “reduced to a final or unitary definition” 52 or ascribed to any single purveyor or 
owner.53 Like this thesis, they propose that nostalgia can be “both negatively and positively 
charged”.54 Where they discuss the substantial role nostalgia can play in marketing creative 
works as consumables, however, they call it “an easy commercial ploy” from which “no-one 
is fully immune.”55 As a result of writers from both academia and the media using reductive 
definitions or condemning language, nostalgia is most frequently characterised as 
backwards and retrogressive, stifling progress and stymieing the creative process. 
                                                           
48 Michael Pickering and Emily Keightley, “The Modalities of Nostalgia,” Current Sociology 54, no. 6 (2006): 
934. 
49 Ruth Adams, “The Englishness of English Punk: Sex Pistols, Subcultures, and Nostalgia,” Popular Music and 
Society 31, no. 4 (2008): 473. 
50 Susannah Radstone. The Sexual Politics of Time: Confession, Nostalgia, Memory (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2007), 114. 
51 Ibid., 114. 
52 Pickering and Keightley. “Modalities of Nostalgia,” 935. 
53 Ibid., 935. 
54 Ibid., 936. 
55 Ibid., 935. 
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When cultural commentators approach nostalgia in this way, with caution or condemnation, 
they generally propose that the imaginative or reconstructive elements in nostalgia result in 
either a blindness to issues in the present, or a stifling effect on forward thinking and 
creativity. This dismissive characterisation is prevalent in popular music criticism. Music 
journalist Simon Reynolds devotes an entire book to unraveling what he calls the post-2000 
“‘Re’ Decade” of “revivals, reissues, remakes, re-enactments [and e]ndless retrospection”,56 
asserting that since the turn of the century “the pop present became ever more crowded out 
by the past”.57 Reynolds argues that rock music’s fascination with the past is in conflict with 
some of its fundamental functions, specifically citing the need for rock to have an innovative 
future-focus58 and to promote a general desire to “live in the now”.59 Reynolds ultimately 
doesn’t know whether nostalgia’s role in the issues he outlines is causal or symptomatic, and 
asks “[i]s nostalgia stopping our culture’s ability to surge forward, or are we nostalgic 
precisely because our culture has stopped moving forward and so we inevitably look back to 
more momentous and dynamic times?”60 From Reynolds’ perspective, the problem with 
nostalgia is that it demonstrates, or perhaps contributes to, a broader issue in popular 
music; that is, popular music’s failure to fulfil what he sees as its mission of articulating 
youth and emergent culture in opposition to the values or attitudes of the dominant class. 
 
It is not insignificant that some of the loudest voices decrying nostalgia’s influence on 
popular music are middle-aged white cisgender61 men. Voices such as Reynolds’ that rail 
against a popular music culture which has somehow lost its way speak from a place of 
                                                           
56 Simon Reynolds, Retromania (New York: Faber and Faber, 2011), xi. Italics in original. 
57 Ibid., x. 
58 Ibid., x. 
59 Ibid., xix. 
60 Ibid., xiv. 
61 Cisgender is a term connoting a person whose biological sex corresponds to their gender identity. It is used 
here to acknowledge: (a) that middle-aged white men who are transgender may not experience the same 
patriarchal power as their cisgender peers, and (b) that many homosexual white men do have access to the 
same patriarchal power structures as heterosexual white men, so suggesting heteronormativity is a 
contributor to gendered power structures is potentially misleading. 
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privilege and power, assuming both ownership and understanding of popular music’s 
essence and identity. Indie musician Jon Fine argues that current indie music is a bland, 
marketable echo of the music his generation made, and that this constitutes a failure of the 
indie rock “revolution”.62 Cultural theorist Mark Fisher suggested that twenty-first century 
music has no distinctive sound of its own, which means present-day listeners are never 
jarred by the sound of “future-shock.”63 He proposes regretfully that “we’ve got increasingly 
accustomed to the idea that we won’t hear anything new again.”64 Music journalist John 
Harris even goes so far as to suggest that present writers in the field are too focused on the 
past, and lack “the flourishes of yesteryear” that pioneers like Lester Bangs and Greil 
Marcus provided.65 Reynolds, Fine, Fisher, Harris and others of their ilk often hold a 
position that popular music in the US and UK, in the years between the emergence of rock 
and roll in the 1950s and grunge in the early 1990s, was a site for rebellion and counter-
culture and a source of continual reinvention and innovation.  
 
Although these positions are not necessarily accurate, anti-nostalgia commentators often 
complain that current popular music is looking backward rather than striving forward, and 
is therefore inadequate. Ironically there is a nostalgic element to this argument, in the 
implication that popular music should be, now, fulfilling the same social roles and occupying 
the spaces it has in the past. It is perhaps uncharitable to suggest that some of the criticisms 
these writers level at popular music may emerge from their own nostalgia for the music and 
culture of their youth, but it is certain that these arguments attempt to apply a retrospective 
                                                           
62 Jon Fine, “Did Indie Rock Fail? Kind of. And Absolutely Not,” Esquire, men’s fashion magazine, May 11, 
2015. Accessed August 25, 2017, http://www.esquire.com/entertainment/music/a34812/jon-fine-did-indie-
rock-fail/ 
63 Andrew Broaks, “Do You Miss The Future? Mark Fisher Interviewed,” Crack Magazine, online pop culture 
magazine, September 12, 2014. Accessed May 26, 2017. http://crackmagazine.net/article/music/mark-fisher-
interviewed/  
64 Ibid., unpaginated. 
65 John Harris, “Don’t Look Back,” The Guardian, news website, June 27, 2009. Accessed May 26, 2017. 
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2009/jun/27/music-writing-bangs-marcus 
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definition of popular music to a post-millennial popular culture that has shifted. These 
arguments assume a single purpose and form for popular music in culture, rather than 
viewing popular music as this thesis will: as a reflexive and mutable form that responds to 
popular culture even as it contributes to its construction.  
 
Rather than focusing on what Western popular music is not doing, this thesis will elaborate 
and identify some of the things that it is doing by examining nostalgia in indie folk and the 
ideologies it helps articulate. While widespread, nostalgia is more than the mindless 
reinvigoration of past forms and styles its critics often imply. Disputes surrounding the 
legitimacy of nostalgia in popular music, and in indie folk, may emerge from a lack of 
understanding about how and why nostalgia manifests in culture and creative work. 
Numerous studies have taken place examining nostalgia in popular culture, in particular in 
relation to psychology66 and to nostalgia in immigrant culture.67 Work has also been done 
focusing on film, television and technology (often termed technostalgia).68 However, there is 
much more to be discovered about nostalgia in creative work and, especially, popular music. 
It is into this space that this thesis speaks. In its examination of indie folk, this thesis 
proposes that nostalgia is in fact an ideologically communicative and exploratory tool which 
allows both musicians and audiences to construct imagined versions of the present and 
future using the resources of the past. Rather than viewing nostalgia in popular music as a 
regressive or destructive tendency, this thesis posits that it is a characteristic of the post-
millennial period of popular culture and is one tool among many with which creators and 
                                                           
66 For example, Clay Routledge et al. “The Past Makes the Present Meaningful,” 638 – 652. 
67 For example, Svetlana Boym. The Future of Nostalgia, (New York: Basic Books, 2001). 
68 A good summary of recent academic work on nostalgia and culture is available on the publications page of 
the website of the International Media and Nostalgia Network. “Publications,” website. Accessed October 4, 
2016. https://medianostalgia.org/publications/ 
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audiences seek to selectively and consciously integrate their past and present, and to 
imagine their future.69 
 
In chapter one, nostalgia as a concept will be elaborated through an examination of 
nostalgia scholarship. Chapter two provides a historical and cultural overview of indie folk, 
mapping its links to indie music of the 1980s and 1990s, and to both traditional folk and the 
folk-rock movement of the 1960s and 1970s. There is some evidence to suggest that popular 
culture is becoming increasingly globally homogenised, impacted by the ease of 
international travel, and digital technology enabling the sharing of cultural artefacts and 
products across many countries in the Western world. Acts that could comfortably be 
categorised as indie folk exist in the post-millennial period in the UK,70 Australia71 and 
other Western nations,72 and further research could examine indie folk and nostalgia in 
these places. This thesis, however, will focus on indie folk where it first emerged as a 
discrete and contained genre, which was within US culture. 
 
Where indie folk views the future nostalgically, with an eye to the past, it may reveal 
uncertainties and anxieties about what could lie ahead. Over the course of this research 
project, particular themes emerged repeatedly and centrally in the indie folk examples under 
analysis. These themes will guide three case study chapters. The first of these, chapter 
three, examines the recurrent use of nostalgic tropes around the natural world. In the face 
                                                           
69 As Davis, puts it, “Nostalgia is a distinctive ... way we have of relating our past to our present and future. On 
that basis it follows that nostalgia ... is deeply implicated in our sense of who we are, what we are about, and 
(though possible with much less inner clarity) whither we will go ... nostalgia is one of the means – or better 
yet, a readily accessible psychological lens – at our disposal for the never ending work of constructing, 
maintaining and reconstructing our identities.” See Davis, “Nostalgia, Identity and the Current Nostalgia 
Wave,” Journal of Popular Culture 11, no. 2 (1977): 419. 
70 For example, Laura Marling, The Swell Season, The Frames, Daughter. 
71 For example, Darren Hanlon, Clare Bowditch, The Middle East, The Paper Kites. 
72 For example, First Aid Kit and Jose Gonzalez, both from Sweden, Kings Of Convenience from Norway, Of 
Monsters and Men from Iceland. 
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of the realities of climate change and the rapid diminishing of wilderness spaces in the real 
world, indie folk casting nature as wild or untamed suggests nature spaces remain valued 
and desirable despite, or perhaps because of, their scarcity. Chapter four examines indie 
folk’s longing for home, connection and familiarity, exploring the changing experiences of 
interacting with personal and cultural heritage in the face of globalisation and transitory 
lifestyles. The desire for heritage is also the purview of chapter five; however this chapter 
will examine indie folk’s longing for ontological frameworks. Longing for ontological 
certainty may be expressed where indie folk makes auditory, visual and rhetorical links to 
religious, spiritual or mythological icons, stories, sounds and themes. Chapters three, four 
and five suggest that in addition to expressing these more abstract cultural-level nostalgias, 
indie folk can also contain nostalgia that is highly personal and specific to a work’s creator. 
Nostalgia may communicate a keenly felt longing for relationships or activities from an 
individual’s past, or may be a way of communicating and exploring the large and small 
losses experienced over the course of a lifetime.  
 
New  t e c h ,  o l d  s o u n d s :  N o s t a l g i c  i n d i e  f o l k  
Joanna Newsom, Sufjan Stevens and Justin Vernon (also known as Bon Iver, which will be 
clarified shortly) are the three primary case studies examined in this thesis. The work of 
these musicians shares some common characteristics, while also embodying some of the 
variation that exists within indie folk. All three are from the US and have therefore emerged 
from and operate within the same broad national context. Despite sharing a nationality, and 
the common influences this may entail, Newsom’s experience growing up in California 
would no doubt have been profoundly different to Vernon’s childhood in Wisconsin or to 
Stevens’ midwestern upbringing. They have all released the bulk of their work since 2000, 
and so are professional contemporaries. Their work emerged concurrently with the rise in 
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indie folk’s popularity in the first decade of the new millennium, and during that period 
began to be internationally distributed and recognised.73  
 
This widespread success and recognition further contributes to the suitability of Newsom, 
Stevens and Vernon as case studies for this thesis. Certainly in the 1990s there were other 
pioneers laying the groundwork for what became the territory of indie folk, such as Will 
Oldham (who has also performed as Palace Music and Bonnie “Prince” Billy), Ani di Franco, 
Chan Marshall (Cat Power), and Bill Callahan (Smog). These artists enjoyed some success 
and built their careers before the indie folk “moment” really began around the turn of the 
twenty-first century. They do share some sonic and thematic characteristics that this thesis 
considers conventional in indie folk, such as DIY and lo-fi elements, confessional and direct 
modes of communicating, acoustic styling, and a mindset that promotes independent artistic 
expression and production. However, the commencement of their careers during the 1990s 
means that there are crucial differences between them and later indie folk producers in their 
use of technology.  
 
Developments around the turn of the century in digital technology, computer hardware and 
devices, and the internet, have given musicians access to new ways of working. These 
methods are particularly important for early career and emerging musicians. Digital 
recording technologies allow musicians to record at home using a range of inexpensive 
analogue and digital software and hardware options. In the absence of support from a label, 
musicians can fund or sell and distribute their work using various online platforms. They 
                                                           
73 Born in the early 1980s, Newsom and Vernon are also both millennials themselves. Stevens was born in 
1975, five years before the most commonly used cut-off point for the change from Generation X to millennials, 
however as explained earlier, the boundaries delineating general groups and are not intended to be immutable. 
Despite being slightly older than the other case studies, since Stevens began releasing his work in the first 
decade of the new millennium he shares both a subcultural space and a millennial audience with Newsom and 
Vernon, and for these reasons is suitable for inclusion here. 
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can manage their own marketing, using instant messaging technologies to communicate 
with fans, venues and other musicians across town or across the world. Finally, they have 
ready access to information, sounds and vision of the potentially nostalgic past. These 
different modes of production, distribution and interaction are fundamental parts of the 
indie folk genre, and essential to its nostalgia. Newsom, Stevens and Vernon participate in 
and represent these elements of post-millennial indie folk whereas the pioneers of indie folk 
mentioned above, and others of their ilk who contributed to the genre’s development but are 
not really participants in it, are treated in this thesis as indie folk’s ancestors.74 Newsom, 
Stevens and Vernon have all had a role in raising the international profile of indie folk while 
also pushing its boundaries. 
 
A further significant indicator of the suitability as case studies for this research of Newsom, 
Stevens and Vernon is that all three continue to make and release new and interesting indie 
folk music. At the time of commencing this doctoral research in 2013, none of the artists 
had released a new album for at least two years, and showed no signs of doing so. Bon Iver 
was officially on hiatus, Joanna Newsom was appearing in films and marrying a Saturday 
Night Live comedian, Sufjan Stevens had done a couple of collaborative projects but had 
released work indicating he was moving away from his folk music roots. It seemed like this 
doctorate would have a historical bent, focusing on musicians whose work in indie folk was 
finished. Nevertheless, to my great joy, all three released new, fascinating and surprising 
indie folk albums between March 2015 and September 2016. Newsom, Stevens and Vernon 
are simultaneously typical and innovative indie folk performers, straddling these two areas 
of academic interest. They have each been active and engaged participants in indie folk for 
more than a decade, and are simultaneously part of indie folk’s foundational heritage and its 
                                                           
74 Musicologist John Encarnacao goes into more detail about the roles of some of these musicians in the 
development of indie folk from other genres in his book Punk Aesthetics and New Folk: Way Down The Old Plank 
Road (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013). 
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forward trajectory. Their work has some obvious and overt nostalgic tendencies which can 
be seen through careful musicological analysis of their albums and tracks as texts to be 
unpacked. 
 
Indie folk musicians such as those examined in this thesis have been substantially enabled 
by the increasing accessibility and affordability of home recording and online distribution 
since the 1990s. Many indie folk artists make their first recordings at home, with limited 
access to equipment or expert knowledge. They, or members of their networks, often invest 
substantial time into recording and mixing their early work. Home recording technology 
enables the realisation of a key value of indie folk, that of the sanctity of artistic 
independence. The relative ease of home recordings means that albums may be made 
without the great expense which often necessitates the capital investment of a record 
company, and the involvement in artistic decisions precipitated by this kind of investment. 
Although indie folk musicians usually release physical copies of their albums, often with 
album art made by themselves or people in their circle, interest in their work is often 
generated online through music blogs, magazines or peer-to-peer music exchange.  
 
Contemporary indie folk artists are also influenced by the instant access to the past and to 
information that the internet provides. Even relatively obscure sounds and images from the 
past are readily available online for duplication or emulation. As such, indie folk musicians 
are generally eclectic in their use of the past. They rarely draw exclusively from one genre, 
culture or time period, but often reference a diverse range of source material. Over the 
course of their careers, indie folk artists can create extremely varied music in response to 
their changing interests and the shifting cultural framework in which they operate. That 
said, the strong influence of singer-songwriter practices on indie folk is apparent in its 
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widespread use of acoustic instrumental timbres, confessional lyrical material, narrative 
song structures, and an emphasis on the use of voices in harmony.75 Indie folk musicians are 
not restricted to drawing only upon these elements, but these are unifying features that 
proliferate across the genre. 
 
Throughout the following analyses of indie folk and its participants as a subculture, it is 
pivotal that indie folk’s core purpose remains in sight: fundamentally, indie folk exists as a 
form of popular music. Indie folk is particularly prone to nostalgia due to its foundation in 
past styles, as chapter two will elaborate, but although it is made with some sonic, visual 
and thematic styling or referencing from the past, that is not its entire constitution. As such, 
to propose it is a revival form reduces its functions to recreating the past76 and ignores the 
ways in which it interprets and sometimes subverts the past while resituating it within post-
millennial culture. All the observations made here regarding nostalgia’s function in indie 
folk are firmly attached to the contemporary artists, albums, audiences and songs that 
embody the genre. 
 
An a l y s i n g  I n d i e  F o l k  Mu s i c  
It is difficult to settle on a suitable analytical method for use in the examination of popular 
music. Research into nostalgia in indie folk is no exception. This is because the popular 
music or indie folk texts under analysis are not simple, but multifaceted cultural objects that 
                                                           
75 Gillian Mitchell, North American Folk Music Revival: Nation and Identity in the United States and Canada, 1945 
– 1980 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007), 184; Robert Strachan and Marion Leonard, “Singer-songwriter”, Continuum 
Encyclopaedia of Popular Music and the World Part 1: Performance and Production, Volume II, eds. John 
Shepherd, David Horn, Dave Laing, Paul Oliver and Peter Wicke (New York: Continuum, 2003): 198 – 200. 
76 Tamara E. Livingston’s research into revivals defines them as “social movements which strive to ‘restore’ a 
musical system believed to be disappearing or completely relegated to the past for the benefit of contemporary 
society.” (“Music Revivals: Towards a General Theory,” Ethnomusicology 43, no. 1 (Winter 1999): 66) Indie folk 
fits none of Livingston’s criteria, lacking any explicit attempt to revive a specific musical system perceived to 
be under threat, or the benevolent aim of aiding society that she suggests characterises a revival. 
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communicate through many modes and in various directions simultaneously. A starting 
point for selecting an appropriate analytical method is to establish what comprises a popular 
song artefact. What are its constituent elements? How and where is it manifested in 
culture? Identifying the communicative elements of popular songs will reveal the 
requirements of the analytical framework. 
 
Popular songs are often (though not always) comprised of musical and lyrical elements that 
communicate through their interrelationship. These elements are themselves comprised of 
multiple components. Music in popular song comes about through the interaction of 
rhythm, pitch, melody, harmony, meter, texture, timbre, digital manipulation or effects, 
dynamics, instrumentation, and orchestration, to name only a few. In recorded music, these 
elements can be impacted upon by additional variables, such as the manner of recording, the 
kind of equipment used, and post-production work like mixing and mastering. Lyrics differ 
from poetry in that they combine words and rhythm or accent with a melodic setting. The 
meanings that may be interpreted from this interplay are affected by a range of factors, 
including the melodic contour and the placement of the words within it, the way the meter 
interacts with the words to create or remove stress from certain syllables or sounds, the 
way phrases are broken up or strung together, and the particular words that are chosen, 
including whether poetic techniques like rhyme, imagery, onomatopoeia, assonance or 
repetition are used. Some listeners may not absorb the verbal meaning of the lyrics at all, 
and may instead interpret non-verbal meanings through the musical elements described 
above. 
 
Vocal delivery also has a substantial role in conveying both verbal and non-verbal meaning, 
and can contribute to the creation of links between songs and discourses. This notion will 
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be more fully examined in chapter four, but will first be illustrated briefly here by 
comparing two different vocal deliveries of the same song. In Bon Iver’s song “Skinny 
Love”77 the half-sung, half-howled delivery of the chorus’s opening phrase “And I told you 
to be patient / And I told you to be kind”78 communicates the protagonist’s distress. 
Vernon’s emphases on the word “told” in each line position the protagonist as a kind of 
righteous plaintiff, and the phrasing’s “I told you so” characterisation suggests the suffering 
could have been averted. Different interpretations are evoked by Birdy’s cover of the song,79 
in which the teenage pop singer performs it as a solo ballad with piano accompaniment. In 
Birdy’s version, her youth and gender are foregrounded in the vocal. Its lack of audible 
manipulation such as multitracking or filters, along with the track’s sparse instrumentation, 
creates an impression of an isolated and naïve protagonist. The sweetness and inexperience 
suggested through the vocal setting and delivery alter the ways the lyrics are interpreted, 
making it more difficult for lyrical attributions of blame to find their target. The different 
implications of the two versions of “Skinny Love” are also shaped by the varied cultural 
associations attached to genres. In this case, Bon Iver’s original version connotes 
authenticity by adhering to indie genre conventions, which will be outlined in chapter two, 
and through the song being his own creative work. Birdy’s version lacks this degree of 
subcultural credibility, but its pop characteristics shift the focus of the performance to Birdy 
herself, highlighting her youth and precocious talent. The manner in which these kinds of 
associations become attached to songs is complex and stems from both the songs 
themselves and the way subcultures are represented. 
 
The reading approach this thesis takes to analysing these sorts of interwoven and 
associative elements has its basis in existing popular culture research. The scholarship 
                                                           
77 Bon Iver, “Skinny Love,” For Emma, Forever Ago, Indiana: Jagjaguwar, compact disc, 2007. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Birdy, “Skinny Love,” Birdy, UK: 14th Floor/Warner, compact disc, 2011. 
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supporting my approach is drawn from diverse fields that share an interest in studying 
communication, including musicology, linguistics, semiotics, anthropology, and cultural 
studies. This thesis takes the conceptual position that popular culture texts convey meaning 
using resources both contained within the text and drawn from outside it. Musicologist Jeff 
Todd Titon describes a type of analysis that considers these extra-textual elements which 
he calls “thick description,”80 a term he adopts from anthropologist Clifford Geertz81 and 
which has its roots in the work of philosopher Gilbert Ryle.82 Referring to an example from 
Ryle, Geertz differentiates “thin description”, in which only the observable action of a 
subject is described, from “thick description”, which describes both the action and its 
socially coded meanings.83 Titon applies this differentiation to cultural studies, in which 
context he proposes thick description may involve “unpack[ing] the meanings of the 
symbols that reside in texts and comprise a culture.”84 On the question of how to go about 
this unpacking, Geertz encourages analysts to approach “broader interpretations and more 
abstract analyses from the direction of exceedingly extended acquaintances with extremely 
small matters.”85 To effectively analyse popular song, then, requires a framework that 
allows a sufficiently broad scope that the analyst can step back and see these varied modes 
and their interaction in context, while remaining detail-oriented enough that specific 
components may be intimately examined for the insights a close-reading can provide. 
 
In this thesis, I conceptualise this approach as a process of “zooming-in” and “zooming-out” 
on recorded tracks. Zooming-in allows detailed readings of tracks’ communicative elements 
to be conducted at close quarters. These elements are also viewed at a step’s remove within 
                                                           
80 Jeff Todd Titon. “Textual Analysis or Thick Description?” The Cultural Study of Music, eds. Martin Clayton, 
Trevor Herbert and Richard Middleton (New York and London: Routledge, 2003), 171 – 180. 
81 Clifford Geertz. The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays. (New York: Basic Books, 1973). 
82 Gilbert Ryle. Collected Papers. (London: Hutchinson, 1971. Reprinted London, New York, Routledge: 2009). 
83 Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 6 – 7. 
84 Titon, “Thick Description?”, 174. 
85 Geertz, Interpretation of Culture, 21. 
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the context of the track itself, and at an even greater distance within their subcultural 
conditions as the analysis “zooms out”. I’ll briefly survey some of the thinkers that underpin 
my reading method, before providing a short demonstration analysis. 
 
Multimodal Discourse Analysis (MDA) is a useful theoretical framework for undertaking 
musical analyses that examine tracks in detail and in context. MDA developed from 
linguistics based practices, such as Discourse Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis, 
which seek to investigate language-in-use by placing it within its broader cultural context 
and considering what and how meaning is interpreted.86 Early MDA theorists Gunther 
Kress and Theo Van Leeuwen note the complex processes involved in communicating and 
interpreting a message, contending that “meaning is made in many different ways, always, 
in the many different modes and media which are co-present in a communicational 
ensemble.”87 This idea of the multimodal “communicational ensemble”88 is a particularly 
useful conceptualisation of the interplay between the numerous elements of popular song 
outlined earlier in this section. The work on MDA in popular song by communications 
theorist David Machin89 has particularly informed the approach this thesis takes to analysis. 
Machin’s use of MDA involves examining popular song’s communicational ensemble of 
images, sounds and text. 
 
In this thesis a fourth component of popular song, its rhetoric, will be examined alongside 
the three modes Machin suggests. I use rhetoric here as a term to capture the stories that 
are circulated by artists, promoters and listeners where songs are discussed or shared, the 
                                                           
86 James Paul Gee. How To Do Discourse Analysis: A Toolkit (Oxon: Routledge, 2011), ix. 
87 Gunther Kress and Theo Van Leeuwen. Multimodal Discourse 2nd ed, (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 
2010), 111. 
88 Ibid. 
89 David Machin. Analysing Popular Music: Image, Sound, Text (London: SAGE Publications Ltd, 2010). 
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reputation of songs and albums, and the implications of genre on meaning. These elements 
are, to the album, part of what literary theorists Gerard Genette and Marie Maclean 
propose comprise the “paratext” of a book.90 According to Genette and Maclean, the 
paratext is “the means by which a text makes a book of itself and proposes itself as such to 
readers, and more generally to the public.”91 Just as a book’s exterior presentation, title, 
media reviews, fan recommendations, and author interviews are part of the way the public 
receives a book,92 so too an album’s cover art, name, promotions, reviews, artist interviews 
and fan commentary affect its public reception. Basing my analytical approach on MDA 
provides a framework for examining indie folk’s texts and paratexts as complete 
communicational ensembles. 
 
Linguist James Paul Gee is another MDA theorist whose work provides useful avenues for 
approaching popular songs as composite texts. Gee has composed a toolkit of analytical 
techniques which may be used to establish what messages a text might convey, and how it 
does so.93 Gee’s “tools” are a series of interrogative questions and positions an analyst may 
apply to the text to help identify and unravel the underlying, inexplicit meanings 
communicated in discourse. Tools 23 – 27, for example,94 are useful for the analysis of 
popular song. Tools 23 and 25 provide the analyst with two avenues for examining a text’s 
context through the language it uses95 or through its intertextual references.96 Since the 
nostalgic recycling taking place in indie folk is a form of intertextual referencing, Tool 25 is 
                                                           
90 Gerard Genette and Marie Maclean. “Introduction to the Paratext,” New Literary History 22, no. 2 (1991): 
261 – 272. 
91 Ibid., 261. 
92 Ibid., 262. 
93 Although this text elucidates Discourse Analysis, a pre-MDA linguistics-focussed analytical model, Gee 
provides an appendix that articulates how to apply his tools to a multimodal text. (Gee, How To, 187 – 190.) 
94 Gee, How To, 153 – 182. 
95 Tool 23 is called the “The Situated Meaning Tool,” and addresses how context impacts interpretation. It 
asks the analyst to consider the meanings listeners may attribute to particular words or phrases in the specific 
context (Gee, How To, 153). 
96 Tool 25, “The Intertextuality Tool,” asks the analyst to consider a text’s hybridity, in the form of references 
it may make to other texts and what listeners infer from these references (Gee, How To, 166). 
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particularly pertinent here. Tools 24, 26 and 27 give structures for analysts to consider the 
associations listeners bring to the text. These tools suggest ways to interrogate what 
conclusions listeners draw from language structures,97 or a text’s adherence or deviance 
from their preconceived norms,98 or from their assumptions about the ways identities are 
performed in the text.99 Gee’s toolkit also suggests some approaches that allow an analyst 
to effectively scrutinise the verbal-language based elements that construct and surround 
popular song. Lyrics, interviews and press releases, for example, can be examined to 
establish how the specific language employed renders certain things more or less significant 
or interconnected. Verbal and non-verbal language may be used to communicate particular 
identities or political ideologies, and may sustain or subvert relationships between those 
implicated in the communication. Basing this thesis’s analytical approach on MDA ensures 
that these significant but sometimes concealed aspects of the communicational ensemble are 
kept in play. 
 
Zoom-In, Zoom-Out 
My “zoom-in, zoom-out” reading approach allows indie folk songs’ communicational 
ensembles to be examined at several different levels of magnification. This means the song 
may be seen in its entirety and in context, while still allowing for its intricate mechanisms 
to be scrutinised. Certain information comes into better focus at different levels of 
magnification. By looking at this information separately and collectively, the analyst can 
make inferences about what the communicative ensemble conveys. To demonstrate how this 
                                                           
97 Tool 24 is called “The Social Languages Tool” and proposes that social identities and references are encoded 
through grammar (Gee, How To, 164). 
98 Tool 26, “The Figured Worlds Tool” acknowledges that listener comes to a text with their own culturally 
informed expectations of what is “typical” or “normal,” and asks the analyst to consider the figured world that 
a text assumes its listener will bring (Gee, How To, 171). 
99 Tool 27, or “The Big D Discourse Tool,” asks the analyst to consider which socially recognisable identities 
and activities are being enacted in a text and how these may be interpreted (Gee, How To, 181). 
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reading approach functions, I’ll now conduct an overview analysis of an indie folk artefact, 
“White Winter Hymnal”100 by band Fleet Foxes.101  
 
fig. 1: Zoom-In Zoom-Out – initial information. © Claire Coleman 2017 
Upon approaching a song, even casual listeners have access to certain information (see fig. 1 
above). Without any specialist knowledge or investigation, listeners may learn that “White 
Winter Hymnal” is the first single from Fleet Foxes’ 2008 debut, self-titled, album, on 
which it was the second track. This information positions the track in the context of a time 
period, an album, and the life of the band. Looking more closely at a song gives access to 
more details. 
                                                           
100 Fleet Foxes. “White Winter Hymnal” Fleet Foxes, London: Bella Union, compact disc, 2008. 
101 The choice to stray from the thesis’s case studies but not the genre here was made in an attempt to avoid 
repeating or pre-empting the analyses to be undertaken later in the thesis while still addressing the specific 
analytical needs of nostalgia in indie folk. 
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fig. 2: Zoom-In Zoom-Out – song at first level of magnification. © Claire Coleman 2017 
More specific information about the musical and lyrical modes of a song comes into focus 
with a closer examination (see fig 2 above). In some instances, specialised knowledge aids 
analysts to understand and interpret a song at this level of magnification in a way that is 
beyond most casual listeners. Knowledge of music history or theory, for example, may allow 
analysts to quickly filter out some components of the song and focus on the elements that 
have the most bearing on their particular research questions. When examining nostalgia in 
“White Winter Hymnal” several noteworthy elements emerge for consideration. The 
prominent use of thick three-part male vocal harmonies and the mixing of these voices so 
that they are roughly equal in volume rather than the melody being strongly distinct is 
aurally reminiscent of the mixes of some folk-rock groups of the 1960s and 1970s, such as 
Crosby Stills and Nash, Peter Paul and Mary, or The Mamas and The Papas. Further 
conventions from this era which are elaborated in chapter two, such as the blending of folk’s 
acoustic traditions with rock’s electric instrumentation, are invoked in “White Winter 
Hymnal”’s tom-heavy percussion and its combination of acoustic rhythm guitar, drums and 
bells with electric lead guitar and bass. Other aspects, such as the use of reverb on the 
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vocals, the extensive repetition in the introduction, the use of a single repeated refrain 
rather than more variation in lyrical material, and the use of “oohs” rather than words in 
some sections evoke a church or cathedral setting consistent with the “hymnal” of the song’s 
title. However the acoustic guitars and secular thematic material distance the song from this 
sacred allusion, giving it more of a “campfire” atmosphere. Campfire songs carry a heritage 
of their own in which sacred and folk musics intermingle, and which is also alluded to in 
“White Winter Hymnal.” All these elements of the song are brought into the foreground of 
the analyst’s awareness where the research aim of examining the song’s nostalgia is used as 
a filter. 
 
 
fig. 3: Zoom-In Zoom-Out – song at second level of magnification. © Claire Coleman 2017. 
Taking the opportunity to zoom in even further on some elements gives insight into the 
precise workings of each one in context (see fig 3 above). This in turn can reveal how these 
elements influence each other, and elaborate the messages a song produces. In “White 
Winter Hymnal”, a close listen to the song’s structure shows it evades verse-chorus forms 
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and instead follows the pattern AABCBCCDB in which only A and B sections have words. 
A more detailed look at the B section reveals a rhyming pattern of aa / bb / c, with peaks in 
the melodic contour on the words “go”, “fall” and “white”. The analyst can then consider 
how these things may impact upon the listener, and the associations or inferences an 
audience might draw. For example, “White Winter Hymnal”’s use of only one short, 
repeated verse might be shown to evoke a participatory sing-along, consistent with its 
hymnal title, nostalgically suggestive of a communally owned folk past. This stage of the 
analysis may work equally well in reverse, beginning from an observation about a song’s 
associations and using a close-reading of the song’s materials to establish what contributes 
to the emergence of these associations. 
 
 
fig. 4: Zoom-In Zoom-Out – song in cultural context. © Claire Coleman 2017. 
Zooming out from the song gives the analyst a sense of where the song sits within the 
culture that produces it (see fig 4 above). This involves looking in greater detail at how the 
musician or band articulates their identity visually and rhetorically, the themes addressed in 
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their work, and how the media perceive them. It also involves some consideration of genre, 
and the general features of participants in the subculture surrounding the band. Returning 
to the example of nostalgia in Fleet Foxes, the analyst might observe the band’s farmer-
lumberjack look (complete with beards) in its press shots, and the album cover art’s use of a 
bucolic themed Renaissance-era painting.102 There is a throwback quality to these aspects of 
the band’s identity, reinforced by the use of outmoded pre-Industrial era terms like 
“hymnal” and “peasant,” which suggest a rupture with urban, hi-tech contemporary 
lifestyles. Further research at this level of magnification might include questions like: How 
was the song marketed? How was the song received by indie folk audiences / the general 
public / the music industry? What stories were circulated about the band and the album?  
 
 
fig 5: Zoom-In Zoom-Out – song in genre context. © Claire Coleman 2017. 
                                                           
102 The painting is “Netherlandish Proverbs”, sometimes known as “The Blue Cloak”, painted by Pieter 
Bruegel the Elder in 1559. See Jonathan Jones, “Why I judge albums by their covers,” The Guardian, news 
website, February 25, 2009. Accessed May 30, 2017. 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2009/feb/25/album-covers-art 
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From this point, zooming out even further allows the analyst to see the subculture within a 
wider socio-cultural framework, and deduce what conclusions might be applied to other 
work in other subcultures (see fig. 5 above). A comparison with other similar or different 
songs might prove useful. In the example used here, the analyst could compare the nostalgic 
tendencies observed in Fleet Foxes’ music to the presence or absence of similar tendencies 
in other indie folk bands, or in bands from other genres, in order to trace how widespread 
the nostalgia movement is. This system of close readings and more distanced analyses 
ensures all of a song’s constituent elements may be seen. Songs may be examined within the 
context of their albums and creators, situated within their cultural contexts, and compared 
to trends and tendencies at play in other genres and subcultures. Viewing songs in this way, 
from both close and distanced positions, ensures the different modes under examination are 
always kept in the context of the multimodal communicational ensemble. 
 
Analysing songs in parts and in context is important, as it allows the analyst to make 
interpretative inferences while evading some analytical traps. Analyses of creative works 
may be vulnerable to producing theoretical conclusions that are too rigid, and which read 
like they are the singular “correct” meaning for a given text. In reality, meanings are 
necessarily idiosyncratic and distinctly formed by participants, including the analyst, in the 
act of communication. Ethnomusicologist Steven Feld argues that interpretation does not 
fix meaning but rather brings into focus some of the attitudes that are part of the listening 
experience. As he states, “[m]eaning then is momentarily changeable and emergent, in-flux 
as our interpretative moves are unravelled and crystallised.”103 At the other end of the 
spectrum, a vulnerability of interpretation is that it may be seen as cursory and entirely 
subjective, offering nothing solid by way of cultural observation or comment. In addressing 
                                                           
103 Steven Feld. “Communication, Music and Speech About Music,” Yearbook For Traditional Music 16 (1984): 
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this concern, musicologist Allan Moore turns to the work of philosopher Paul Ricoeur who 
states: 
if it is true that there is always more than one way of constructing a text, it is 
not true that all interpretations are equal. The text presents a limited field of 
possible constructions. The logic of validation allows us to move between the 
two limits of dogmatism and scepticism. It is always possible to argue for or 
against an interpretation, to confirm interpretations, to arbitrate between them 
and to seek agreement, even if this agreement remains beyond our immediate 
reach.104 
As is proposed here, it is false to suggest that infinite interpretations of a text may be made; 
interpretations arise within the limits of what is articulated by the communicational 
ensemble at work in the text and by the cultural context in which it is created and 
experienced. Meaning is mutable, but not infinitely so. By engaging in both close and 
distanced readings, opportunities are created for the analyst to “arbitrate and seek 
agreement” between the interpretative conclusions drawn at different levels of 
magnification. Using the “zoom-in, zoom-out” reading approach, explained above and 
grounded in multimodal discourse analysis, this thesis will demonstrate the presence of 
nostalgia in indie folk songs, participants and culture and assess the particular areas for 
which indie folk is nostalgic. In doing so, it engages with all the modes in the 
communicational ensemble together, and also considers the different ways that nostalgia is 
conveyed by songs’ musical, visual, thematic and rhetorical elements. 
 
S o n g s  a n d  P e o p l e :  N o s t a l g i a  i n  I n d i e  F o l k  C u l t u r e  
In the analytical moment it is easy to become so enmeshed in a song’s dissection that the 
task starts to take on a post-mortem visage, and the reality of the living, breathing song is 
                                                           
104 Paul Ricoeur, Interpretation Theory: discourse and the surplus of meaning (1979), 79, quoted in Allan F. Moore. 
Song Means: Analysing and Interpreting Recorded Popular Song (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), 11. 
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sidelined. Sociologist Chris Rojek notes the too easily forgotten emotional importance of 
songs for listeners: 
Pop music supplies the idiom and vernacular for many forms of emotional 
expression that are intrinsic to our sense of wellbeing, truth and identity. We 
declare our love, group identity and disaffection with this or that subject or 
object by means of the lyrics of hit songs. In private life pop is used to express 
love, and in public life it is applied to provide a sonic script to individual and 
group identity ... At its best, the harmonic-contrapuntal and rhythmic qualities 
of pop can speak beyond words to communicate a shared sense of cultural depth, 
absorption, social inclusion and cultural biography. 105 
Rojek’s explanation of the function of song in life is a useful launching pad from which to 
commence the analytical work of this thesis. Throughout the investigation, a central 
concern will be treating the songs as meaningful and important artefacts in the emotional 
and cultural life of real people, not as sterile and distant objects to which no-one is attached. 
 
Nostalgia is an emotive signature of indie folk culture, but also a communicative tool in 
indie folk songs. The following analyses will elucidate the ways in which indie folk 
expresses nostalgic desire for certain aspects of the past. These nostalgic desires indicate 
complementary anxieties about the present, through which indie folk musicians construct 
imagined and nostalgically inflected versions of the future. In this way, indie folk music 
communicates at a fundamental level the deeply held beliefs, desires and hopes of 
participants in indie folk culture. 
 
                                                           
105 Chris Rojek, Pop Music, Pop Culture (Cambridge: Pollity Press, 2011), 46. 
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Chapter  One :  Unders tand ing  Nosta lg ia  
And we came to see Time is taller  
than Space is wide 
– Joanna Newsom, “Waltz of the 101st Lightborne”1  
 
 
To understand how nostalgia functions, proliferates and signifies in millennial culture, it is 
necessary to first unravel its densely wound, historically and culturally shifting definitions. 
The opening pages of Ignorance, a novel by Czech born, French author Milan Kundera 
provide a useful introduction to the term’s variation and complexity. Ignorance explores 
themes of immigration, displacement and nostalgia for the homeland; in the novel’s 
exposition, Kundera offers a detailed examination of the subtle cultural and linguistic 
discrepancies in words associated with nostalgia in various European countries.2 Although 
English has a discrete term to describe longing for home, homesickness, Kundera highlights 
this facet of nostalgia’s definition by suggesting it is implicit in similes for nostalgia in other 
languages, including Portugese saudade, German heimweh or Dutch heimvee.3 While 
acknowledging the longing for home present in nostalgia, Kundera objects to “reduc[ing] 
the great notion to just its spatial element”,4 and suggests Icelandic, like English, offers 
greater nuance by differentiating between the longing for homeland (heimprá) and more 
generalised longing (söknudur)5 that are both present in nostalgia. Kundera proposes that 
                                                           
1 Joanna Newsom, “Waltz of the 101st Lightborne,” Divers. 
2 Milan Kundera. Ignorance (New York: Harper-Collins, 2002), 5 – 7. 
3 Ibid., 5. 
4 Ibid., 5. 
5 Ibid., 6. 
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some languages lack an equivalent term carrying suitable affective punch, citing the lack of 
a French verb for nostalgia resulting in use of the “weak, cold” alternative s’ennuyer.6 By 
contrast, in Kundera’s mother tongue the word nostalgia has more than one possible 
translation and is central to what he calls “the most moving Czech expression of love: styska 
se mi po tobe” which describes the painful yearning experienced when separated from the 
beloved: “I’m nostalgic for you.”7 The Spanish añoranza provides additional nuances to 
nostalgia’s definition, having etymological links to the Latin ignorare or ignorance, which 
Kundera suggests links nostalgia to the pain of not knowing or of lack.8 In German, the 
term Kundera suggests is commonly used “in speaking of desire for an absent thing”, 
sehnsucht, is not restricted to referring to aspects of a lost past but may also be used in 
describing a longed-for future.9 This brief overview of nostalgia’s European linguistic 
manifestations indicates nostalgia’s most common associations: with yearning or longing so 
powerful it causes pain, with separation or absence from desired places, objects or times, and 
with cravings for a future that exists only in the nostalgic imagination. 
 
While Kundera’s work is fictional, and Kundera is not himself an expert in translation or 
linguistics, Ignorance importantly acknowledges that nostalgia possesses multiple conceptual 
meanings that operate differently in diverse spaces, times, countries, languages, cultures and 
communities. Cultural theorists Michael Pickering and Emily Keightley warn against the 
dangers of attempting to assign a singular, universal meaning to nostalgia. They explain 
that the “continued unqualified use of a term laden with culturally specific meanings 
prevents a far-reaching and transferable analysis of the mediation of the past.”10 Rather, 
they argue, the disparate ways nostalgia is culturally mediated, both through mainstream 
                                                           
6 Ibid., 6. 
7 Ibid., 6. 
8 Ibid., 6. 
9 Ibid., 7. 
10 Pickering and Keightley. “The Modalities of Nostalgia,” 934. 
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media representations and through creative works, and the variation in audience responses 
must be acknowledged and kept in play.11  
 
This thesis attempts to manage these issues by keeping its focus narrowed to millennial 
Western popular culture and, specifically, indie folk creators and audiences. The subcultural 
uses of nostalgia shape how it is understood and defined, while subcultures in which 
nostalgia circulates are simultaneously impacted upon and reshaped by its presence. Even 
so, the arguments that will be put forth about nostalgia in millennial indie folk do not 
exclude the potential for different cultural actors to construct and experience nostalgia 
differently, or for each to derive different meanings from their interaction with nostalgic 
affect or styling. At times the conclusions drawn in this context may have wider 
applications than the millennial indie folk culture under analysis, but in drawing on external 
examples the intention is purely to offer further cultural evidence of nostalgia’s impact and 
prevalence rather than to suggest a singular, prescriptive or totalising view. Acknowledging 
this variation of representation, experience and interpretation at the outset makes room for 
the useful identification of certain common tendencies and etymological foundations in the 
nostalgic frame. Doing so means that, instead of overwriting or ignoring nostalgia’s 
multiple meanings, a nuanced historical and cultural context for nostalgia may be 
established, providing a basis from which various interpretations may spring. 
 
Con s t r u c t i n g  N o s t a l g i a  
Where it appears in common parlance, nostalgia is often used to describe an emotional affect 
characterised by wistful longing for the past. Sociologist Fred Davis, whose early work in 
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contemporary nostalgia studies is foundational to the field, demarcates the nostalgic mood 
as one seeking to “envelop all that may have been painful or unattractive about the past in a 
kind of fuzzy, redeemingly benign aura.”12 Here Davis captures two crucial elements that 
comprise nostalgia and that are fundamental to understanding its communicative functions 
in indie folk music, its overtly constructed nature and its bittersweet affective quality. 
 
Importantly in the first case, the selective construction process Davis associates with 
nostalgia is explicit. Nostalgia does not claim to offer a factual recreation of the past, nor 
does it attempt to resuscitate a dead period. Rather, nostalgia looks on the past through the 
lens of forgetful and flawed human memory, preserving some things and omitting others. 
Nostalgia is built both from individual memories and collective or cultural myths and 
unashamedly, even enthusiastically, possesses the inconsistencies, exaggerations and gaps 
that characterise a recollection, an eye-witness account or an orally transmitted anecdote. 
Nostalgia’s reliance on memory means that it is often perceived as an unreliable version of 
history. Historian Raphael Samuel suggests that memory work like nostalgia is often 
minimised as a too personal, subjective and emotional rendering of the past. He compares 
this to “history”, which he argues is seen to be impartial, analytical and empirical, with 
broad reaching applications.13  
 
Nostalgia makes no claims to these kinds of unmediated truth. Even in cases where 
nostalgic attempts to accurately recreate the past are made, such as music revivals or 
historical re-enactments, the extreme disjunct between the recreated past and the present is 
so conspicuous that it renders the act of mediation visible. Disputes that occur around how 
                                                           
12 Davis. “Nostalgia, Identity,” 418; Davis, Yearning For Yesterday, 14. 
13 Samuel, Theatres of Memory, ix. 
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traditions may be authentically recreated or reinvigorated only serve to enhance the 
perceptibility of the construction process that is taking place. Nostalgia instead delights in 
the imagined pasts it constructs to fit a particular shape or fulfil a desired function. It is 
explicitly mediated by the present and by the nostalgic person. Nostalgia’s multiple 
meanings are enabled by this process of construction; as many nostalgic methods and 
representations of the past may exist as nostalgic people to build them. Formulating an 
unbiased critical understanding of nostalgia hinges on accepting that the selective 
recollection it engages in is overt rather than hidden. Although some theorists accuse 
nostalgia of deceit in recalling only certain aspects of the past,14 these criticisms fail to 
accept that the selectiveness crucial to nostalgia’s function is an openly observable bias, and 
therefore hardly qualifies as treachery. Nostalgia makes no claim at impartiality; its 
reconstruction of the past is flagrantly and unashamedly discriminating. 
 
Davis’ categorisation of nostalgia’s rose-coloured glasses view of the past, something he 
calls nostalgia’s “rhetorical signature”,15 is similarly crucial. Romantic, sentimental and 
bittersweet, nostalgia is identifiable by a wistfulness which is “infused with imputations of 
past beauty, pleasure, joy, satisfaction, goodness, happiness, love, and the like, in sum, any 
or several of the positive affects of being.”16 Although nostalgia’s constructed nature is 
explicit, the manner in which it builds this wistfulness is unclear and only minimally 
researched. This construction process is a central investigation of this thesis. When a 
nostalgic affect or style is evoked, how are the elements of its construction selected? Clues 
to the answer lie in Davis’ characterisation of nostalgia’s benevolent affect, in which 
                                                           
14 In “Reading the Represented Past: History and Fiction from 1700 to the Present,” literary theorists Kate 
Mitchell and Nicole Parsons cite Linda Hutcheon, Frederic Jameson and David Lowenthal as scholars who 
associate nostalgia with “a fascination for reducing the past to its images and relics, rather than employing a 
more sustained, serious, and critical approach.” In Reading Historical Fiction: The Revenant and the Remembered 
Past (UK: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013), 16. 
15 Davis, Yearning for Yesterday, 16. 
16 Ibid., 14. (italics in original) 
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pleasant aspects of the past are retained while unpleasantness is overlooked.17 The change in 
context and time period nostalgia involves can also bring about a change in value, with 
formerly commonplace or undesirable things gathering esteem from their pastness. 
Musicologist Emily I. Dolan suggests that objects which undergo this kind of “aesthetic 
time travel” often acquire a kitsch value in which they are “brought back to life in a new 
context where they have no place or function.”18 Kitsch and the related aesthetic, corn, often 
involve what communications theorist Gregory J. Seigworth calls “a kind of historical 
salvage whereby the once-banal might now be redeemed as fantastic.”19 Seigworth 
elaborates on this idea in his discussion of corn’s affect in Sufjan Stevens’ early work, 
suggesting Stevens constructs a “reconfigured, newly weird and corn-fed America”20 in 
which hierarchies that separate the mundane from the eminent are disrupted. By placing 
everyday events like folding laundry alongside phenomenal events like a UFO sighting, and 
peopling his songs with family members as well as national figures, Stevens collapses the 
boundaries between private and public memory.21 Stevens’ work is a good demonstration of 
nostalgic cherry-picking. By picking out particular images, events, sounds and themes and 
placing them alongside each other, Stevens rewrites the American experience in a manner of 
his own choosing. 
 
The apparent ease of nostalgia’s judicious salvaging becomes problematic when the 
categories of “good” or “desirable” versus “bad” or “undesirable” are examined. As society 
and culture undergo change over time, different characteristics of the past are placed in the 
first category and treated nostalgically, or in the second and glossed over or reworked. 
                                                           
17 Ibid., 14. 
18 Emily I. Dolan. “’This little ukulele tells the truth’: Indie Pop and Kitsch Authenticity,” Popular Music 29, 
no. 3 (2010): 463 – 464. 
19 Gregory J. Seigworth. “The Affect of Corn.” M/C Journal 8, no. 6 (2005): unpaginated. Accessed September 
21, 2015, http://journal.media-culture.org.au/0512/12-seigworth.php 
20 Ibid., unpaginated. 
21 Ibid. unpaginated. 
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Further variation exists regarding which aspects of the past are remembered with warmth 
in any given time period. Although nostalgia’s rhetorical signature, the affective warmth 
with which it treats its constructed past, remains consistent, the aspects of the past that are 
remembered with longing vary according to preference; they change over time in response 
to broad social and cultural transitions, as well as across subcultural groups and individuals 
in any single period. Tracing some of the broad shifts in definition that nostalgia has 
undergone since its first emergence as a critical term may reflect some corresponding 
changes in the societies and individuals producing and experiencing nostalgia, and provide 
background for the deeper analyses of nostalgic responses in millennial indie folk culture to 
follow. 
 
E a r l y  No s t a l g i a  
The term “nostalgia” is a kind of portmanteau of Greek words nostos, to return home, and 
algia or algos, translated variously as “sorrow”,22 “longing”23 or as describing physical pain, 
suffering or affliction.24 Coined by physician Johannes Hofer in 1688 and closely connected 
to the pre-existing German heimweh or homesickness,25 at its inception nostalgia was 
considered an affliction with a medical basis. Hofer’s initial observational subjects were 
Swiss mercenaries, some of whom were stationed far from their homeland with little 
prospect of return. Hofer documented some of these mercenaries developing an obsessive 
two-pronged fixation on the magnificence of their homes, alongside an aversion to the 
                                                           
22 Radstone. The Sexual Politics of Time, 119. 
23 Katharina Niemeyer, “Introduction: Media and Nostalgia,” in Media and Nostalgia: Yearning for the Past, 
Present and Future (New York, Hampshire: Palgrave MacMillan, 2014), 7. 
24 Davis, Yearning for Yesterday, 1; Davis, “Nostalgia, Identity,” 414; Boym. The Future of Nostalgia, xiii; 
Wildschut, Sedikides and Routledge, “Nostalgia – From cowbells,” 20; Filiberto Fuentenebro de Diego and 
Carmen Valiente Ots, “Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” History of Psychiatry 25, no. 4 (2014): 405. 
25 de Diego and Ots, “Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” 405. 
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customs and landscapes they occupied.26 Symptoms of nostalgia included “despondency, 
melancholia, lability of emotion including profound bouts of weeping, anorexia, a 
generalised ‘wasting away’ and, not infrequently, attempts at suicide.”27 The malady was 
thought of as a disease of an “afflicted imagination” which “incapacitated the body”,28 
causing the patient to lose touch with their location and to experience “erroneous 
representations” of the present.29 Continued time away from home was thought to increase 
the severity of the nostalgic soldiers’ symptoms, while a return home was among the 
treatments considered curative. Until the mid-1800s, diagnoses of nostalgia remained 
attached to the military and increased in frequency as the “disease” spread to other 
nationalities. The French were particularly susceptible during the Napoleonic period, 
during which time many soldiers were conscripts or immigrants in the army by force not 
choice and so particularly prone to looking back upon their homes fondly.30 Nostalgia was 
also diagnosed among American soldiers of the period, for example in the Civil War of the 
mid 1800s. However, unlike the European opinion that succumbing to nostalgia 
demonstrated a firm allegiance to the homeland, in the US it was considered a shameful 
disease associated with insufficient national pride, deficient masculinity and weakness of 
will.31  
 
Nostalgia researchers offer conflicting opinions on the role music was seen to play in early 
nostalgia. Some, like media theorist Katharina Niemeyer, interpret early research as 
suggesting that hearing music associated with the homeland was sometimes prescribed as a 
                                                           
26 de Deigo and Ots paraphrase Hofer’s thesis, stating “Its somatic base lies in deep cerebral fibres, where 
traces of the idea of a homeland reside, and animal spirits speed in a whirl of continuous awareness and images 
representing the homeland. A fixed idea captures the nervous fluid and holds it in a confined area of the brain, 
creating an imbalance manifested by a general suffering of the body. Obsession for the homeland focuses the 
attention on one idea, and is deaf and blind to any other stimulus.” (“Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” 405) 
27 Davis, “Nostalgia, Identity,” 414. 
28 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 4 
29 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 3 
30 de Diego and Ots, “Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” 406. 
31 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 6. 
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cure for the ailment, alongside other alternatives such as a visit from a family member or 
sending the afflicted soldier home.32 Other scholars propose the opposite, and argue that in 
early medical research hearing songs from the homeland was thought to provoke nostalgia in 
soldiers and often banned from military camps.33 It’s possible this discrepancy is impacted 
upon by changes over time to how nostalgia has been viewed, or indeed that both 
viewpoints are represented in historical literature. Radstone notes that nostalgia in Swiss 
troops in the early eighteenth century was thought to be curable through repatriation, 
whereas there was no viable return available to ease the Romantics’ desire for return to 
childhood.34 Reconciling these sorts of minor variances is not relevant to the work this 
thesis undertakes. Regardless of whether it is seen as a provocateur or a tonic for nostalgia, 
music’s ability to prompt auditory recollections and reactions has been linked to nostalgia 
since the term’s earliest iteration. 
 
These early recorded occurrences of nostalgia indicate, at a basic level, the initial 
theorisations of nostalgia emerging in response to disruptive, stressful and traumatic 
experiences. During a period in which geographical relocation was difficult, costly and time 
consuming, and working at great distance from home may have been unavoidable, nostalgia 
was experienced by people separated from their homes due to an imperative rather than a 
desire to leave. Sufferers of nostalgia longed for physical return to beloved familiar spaces, 
places and people from which they were separated. Nostalgic desire was both a response to 
soldiers’ homesickness, manifested as adoring longing for the absent home space of their 
memory, and a reaction to the dissatisfactions brought about by the uncertainty of return. 
Home began to fulfil a symbolic function, recalled not in an exact replica of the home left 
                                                           
32 Niemeyer, “Introduction,” 9. 
33 de Diego and Ots, “Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” 405; David Lowenthal, The Past Is A Foreign Country, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 10; Radstone, Sexual Politics of Time, 119; Boym, The Future 
of Nostalgia, 4. 
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behind but as a space and time in which the nostalgic person felt settled and comfortable. As 
nostalgia theorist Svetlana Boym notes, the “object of longing, then, is not really a place 
called home but this sense of intimacy with the world.”35 Nostalgia consoled those who were 
uncertain that these deep longings for intimacy and familiarity could be fulfilled. Even in 
these early conceptualisations, nostalgia is revealed as an active rather than passive state. 
The descriptions of nostalgic soldiers’ yearnings for home and country are not idle, but 
rather indicate the experience of all-encompassing, obsessive desire. Though imaginative, 
the recollection of home or country was built actively, responding to dissatisfaction in the 
present. The nostalgic translocation and manifestation of these rebuilt memories in a 
different time and place was the expression of the soldiers’ keenly felt and firmly held 
desires and fears. 
 
As medical science in the nineteenth century started to shift away from diagnoses in which 
mental distress was believed to have a physical catalyst or symptom,36 use of the term 
nostalgia began a semantic shift. Romanticism’s increasing interest in sensitivity and 
subjectivity contributed to a gradual adoption of nostalgia as a means of describing an 
affective state associated with melancholy.37 By the early 1900s the term had attracted new 
uses describing emotional rather than physical or psychological states, more appropriate to 
post-Industrial Revolution culture.38 In this period more frequent geographical movement 
was enabled through improving transportation technologies. The increasing ease of travel 
meant departures from home carried an expectation of eventual return and were no longer 
necessarily considered a traumatic or permanent rupture.39 Although at times nostalgia 
continued to be linked to forced separations from home, such as those experienced by 
                                                           
35 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 251. 
36 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 7; de Diego & Ots, “Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” 407. 
37 de Diego and Ots, “Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” 408. 
38 Davis, Yearning for Yesterday, 4 – 5. 
39 de Diego and Ots, “Nostalgia: A Conceptual History,” 408; Reynolds, Retromania, xxvi. 
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refugees or exiles of various conflicts, or by conscripts or prisoners of war in the World 
Wars, in public discourse it became more firmly attached to longing for home spaces of the 
past rather than the present. Therefore, a soldier fighting internationally in one of the wars 
may have felt nostalgia for his distant home and homeland, but the family he left behind 
could equally feel nostalgia for pre-war home life, when the family unit was intact and the 
lives of loved ones were not so actively threatened. Nostalgia could be felt for the 
temporally distant home as-it-was-before, as well as for the physically distant home as-it-is-
now, and even for the home as-it-will-be-upon-future-return. Unfettered from its 
attachment to geography, nostalgia in the twentieth century became associated with 
longing for something better – another time or place perceived as superior or more 
complete by comparison to the circumstances of the present. 
 
From its inception to the present day, public awareness of nostalgia’s existence and 
functions has gradually increased to the point where it is now considered by some scholars 
in both humanities and psychology to be a universal emotion.40 Niemeyer plainly states the 
contemporary importance of nostalgia, describing how it “very often expresses or hints at 
something more profound, as it deals with positive or negative relations to time and space. 
It is related to a way of living, imagining and sometimes exploiting or (re)inventing the 
past, present and future.”41 She goes on to suggest nostalgia may manifest as a symptom of 
both progress and crisis; as a means of expressing a desire to slow down in the face of fast-
                                                           
40 In her review of the literature Susannah Radstone suggests some critiques of nostalgia ignore its historicity 
by conceiving it as part of the human condition. For example, Radstone mentions a group of psychologists 
headed by Constantine Sedikides calling it “a universal experience” (Sexual Politics of Time, 117). Although 
they specifically apply their arguments to postmodernity, Reynolds (Retromania, xviii), Lowenthal (Foreign 
Country, 11) and Boym (The Future of Nostalgia, xvi) could be included amongst those arguing in favour of 
nostalgia as a virtually ubiquitous emotion. 
41 Niemeyer, “Introduction,” 2. 
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paced technologies.42 The notion that nostalgia emerges in response to the speed of modern 
life is also raised by Pickering and Keightley: 
Nostalgia is a form of reaction to the velocity and vertigo of modern temporality. 
It rejects its insistently positive valuation of the temporary and the transient. In 
the face of this valuation, a desire to imaginatively return to earlier times is then 
felt to correlate with an acute dissatisfaction with the present, and to involve an 
attempt to recapture a putative continuity and coherence unavailable in the 
fragmented modern or late modern environment.43 
The argument that alienation with the present provides a catalyst for nostalgic sentiment is 
relatively well supported. In their psychological investigation into nostalgia, Tim 
Wildschut et al. propose that nostalgia has a generally positive affect and ability to 
strengthen social bonds, and that it therefore “imbues life with meaning, which facilitates 
coping with existential threat.”44 As a coping strategy, in which a better future is imagined, 
nostalgia has what Boym describes as “a utopian dimension that consists in the exploration 
of other potentialities and unfulfilled promises of modern happiness.”45 In other words, 
nostalgic constructions are a means for individuals to experiment with possible identities, 
ideologies and futures. It follows, then, that the meticulous examination of nostalgic cultural 
artefacts, such as those produced in indie folk, may reveal some of the triggers of these 
nostalgic reactions. Determining what a subculture is nostalgic for and the kinds of utopias 
they imagine, via the analysis of their nostalgic artefacts, may also reveal a narrative about 
the dislocations and alienations that trigger these nostalgic responses. 
 
 
 
                                                           
42 Ibid., 2. 
43 Pickering and Keightley, “The Modalities of Nostalgia,” 922 – 923.  
44 Wildschut, Sedikides and Routledge, “Nostalgia – From cowbells,” 22. 
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Two  No s t a l g i a s :  A f f e c t i v e  a n d  S t y l i s t i c  
In order to address the potential desires and anxieties that may be revealed within the 
nostalgic works produced in indie folk music, it is necessary to understand the two 
divergent but connected functions the term serves in millennial culture. Cultural theorist 
Paul Grainge calls nostalgia’s affective state “the nostalgic mood”,46 which he contrasts with 
nostalgia’s consumable stylistic presence or “the nostalgic mode”.47 Grainge’s conception of 
the two nostalgias is a useful one. As has been proposed, nostalgia exists as an emotional 
state – an affect – that is linked to loss and longing, and constructs an imagined future from 
desirable elements of the past and present. Although “affect” is a complex field of enquiry for 
psychoanalytic research, I do not use the term here in order to pursue a poststructuralist 
argument. Rather, by suggesting that nostalgia possesses particular affective traits I hope to 
align my research with three areas of critical enquiry with which affect theory often 
engages, according to literary theorist Patrick Colm Hogan. These are “social ideology, 
language, and general mental operations or contents (e.g. unacknowledged desires).”48 Later 
chapters of this thesis return to these concepts. In addition to functioning in these affective 
arenas, the term nostalgia is also used to denote a particular communicative style – 
Grainge’s nostalgic mode – that can be used in a range of creative works and media. 
Nostalgic creative work is often pastiche based, drawing upon visual, audio, thematic and 
rhetorical elements of the past and combining these with materials from other sources. 
Disentangling affective and stylistic nostalgia allows better specificity in analyses of 
creative works by making apparent the divergences and convergences between the two uses 
of the term. 
                                                           
46 Grainge. “Nostalgia and Style,” 28. 
47 Ibid., 27. 
48 Patrick Colm Hogan. “Affect Studies and Literary Criticism,” Oxford Research Encyclopaedia of Literature, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, August 2016), 7. Accessed December 9, 2016. 
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Grainge’s theories encourage the disassociation of nostalgic moods and modes in analytic 
work. He warns that an analytical conflation of the two may reductively attribute a causal 
relationship based on longing to the nostalgic mode’s stylistic presence in culture.49 
Grainge’s concerns are valid; any suggestion that nostalgic mode emerges solely as a result 
of a nostalgic mood, without any consideration of the industrial, social, economic, political 
or ideological factors driving the two nostalgias, will be a blinkered analysis at best. For 
example, if nostalgic modes only result from nostalgic moods then Sufjan Stevens’ Michigan 
album, a paean to his home state rife with nostalgic communicative devices, could be 
misconceived as primarily autobiographical. Such a reading of Michigan could cast 
aspersions on the legitimacy of Stevens’ other state based album, devoted to a state in which 
he has not resided yet equally inflected with nostalgia, Illinois.  
 
In his eagerness to highlight the importance of viewing mood and mode distinctly, however, 
Grainge at times overstates the separation between the two and leaves little room for the 
contribution of nostalgic longing to the proliferation of nostalgic aesthetics in creative 
works, and vice versa.50 Instead of proposing either of these extreme positions – that 
nostalgic mood and mode have a causal relationship, or that they have no impact upon one 
another – this thesis proposes that the two planes of nostalgia are synergetic. Nostalgic 
feeling can be wrapped in a nostalgic aesthetic, interaction with stylistically nostalgic 
cultural objects can prompt a nostalgic reaction, and a prevailing nostalgic mood in 
millennial culture contributes to widespread consumption of stylistically nostalgic artefacts. 
There is also room in this position for the two nostalgias to exercise sovereign operation at 
times. Nostalgic feelings may emerge independently of the presence of a stylistically 
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nostalgic object, and nostalgic aesthetics may be employed without prompting, or 
attempting to provoke, a nostalgic reaction in audiences. 
 
One of the ways that the two nostalgias operate synergistically is through nostalgically 
styled objects acting as substitutes for the absent object of nostalgic desire. In his study of 
the appeal of souvenir holiday LPs for tourists, musicologist Richard Elliott observes that 
nostalgia results from a gap between “what is longed for and the moment of longing.”51 
Nostalgic objects, which may be physical like the LPs in Elliott’s study or can equally be 
auditory, conceptual or visual referents, may step in to this gap and attempt to fulfill 
nostalgic longing by providing something that feels and looks like the longed-for person, 
thing, or moment. However, as Elliott notes, meaning slippage occurs in the act of turning 
the original into a representation, and this slippage jackpots as subsequent recreations take 
meanings further and further from that of the original.52 The result is that, while the 
substitute’s simulated essence is ultimately unable to satisfy nostalgic longing, new 
meanings may emerge through the substitution’s presence in different contexts and 
combinations from those that existed or were intended originally.53 As such, creative works 
that draw aesthetically on the nostalgic past rarely attempt an irrefutable or complete 
recreation, but rather place aspects of the present and the past alongside one another. 
Choosing a past-based, nostalgic referent occurs when the present-based alternatives are 
less desirable than those of the past, or because the desired referent is totally absent in the 
present. As such, by clarifying nostalgia’s stylistic substitutions it becomes possible to infer 
the desires of the subcultures producing and consuming the objects. The nostalgic stylistic 
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code and longed for nostalgic objects are made visible in the multimodal ways popular 
culture’s artefacts recreate and recycle the past. 
 
Sufjan Stevens’ 2015 album Carrie and Lowell is a useful example of how nostalgic styling 
(Grainge’s “mode”)54 and nostalgic affect (Grainge’s “mood”)55 manifest multimodally, and 
may coexist without having a causal relationship. The slippage of meaning Elliott identifies 
when nostalgic objects appear in new contexts is also apparent here. Written after the death 
of his mother and during Stevens’ bereavement, the album’s lyrics recount childhood 
situations of neglect and abandonment alongside adult expressions of regret that the 
relationship between mother and child was ruptured. The album artwork features several 
age-tinged family photographs from Stevens’ childhood. These photographs are both 
nostalgically styled and nostalgic in affect; they may evoke nostalgic comparisons between 
Stevens’ photos and the viewer’s own childhood photographs, but they also give the album a 
vintage aura with their slightly faded colours and depictions of outmoded fashions and 
landscapes. No longer just family records but now on public display, the photos acquire new 
meanings from their context and suggest an intimacy between listener/viewer and creator 
that foregrounds the confessional nature of the album.  
 
Meaning slippage occurs in response to the presumed intimacy of these images, where 
listeners bring associations from the album’s contents to their viewing of the photos. As 
music journalist Brandon Stosuy describes of his own experience with the album: 
There is a photo in the booklet of a young Stevens at the table eating a banana ... 
His look is neither happy or sad; he is just a kid at a table, eating. But there’s 
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something melancholic there, something maybe you add on to it after listening 
to Carrie and Lowell, but something real nonetheless[.]56 
Stosuy’s interpretation of the album’s artwork here is impacted upon by his having listened 
closely to the album, knowing certain information about the Stevens’ family history, and 
making his own inferences. Although the photo’s original purpose may have been to 
document Stevens’ childhood or to record a family event, viewers now read the adult 
Stevens became and the knowledge of the fractured relationship with his mother onto the 
image of him as a child. Stylistically nostalgic, and with the potential to evoke nostalgic 
affect in listener-viewers, the family photos on the album cover emphasise the gap between 
the temporally distant and nostalgically treated childhood experiences and the present. 
 
Synergy between nostalgic affect and nostalgic styling is also present where stylistically 
nostalgic objects are enjoyed primarily on an aesthetic level. Cultural theorist Frederic 
Jameson formulates the idea of “pastiche” as a way in which postmodern cultural products 
imitate and celebrate past aesthetics, calling them “mimicry, without parody’s ulterior 
motive, without the satirical impulse[.]”57 In some cases, the absence of bite in nostalgic 
pastiches makes the works seem earnest.58 Seigworth describes Sufjan Stevens’ embrace of 
                                                           
56 Brendan Stosuy. “Sufjan Stevens: Carrie and Lowell,” Pitchfork, music news website, album review, March 30, 
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Masculinity,” Junkee, pop culture news website, September 28, 2017. Accessed October 10, 2017. 
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corn as being “unembarrassed by its open expression, unfettered by irony’s built-in self-
protection mechanism[.]”59 In Jameson’s pastiche, styles and sounds of the past become 
consumable commodities. Detached from their original context, these resources may be 
stylistically connoted and combined in whatever manner the producer deems appropriate, 
attracting new meanings along the way. As Grainge puts it, “the historical past is replaced 
by fashionable and glossy pastness.”60 Samuel calls this kind of stylistic kaleidoscoping of 
past, present and future “retrochic”. He defines this as an eclectic and irreverent movement 
salvaging diffuse aspects of the past and blending them with the modern, dissolving the 
spaces between the two:61 
Retrochic trades on inversion, discovering hitherto unnoticed beauties in the 
flotsam and jetsam of everyday life; elevating yesterday’s cast-offs into antique 
clothes and vintage wear; and treating the out-of-date and the anachronistic – or 
imitations of them – as though they were the latest thing.62 
Both retrochic and pastiche highlight the way in which elements of the nostalgically 
recalled or imagined past are combined, commodified and consumed in both postmodern 
and, I argue, millennial culture. Neither Samuel nor Jameson examine in detail the process 
of selection that occurs when a nostalgic creative work is pastiched from real or imagined 
aspects of the past, present and future. 
 
While they elaborate a key component of how nostalgia looks and sounds, pastiche and 
retrochic are inadequate terms in theorising the deliberate, taste based manner in which 
nostalgic creative works are constructed by combining objects selected from disparate 
sources. Neither term sufficiently highlights the important and careful process of curation 
that occurs in the creation of nostalgic constructions. For example, when a popular musician 
                                                           
59 Seigworth, “Affect of Corn,” unpaginated.  
60 Grainge, “Nostalgia and Style,” 29. (italics in original) 
61 Samuel, Theatres of Memory, 112. 
62 Ibid., 85. 
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constructs a new track from samples of assorted existing recordings, his or her work fits the 
conception of pastiche or retrochic, celebrating the past through representation and 
ascribing new meanings to old sounds. What is unexplored in Jameson’s or Samuel’s terms 
is the manner in which the artist arrives at the particular combination of elements for use in 
the new work. Bon Iver’s track “33 ‘GOD’”, from 2017’s 22, A Million, samples Scottish 
singer-songwriter Paolo Nutini, American country trio The Browns, African-American 
experimental musician Lonnie Holley, and indie rocker Sharon Van Etten, but what factors 
led Vernon to draw on these diverse sources? These curatorial acts are complex and 
primarily governed by two things: firstly the tastes of the artist, and secondly the drive in 
millennial culture for authentic and unique expression and experience.63 
 
A useful term to capture the construction methods of these nostalgic texts is 
“bowerbirding,” to liken them to the behaviour of bowerbirds.64 Native to Australia and 
surrounding islands, bowerbirds are known for building treasure-filled nests referred to as 
“bowers” from a sometimes eclectic array of found objects. Bowers are gathered according 
to what a particular bowerbird deems attractive, and often comprise unexpected items 
collected from the local habitat. As such, bowers may equally utilise unexpected objects such 
as coins, coloured glass, seashells, flowers or pieces of plastic in addition to natural materials 
such as leaves, feathers, twigs and stones from which birds’ nests are usually built. A 
completed bower has both attractive and connotive functions; it may entice a potential mate, 
but it also shares general stylistic tendencies with the constructions of other bowerbirds of 
the same particular species. Where the term “bowerbirding” is used in this thesis, it likens 
                                                           
63 Sociologist Michael Strand links authenticity and uniqueness in indie fans’ tastes, suggesting that gauging 
worth is part of a “struggle of distinction” (“Authenticity as a form of worth,” 73) and is a means through 
which subcultural identity is articulated, in which fans say “’This is who we are’ or ‘This is how we are 
unique’” (Ibid., 72). See Michael Strand, “Authenticity as a form of worth.” Journal for Cultural Research 18, no. 
1 (2013): 60 – 77. 
64 This term is not usually used as an adjective, however it came up repeatedly in conversations with 
supervisors surrounding the contents of the thesis, and has remained a useful analogy for understanding the 
process of nostalgic construction in popular music. 
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indie folk musicians’ creative process to the bowerbird’s deliberate, taste-based collecting of 
desirable items, highlighting the unique nature of the culminating product. 
 
Indie folk musicians often produce works that display similarly eclectic, sometimes 
astonishing, juxtapositions of elements from the past and the present, resulting in musical 
works that are distinct and idiosyncratic. The myriad ways in which heritage and 
innovation are bowerbirded in indie folk, re-figuring and re-using outmoded sounds, 
images, ideas and conventions alongside contemporary techniques in the creation of new 
work, inserts reconstructed nostalgic pasts into the current moment as substitutes for 
aspects of reality that are longed for. At the same time, representing the past and making 
use of old techniques can ground new works in what is perceived to be an authentic and 
lasting heritage. Aligning itself with discourses of authenticity allows indie folk to create 
distance from the appearance of artificiality and manufacture associated with some popular 
music genres, such as pop.65 Bowerbirding allows indie folk musicians to create 
idiosyncratic works that may be nostalgic in affective or stylistic ways, delighting in styles 
and sounds of the past, representing the past as a substitute for what they perceive is 
lacking in millennial culture, or doing both at once. 
 
No s t a l g i a  i n  I n d i e  F o l k  
Indie folk bowerbirds past, present and future, using nostalgic affect to communicate a 
longing for the past. Communicating nostalgic affect involves reconstructing and refiguring 
references from the past in a manner that emphasises their most desirable qualities. 
According to Samuel, this practice is not isolated to nostalgic processing but also occurs in 
                                                           
65 Simon Frith, “The magic that can set you free: The Ideology of Folk and the Myth of Rock,” Popular Music 1 
(1981): 166. 
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other forms of memory work. He suggests that “memory ... so far from being merely a 
passive receptacle or storage system ... is rather an active, shaping force; ... it is dynamic – 
what it contrives symptomatically to forget is as important as what it remembers[.]”66 
Samuel’s conception of memory as an active rather than passive system and his emphasis on 
the importance of what is forgotten as well as what is remembered are central to the 
arguments in this thesis. I will suggest that what is highlighted and what is downplayed in 
nostalgic creative works speaks to the hopes and anxieties that circulate in the subculture 
from which these works spring. These desires and concerns are rarely explicit, and are not 
always communicated consciously or deliberately by the performer. Readings such as those 
offered here can do no more than suggest what indie folk musicians’ intentions may have 
been based on the materials that contribute to the work they’ve made, or propose how the 
associations and expectations indie folk audiences bring from popular culture might lead 
them to interpret a creative work. Any textual analysis of indie folk music must necessarily 
remain adaptable because the texts and cultures under examination are messy, manifold and 
often in states of flux.  
 
Despite the shifts in nostalgia’s definition and role in society over time, three key themes 
emerge around which nostalgic styling and affect revolve in indie folk. These themes also 
possess complementary anxieties, to which nostalgic affect may respond through 
representative substitution. Firstly, as has been suggested through the links between 
nostalgia and homesickness, nostalgia is often associated with longing for either a real or 
imagined home. Nostalgia for home may respond to homesickness when physically absent, 
or to the traumatic passage of time when the object of longing is the home of the real or 
imagined past, from which the nostalgic person is separated by time more than by space. Of 
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this sense of temporal dislocation Boym states: “at first glance, nostalgia is a longing for 
place, but actually it is a yearning for a different time – the time of our childhood, the slower 
rhythms of our dreams.”67 Secondly, indie folk’s nostalgia often longs for and adores the 
natural in terms of both physical nature spaces, and lifestyles perceived to be organic or 
authentic. Estrangement from the natural world in the post-industrial period’s shift from 
rural to predominantly urban populations contributes keenly to this sense of rupture. 
Ecocritic Lawrence Buell proposes that placelessness is experienced when a sense of 
environmental connection is lacking, and may be thought of as “place deprivation, atopia, 
topic deficit [or] displacement anxiety”.68 Literary theorists Nicola King69 and Susan 
Stewart70 conceive nostalgia for nature as based upon longing for originary narratives and 
for unmediated experience. This search for ontological clarity is not limited to nostalgia for 
the natural world, and it is this broader desire for belief frameworks that is the third 
common theme in indie folk’s nostalgia. Where indie folk attaches itself to existing 
traditions and heritages, it sometimes expresses a sense of existential dislocation or disquiet 
that falls within the purview of religion or spiritual practice. Boym proposes that modern 
nostalgia “is a mourning for the impossibility of mythical return, for the loss of an 
enchanted world with clear borders and values ... a secular expression of a spiritual longing, 
a nostalgia for the absolute, a home that is both physical and spiritual.”71 These three areas 
of home, nature and ontology are thematic pivots for later chapters’ discussions of indie folk’s 
nostalgia, the anxieties to which it responds, and the utopias it imagines. A snapshot of 
                                                           
67 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, xv. 
68 Lawrence Buell, Writing for an Endangered World: Literature, Culture and Environment in the US and Beyond 
(Massachusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2001), 75. 
69 Nicola King. Memory, Narrative and Identity: Remembering the Self. (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2000), 29 
70 Susan Stewart, On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection (Baltimore, 
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984), 23. 
71 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 8. Elsewhere Boym especially associates nostalgia with longing related to 
temporal displacement, such as is experienced by migrants who long for a home from which they are separated 
not only by distance but also by time (xv, and “Part Three: Exiles And Imagined Homelands” Chapters 12 – 
17, 251 – 354.) 
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nostalgia’s foundational role in the indie folk genre will be provided first, giving important 
cultural context to the analytical chapters which follow it. 
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Chapter  Two:  Ind ie  /  Fo lk  Or ig ins  
Penniless and tired with your hair grown long 
I was looking at you there and your face looked wrong 
Memory is a fickle siren song 
I didn’t understand 
– Fleet Foxes, “He Doesn’t Know Why” 
 
 
 
fig. 6: Characteristics of Indie Folk chart © Claire Coleman 2015. 
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Indie folk is a genre of popular music enmeshed within a constellation of other hybrid 
genres, including folk-rock, indie-rock, psych-folk, free-folk and alt-country among others 
(see fig. 6). These hybrids are often contested in one way or another; for example, many of 
the artists grouped under the “freak folk” or the “anti-folk” headings reject these labels and 
groupings as unsuitable for their work. Indie folk hybrids may also operate within blurred 
boundaries and hierarchies, as is the case when trying to establish whether indie rock and 
indie folk are separate stand-alone genres, or whether one is a sub-genre of the other, or 
whether they are two labels describing a single category. These issues highlight the twin 
dangers of over-generalisation and dogmatic specificity that genre labels can bring to bear 
on research, the former ignoring crucial points of differentiation between works and the 
latter becoming unhelpfully embroiled in detail to the detriment of observing cultural 
trends and tendencies. The hybrid natures of hyphenated genres like indie folk render this 
issue more pronounced, since hybrid genres inhabit the messy crossover space between 
divergent trends, between past styles and new techniques, and between convention and 
creation. By refusing to fit within any one category they inherently defy the same genre 
boundaries they adopt, making them difficult to delineate and define. Genre remains a useful 
classification system, however, as it allows the researcher to make use of the generalisations 
that circulate in popular music discourse to chart broad cultural and sonic patterns, 
tendencies and intersections between bands and artists. It is to these ends that indie folk as 
a genre is examined in this thesis. Although extreme variation exists at a band-specific level 
within indie folk, this does not prevent diverse bands and musicians from sharing some 
common inclinations. This chapter will demonstrate some of the roots of indie folk 
musicians’ tendencies to make music that is influenced by processes of nostalgic 
customisation. 
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The combining of genre names, by joining two or more key descriptors with which a 
particular musician or group is associated, is one way that this incorporation of the past is 
acknowledged and explicitly labeled. What is not clear from double barreled genre labels is 
which aspects of the past are being drawn upon, and how the past is used in the formation of 
new work. Hybrid genres like indie folk inherit some conventions from the genres for which 
they are named, but also develop some conventions of their own. Rather than transmuting 
the contributing genres in their entirety, particular desirable aspects are cherry-picked and 
combined, sometimes in innovative ways, with elements of the present. The resultant work 
often claims authority from its ancestral links while simultaneously badging itself as “new” 
work, and remaining a firmly present-day artefact. In this chapter I will provide a historical 
overview of indie and folk, highlighting the particular aspects of each genre that have been 
appropriated and reused in indie folk. A full understanding of the contributions made to 
indie folk by these ancestor genres is pivotal, as it elucidates the context of the nostalgic 
references later chapters will identify in the case studies. Without this context, the 
subconscious semiotic associations and meanings in indie folk’s nostalgic references are 
difficult to grasp. This chapter suggests not only that auditory and visual recycling takes 
place in millennial indie folk culture, but that ideological nostalgia is also present in indie 
folk’s discourses of independence and authenticity. The forms of cultural legitimacy indie 
folk transacts, trading in artistic integrity and authentic communication, are also 
nostalgically inherited from its seed genres. 
 
Newsom, Vernon and Stevens signal authenticity and integrity through a combination of 
communicative tools inherited from indie and folk music. They each at times utilise some 
musical techniques that are sonically associated with traditional folk music, and/or with 
music produced during the 1960s folk revival. Most tracks on Sufjan Stevens’ 2004 album, 
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Seven Swans, use banjo, acoustic guitar, piano, and voice, and are delivered with a minimalist 
approach to performance and production. For Emma, Forever Ago by Bon Iver (2007) uses 
similarly acoustic guitar based instrumentation, relating confessional and intimate material 
in a modern interpretation of the singer-songwriter model that was popularised in the 
1960s. Joanna Newsom’s 2004 album, The Milk Eyed Mender, couples guitar-style harp 
playing with strident singing which, while harsh in places, suggests a natural or 
unpretentious performance mode. As well as adopting some aspects of the folk music sound, 
each artist’s oeuvre simultaneously displays broad sonic variation; Stevens and Vernon have 
both released albums with overt electronic influences,1 Newsom’s Ys from 2006 draws on 
the symphony orchestra’s wide ranging timbral possibilities, and all three artists at times 
incorporate decorative flourishes from woodwinds, horns or strings.2 This willingness to 
alter their sound from album to album rejects the expectations of genre, as well as the need 
to tailor their work to the tastes of a specific audience. It gives the impression that the 
artists are producing work for their own reasons and satisfaction, rather than producing 
music solely motivated by commercial considerations. After establishing the historical 
underpinning of these observations, this chapter will give an overview of the nostalgic 
influences indie and folk exert on the professional biographies of each case study. 
 
While these notions are simple enough, neither “indie” nor “folk” exist as complete or closed 
categories that can be appropriated as a total corpus. Rather, like indie folk itself, the two 
contributing genres are untidily bordered by their precedents, contemporaries and 
antecedents. One key element indie folk inherited from indie, for example, is the value it 
placed on independence of production and “Do-It-Yourself” (DIY) methods. Indie does not 
                                                           
1 Bon Iver, 22, A Million, Indiana: Jagjaguwar, compact disc, 2016; Sufjan Stevens, The Age of Adz, Wyoming: 
Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2010. 
2 For example: Sufjan Stevens, “The Predatory Wasp Of The Palisades Is Out To Get Us!” Illinois, Wyoming: 
Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2005; Bon Iver, “Perth,” Bon Iver, Indiana: Jagjaguwar, compact disc, 2011; 
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“own” this ideology, rather it is a key intersection between indie and punk3 and is not 
limited only to these genres. Ideologies promoting DIY and artistic independence existed in 
various guises throughout the 1990s and have continued to evolve, taking on modified 
forms and functions since the digitisation of culture. Similarly, indie folk’s folk elements 
have links not only to amateurly performed, locally owned, orally transmitted, so-called 
“traditional” folk music, but also to other genres that have been influenced by this music. As 
such, indie folk is significantly impacted by the folk revival, protest music and folk-rock 
movements of the 1960s and early 1970s, along with the wealth of folk-ish music also 
bearing the marks of these influences produced during and since that time, such as much 
solo singer-songwriter music. The lineage of indie folk, then, cannot be charted in any 
straightforward manner since it incorporates aspects of the present as well as a past which, 
in turn, incorporated aspects of its present and past, and so on. 
 
The digitisation of music culture and production which commenced in the early 1990s is 
another, less overtly acknowledged, influence on indie folk. The changes to music 
technologies over the last twenty years have led to dramatic, industry- and culture-wide 
renegotiations of how music is made and experienced. Significantly for indie folk, the 
increased affordability of home recording equipment meant that high quality recordings can 
be made at relatively low cost. As music journalist Philip Sherburne says in his guide to 
setting up your own home recording studio, a “basic bedroom studio, put together on the 
cheap, can yield the kind of results that would have required booking time in a professional 
                                                           
3 See Michael Azerrad, Our Band Could Be Your Life: Scenes From the American Indie Underground 1981 – 1991, 
(New York: Back Bay Books, 2001), 6; Encarnacao, Punk Aesthetics, 33 – 39; Matt Fink, “A Decade of Indie: 
The Rise of the Outsiders” Under the Radar 29 (November 10, 2009): unpaginated. Accessed May 19, 2016. 
www.undertheradarmag.com/interviews/a_decade_of_indie/ 
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studio not so long ago.”4 The online proliferation of democratic music and video sharing 
sites, such as Bandcamp, SoundCloud or YouTube, has complemented the trajectory of the 
home studio, and presented musicians with options for distributing their music that don’t 
necessarily involve substantial start-up capital or require the support of a label. Pivotally for 
indie folk’s nostalgia, the digitisation5 of culture has made it easier to access the sounds, 
images and ideas of the past. When examining how indie folk musicians make use of this 
increasingly accessible, digitalised past, it is important to understand that they do not 
attempt to replicate or revive their forebears, and only rarely will openly emulate any 
singular element of their influences. Rather, indie folk is a genre that innovates through 
homage. Indie folk selectively and nostalgically utilises the past while filtering its resources 
through the lens of the technologies, conditions and cultural landscapes which form the 
backdrop to its growth in post-millennial culture. This chapter will trace the contributions 
indie and folk have made to indie folk and demonstrate that these influences are 
incorporated in a fundamentally nostalgic manner. This process will clarify the complex 
ways that nostalgic references position and empower the genre in a post-millennial space.  
 
I n d i e :  A  n o s t a l g i c  ma n i f e s t o  
Music referred to as “indie” encapsulates a diverse range of sounds; dreamy synths, growly 
distortion, jangly electric guitar, standard rock kit, hand-claps, drum machines, smooth 
vocal crooning, rough declaratory barks, sweet falsetto, wailing, and all that’s in between. 
Indie songs use diverse structures, vary from approachable ballads to experimental avant 
garde works, and utilise differing degrees of post-production refinement. Indie music can 
                                                           
4 Philip Sherburne, “How to Buy the Best Home Recording Studio Equipment: A Beginner’s Guide,” Pitchfork, 
music news website, April 12, 2017: unpaginated. Accessed June 02, 2017. 
http://pitchfork.com/features/article/10055-how-to-buy-the-best-home-recording-studio-equipment-a-
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equally incorporate psychedelic tones and riffs, spoken word passages, recordings of 
domestic sounds, or the use of an orchestral horn or string section. Such diffuse sounds are 
able to coexist within a single broad genre category in part because the emergence of indie 
in the late 1970s was based more around a set of stated production values than the auditory 
links that tend to connect bands in other genres. Whereas reggae music is characterised by 
its distinctive off-beat rhythmic undercurrent, or blues has certain conventions relating to 
scale and song structure, music journalist Michael Azerrad proposes that the thread 
connecting indie bands is less sonic than it is ideological.6 As a genre that places high value 
on independence in artistic direction and production, indie music possesses nearly as many 
sonic variations as it has practitioners. 
 
At its inception, indie music adopted two ideological postures from the punk and hardcore 
scenes out of which it emerged. Firstly, indie took on an ideology of inclusivity, meaning it 
was underpinned by a belief that special talents, equipment or experience are not 
prerequisites for starting a band.7 This position had a flow-on effect for the sound, 
structures and production of the music made by indie bands. Some bands started gigging 
while still learning their instruments, writing their material, or developing a coherent band 
identity. In these cases, early recordings often display a simplicity or roughness of chord 
progressions, tone and song structures, as Azerrad suggests is the case with bands like 
Husker Dü and The Replacements.8 Another practical limitation influencing indie bands’ 
ideologies was the high cost of studio use in the 1980s, which sometimes led to hasty and 
imperfect studio records, or at other times meant recordings were made at home on lower 
fidelity equipment which impacted upon audio quality. Rather than being viewed as an issue, 
the messiness and unrefined qualities that emerged from these varied factors was 
                                                           
6 Azerrad, Our Band, 6. 
7 Ibid., 6, 10. 
8 Ibid., 158, 196 – 201. 
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incorporated into the ethos of the indie underground and were a key way that bands 
communicated authenticity and artistic integrity. In her discussion of lo-fi music, 
musicologist Emily I. Dolan proposes that authenticity and honesty are attached to 
recordings in which flaws and imperfections are highlighted, stating that 
the ‘honesty’ of this music does not arise from the illusion of unmediated 
communication … but rather from openly emphasising the process of mediation. 
It emphasises the materiality of the music and the actual experience of listening 
… The lo-fi aesthetic highlights popular music’s inherent flaws and, at the same 
time, lovingly embraces the music because of those flaws … it declares through 
its production that it is unpretentious.9 
Although indie music was and is not exclusively lo-fi, Dolan’s argument that authenticity is 
communicated through an audible lack of pretention may be applied here, and equally to any 
recorded music in which errors, inconsistencies or roughness of production are not 
considered flaws. Openly giving the impression that their work was homemade or DIY was 
part of the way indie bands demonstrated their independence from outside influences.  
 
This affection for imperfection foregrounds the second ideology indie bands inherited from 
their punk and hardcore forebears: indie bands traded in discourses around independence 
from commercial structures and imperatives. The title “indie” was derived from this 
assertion of bands’ independence both from major labels, who were perceived to exert a 
controlling influence over bands, and from the commercial mainstream with which the 
majors were associated.10 Communication theorists David Hesmondhalgh and Leslie M. 
Meier describe the record industry as often “an oligopoly of large companies with a very 
                                                           
9 Dolan. “This little ukulele,” 464. 
10 Azerrad, Our Band, 5; David Hesmondhalgh, “Indie: The Institutional Politics and Aesthetics of a Popular 
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large market share, based on domination of distribution, financing and manufacture.”11 
Operating outside of this oligopoly, indie bands, in some cases assisted by indie labels, 
typically did everything related to their band themselves. This could range from writing, 
playing and recording the music, to organising and promoting gigs, to managing the 
reproduction and distribution of recorded work. Independence in music production and 
distribution sought to restore the “vernacular vitality that gave popular music its energy 
and legitimacy.”12 Indie’s ethos of inclusive participation, outside of mainstream influence, 
formed both a set of musical characteristics for the genre and a set of cultural ideals shared 
by its adherents.  
 
In placing high value on independent operation, the indie underground also communicated a 
degree of skepticism of music being made for the commercial mainstream. The indie 
underground saw as anathema the idea that music could be produced with an eye to 
commercial imperatives,13 and proposed that music could only flourish in an environment 
where artists were free to make their own artistic choices. At the start of the 1990s the “Big 
Six” major labels (EMI, CBS, MCA, RCA/BMG, PolyGram, and Time-Warner) controlled 
nearly eighty percent of the international music market,14 leaving indie on the cultural 
margin of mainstream America. Hesmondhalgh notes, however, that although “maintaining 
an institutional separation from corporations, or a place on the margins, is felt to guarantee 
aesthetic diversity and stimulation” there are flaws in thinking that “institutional positions 
                                                           
11 David Hesmondhalgh and Leslie M. Meier, “Popular music, independence and the concept of the alternative 
in contemporary capitalism,” in Media Independence: Working With Freedom or Working For Free? eds. James 
Bennet and Nikki Strange (Abingdon and New York: Routledge, 2014), 94. 
12 Hesmondhalgh and Meier, “Popular Music Independence,” 97. 
13 Fink (“A Decade of Indie,” unpaginated) suggests that indie rock “has been characterised by an aesthetic that 
puts creative integrity first, commercial concerns second.” 
14 Marc Huygens, Charles Baden-Fuller, Frans A.J. Van Den Bosch, Henk W. Volberda, “Co-evolution of Firm 
Capabilities and Industry Competition: Investigating the Music Industry 1877 – 1997”, Organisational Studies 
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have traceable aesthetic outcomes.”15 In spite of this, when a band in the 1980s or 1990s 
engaged in profitable activities, such as licensing their music to radio or television 
commercials, or reducing the experimental or challenging aspects of their sound to make a 
more market-friendly record,16 this was sometimes interpreted by fans and critics as 
inauthentic “selling-out.”17 Selling out was seen as a disavowal of indie’s value of artistic 
integrity and a form of betrayal of the community, impacting upon both the music indie 
bands made and the space in which they operated. Where indie and mainstream tastes began 
to merge in the early 1990s, this audience was displaced. 
 
Indie’s ambivalence around profitability came to a head with the mainstream success of 
Nirvana’s Nevermind in the early 1990s. Indie’s previous marginality, and the status it 
acquired from its obscurity, was destabilised as indie music began receiving wider 
distribution and radio airplay. Bands emulating the sound but not the ethos of indie 
music, referred to by music journalist Craig Schuftan as the “sound-alikes” following 
the grunge “formula” popularised by Nirvana, contributed to an identity crisis for indie 
music.18 Dolan suggests this process is a regularly occurring conflict in the popular 
music industry, describing it as “cycles of waxing and waning authenticities.”19 In 
Dolan’s authenticity cycles, a new style is created on the periphery of mass-culture, it 
becomes popular, but then must undergo changes in order to be mass-marketed, 
leading to a decrease in its perceived authenticity as a result of its “corruption” by 
                                                           
15 Hesmondhalgh, “Indie: Institutional Politics,” 36. 
16 Bethany Klein, Leslie M. Meier and Devon Powers. “Selling Out: Musicians, Autonomy and Compromise in 
the Digital Age,” Popular Music and Society 40, no. 2 (2017): 224. 
17 Michael Coyle and Jon Dolan, “Modelling Authenticity, Authenticating Commercial Models” in Reading 
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Columbia University Press, 1999), 24 – 25. 
18 Craig Schuftan, Entertain Us: The Rise and Fall of Alternative Rock in the Nineties (Sydney: Harper Collins, 
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economic imperatives.20 According to music journalist Matt Fink, appropriation of 
indie by the mainstream in the early 1990s impacted upon not just the listening habits 
but the entire lifestyle of many indie fans: 
Indie rock was identity music, the soundtrack of a lifestyle of decrepit clubs, 
broken down tour vans, and a high degree of humble accessibility. It was a 
precious and fragile dynamic, and listeners didn’t necessarily want to share it 
with everyone else.21 
In response, the disillusioned subculture fragmented into increasingly obscure subsets. 
Azerrad argues that by the late 1990s the term “indie” could be used to encapsulate “ever 
more minute and rarely overlapping subgenres: Twee pop, math rock, neo-country, riot 
grrrl, mod, four-track auteurs, emo-core, lounge, garage, love-rock[.]”22 Less than any 
particular sound, “indie” continued to refer to music that was self-determined and 
autonomous in creation and production, that valued artistic expression over marketability, 
and that was unwilling or unable to operate within the conventional confines of other 
popular music genres. 
 
Post-millennial indie hybrid music nostalgically recalls, longs for and invokes the genre’s 
earlier marginality. Some theorists suggest that major labels still exert considerable clout 
due to their capital and connections.23 The proliferation of digital music sharing and home 
recording, however, places some limitations on majors’ abilities to act as gatekeepers or 
regulators of music production and distribution. Being signed to a major and being an indie 
band are no longer exclusive categories,24 and many post-millennial “indie” bands operate in 
                                                           
20 Ibid., 458-459. 
21 Fink, “Decade of Indie,” unpaginated. 
22 Azerrad, Our Band, 499. 
23 Hesmondhalgh and Meier, “Popular Music Independence,” 103. 
24 As Fink (“Decade of Indie,” unpaginated) puts it, in the twenty-first century it has been possible for indie 
bands to move to a major label without “sacrificing their integrity or idiosyncracies.” 
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some form of collaboration with major labels or their barely disguised subsidiaries.25 In 
their examination of selling out in the new millennium, Bethany Klein and her team of 
media theorists propose that “self-branding” practices are so embedded in society’s everyday 
routines that activities previously associated with selling out are no longer proscribed.26 
Arguing that in the crowded online marketplace of this decade musicians may engage 
unproblematically in activities that may previously have called their artistic credibility into 
dispute, like licensing songs to commercials,27 Klein et al. nonetheless propose that selling 
out remains a concern with which musicians grapple. Klein and her team suggest that 
musicians navigate the art-commerce divide in “novel ways, under transforming 
circumstances, faced with different choices regarding commercial affiliation than their 
predecessors” but emphasise that they do not do so “indiscriminately or without 
reflection.”28 The promotion by popular musicians, and specifically indie folk musicians, of 
values of artistic autonomy, even when their success and perceived integrity are unlikely to 
be affected by their actions, is a nostalgic act with links to early indie conventions and 
ideologies. 
 
Post-millennial indie music has other means of defining artistic autonomy than only 
through a band’s label affiliation. Cultural theorist Ryan Hibbett proposes that one way 
indie traverses the art-commerce divide is by trading on the idea that obscurity and/or 
                                                           
25 Hesmondhalgh and Meier are somewhat cynical about the actual independence of post-millennial 
independent labels, suggesting that they often have close professional ties to major labels, and produce similar 
music (“Popular Music Independence,” 102.). By contrast Encarnacao, rather than reinforcing the binary of the 
majors vs independents, identifies a third group of labels including Drag City, Spunk, Merge and Domino that 
he calls the “bigger independents”. While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to completely unravel record 
label politics, it should be noted that Encarnacao’s position offers some nuance in understanding these matters. 
He suggests that these bigger independents “operate in a middle ground of sorts, with international exposure 
and business available through well-established, independent internet and retail channels”, and that the 
stability of their relationships with artists on their books suggests a reasonably autonomous working 
arrangement for artists (Punk Aesthetics, 35). This position runs counter to that of thinkers like Hesmondhalgh 
and Meier, who propose that little difference currently exists between independent and major labels. 
26 Klein, Meier and Powers, “Selling Out,” 223, 228. 
27 Ibid., 224. 
28 Ibid., 223. 
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eccentricity are synonymous with quality. This notion nostalgically recalls the period when, 
due to distributive limitations, indie music was often difficult to acquire. Hibbett calls indie 
rock “a bastion from which the cultured few may fend off the multitude”,29 and suggests that 
modern indie fans take pleasure in the process of discovering and following bands and 
musicians that are not widely known.30 Fink similarly suggests that a band’s eccentricities 
preserve it from the perils of commercialism.31 Where obscure bands occupy the margins, 
making experimental or unconventional music which is unlikely to receive sufficiently wide 
adulation or popularity to be absorbed by the mainstream, Dolan’s cycles of authenticity are 
again enacted.32 Having an idiosyncratic sound is therefore one way post-millennial indie 
hybrid bands differentiate their work and establish authenticity in the crowded online 
marketplace. These bands trade in powerful nostalgic associations between indie music and 
artistic independence, recalling the underground position indie bands previously enjoyed 
and by which they and their fans defined themselves. Continuing to trade in word-of-mouth 
promotion of bands, whether this happens in person or via online networks and forums, 
recreates the processes that defined indie’s earlier marginality and underground distribution 
networks. 
 
Post millennial indie folk communicates authenticity through nostalgic invocations and 
references to indie’s previous anti-mainstream stance. Whether or not a singular 
mainstream culture in this form has ever really existed is debatable. It is certainly the case, 
however, that digitisation and digitalisation have altered the landscape of music culture to 
the point where the mainstream against which indie sought to define itself at its emergence 
                                                           
29 Ryan Hibbett. “What Is Indie Rock?” Popular Music and Society 28, no. 1 (2005): 62. 
30 Hibbet “What is Indie Rock?” 60; see also Dolan, “This little ukulele,” 465. 
31 In “Decade of Indie” (unpaginated) Fink describes several late 1990s indie groups as “prodigious and prolific 
bands [with] rough edges and lo-fi production [that] ensured that they were too odd and obtuse” to be 
appropriated by mass culture. 
32 Dolan, “This little ukulele,” 458. 
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is certainly not the same as any kind of mainstream that exists today. A post-millennial 
mainstream as a site to be resisted by current indie and indie-hybrid bands is not clearly or 
immediately identifiable. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to establish the definite 
existence or not of a mainstream in the post-digital age. However, it is reasonable to assert 
that post-millennial indie bands no longer rely on defining themselves or their genre in 
opposition to bands signed to major labels. As Hesmondhalgh and Meier put it: 
Today, indie no longer necessarily signals an anti-corporate ethos: instead, it is 
routinely bracketed as a more modest anti-major label stance. This new version 
of indie culture has been readily accommodated inside neo-liberal capitalism, as 
labels and artists have remade themselves according to the requirements of new 
music industry gatekeepers.33 
In the millennial landscape indie is a nostalgic term, a one-word manifesto declaring artistic 
intent and drawing power from historical acts of resistance, rather than an indicator of a 
band’s current contractual, distributive or political position. 
 
Fo l k ’ s  my t h o l o g i e s :  h e r i t a g e  a n d  a u t h e n t i c i t y  
Artistic integrity is also a concern for folk music. Both traditional folk music and the folk-
rock hybrids that proliferated in the late 1960s and early 1970s construct nostalgic folk 
heritage myths. Like indie, folk music in the popular music sphere often defines itself in 
opposition to a perceived commercial mainstream. A socially constructed folk/pop binary 
has been theorised by musicologists and cultural theorists,34 in which folk’s traditions and 
conventions are proposed to render its communications more genuine, authentic, and 
therefore superior to its opposite, a mass-marketed pop music culture viewed as disposable 
and artificial. These scholarly positions built on attitudes and practices in the folk 
                                                           
33 Hesmondhalgh and Meier, “Popular Music Independence,” 104. 
34 Frith, “The magic that can set you free,” 159; Rojek, Pop Music, Pop Culture, 1, 42; Maud Karpeles, “The 
Distinction Between Folk and Popular Music,” Journal of the International Folk Music Council 20, 1968: 9 – 12. 
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community in the first half of the twentieth century, which persisted until the post-WWII 
wave of the folk revival began to wind down in the mid-1960s. During this period, oral 
practice, inclusivity and community were popularised as pillars of an authentic folk 
tradition. In 1952 the International Folk Music Council identified three criteria by which to 
assess a folk song’s authenticity, including: “(i) continuity which links the present with the 
past; (ii) variation which springs from the creative impulse of the individual or the group; 
and (iii) selection by the community[.]”35 These elements helped construct an impression 
that a long and serious communal heritage underpins the folk genre, rendering it less trivial 
or expendable than other music in the popular sphere that lacks these precedents. In indie’s 
case, similar emphases on amateurism and creativity prioritise artistic expression over 
either expertise or so-called “natural” talent. In both cases, these inclusive ideologies have 
practical impacts on the sound of the music that is made, and on how it is received by 
audiences. Folk music’s democratic and oral basis promotes the impression that it is a more 
authentic mode of communication than other popular music, situating the genre in 
opposition to a mainstream that produces, idolises and elevates a small number of especially 
talented stars. 
 
Folk’s claims of tradition and heritage often draw upon nostalgic representations of the 
past. In some cases this can operate in a regionally specific manner, for example 
musicologist Richard A. Peterson suggests that in the mid-late nineteenth century 
Appalachia was reputed to be “a pristine remnant of a bygone natural environment peopled 
by British American stock, unspoiled by the modernist thrust of urbanisation and 
industrialisation.”36 Peterson notes that this nostalgic representation of Appalachia allowed 
the region to be “conceptually clear[ed]” of other residents, including indigenous 
                                                           
35 Karpeles, “Folk and Popular Music,” 9. 
36 Richard A. Peterson. Creating Country Music: Fabricating Authenticity (Chicago, London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1997), 215. 
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populations, slaves, and non-British immigrants, erasing their claim to the traditions 
constructed in that space.37 This nostalgic representation of Appalachia, and its residents, 
influences the legitimacy accorded to artists whose work makes claim to the Appalachian 
folk tradition. 
 
In other cases, folk can seem to hark not from any specific unambiguous era, but rather from 
an indistinct “old-timey” period. Musicologist John Encarnacao notes a general agreement 
among scholars that the emergence of “the folk” as a conceptual community is relatively 
recent, dating back to the gradual dispersal of the workforce from agrarian to 
manufacturing labour around the time of the Industrial Revolution.38 He suggests that as 
the rural classes diminished in number “they were increasingly mythologised as having the 
keys to a culture’s identity.”39 This suggests that even the conceptual emergence of “the 
folk” is fundamentally nostalgic, as it sentimentalises the rural workforce as a whole in 
response to the perceived loss of this class category. Where they are implicitly or explicitly 
referenced in creative work, however, “the folk” may not be attached to a firm time or 
singular location. They may instead be understood to exist in perpetuity in various rural 
backwater communities. Of this indistinct group, musicologist Rory Crutchfield argues that 
“there is a belief in the dignified stoicism of the ‘folk’ who are singing the folk music: they do 
not sentimentalise death, disaster, heartbreak and penury, because they actually experience 
them and know there is nothing at all romantic about it.”40 The dignified stoics Crutchfield 
describes are nostalgically invoked wherever newly minted folk music adopts traditional 
                                                           
37 Ibid. It’s also noteworthy that Joanna Newsom is linked to the Appalachian folk tradition, citing the style 
and musicians such as Texas Gladden as among her early influences (see Erik Davis, “’Nearer The Heart of 
Things’: Erik Davis Profiles Joanna Newsom,” Arthur Magazine 25 (2006), unpaginated. Accessed August 28, 
2017. https://arthurmag.com/2006/12/23/nearer-the-heart-of-things-erik-davis-on-joanna-newsom-from-
arthur-no-25winter-02006/) and covering Appalachian folk songs such as “Three Little Babes” (Milk Eyed 
Mender, 2004). 
38 Encarnacao, Punk Aesthetics, 42. 
39 Ibid., 42. 
40 Rory Crutchfield. “Discovering Authenticity? Harry Smith’s Anthology of American Folk Music.” Popular 
Music History 4, no. 1 (2009): 16. 
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folk’s conventions. Crutchfield’s stoics become the ancestors of current folk practitioners, 
for whom the association yields a sense that their music is more likely to endure beyond the 
length of the media cycle. The folk who are perceived to be the original progenitors of the 
folk genre exist as a nostalgic myth that supports the authenticity of emerging folk-style 
music. 
 
Dubious but pervasive impressions of folk music’s rustic geography and eccentric 
participants contribute to a weirdness that borders on conventional in folk music. Several 
commentators analyse the nature and effect of the nostalgic myth of folk’s eccentricity. 
Cultural critic Greil Marcus identifies a place he calls “old weird America”41 that he 
suggests is elicited by the oddness of the tracks collected in sources like Harry Smith’s 
Anthology of American Folk Music.42 The Anthology is an important antecedent to indie folk 
partly due to the timing of its releases. Its first pressing in 1952 signaled the impending 
revival of interest and momentum for folk music that culminated during the 1960s, and its 
second pressing was released in 1997 concurrent with the beginnings of the indie folk 
moment. This timing meant it could affect the music and national ideologies of both post 
millennial indie folk participants and their 1960s forebears. Crutchfield notes the Anthology’s 
“cult status,” quoting the reissue’s liner notes description of it as “a central and most 
powerful document.”43 Marcus describes the old weird America laid out in sources like the 
Anthology as “a perfectly, absolutely metaphorical America - an arena of rights and 
                                                           
41 Greil Marcus, Invisible Republic: Bob Dylan’s Basement Tapes (New York: Henry & Holt Company Inc, 1997), 
89. 
42 The Anthology is a six album set of folk song recordings curated by Harry Smith and released by Folkways 
recordings in 1952. (Anthology of American Folk Music, Vol. I, II and III, ed. Harry Smith, New York: Folkways, 
LP records, 1952. A previously unreleased fourth volume emerged in 2000 – Harry Smith’s Anthology of 
American Folk Music Volume 4, ed. Harry Smith, Austin: Revenant Records, compact discs, 2000.) Along with 
recordings from earlier in the century that had more strictly ethnographic intentions, such as those by 
collectors Alan Lomax and Francis Child, the Anthology has continued to contribute to the shaping of folk’s 
genre conventions and the conception of “the folk” in the public psyche. These recordings and their impacts 
will be examined in greater depth shortly. 
43 Crutchfield, “Discovering Authenticity,” 17 – 18. 
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obligations, freedoms and restraints, crime and punishment, love and death, humour and 
tragedy, speech and silence.”44 The metaphorical nature of old weird America is key to its 
affect in that, although it may be known that the America of the myth is not locatable in a 
physical sense, the impression abounds that old weird America exists in and around the 
known spaces of both America and other Western nations, in places where folk music is 
made and consumed. In this sense, the eccentricities associated with folk music contribute to 
both its Americanness and its detachment from the geographical space of America. 
 
Riffing off Marcus, music journalist David Keenan defines as “new weird America”45 the 
space in which indie folk affiliate movement “free folk” operates. While many of its 
characteristics are consistent with Marcus’ old weird America, what is fundamentally new 
in the genre relates to the intentionality with which it invokes its heritage. In indie folk 
genres, the “old-timey” feel is not stumbled upon by accident but is deliberately injected into 
the music using particular visual, technical and musical strategies. This conventional 
eccentricity may originate in geographical American space, but can be adopted by musicians 
in other locations; indie folk, while drawing upon the myth of a rustic and free America, is 
globally distributed and circulates an impression of eccentricity that is not bound by the 
USA’s national borders. This transnational employment of the weird America myth is 
viewed with varying degrees of cynicism. Music journalist Simon Reynolds describes an 
“unsettled wildness of early America”46 fantasy which to him suggests an old weird America 
that has been “vanquished by the rise of a trans-American but rootless culture of 
consumerism and entertainment[.]”47 While Reynolds supports the idea of the 
multinational transience of the weird America myth and its centrality to the folk genres it 
                                                           
44 Marcus, Invisible Republic, 124. 
45 David Keenan, “The Fire Down Below,” The Wire (August 2003), 34. 
46 Reynolds, Retromania, 344. 
47 Ibid., 344. 
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permeates, his regret at the fabrication of folk authenticity in the face of a globalised popular 
culture industry implies that this is a new phenomenon. An alternative argument challenges 
the notion of folk authenticity having ever existed in a pure form, and suggests it is far more 
likely that folk authenticity has always been constructed and curated. 
 
Several collectors of folk music over the decades from the 1930s to the 1960s have 
participated in the nostalgic construction of folk authenticity. Although these collectors 
likely did not set out to deliberately construct a folk ideal, and may have ardently believed 
their ethnographic work was factual and unbiased, the process of collecting is invariably 
skewed to the expectations of the collector. Indeed, anthropologist Clifford Geertz notes 
that when ethnographic work is understood as thick description, where both the analytical 
object and its socially encoded meanings are described, even the possibility of objectivity is 
called into question.48 The ethnographic construction of the folk ideal is evident in the work 
of Alan and John Lomax, who travelled throughout the US in the 1930s and 1940s 
documenting examples of folk song, and are reported to have deliberately sought out 
performers who could capture what they perceived to be a “folky” sound.49 As Crutchfield 
explains, the Lomax collection “ostensibly looks backward to another era, but it is a 
backward look that is mediated by memory, manipulation, and personal misunderstanding 
or romanticism, which invariably alters the image of the past.”50 Similarly, although Harry 
Smith’s Anthology of American Folk Music is not a set of his own field recordings but rather a 
compilation of previously released music, it too participated in the process of constructing 
popular impressions of the folk. Smith is documented as having sought out “unusual 
instrumentation, irregular ... playing technique, lyrical digressions or amendments, 
                                                           
48 Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 10. 
49 Crutchfield, “Discovering Authenticity,” 8. 
50 Ibid., 9. 
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language or dialect differences, or a pervasive sense of oddness.”51 The methods employed 
by the likes of Smith and the Lomaxes in the US, or similarly by Cecil Sharp52 or Francis 
Child53 in the UK, varied greatly depending on each anthology’s purpose, collection method 
(field recordings, transcriptions, or bootlegged compilations), location, and the character 
and preconceptions of the collector.  
 
Despite their varied approaches, however, each collector engaged in a process by which the 
past was curated via the inclusion or exclusion of particular details or artefacts. Peterson 
gives an example of a highly effective construction of tradition, in the origin story of 
bluegrass music and its inclusions and omissions.54 The invention of this folk music form is 
usually attributed to the “Father of Bluegrass” Bill Monroe, in a simplistic narrative 
Peterson describes as a “created tradition” in which “[a]ll the mechanisms of the creation of 
the genre are suppressed, and bluegrass is simply exalted as the product of a single man ... a 
natural, authentic genius who simply drew his inspiration from life in the Kentucky hills.”55 
The nostalgia present in this depiction of the genre’s origins is made plain in Peterson’s 
explanation of the important roles played by recording industry figures such as Ralph 
                                                           
51 Ibid., 5-6. 
52 Cecil Sharp was an English folklorist and musician who conducted most of his folksong collecting early in 
the twentieth century. His first publications were of folk dance tunes, particularly those that accompany 
Morris dancing. He also published folk songs to support music teaching in the school curriculum, which were 
widely used in England. In 1916 he travelled to the United States, and spent three years there collecting 
Appalachian folk songs, and founded the Country Dance and Song society. His collections, particularly those 
from his native England, preserved many folksongs that may otherwise have been lost as the oral tradition 
declined, however he also edited many of the folk songs he collected. Since some of his published works were 
intended for use with children, he regularly rewrote lyrics that he considered licentious or violent. See David 
Dicaire. The Early Years of Folk Music: Fifty Founders of the Tradition (North Carolina: McFarland & Co., 2010) 
34 – 35. 
53 Francis Child was a multilingual American ethnomusicologist, who collected folk songs from around the 
world from the mid-1800s until the end of the century. He brought an academic interest in history and 
linguistics to the collecting process and preserved detailed information about the songs’ words and thematic 
material. Understanding that orally transmitted songs often existed in several versions, Child grouped ballads 
that he considered variants of one another into collective entries in his publications, differentiating between 
traditional ballads and their popularised broadside versions. Child died before he was able to write the essay 
intended to support the volume, and which may have clarified the precise reasoning that guided his choices in 
these areas. See Dicaire, Early Years of Folk, 32 – 33; Thomas A. Green, Folklore: An Encyclopaedia of Beliefs, 
Customs, Tales, Music and Art (California: ABC-CLIO, 1997), 352 – 353. 
54 Peterson, Creating Country Music, 214. 
55 Ibid. 
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Rinzler, whose involvement is erased in the common version of the narrative to make a less 
commercial, more “authentic” story. Like Peterson, Crutchfield sees this process at work 
where folk music collectors curate particular versions of the past through the inclusion and 
exclusion of certain details. Both researchers describe this as “fabricating authenticity.”56  
 
Approaching folk collections of diverse geographies and functions with this curatorial 
process in mind reveals nostalgia’s influence on the construction of popular conceptions of 
folk authenticity. The cultural significance and wide accessibility of folk song collections 
provide a foundation of primary texts that underpin the vernacular understanding of what 
folk music is and who “the folk” are that participate in the genre. Acknowledging the 
curatorial process involved in the creation of these collections calls their primacy into 
question. Modern impressions of folk music are so significantly based around these texts 
that, for the purpose of this thesis, unravelling fact from interpretation is both futile and 
unnecessary. It is important, however, to acknowledge the nostalgic bias that underpins 
what listeners perceive as folk’s conventions. The assumptions that surround folk music are 
the product of what these and other curators, and the countless musicians and listeners that 
were influenced by them, believed about folk music and attempted to convey in their 
collections and creative work. 
 
Authenticity is a key communicative device among the nostalgically constructed 
conventions of folk, and one by which cultural legitimacy is ascribed. Sociomusicologist 
Simon Frith has suggested that authenticity is perceived less in regards to a song or 
performer’s roots and more as a learned set of cultural values wrapped up in a “critique of 
                                                           
56 Crutchfield states “What is clear from this is that revivalist folk song seems to be inexplicably linked with 
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commercialism”.57 Similarly, musicologists Michael Coyle and Jon Dolan theorise 
authenticity not as an inherent quality but rather as a “trademark” communicated through 
certain modalities.58 Suggestions of markers that might contribute to the perception a 
performer is authentic include “confessional, ostensibly literary acoustic music made 
without consideration of commercial appeal”;59 “a combination of soul-baring and poetic 
vision” in lyrical material and delivery;60 “acoustic tendencies and the use of traditional pre-
Tin Pan Alley song forms and techniques in rock practice”;61 and a sense of intimacy and 
unmediated communication,62 often made apparent through domestic or DIY recording 
aesthetics and/or avoidance of virtuosity in performance.63 These indicators are important 
to note, as both folk and indie genres convey authenticity by making reference to these 
cultural signs. At the same time as indicating some of the basic values the genres share, 
many of these qualities draw on nostalgic versions of the past, whether that be an idealised 
pre-capitalist economy, an imagined rural community, the glorification of handmade 
products and processes from before the Industrial Revolution, or the honest communication 
of the dignified and stoic “folk”. 
 
Regardless of whether the popular ideals of indie and folk music’s ideologies are inadvertent 
or constructed conventions, these impressions have been foundational and continue to exert 
influence on both genres. It is important here to consider the shaky value of unraveling fact 
from myth. Whether or not a performer is really a musically illiterate member of a rural 
community who had songs passed down to them orally and is solely interested in artistic 
integrity over his or her music’s marketability, associations with any of these discourses are 
                                                           
57 Frith. “The magic,” 160. 
58 Coyle and Dolan, “Modelling Authenticity,” 29. 
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(London: Faber and Faber, 2008), 194. 
60 Frith, “The magic,” 164. 
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powerful. Musicians may tap into the nostalgic value of authenticity and heritage by 
adopting the conventions associated with these discourses. Acknowledging authenticity as a 
series of sounds and actions rather than an inherent quality or morality, however, in no way 
diminishes the authority these messages carry, as Encarnacao notes: 
[T]hese notions are still remarkably powerful in the ways in which they 
influence the aesthetic choices made by musicians – and these inevitably 
influence modes of consumption ... to acknowledge these constructions of 
authenticity for what they are does not make them vanish or diminish their 
power. Any discussion of folk or punk must simultaneously acknowledge these 
constructions and their continuing power.64 
Authenticity’s association with folk music is culturally constructed using particular sounds, 
images and rhetoric. This constructed authenticity contributes to the authority folk bears to 
speak about, for and to its audience. 
 
Indie and folk genres share common ideological positions in several areas, and the 
intersections between the two are fertile ground from which the indie folk hybrid genre has 
emerged. The crossover is therefore worthy of particular note. It has been addressed in 
depth by Encarnacao in his book Punk Aesthetics and New Folk: Way Down the Old Plank 
Road,65 as well as being neatly itemised as follows by Azerrad.66 Indie and folk are both 
genres that define themselves in opposition to a mainstream culture perceived to be artificial 
and untrustworthy. Both place factors apart from commercial success at the forefront of the 
creative process. They participate in the mythologising of authenticity by employing 
conventions that often operate to mark as “authentic” particular works or individuals. The 
music created in either genre may arise as a reaction to political or social situations, 
although the responsive nature of the work is more explicit in folk. Both types of music 
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attempt to represent in different ways the conditions of everyday life for the average 
listener. Although indie folk’s fascination with the past is rarely identified as “nostalgia”, 
both genres are nevertheless involved with the past, reusing and referencing it in a 
nostalgic manner. 
 
I n d i e  F o l k :  T h e  N o s t a l g i a  F a c t o r y  
Indie folk musicians’ nostalgic appropriation of the past often does not end at their creative 
work but spills over into their personal and professional biographies. As suggested in the 
introduction, indie and folk discourses are present in the rhetoric through which a 
performer’s persona is constructed and distributed. The following overviews of the three 
case study musicians’ careers suggest clear examples of the nostalgic discourses this chapter 
argues are abundant in indie folk. Where appropriate and necessary, brief biographical 
information will also be provided. The overviews proceed with Sufjan Stevens, the first of 
the three case studies to achieve widespread recognition for his work with 2003’s 
Michigan.67 Joanna Newsom’s debut album The Milk Eyed Mender68 was released not long 
after this in 2004, so information on her work and life follows. Justin Vernon of Bon Iver 
was also operating early in the decade concurrent with Stevens and Newsom, playing the 
local scene in North Carolina in the band DeYarmond Edison. His work, however, did not 
rise to prominence until the 2007 release of Bon Iver’s For Emma, Forever Ago,69 and will be 
analysed commencing with this album. Vernon’s will be the concluding overview. These 
three overviews demonstrate some of the applications of the concepts explored so far in 
relation to nostalgia, indie, folk, and indie folk, and give the specific professional contexts 
for the music-focussed analysis chapters that form the remainder of this thesis. 
                                                           
67 Sufjan Stevens. Michigan. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2003. 
68 Joanna Newsom. The Milk-Eyed Mender. Chicago: Drag City, compact disc, 2004. 
69 Bon Iver. For Emma, Forever Ago. 
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Sufjan Stevens 
Sufjan Stevens’ work is generally released independently, via his label Asthmatic Kitty. 
Stevens’ debut solo album was 2000’s A Sun Came,70 followed the next year by electronic 
song-cycle album Enjoy Your Rabbit.71 He rose to prominence in indie folk circles with the 
release of three key albums following on the heels of one another –  first Michigan in 2003,72 
then the banjo-laden Seven Swans in 2004,73 and finally the second of his US-state themed 
albums, Illinois in 2005.74 These albums were substantially recorded on basic equipment at 
home and, with the exception of Seven Swans, were produced and mixed by Stevens using 
Pro Tools.75 Taken together, these three albums capture indie folk’s nostalgic tendencies 
towards narrative songwriting and a confessional mode combined with modern day, eclectic 
instrumentation. In Stevens’ case, his idiosyncratic orchestration on these albums 
incorporates woodwind, brass and percussion alongside banjo and a rock band line-up. The 
hybridity of sound and technique in Stevens’ work demonstrates indie folk’s blending of past 
and present traditions in the “specially reconstructed ways”76 sociologist Fred Davis 
associates with nostalgia. In indie folk’s nostalgic reconstructions, there is no discord 
between the past and the present; the two are integrated into a coherent whole. In their 
innovative practice, Stevens and other indie folk musicians incoporate digital equipment and 
processes alongside analogue equipment, which is often fetishised. This seamless 
incorporation of the past into the present communicates a nostalgic adoration for old gear 
and techniques, positioning the sonic artefact in contested technological and chronological 
space. 
                                                           
70 Sufjan Stevens. A Sun Came, Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2000. 
71 Sufjan Stevens. Enjoy Your Rabbit. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2001. 
72 Stevens, Michigan. 
73 Sufjan Stevens. Seven Swans. New Jersey: Sounds Familyre, compact disc, 2004. 
74 Stevens, Illinois. 
75 Rafter Roberts. “Sufjan Stevens: So wrong but so right ...” Tape Op 70, online music magazine (2009). 
Accessed October 4, 2016. http://tapeop.com/interviews/70/sufjan-stevens/  
76 Davis, “Nostalgia, Identity,” 417 
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In his early albums, Stevens uses repeating song structures that suggest links to traditional 
folk or religious song forms. For example, in “The Dress Looks Nice on You”77 Stevens’ 
reiteration of the line “I can see a lot of life in you” to close each stanza and punctuate the 
story with the song’s central statement is reminiscent of oral traditions in which stories had 
to be simple in order to be memorised and retold. The same technique is observable in 
traditional folk ballads such as “Didn’t Leave Nobody But the Baby”, in which the singer 
repeatedly implores a baby to sleep,78 in songs for children such as “Old MacDonald” or 
“There’s a Hole in the Bucket”, as well as in numerous hymns such as “All Creatures of Our 
God and King”79 or “To God Be The Glory”.80 Stevens’ work is also rife with references to 
both Christian hymn-singing and folk ballad traditions. In some cases, Stevens’ song forms 
resemble the testimonial, with its repeating collective statements of faith. In other cases, 
groups of singers provide timbral suggestions of congregational singing. This idea was 
mentioned in the introduction’s examination of Fleet Foxes’ “White Winter Hymnal”, and 
will be examined more closely in chapter five. Folk ballads and traditional religious hymns 
can be conflated in other examples where oral traditions are nostalgically evoked in indie 
folk. The titles of tracks from Fleet Foxes’ albums, for example, demonstrate the crossover 
of past and present, folk and sacred traditions, with names like “Tiger Mountain Peasant 
Song”, “Helplessness Blues” and the aforementioned “White Winter Hymnal”.81 Although 
Stevens’ work has more explicit links to Christian traditions, as will be examined in chapter 
five, his use of folk and religious song forms nevertheless imbues his music with a nostalgic 
pastness.  
                                                           
77 Stevens, Seven Swans. 
78 The song was part of Alan Lomax’s 1959 collection of field recordings, released in CD format in 1997. 
“Didn’t Leave Nobody But the Baby” appears on Southern Journey, Vol 3: 61 Highway Mississippi, Nashville: 
Rounder Records, sung by Sidney Carter. 
79 William H. Draper (English lyrics, 1919, translated from St Francis of Assisi), Peter von Brachel (melody, 
1623) and Ralph Vaughan Williams (harmony), in The Public School Hymnbook, eds. the Committee of the 
Headmasters Conference (London: Novello, music score, 1919). 
80 Fanny Crosby (lyrics), William Howard Doane and Robert Lowry (melody), in Brightest and Best (Chicago, 
Illinois: Biglow and Main, music score, 1875), number 118. 
81 The first and third titles are from Fleet Foxes, Fleet Foxes. The second is from Fleet Foxes Helplessness Blues, 
London: Bella Union, compact disc, 2011. 
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Between 2006 and 2010 Stevens released several recordings that did not completely follow 
the conventions of a standard rock/pop album, including an album of outtakes from the 
recording of Illinois,82 the first of two Christmas albums,83 a soundtrack for a short film of 
his own devising84 and All Delighted People, a recording marketed as an EP but which, at 59 
minutes in length, is longer than some LPs.85 Stevens’ subsequent official full-length album, 
2010’s The Age of Adz,86 is the culmination of the gradual diversification in style apparent 
across the work produced during his “hiatus” from making albums. Adz displays substantial 
electronic influences, often using glitchy or noisy sound effects, and turns away from 
traditional verse-chorus pop song structures to employ longer forms. At the same time, the 
album’s narrative and confessional elements, upfront positioning of the melody and lyrics, 
and nods towards singer-songwriter stylings remain characteristic of the indie folk genre, 
and make Adz a useful album to point to in considering the way indie folk’s definition has 
broadened since its inception.  
 
Between 2010 and 2015 Stevens produced just two albums, his second Christmas album 
Silver And Gold,87 and a hip hop album in collaboration with Serengeti and Ryan Lott as trio 
Sisyphus.88 After this five year break from releasing solo albums, and the exploration of 
different genres evident in his work from this period, the return of 2015’s Carrie and 
Lowell89 to the folk-inflected sound palette of his earlier work was somewhat unexpected. 
The album examines the grieving process after the death of Stevens’ estranged mother, and 
returns to the exposed, bare and acoustic-dominated sonic landscape which displays more 
                                                           
82 Sufjan Stevens. The Avalanche. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2006. 
83 Sufjan Stevens. Songs For Christmas. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2006. 
84 Sufjan Stevens. The BQE. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2009. 
85 Sufjan Stevens. All Delighted People. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2010. 
86 Stevens, The Age of Adz. 
87 Sufjan Stevens. Silver And Gold. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2012. 
88 Sisyphus. Sisyphus, Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2014. 
89 Sufjan Stevens. Carrie And Lowell. Wyoming: Asthmatic Kitty, compact disc, 2015. 
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obviously the characteristics thought to typify the indie folk genre. Carrie and Lowell’s 
album art is visually inflected with nostalgia through the use of real Stevens family photos. 
The effect this has will be discussed at length in chapter four, however it demonstrates indie 
folk’s common tendency to incorporate old or old-looking photography. Images used in 
albums and press shots for indie folk artists are often filtered to make them look old (see 
appendix 2) and reside in a contested technological space, emulating a visual aesthetic 
originally created using analogue equipment but in many cases reproducing it digitally. 
Nostalgic photography is a major post-millennial trend, enabled by the digitisation of 
images and photographic processes which allow pastness to be conferred instantly, without 
specialist knowledge. Mobile phone cameras, such as those in most iPhones, offer numerous 
digital filters which can be applied at the moment of taking the photo, meaning that the 
image is given a pastwards aspect from its first inception, or may be added retrospectively. 
In some cases, even if the photos are recent, the filtering of these images can convey a 
domesticity associated with the family photo album, where the images may be overexposed, 
poorly framed or show signs of age such as discoloration or fading. Using aged-looking 
photos in their album art and press shots, indie folk musicians add the impression of 
heirloom value and authenticity to the new works. 
 
Another visual trend common to indie folk, and displayed in Stevens’ cover art, is a kitsch 
sensibility. Michigan, Illinois and Adz all use collaged images evocative of animation or 
comics in their cover art. Michigan and Illinois combine isolated images and symbols 
associated with the two states in a kind of still life “highlights reel.” Adz, meanwhile, 
incorporates drawings by visual artist, paranoid schizophrenic and self-proclaimed prophet 
Royal Robertson. Robertson’s images depict a terrifying and hallucinatory future, 
incorporating Godzilla-like monsters crushing cities and aliens descending in flying saucers, 
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with biblically inflected apocalyptic warnings against sinful living. These images are 
cartoony and childish, drawn with texta and ballpoint pen, and situate the album to 
participate in the discourses of amateurism and eccentricity that this chapter has shown are 
nostalgically associated with indie and folk music. 
 
It’s not certain that the return to folk-style work on Carrie and Lowell is an indicator of the 
direction Stevens’ future creative output may take. 2017’s Planetarium,90 a spacious and 
electronically rich album that followed up on a commission classical composer Nico Muhly 
received from Muziegebouw Eindhoven in The Netherlands and in which he involved 
Stevens and indie musicians Bryce Dessner and James McAlister, shows Stevens continuing 
to experiment and engage with sounds from a range of sources, oscillating freely between 
folk and electronic modes. In this sense, Adz and Carrie and Lowell are significant in 
highlighting the artistic freedom and flexibility that Stevens employs. Not bound by the 
expectations of genre or his own back-catalogue, Stevens creates works that attempt to 
achieve coherence between musical, visual, thematic and rhetorical elements. 
 
Joanna Newsom 
Joanna Newsom’s earliest EPs, 2002’s Walnut Whales91 and 2003’s Yarn And Glue,92 were 
recorded on a Fisher Price tape recorder primarily for Newsom’s own documentation, but 
were later transferred to home computer and burned to CD-R for distribution at early 
                                                           
90 Sufjan Stevens, Bryce Dessner, Nico Muhly and James McAlister. Planetarium, London: 4AD, compact disc, 
2017. 
91 Joanna Newsom. Walnut Whales. Self-released, compact disc, 2002. 
92 Joanna Newsom. Yarn and Glue. Self-released, compact disc, 2003. 
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concerts.93 These EPs and her 2004 debut album The Milk-Eyed Mender,94 which was 
released by independent record label Drag City, display numerous sonic markers that 
designate homemade and domestic aesthetics and ideologies. 
 
Mender is notable for its reinterpretation of pop song formats to suit its predominant 
accompaniment on the harp, and for Newsom’s idiosyncratic singing style. Replete with 
squawks and squeaks, wails and warbles, sometimes declarative and other times intimate, 
Newsom’s singing caused some critics to classify her work within the “freak folk” subset of 
indie folk reserved for highly eccentric artists. Artists designated in this category tend to 
reject the classification due to its pejorative implications, yet its usage attempts to 
demarcate artists whose work and persona emphasise the “weird” aspects of “old weird 
America.” Artists in the freak folk milieu may disrupt the stereotypical signification of 
binary gender roles, as is evident in the work of Devendra Banhart, Anohni (who previously 
fronted the band Antony and the Johnsons), or CocoRosie (see appendix 3). Freak folk 
artists may also reference, but go beyond, the stereotypes of small town cultural oddities 
and eccentrics with which folk music is already associated. In both of the above instances, 
freak folk artists engage in an exoticisation of the past by mixing up the contexts and 
significations of their referents in a manner that differentiates themselves from 
contemporary mainstream culture and values. Exoticising the past in this way can lend it an 
even greater appeal, as historian David Lowenthal has suggested: 
We may fancy an exotic past that contrasts with a humdrum or unhappy 
present, but we forge it with modern tools. The past is a foreign country whose 
                                                           
93 Ryan Gillespie. “Interview by Ryan Gillespie,” Under the Radar 15 (October 1, 2006). From web archive. 
accessed October 17, 2016 
https://web.archive.org/web/20071013111802/http://undertheradarmag.com/newsom.html  
94 Newsom, The Milk-Eyed Mender. 
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features are shaped by today’s predilections, its strangeness domesticated by our 
own preservation of its vestiges.95 
Embracing some past styles but not others transports the adopted elements to a new time 
period, where they are exoticised by their presence in a new context. Newsom’s abrasive 
vocal qualities signified a departure from the gender and performance expectations that 
circulated in popular music culture at the time Mender was released. Despite the mixed 
response to her voice, which will be examined in chapter four, the album received wide 
distribution and airplay, and usefully demonstrates the collision of independent artistic 
production and domestic folk elements that recurs in indie folk. 
 
Although still featuring Newsom’s voice and harp accompaniment, her 2006 album Ys96 is 
notable for its substantial use of symphony orchestra and its long track lengths, ranging 
from seven to nearly seventeen minutes over the album’s five tracks and totalling fifty-five 
minutes. Despite making substantial departures from the amateur and informal elements 
with which folk music is often associated, the album retains the significant narrative 
elements and foregrounding of harp and voice found in Newsom’s earlier work, continuing 
to situate it within the indie folk frame. In long form and more obliquely structured songs, 
such as those contained on Ys, coherence and direction are often conveyed using cyclical 
narrative, sonic or musical elements. These cycles can also convey a sense of pastness by 
both diverging from standard pop song forms and lengths, and recalling extra-musical 
cycles such as those present in nature and in religious observances. Although in some cases 
the internal logic of Ys’ long-form songs is not immediately discernible, the narrative tends 
to be structurally supported in some way through repeated musical or lyrical passages. Of 
these expansive song forms, Newsom says: “though they don’t have choruses, they certainly 
                                                           
95 Lowenthal, Foreign Country, xvii. 
96 Joanna Newsom. Ys. Chicago: Drag City, compact disc, 2006. 
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have quite a bit of returning back to certain ideas, reiterating musical themes, and repeating 
certain melodies and so forth – there’s a cyclical nature to these songs, but the cycle is much 
wider[.]”97 The use of cyclical repetition, and even the language Newsom uses to describe 
it, can be used to nostalgically link these works to the eternal as it is represented in myth 
and certain traditions. Cycles can be associated with the seasons, the natural world, or the 
life cycle. Cycles and seasons can appear both structurally and thematically in indie folk, 
with the notion of ongoing beginnings and endings often romanticised as proper and fitting, 
as is the case in Newsom’s “Sawdust and Diamonds”.98 Similarly repetition, particularly the 
use of drone or the frequent repeat of a brief lyric, can have a meditative quality which may 
evoke Eastern or Western religious rituals. Newsom’s work has complex relationships to 
both the natural and the spiritual, and these themes will be examined at length in chapters 
three and five.  
 
Newsom followed Ys four years later with a different kind of epic, in the form of an album of 
eighteen songs spanning three discs and entitled Have One On Me.99 Blending the song 
forms of her earlier work with some of the more expansive tendencies displayed in Ys, Have 
One On Me’s tracks are generally shorter in length and are more likely to use a familiar song 
form than those appearing on the previous album. At the same time, the wealth and scope of 
material contained across the three discs that comprise the album are formidable. Taken 
together, Mender, Ys and Have One On Me stretch the edges of the indie folk genre in terms 
                                                           
97 Rob Young, “Joanna Newsom,” interview transcript for article in The Wire 273 (2006), unpaginated. 
Accessed June 15, 2016. http://www.thewire.co.uk/in-writing/interviews/joanna-newsom.1 
98 The song’s lyrics metaphorically explore births and deaths:  
“I wasn’t born of a whistle or milked from a thistle at twilight // No; I was all horns and thorns, sprung out 
fully formed, knock-kneed and upright.” and  
“And though it may be madness, I will take to the grave // your precious long face, // And though our bones they may 
break and our souls separate - // Why the long face? // And though our bodies recoil from the grip of the soil - // Why 
the long face?” (italics included in liner notes)  
The romanticisation of the life/death cycle continues in lyrics describing genealogy:  
“And they will recognise all the lines of your face // in the face of the daughter of the daughter of my 
daughter.”(all lyrics from “Sawdust and Diamonds Ys.) 
99 Joanna Newsom. Have One On Me. Chicago: Drag City, compact disc, 2010. 
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of scope and scale, instrumentation and accessibility, form and fit, and display the breadth of 
variation that is possible within the genre. Following the release of Have One On Me 
Newsom’s career diversified and she began some forays into the acting world. Between 2012 
and 2015 she occasionally made cameos on television shows, including Portlandia,100 and 
had a major role in the 2014 film adaptation of Thomas Pynchon’s novel Inherent Vice.101  
 
Newsom’s fourth album, Divers,102 was released in 2015 and is the culmination of the 
gradual smoothing out of her roughest vocal tendencies. While still distinct and atypical, 
Newsom’s singing on Divers is tonally sweeter, with fewer of the yelps and cracks that 
marked the singing on her earlier work. Although this gradual change is probably a 
correction based on improved singing technique and experience, rather than an attempt to 
reduce the eccentricity of her voice, the change nevertheless diminishes some of her vocal 
irregularities. It remains to be seen whether her more accessible singing and greater 
personal visibility as a result of her film and television appearances will also make her work 
more mass marketable. Overall Newsom’s music displays the dovetailing between 
independence and folk-styling in which the genre delights. 
 
Bon Iver 
The band Bon Iver formed around frontman Justin Vernon subsequent to the release of his 
breakthrough record in 2007. For Emma, Forever Ago103 was predominantly recorded, 
engineered and marketed as a solo work, which has contributed to some confusion around 
                                                           
100 Fred Armisen, Carrie Brownstein and Jonathan Krisel. “Motorcycle,” Portlandia, season 2, episode 7 (New 
York: Broadway Video Productions), TV series, first aired February 17, 2012. 
101 Inherent Vice. dir. Paul Thomas Anderson, California: Warner Bros. Pictures. feature film, 2014. 
102 Newsom, Divers. 
103 Bon Iver. For Emma, Forever Ago. 
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who Bon Iver is. Many listeners may be under the mistaken impression that Bon Iver is a 
stage name for Vernon, even though the core four-piece membership of the performing band 
Bon Iver has remained consistent throughout its three album history.104 Bon Iver and 
Vernon’s discrete but overlapping identities will be differentiated in this thesis, Bon Iver 
referring to the band and Vernon referring to its lead singer-songwriter. Vernon has been 
involved in other collaborative projects under different names and with different groups. He 
released two albums of collaboratively composed original tracks as Volcano Choir, 2009’s 
Unmap105 and 2013’s Repave.106 He has worked with high profile and diverse performers 
from various genres, including rapper Kanye West, electronic singer-songwriter James 
Blake, folk trio The Staves, and brothers Aaron and Bryce Dessner of indie rock band The 
National. Between and around these collaborations, Bon Iver released two further albums, 
the self-titled Bon Iver107 which toured with additional musicians adding strings and horns 
alongside the original line-up, and 22, A Million.108 Vernon’s collaborative efforts tap in to a 
sense of community with which indie folk is associated, as well as obscuring his own role in 
the project. Chapter five will elaborate on the ways Vernon’s recent recalcitrance in the 
press creates distance between him and the artificiality often associated with music industry 
superstardom, in a manner consistent with indie conventions that grant authenticity. 
 
Vernon’s work, though varied, has certain characteristic elements that are consistent with 
indie folk. All of his releases, and the releases of many associated acts,109 are recorded and 
produced or co-produced by Vernon, often using his home studio April Base in Wisconsin. 
                                                           
104 Bon Iver’s ongoing line-up includes Sean Carey, Matthew McCaughan and Michael Lewis, in addition to 
Vernon. 
105 Volcano Choir. Unmap. Indiana: Jagjaguwar, compact disc, 2009. 
106 Volcano Choir. Repave. Indiana: Jagjaguwar, compact disc, 2013. 
107 Bon Iver. Bon Iver. 
108 Bon Iver. 22, A Million. 
109 Examples include both of Volcano Choir’s previously cited albums (Unmap and Repave), The Staves If I Was 
(New York: Atlantic Records, compact disc, 2015), and Kathleen Edwards Voyageur (Toronto: MapleMusic 
Recordings, compact disc, 2012). 
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Although April Base is a well equipped studio space, its location in Vernon’s provincial 
Wisconsin hometown places some of the works produced there in a dialogue with myths 
around the rural folk and “old weird America.”110 Vernon’s early press shots often featured 
him splitting logs or staring moodily into a vast, naturescape, and sporting a beard, a beanie 
and a checked shirt. Indie folk musicians’ images are often fashioned in this rugged, 
outdoorsy, but antediluvian mode. This visual styling aligns these indie folk musicians with 
the myths of the stoic and moral “folk” in their agrarian utopia, in opposition to the 
artificiality and commerciality with which urban spaces are sometimes associated. This idea 
is explored at length in chapter three. The adoption of this aesthetic affect by Vernon and 
other indie folk performers, such as Will Oldham (also known as Bonnie “Prince” Billy), 
Sam Beam (of Iron and Wine) (see appendix 1) or Andrew Bird (see appendix 4), also 
invokes nostalgia for traditional masculine stereotypes. Indie folk’s ambivalence around 
gender roles will be explored in chapter four. 
 
Recordings made at Vernon’s April Base studio retain the credibility of a home recording, 
even without amateur or domestic audio markers. The instrumentation of Bon Iver’s first 
album For Emma revolved around acoustic guitar, at times with effects and other treatment. 
The album’s confessional rawness in lyrical material and vocal affect, involving extensive 
use of vocal layering and falsetto, tied it to singer-songwriter tradition and to folk music. 
Bon Iver’s self-titled second album was more expansive, utilising a broader textural and 
instrumental palette than the predominantly stripped back and fragile For Emma and the 
following EP Blood Bank,111 but retained the earlier works’ confessional elements and 
distinctive, fragile falsetto vocal. The most recent album, 2016’s 22, A Million, is sample-
heavy and features extensive electronic instrumentation and few acoustic sounds. However, 
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since the songwriting style and falsetto singing of its creator remain foregrounded the 
album feels associated with Vernon’s earlier work and, by extension, its genre. 
 
In terms of lyrics, Vernon’s work displays some differences from Stevens’ and Newsom’s. In 
interviews, he has described his process as involving “creating sounds first.”112 To do this, 
he records himself singing ambiguous syllables and sounds over the track, then listens back 
to “get lyric ideas from the sound of the voice” in the recording.113 This results in what at 
times can feel like a word jumble or a stream-of-consciousness exercise, for example in the 
lyric: “Ramble in the roots, had the marvel, moved the proof be kneeled fine’s glowing // 
Storing up the clues, it had its sullen blue bruised through by showing”114 This lyric is 
coherent in the sense that it evokes images and ideas, but it is not structured in a manner 
that communicates a particular message or narrative. Vernon’s lyrics also often utilise 
invented, oddly used or misspelled words such as “fide” and “fane”,115 “scission”,116 or 
“paramind”.117 This does not indicate that the lyrics have no meaning. Vernon says the 
process allows him to “pull out more meaningful stuff, personally speaking”118 and to “build 
odd landscapes that you could exist in that had weird feelings but also cool-sounding 
words.”119 It does suggest, however, that Vernon’s communicative intentions differ from 
those of the other case studies. Lyrics by Newsom and Stevens are also open to 
interpretation, but their lyrics’ adroitness suggests more particular ideas, experiences, 
stories and concepts. 
                                                           
112 Steven Hyden, “Justin Vernon of Bon Iver,” A.V. Club, transcribed interview, music news website, February 
21, 2008. Accessed May 30, 2017. http://www.avclub.com/article/justin-vernon-of-bon-iver-14201  
113Hyden, “Justin Vernon of Bon Iver.” 
114 Bon Iver, “Minnesota, WI,” Bon Iver, Bon Iver. 
115 These words may be abbreviations of “confide” and “profane”, but this is not clear from the full lyrics “To 
fide your name // It’s something fane.” (“Perth”, Bon Iver, Bon Iver) 
116 “22 (OVER S∞∞N)” 22, A Million. 
117 “29 #Strafford APTS,” 22, A Million. 
118 Hyden, “Justin Vernon of Bon Iver.” 
119 Grayson Currin, “Bon Iver,” Pitchfork, transcribed interview, music news website, June 13, 2011. Accessed 
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Newsom writes complex and poetic lyrics that are densely packed with signifiers, references 
and double-meanings. One reviewer characterises her lyrics as a case or a puzzle to be 
solved, noting that for a single song (using the example of “Sapokanian” from Divers) she 
might spend “more than two months reading around on subjects from American history to 
the Romantics, then a couple of weeks working on the final lyrics” in a process Newsom 
herself likens to embroidery.120 Songs on Stevens’ albums tend to have topical links to one 
another, whether that be examining the states of Michigan or Illinois in his two state-based 
albums or grieving his mother on Carrie and Lowell. While there are still multiple ways to 
read Stevens’ lyrics, these thematic explorations indicate a degree of purposefulness exists 
in his lyric writing. These three varied processes and intentions are important to keep in 
mind in the analyses of lyrics and themes that follow later in the thesis. While certain 
associations may be drawn from the interplay of the music, lyrics, rhetoric and images out of 
which a song is constructed, the three case studies use these elements differently to 
communicate meaning. 
 
Newsom, Stevens and Vernon are good representatives of the genre in which they 
participate, demonstrating several of its characteristic tendencies, as well as the nostalgia 
with which indie folk is imbued. They are all the primary creators and artistic directors of 
the work they produce. Their music displays broad variation in style and sound across the 
course of their careers while continually exhibiting some of the sonic markers associated 
with indie folk music, including a lean towards acoustic instrumentation and unaltered 
instrumental timbres, an interest in lyrics that tell stories or expose secrets, and the 
foregrounding of the voice or voices. Significantly, all of their work draws nostalgically 
upon the past while simultaneously utilising in some way the possibilities offered by digital 
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technologies. While the vast wealth of work by other performers in the indie folk genre will 
occasionally be cited, the collected works of these three main case studies will be the 
primary artefacts for the examination of nostalgia undertaken in the second half of this 
thesis. 
 
( R e )C o n s t r u c t i n g  I n d i e  F o l k  
In the visual, aural and rhetorical aspects of indie folk music and musicians profiled above, 
three common nostalgic myths emerge. Firstly, indie folk constructs idealistic versions of 
the natural world, portraying it in highly desirable ways. Photos of indie folk musicians are 
often in natural settings, corresponding with the rhetorics surrounding many of their home 
lives or creative practices (see appendices). By using cyclical and circular structures and 
formats rather than favouring stratified verse/chorus modes, a loose association with the 
seasons may be formed in some works. By adopting eccentric looks and practices, 
performers link themselves and their work to myths of agrarian, rugged, wild pasts. 
Secondly, the domestic and the home are recalled or reconstructed sentimentally. 
Domesticity is conveyed aurally where lo-fi production is used, which can transport the 
listener into the home-recording space, and is often supported through homemade or 
unfinished aesthetics in album art and other associated imagery. Childhood and family 
relationships, whether the performer’s own youth or one of their imagining, are often 
examined through song in a manner that suggests longing for family and familiarity. 
Thirdly, a longing for originary narratives is conveyed. In some cases, this theme draws 
sentimentally on sacred and secular spiritual practices or systems. Overtly, this can be seen 
in performers singing to or about God and the church, or in what Reynolds describes as the 
genre’s dabbling in “New Age’s Arcadian pastoralism”.121 Generally, though, this area is 
                                                           
121 Reynolds, Retromania, 347. 
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more obliquely referenced through hypnotic or trancelike musical repetition that suggests 
meditation and eastern religious practice, visual associations with paganism, or the 
employment of narratives imparting firm morals or values reminiscent of a parable or fable. 
In the chapters that follow, each of these thematic areas will be examined in close detail. 
 
In many cases the rhetoric surrounding indie folk performers continues to propagate 
nostalgic stories about them, invoking the archetypal notion of the eccentric creative and 
situating them outside of the mainstream. This perceived separation from dominant, mass-
culture solidifies the connection between indie folk and its underground indie forbears and 
lends the genre a cultural capital that is attached to its independence and the authenticity 
myth. Sociologist Sarah Thornton suggests that this kind of elitist separation is part of the 
process of drawing boundaries around a particular anti-mainstream culture. She states: 
This contrast between “us” and “mainstream” is more directly related to the 
process of envisioning social worlds and discriminating between social groups. 
Its veiled elitism and separatism enlist and reaffirm binary oppositions such as 
the alternative and the straight, the diverse and the homogenous, the radical and 
the conformist, the distinguished and the common.122 
Many indie folk performers participate in this process of separating themselves from the 
mainstream in one way or another. Some espouse their preference for a rural home, often 
the home of their youth, rather than a city-based residence. Joanna Newsom describes a 
connection to the landscape of the Sierra Nevada ranges123 that suggests a nostalgic and 
spiritual link to the place she grew up. Similarly, Justin Vernon’s tattoo of the Wisconsin 
state and his continuing residence in his hometown of Eau Claire, where he has built a large 
music studio and hosts an annual music festival, communicate the nostalgia Svetlana Boym 
                                                           
122 Sarah Thornton. Club Cultures: Music, Media and Subcultural Capital (Cambridge: Pollity Press, 1995), 5. 
123 Davis, “Nearer The Heart of Things,” unpaginated. 
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associates with departure and return.124 Sufjan Stevens is notable in his apparent connection 
to urban and built landscapes rather than expressly with the natural world, but this may 
instead link to his own biographical nostalgic return. He has devoted three albums125 to 
examining life in the Midwest region in which he grew up, and has named a further album 
after his estranged mother and ex-stepfather whose marriage occupied only a few short 
years of his early childhood.126 The biographical information and other rhetoric that 
surrounds performers has roles in both constructing their public personas and ideologies, 
and in drawing the boundaries of the indie folk genre and communicating its alternative 
values. Discussing their politics and counter-cultural choices in the media contributes to the 
existence of a rhetoric that satellites around indie folk performers’ creative work, and 
communicates a nostalgic longing for certain past times and spaces. The remaining chapters 
of this thesis will find nostalgic longing expressed in indie folk for unmediated experiences 
of the natural world, secure and connected home and domestic spaces, and sustainable and 
flexible frameworks for ontological beliefs. 
 
                                                           
124 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 251. 
125 I’m including The Avalanche alongside Illinois and Michigan as, although it is comprised of B-sides from the 
Illinois recording sessions rather than independently created material, it was still released as a separate album 
explicitly linked to the 50-states project. I’m not including Carrie and Lowell because to my knowledge Stevens 
himself has not publicly linked the album to the 50 states project, despite some musings in the media that its 
nostalgic and place-based subject matter makes it Oregon’s 50-states album. See, for example, Ned 
Lannaman’s rather histrionic “Carrie and Lowell Is Sufjan Stevens’ Oregon Album,” The Portland Mercury, news 
website, March 12, 2015. Accessed August 28, 2017. 
http://www.portlandmercury.com/BlogtownPDX/archives/2015/03/12/carrie-and-lowell-is-sufjan-stevens-
oregon-album  
126 Stevens, Carrie And Lowell. 
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Chapter  Three :  Nature  
Try not to think so much about 
The truly staggering amount 
Of oil 
That it takes to make a record 
– Father John Misty, “Now I’m Learning to Love the War”1 
 
 
Popular musicians speaking out about environmental concerns is not a new development. It 
stems back at least as far as the protest music of the 1960s counterculture. Musicologist 
David Ingram points to Pete Seeger and Malvina Reynolds as among the first influential 
musicians of this era to use their art to advocate for the wellbeing of the environment, 
rather than for other issues like Civil Rights or the Vietnam War.2 Ingram explains that 
Seeger’s 1966 album God Bless the Grass used transparent language and direct appeal to 
listeners in a similar manner to other protest songs of the era, but this time spoke out 
against pollution, over-development and resource waste.3 This anthropocentric 
environmental protest song model continued into the 1970s, with tracks like Joni Mitchell’s 
“Big Yellow Taxi”4 decrying the loss of wilderness spaces or Neil Young’s “After the 
Goldrush”5 envisioning humans relocating to a new planet after an environmental 
apocalypse. Ingram suggests that some musicians in the 1980s and 1990s loaned their clout 
to environmental groups without necessarily adapting their music to the cause, as was the 
                                                           
1 Father John Misty, “Now I’m Learning to Love the War”, Fear Fun, London: Bella Union, compact disc, 
2012. 
2 David Ingram. Jukebox in the Garden: Ecocriticism and American Popular Music since 1960 (Amsterdam, New 
York: Rodopi, 2010), 97. 
3 Ingram, Jukebox, 103. 
4 Joni Mitchell, “Big Yellow Taxi”, Ladies of the Canyon, California: Reprise Records (Warner), LP record, 
1970. 
5 Neil Young, “After the Goldrush”, After the Goldrush, California: Reprise Records (Warner), LP record, 1970. 
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case in The Grateful Dead’s benefit concert in support of rainforest conservation in 19886 or 
the anti-nuclear advocacy work of Musicians United for Safe Energy (MUSE).7 In the 
1990s, environmental issues also remained key themes for examination in musical works 
from diverse genres, ranging from Australian rock outfit Midnight Oil’s “Blue Sky Mine”8 
to Mos Def’s hip hop track “New World Water”9 to the funk inflected reggae-rap of “hippie-
rasta child of nature” Michael Franti.10 Although the last fifty years have seen variation in 
both how popular music has represented the environment, and the specific environmental 
issues in which musicians have involved themselves, concern for nature’s wellbeing has 
remained of thematic interest to popular musicians throughout this time. 
 
The lyrics from Father John Misty’s “Now I’m Learning to Love the War”11 quoted at the 
beginning of this chapter, from J. Tillman’s 2012 album Fear Fun, communicate 
environmental concern in a manner that is particular to the post-millennial era. This cynical 
indie folk song directs its criticisms not at high-end polluters like mining or gas companies, 
or at governments with lacklustre environmental policies, but at a target much closer to the 
hearts of millennials: the culture industry. Criticising “the gentler side of mankind’s death 
wish”,12 the song’s narrator positions musicians, artists, celebrities and consumers as 
culpable in the misuse of limited environmental resources like oil. The narrator accepts 
personal responsibility for his part in the degradation of the natural world, attributing it to 
                                                           
6 The benefit, which also included performances by Suzanne Vega and Bruce Hornsby and the Range, aimed to 
raise $1 million and divide the proceeds between environmental advocacy organisations Greenpeace, Cultural 
Survival, and the Rainforest Action Network. See Ingram, Jukebox, 166; see also “Grateful Dead Plans Benefit 
Gig for Rain Forests”, New York Times, September 16, 1988. Accessed June 07, 2017. 
http://www.nytimes.com/1988/09/16/arts/grateful-dead-plans-benefit-for-rain-forests.html 
7 MUSE was founded in 1979 by a group of musicians, including Bonnie Raitt and Jackson Browne among 
others, who were against the use of nuclear power. Non-founding musicians affiliated with MUSE include 
Crosby, Stills and Nash, James Taylor, Bruce Springsteen and Tom Petty. See Ingram, Jukebox, 163. 
8 Midnight Oil, “Blue Sky Mine”, Blue Sky Mining, New York: Columbia, 1990. 
9 Mos Def, “New World Water”, Black On Both Sides, New York: Rawkus / Columbia, 1999. 
10 Ingram, Jukebox, 181. 
11 In another example of nostalgic pastiche, this title might be making oblique reference to the title of Stanley 
Kubrick’s political satire Dr Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb, Los Angeles: 
Columbia Pictures, feature film, 1964.  
12 Father John Misty, “Now I’m Learning.” 
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“vanity gone wild”. In a final, sardonic jab at artists’ desires to create work that retains 
cultural value after their own lives are ended, the narrator implies that the physical 
durability of items like CDs means that when he dies, he will “leave behind things that 
won’t decompose.”13 This acceptance of personal liability for the environmental catastrophes 
befalling the planet as a result of human activities is not as apparent in earlier examples of 
environmental complaint in music. In the songs mentioned earlier, like Seeger’s and 
Mitchell’s, blame is often pinned on an unspecified “they” through lyrics like “They roll the 
concrete over it and try to keep it back”14 in the first case, and “They paved paradise and put 
up a parking lot”15 in the second. Some tracks, like Mos Def’s16 or Midnight Oil’s,17 direct 
criticism at the capitalist system. Others simply state the issue, like Young’s observation 
that Mother Nature is “on the run”.18 This shift in the presentation of the natural world, 
from panicked pleas for its protection to acceptance of blame for current and impending 
environmental calamities, reflects broader shifts in public discourses surrounding the 
natural world. 
 
This chapter will argue that indie folk exhibits nostalgia for unspoiled, Edenic, perpetual 
and sovereign conceptions of nature. For some millennials, it is feasible that these 
constructions are affectively nostalgic, emerging as a means of mourning the loss of 
environmental certainty. The nostalgic longing indie folk sometimes expresses for 
anthropocentric conceptions of nature, that is, for nature as an entity operating separately 
from, and independently of, human activity, is connected to this millennial experience of 
environmental loss. Positions which view humanity as fundamentally separate from the 
                                                           
13 Ibid. 
14 Peter Seeger, “God Bless the Grass”, God Bless The Grass, New York: Columbia, LP record, 1966. 
15 Mitchell, “Big Yellow Taxi.” 
16 Mos Def, “New World Water.” 
17 Midnight Oil, “Blue Sky Mine.” 
18 Young, “After the Goldrush.” 
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environment in which we reside have become increasingly outmoded over the course of the 
twentieth century. Ecocritic Harold Fromm notes this shifting understanding of what 
“environment” and “ecology” denote, and suggests that environmental analysis has arrived 
at a place in which “the distinction between the environment and ourselves has just about 
vanished. Everything on the planet is made of the same substances, and we have no special 
privileges in that regard.”19 Another pioneer of ecocriticism, Lawrence Buell, makes a 
similar point where he categorises as constructions the divides between rural and urban 
spaces, and between nature and culture.20 Buell notes that these constructions may be based 
in some degree of physical differentiation in rural and urban landscapes, and they are “a 
necessary lens through which to view both the modernisation process and the 
postmodernist claim that we inhabit a prosthetic environment.”21 Buell is clear, however, 
that his definition of the term “environment” includes both “‘natural’ and ‘human built’ 
dimensions of the palpable world.”22 Buell and Fromm articulate ecological philosophies 
that have contributed to millennial holistic perceptions of humans as part of a multifaceted, 
mutually influencing ecosystem that is under threat. As such, when indie folk adopts 
anthropocentric positions and tells stories about nature from anthropocentric viewpoints, it 
engages in nostalgic reconstruction of past modes of understanding the relationship 
between humanity and the environment. 
 
Dating back at least as far as the Enlightenment, anthropocentrism conceives nature as 
either fundamentally impervious to human interference, or as a resource for use in the 
betterment of the human condition. International developments in technology and transport 
have also contributed to shifts in thinking about nature by providing instant access to 
                                                           
19 Harold Fromm. “Ecocriticism at Twenty-five,” The Hudson Review 66, no. 1 (Spring 2013): 198. 
20 Buell, Writing for an Endangered World:, 5. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid, 3. 
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images of the natural world and to remote locations. The utility of digital cameras on 
smartphones enables mass image sharing and viewing via the internet. This ability to view 
images of any place on earth (and even some places in space) with the click of a button can 
make Romantic conceptions of nature as an unknown and mysterious space appear naively 
old-fashioned. The increasing ease and affordability of international travel have further 
rendered previously remote environments more immediately accessible.23 Our ability to 
preview landscapes means that when we physically visit spaces we have often seen them 
before, reducing nature’s potential to mystify and astonish us. As environmentalist Bill 
McKibben argues, over time we have accepted that “we’ll not be the first up any hill”,24 
however “still we feel the need for pristine places, places substantially unaltered by man. 
Even if we do not visit them, they matter to us.”25 The flipside of this increased accessibility, 
and its contribution to decreasing untrammeled and unseen nature spaces, is that 
environmental plight is also rendered more immediate. Using nothing more complex than a 
smartphone and a google search, a viewer can access shocking images of the mass coral 
bleaching at the Great Barrier Reef in 2016, the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, the 
major East China smog event of 2013, poisoned fish and lurid coloured water produced by 
acid mine drainage lakes, vast pits in the landscape from open cut mining, or the thousands 
of pieces of floating plastic gathered by currents of the Pacific Ocean in an area known as 
the “Great Pacific Garbage Patch”. These things are simultaneously occurring in far-off 
unknown locations, and in living rooms as viewers gaze at computer screens.  
 
                                                           
23 Low cost carriage flight services, the prevalence and use of which has grown from 7% of the US domestic 
market in 1990 to 30% in 2006, make travel more accessible to people with limited budgets. Since the cost of 
air travel in the US in real terms decreased by 17% between 1995 and 2006, formerly remote regions have 
become less costly to access. (see Erfan Chowdhury, “Low Cost Carriers: How Are They Changing the Market 
Dynamics of the US Airline Industry?” (Honours thesis, Carleton University, 2007). 
24 Bill McKibben, The End of Nature (New York: Viking Penguin Inc, 1990), 50. 
25 McKibben, End of Nature, 51. (italics in original) 
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Anthropocentric constructions of nature have been rendered thoroughly unstable by the 
widespread environmental degradation that has resulted from human industry and activity. 
Buell cites human impacts on the natural world as evidence of the instability of 
anthropocentric thinking, suggesting that “[h]uman transformations of physical nature 
have made the two [‘natural’ and ‘human built’] realms increasingly indistinguishable.”26 
While debates around the causes of climate change continue in some spheres, since the new 
millennium there has been a gradual increase in the urgency of tone with which predictions 
are made by independent organisations such as the Climate Council in Australia,27 the 
Committee on Climate Change in the UK,28 Climate Central in the US,29 or international 
groups such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)30 or United 
Nations Environment Program (UNEP).31 These bodies speak with one voice when they 
describe the impending environmental apocalypse as a result of climate change. The UNEP 
has stated that climate change “is no longer just one of many environmental and regulatory 
concerns … it is the major, overriding environmental issue of our time”, describing its 
impacts as “a growing crisis with economic, health and safety, food production, security, and 
other dimensions.”32 Documented impacts of climate change have already been identified, 
and include shrinking polar ice, rising sea levels, annual record-breaking heatwaves and 
increases in the regularity and severity of extreme weather events such as hurricanes.33 
                                                           
26 Buell, Writing For an Endangered World, 3. 
27 The Climate Council has existed since 2013, when the Australian federal government ceased funding its 
forebear, the Climate Commission (2011 – 2013). Start-up funding for the launch of the Council was 
crowdfunded from Australian citizens. Climate Council Australia, “About Us”, website, accessed October 23, 
2017. https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/about-us. 
28 Committee on Climate Change, “Home,” website, accessed October 23, 2017. https://www.theccc.org.uk/. 
29 Climate Central, “Home,” website, accessed October 23, 2017. http://www.climatecentral.org/ 
30 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, “Home,” website, accessed October 23, 2017. 
https://www.ipcc.ch/. 
31 United Nations Environment Program, website homepage, accessed October 23, 2017. 
http://www.unep.org/ 
32 UNEP, “Climate Change: Introduction”, website, accessed January 01, 2017. 
http://www.unep.org/climatechange/Introduction.aspx  
33 See summary provided by NASA’s Earth Science Communications Team on their website: NASA, “The 
consequences of climate change,” last updated January 3, 2017. Accessed January 7, 2017. 
http://climate.nasa.gov/effects/ 
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McKibben argues that understanding the realities of climate change also involves accepting 
the idea that humanity’s earlier conceptions of nature no longer apply: 
By changing the weather, we make every spot on earth man-made and artificial. 
We have deprived nature of its independence, and that is fatal to its meaning. 
Nature’s independence is its meaning; without it there is nothing but us.34 
The public’s increasing acceptance of the reality of climate change exists in opposition to 
anthropocentric ways of conceiving the environment.  
 
Environmental philosopher Glenn Albrecht has theorised that witnessing this kind of 
destruction can contribute to a nostalgia-like condition he terms “solastalgia.”35 Solastalgia 
describes the sense of rupture which may be experienced by “people who strongly empathise 
with the idea that the earth is their home” and who find witnessing the destruction of the 
earth philosophically or psychosomatically distressing.36 Solastalgia is related to nostalgia 
both etymologically and conceptually, but unlike nostalgia it is fundamentally future-
oriented and linked to the sense of place.37 When faced with environmental destruction, 
people may respond solastalgically, nostalgically, or both. In indie folk music, the solastalgic 
and nostalgic reactions of creators and audiences to the environmental degradation and 
uncertainty about the future of the natural world contribute to the widespread use of tropes 
imagining perfect versions of nature, impervious to harm. 
 
 
 
                                                           
34 McKibben, The End of Nature, 54. Italics in original. 
35 Glenn Albrecht, “‘Solastalgia’: A New Concept in Health and Identity,” PAN: Philosophy, Activism, Nature 3 
(2005): 44 – 59. 
36 Albrecht, “Solastalgia,” 49. 
37 Albrecht, “Solastalgia,” 48. 
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Ed e n  a n d  W i l d  N a t u r e  T r o p e s  i n  I n d i e  F o l k  
Experiences of environmental uncertainty are central to the nostalgia for nature that indie 
folk communicates. At times, indie folk depicts the natural world as a sacred or secular 
version of Eden, a pre-Fall lost paradise trope that ecofeminist Carolyn Merchant suggests 
is “among the most powerful of all stories”38 humans use “to make sense of their relationship 
to the Earth.”39 Merchant proposes that, in more or less conscious ways, “we search for 
ways to reclaim our loss”40 of nature. Nostalgia for lost paradise is particularly pertinent 
when trying to reconcile fear for a future that features a changing climate and mass 
environmental destruction. The Eden trope is evoked where images of unadulterated nature 
proliferate, with nature and humanity coexisting in harmonious interdependence. Eden 
tropes often cast nature as consistently beneficent, healing or inspiring, and nurturing. 
Although risk is also present in the Eden narrative with the danger of misconduct resulting 
in being cast out of paradise, even in these cases of calamity Eden itself continues to exist in 
staunch independence. Despite often involving sentimental and close connections between 
humans and nature spaces, Eden tropes remain thoroughly anthropocentric, presenting as 
nature’s primary function the support of human life and endeavour. Eden tropes are one way 
nostalgia for unadulterated, strong and untouchable conceptions of nature is expressed. The 
care relationship between humans and nature, as it is expressed in millennial discourse, is 
often flipped in indie folk’s constructions of Eden spaces. Eden tropes present nature as 
nurturing of humans and a supportive facilitator of human activity, in conflict with 
millennial discourses that present nature as vulnerable to human activities and requiring 
human intervention to continue its normal functions.  
 
                                                           
38 Carolyn Merchant. Reinventing Eden: The Fate of Nature in Western Culture (London: Routledge, 2003), 3. 
39 Ibid., 2. 
40 Ibid., 3. 
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At other times, this benign Edenic representation of humble and unassuming nature gives 
way to a more active and provocative depiction of nature dominated by wildness. Wild 
nature tropes are also anthropocentric, often imbuing nature with an elevated status as a 
force outside of human reckoning and control, and thus conveniently divesting humanity of 
any responsibility for nature’s sustenance. Nature is rarely malicious in wild nature tropes, 
however it is fundamentally indifferent to human life and action and as such may be 
depicted as threatening or intimidating. Apocalyptic narratives often utilise wild nature 
devices, portraying post-social worlds where nature has reclaimed human dominated 
landscapes like cities, or where nature can no longer be relied upon to provide the 
fundamental requirements of human life such as air, water, food and shelter.41 Wild nature 
tropes may also emphasise mystery and the unknown or unexpected. Edenic and wild 
nature tropes are temporally ambiguous, often suggesting a constructed past and an 
imagined future simultaneously, and may convey any of a broad range of geographical 
landscapes.  
 
Central to the representations of unadulterated environments and close human connections 
with nature that are conveyed by Edenic and wild nature tropes is the knowledge that these 
objects of desire are unattainable or do not exist. Eden tropes are defined by a sense of 
impending and inevitable loss of nature spaces to progress; although they portray a peaceful 
accord between nature and humans, they often feel unstable and temporary. This is the case 
even in examples where some form of a return to nature actually occurs, as will be discussed 
in relation to Justin Vernon in the making of Bon Iver’s debut album. Vernon’s return to 
nature was temporary, but the Eden narrative the retreat represents feels timeless and 
                                                           
41 For example, Twelve Monkeys. dir. Terry Gilliam, California: Universal Pictures, feature film, 1995; Cormac 
McCarthy. The Road (New York: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group), novel, 2006; Margaret Atwood. Oryx 
and Crake (Canada: McLelland and Stewart), novel, 2003; The 100, developed by Jason Rothenberg from the 
novel by Kass Morgan, New York: Alloy Entertainment (Time Warner), TV series, first aired March 19, 2014. 
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ahistorical. The construction of untrammelled nature spaces in Eden narratives ignores the 
reality that humanity’s global overreach touches every space on earth in some way.42 Edenic 
tropes are, themselves, nostalgic in their construction of a past paradise that claims 
legitimacy, even though it may never have existed. Wild nature tropes long for the mystery, 
solitude, and prospect of discovering unmapped spaces that are rare in the modern 
landscape. Wild nature tropes also nostalgically reconstruct historical colonial and pioneer 
experiences, erasing the appropriation of indigenous land and cultures that the “discovery” 
of new places often entailed. The nostalgia present in the ways these tropes are deployed in 
indie folk, as well as in the tropes themselves, suggests instability and uncertainty in 
perceptions of the human-nature relationship. 
 
Philosopher David Rothenberg connects nostalgia for past representations of nature to the 
loss of wilderness spaces: 
Now, as the world has been mowed over by our renovations, nostalgia for the 
natural has set in. We long for the wilderness. We pine for the shrinking 
grandeur of nature untrammelled by humankind. Its value to us seems to 
escalate beyond belief.43 
Although Rothenberg particularly mentions wild spaces here, the links between loss-based 
anxiety and nostalgia may apply to any number of nature tropes. Rothenberg links the 
tendency to reflect fondly and nostalgically on nature spaces to the impression that they are 
or will soon become unavailable, observing the way this nostalgic longing speaks to value. 
Where indie folk longs for particular iterations of Edenic and wild nature, the 
characteristics that are perceived to be of most value and most at risk are also highlighted. 
Nostalgia for Eden and the wild in indie folk music communicates both present-day cultural 
                                                           
42 See the point made by McKibben, and discussed earlier in this thesis, that climate change means every 
nature space is tainted by human influences. (The End of Nature, 54) 
43 David Rothenberg. “Introduction: Wildness Untamed: The Evolution of an Ideal” in Wild Ideas, ed. David 
Rothenberg (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 1995), xiv 
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anxieties about the status of the natural world and humanity’s place within it and the 
construction of nature that is valued by indie folk’s creators and audience. The shape and 
characteristics of nostalgia for nature in indie folk may be identified by exploring the visual, 
aural, thematic and rhetorical communication of these two tropes.  
 
Bon Iver’s For Emma, Forever Ago44 (2007) and Joanna Newsom’s Ys45 (2006) usefully 
demonstrate the ways that indie folk, fuelled by the environmental uncertainty that 
pervades post-millennial culture, nostalgically longs for Eden or for wild nature. Bon Iver’s 
album is surrounded by and suffused with the isolated wintry forest landscape in which it 
was created. It portrays a nostalgic lifestyle of interrelationship with and immersion in 
nature characterised by complete removal from urban spaces and the societies that reside in 
them. It conceives the natural world as nurturing and creatively inspiring in a manner that 
nostalgically invokes aspects of Henry David Thoreau’s Walden46 and the Romantic 
tradition of the “literary withdrawal” to which Thoreau’s Walden Pond “experiment” 
subscribed, according to philosopher Stanley Cavell.47 Thematically, For Emma is saturated 
with metaphors using winter and the cycle of the seasons to stand in for relationship 
dissolution, emotional bleakness and hope for renewal. These metaphors reconstruct the 
landscape of Vernon’s retreat in a manner with which listeners can identify, presenting a 
nostalgic version of nature that highlights qualities that are presumed to be enduring and 
timeless, and ignoring the changes to these qualities and to nature’s character over time. 
The construction longs for nature as it was encountered by Thoreau in 1845, and 
nostalgically implies that Vernon in 2007 was able to experience a version of nature 
possessing the same qualities. 
                                                           
44 Bon Iver. For Emma, Forever Ago. 
45 Newsom, Ys. 
46 Henry David Thoreau. Walden (New York: Open Road Integrated Media, 2014). 
47 Stanley Cavell. The Senses of Walden: An Expanded Edition (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2014), 11. 
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In Ys the natural world is described through a series of contrasts as both pastoral and wild, 
nurturing and threatening, fickle and everlasting, sometimes promoting new life and 
growth and other times inducing death and decay. Both pastoral and wild representations of 
nature are anthropocentric, constructing a clear separation between the human and the 
natural, and long nostalgically for versions of the natural world that are untouched and 
unaffected by human activity. Although these tropes cooperate in the depiction of a coherent 
image of nature, their contrasting moods match anxieties in millennial discourses around 
nature’s future. Pastoralism constructs a future by reimagining familiar, bucolic nature 
spaces, while the wildness trope imagines a future return of sovereign and untamed nature. 
 
For Newsom as for Vernon, the primary relationship around which the thematic content of 
the album revolves is that between humans and nature. The depiction of the human-nature 
relationship in the albums is nostalgic, having its basis in longing rather than reality, 
reflecting in broad terms a craving for a relationship seen to be lacking. Examining the 
nostalgic longing portrayed through Edenic and wild nature tropes in these two albums, 
and the human-nature relationships they imply, highlights the pertinence of nature 
narratives to millennial audiences and the environmental uncertainty to which this 
nostalgia responds. 
 
Na t u r e  f o r  e s c a p e ,  h e a l i n g ,  i n s p i r a t i o n  i n  Fo r  Emma  
A tale is circulated about Bon Iver’s debut album, For Emma, Forever Ago, that situates the 
record firmly in the bitter and unforgiving landscape of winter in the Wisconsin forest. It’s 
difficult to discern the exact starting point of the narrative, and where fact ends and fancy 
begins. Certainly it was circulated by the record company, Jagjaguwar, in the press release 
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promoting the album48 and then taken up and embellished by the media,49 but the strict 
accuracy or otherwise of the story is largely unimportant. What is pivotal is that the tale 
surrounding its inception has informed the ways that audiences approach the album, and 
impacted upon the critical and cultural reception of Bon Iver. On an ideological level, the 
For Emma narrative communicates the nostalgic ways in which millennials perceive nature’s 
role and character, and their attitudes towards the value of nature and the environment. 
 
According to the tale, Justin Vernon was in personal and professional meltdown prior to the 
recording of what became For Emma. He had experienced the breakdown of a romantic 
relationship, the dissolution of his band, numerous health issues, insolvency, and 
homesickness. Vernon repaired to his family’s isolated cabin in the Wisconsin woods, 
sometimes referred to as “The Land”,50 where according to his record company he spent 
three months “splitting wood”, viewing “frozen sunrises [from] high up a deer stand” and 
doing various other chores.51 This description bears the impact of nostalgic editing, since in 
interviews Vernon has suggested much of the time was spent drinking whisky and watching 
Northern Exposure,52 though it is not clear whether the record company, the fans or Vernon 
himself composed the revised version of events. The period was intended for hibernation, 
with recovery of health and broader wellbeing the ultimate goal, but it also proved 
creatively productive. With the thaw in the weather Vernon completed a transformation, 
returning from the cabin as Bon Iver (a deliberate misspelling of the French bon hiver or 
                                                           
48 Jagjaguwar. “Bon Iver | For Emma, Forever Ago” press release, 2008. Accessed August 28, 2017. 
http://jagjaguwar.com/release/jag115/  
49 In more recent interviews Vernon has made attempts to correct the romanticisation in this story, as is the 
case in his tongue-in-cheek summary of the For Emma tale as told to Rolling Stone’s Josh Eells: “People think I 
went up to the cabin and drank maple syrup and shot animals and wrote a record and saved my life.” (Josh 
Eells, “The Sound of Silence,” Rolling Stone (June 23 2011), 72.) 
50 Mark Beaumont. Bon Iver (London: Omnibus Press, 2013), 91. 
51 Jagjaguwar, “Bon Iver.” 
52 Eells, “Sound of Silence,” 72. Northern Exposure is a US drama-comedy series from the early-mid 1990s. 
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“good winter”)53 and bearing the tracks that were later released as For Emma. The album is 
positioned as the direct result of this nature retreat, comprising all of Vernon’s “personal 
trouble, lack of perspective, heartache, longing, love, loss and guilt ... suddenly purged into 
the form of a song.”54 On a more complex level this story draws upon an archetypal idea of 
the natural world as a nurturing and healing space that bolsters creativity by providing 
artists with an escape from the distractions of civilisation, and situates the album and Bon 
Iver within this heritage. 
 
To readers of American transcendentalist writers, the For Emma narrative might appear to 
bear striking similarities to Henry David Thoreau’s experiences at Walden Pond. In 1845, 
Thoreau built a small cabin on a piece of land in Massachusetts belonging to his 
transcendentalist mentor, Ralph Waldo Emerson.55 Thoreau’s Walden is a record of his 
twenty-six month “experiment”56 living in the cabin. Part journal, part philosophical 
musing, Walden indicates that Thoreau sought isolation and removal from society to 
establish “what are the gross necessaries of life”57 and to “transact some private business 
with the fewest obstacles”58 – that is, to write uninterrupted. Thoreau’s “experiment” had 
numerous nostalgic elements of its own. According to Cavell, Walden reveals that Thoreau 
was partly motivated by a desire to recreate and improve upon the activities of the colonial 
settlers of the American continent. Noting that Thoreau’s taking up residence on 4th July is 
viewed by some critics as a “transcendental declaration of independence,”59 Cavell describes 
Thoreau’s experiment in terms of seeking to rewrite a narrative of national origins: 
                                                           
53 Beaumont, Bon Iver, 101. 
54 Jagjaguwar, “Bon Iver.” 
55 Robert B. Ray. Walden X 40: Essays on Thoreau (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2011), 2. 
56 Thoreau, Walden, 41. 
57 Ibid., 13. 
58 Ibid., 21. 
59 Cavell, The Senses of Walden, 8. 
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That moment of origin is a national event reenacted in the events of Walden, in 
order this time to do it right, or to prove that it is impossible; to discover and 
settle this land, or the question of this land, once and for all.60 
Cavell goes on to note that what he refers to as Thoreau’s “literary withdrawal” resembled 
similar recesses by Romantic writers, all of whom sought “solitude and nature”.61 In both its 
attempt to reproduce and improve upon the American pioneer experience, and to emulate 
the activities of Romantic writers, Thoreau’s experiment had nostalgic elements. 
 
The similarities between Thoreau’s well known experiment and the For Emma narrative are 
significant. Both Vernon and Thoreau entered their seclusion for artistic as well as practical 
reasons. Vernon’s move to the cabin responded to a dissatisfaction with his life. He sought 
isolation and peace, he “was sick of people” and in need of “a change.”62 He wanted both to 
focus on making music, and to live simply off the land.63 These sentiments echo in some 
aspects Thoreau’s stated aim for embarking on the Walden experiment, to “live deliberately, 
to front not only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, 
and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived.”64 Vernon is also upfront about 
the practical upshots of his reclusion, describing the retreat as “an opportunity to escape the 
trap of society, to not pay bills, to play music and live really cheaply[.]”65 Literary theorist 
Robert B. Ray suggests that for Thoreau, too, there were practical imperatives impacting 
upon the Walden experiment, noting that Thoreau’s career prior to Walden had lacked 
success in writing, teaching or lecturing.66 That these practical concerns are often omitted 
or downplayed in descriptions of either artist’s retreat is indicative of the nostalgia in which 
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62 Beaumont, Bon Iver, 92. 
63 Ibid., 90. 
64 Thoreau, Walden, 92. 
65 Beaumont, Bon Iver, 92. 
66 Ray, Walden X 40, 2. 
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these accounts are often wrapped. Cavell describes Walden as significant enough a work as 
to have “established or inspired a tradition of thinking”, so it is not unreasonable to 
conclude that millennials may consciously or subconsciously identify the ideological links 
between the two. Indeed, reviewer Dustin Allen describes the For Emma narrative as 
Vernon’s “Walden Pond experience”67 and provides no more detail to explain the reference, 
apparently assuming his readers possess sufficient familiarity with Thoreau to understand 
the comparison. Vernon’s retreat contains nostalgia for Thoreau’s, but both artists also 
removed themselves to cabins in the woods for similar purposes, grounded in nostalgic 
conceptions that nature could provide healing, escape, solace and inspiration. 
 
The For Emma narrative nostalgically romanticises the impact nature spaces have on 
creativity. According to musicologist Matthew Bannister, the presentation of “‘naturalness’” 
in performers “becomes the hope of a new Eden and hence an idea of an authentic folk 
culture, a mystical place of creativity that is outside modern society and beyond normal 
social relations.”68 Bannister’s interest in the division between performances perceived to be 
natural and unaffected, compared to those perceived to be refined but artificial, seeks to 
elucidate the racial and gender implications this binary can carry. Bannister notes that 
behaviours and activities perceived to be “authentic” can provide greater insight into the 
spectator (in his argument, the privileged white male listener) than the object (the 
performer). This argument suggests that the romanticisation of nature spaces and Vernon’s 
retreat in the For Emma narrative, rather than speaking exclusively to Vernon’s own 
experiences, may be indicative of the attitudes and expectations of listeners from dominant 
cultural and social groups regarding what constitutes authentic performance and creation. 
                                                           
67 Dustin Allen. “Out of the Bungalow: An Interview With Bon Iver”, Treble Zine music news website, 2008. 
Accessed August 28, 2017. www.treblezine.com/out-of-the-bungalow-bon-iver-interview/ 
68 Matthew Bannister. White Boys, White Noise: Masculinities and 1980s Indie Guitar Rock (Burlington: Ashgate, 
2006), 34. 
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Music journalist Mark Richardson links the natural and the authentic in his summary of the 
appeal narratives like For Emma’s have for listeners: 
There’s something irresistible about the thought of a bearded dude from small-
town Wisconsin retreating, heartbroken, to a cabin to write some songs ... [The 
image] endures because it fulfils a fantasy for us as listeners. Even if we don’t 
care for the outdoors, most of us occasionally want to escape our lives, be alone 
with our thoughts, and see if we can tap into something true.69 
Here, Richardson reinforces multidirectional links between the idea of nature (though not 
necessarily its reality, since he suggests actually enjoying being outdoors is not 
compulsory), escape, solitude and the arrival at authentic “truth”. Richardson also highlights 
the gendered and racial overtones that nostalgia for these kinds of retreats overwrites. 
Richardson didn’t specify that Vernon is a white “bearded dude” because he didn’t need to; 
these narratives are rarely told about people of colour. Nor is it common for women 
musicians to be shown finding creative fulfillment in isolated nature retreats.70 As such, the 
depiction of nature in the For Emma narrative is also a discourse of privilege, nostalgically 
glorifying the possibility for white, solitary males to be nurtured and inspired by nature 
spaces. 
 
It is important to note that, for both Thoreau and Vernon, the truth of their retreats’ 
solitude is somewhat exaggerated. Both artists perceive there to be a conflict between social 
                                                           
69 Mark Richardson, “Bon Iver: Bon Iver,” Pitchfork, music news website, June 20, 2011. Accessed September 
22, 2015. http://pitchfork.com/reviews/albums/15551-bon-iver/ 
70 This is not to say that any benefits a nature retreat might have on creativity aren’t experienced by women 
musicians or people of colour, just that literary retreat discourses rarely centre on non-male and/or non-white 
protagonists. A few recent novels-turned-films feature privileged white women undertaking nature retreats of 
some sort, but their purposes are generally spiritual or personal fulfilment rather than creative satisfaction. 
See for example Cheryl Strayed, Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail (New York: Knopf 
Doubleday Publishing Group) novel, 2012; Wild, dir. Jean-Marc Vallee, Los Angeles: Fox Searchlight 
Pictures, feature film, 2014; Elizabeth Gilbert, Eat, Pray, Love: One Woman’s Search for Everything Across Italy, 
India and Indonesia (London: Penguin Random House) novel, 2006.; Eat, Pray, Love, dir. Ryan Murphy, 
California: Columbia Pictures, feature film, 2010. 
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activity and creativity that can be overcome by removal to nature spaces. As Vernon 
describes his experience: 
I got up there to the space and the peace, the silence, and felt as if those voices 
you hear in your head had much more time to work themselves out. They aren’t 
distracted by the doorbell, the phone, or your roommate walking in.71  
These comments characterise nature as a space entirely separate from the human, 
where the norms of polite society do not apply. Solitude is allowed, if not mandated. 
Technologies like doorbells and phones are depicted as cumbersome disturbances to 
the creative process. Affective nostalgia is present here, in the elements of the retreat 
that are highlighted and those which are downplayed. Aspects of the reality are at 
odds with the usual depiction of Vernon’s winter of complete creative solitude. The 
cabin was not so isolated, nor so primitive. Vernon received a number of visitors over 
the winter, some of whom contributed backing parts to the recordings he made. The 
cabin itself had both running water and electricity.72 Regarding Thoreau, Ray 
similarly observes that Walden was not so remote, at only 20 minutes walk from the 
local town’s centre where Thoreau went almost every day.73 Like Vernon, Thoreau 
also enjoyed visitors at his cabin, including his mother and sister who brought him 
home-cooked meals that are inconsistent with his claims that he lived entirely off the 
land.74 Knowledge of this information does not disrupt the idealised picture of artistic 
primitivism evoked by Walden or the For Emma creation narrative. In the case of Bon 
Iver, the archetypal construction of the retreat and nature’s role in it has its basis in 
reality, but is elaborated and enhanced by Vernon’s and the media’s nostalgic 
retellings, and by listeners’ nostalgically inflected expectations of nature’s ability to 
inspire. Nostalgia’s presence here prompts selective blindness to the importance of 
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technology and society in the creation of For Emma. Instead, the story reinforces 
existing nostalgic, anthropocentric positions that tie nature’s value to its utility to 
humans. 
 
In addition to the links to Thoreau outlined above, Vernon’s retreat has some nostalgic 
associations with stereotypes of the bohemian creative lifestyle that circulate in indie folk. 
Vernon’s archetypal bohemianism involved a physical as well as an ideological removal from 
capitalist activity, linking the urban to the commercial and marking nature as Other to this 
dominant order. Indie folk’s bohemianism places high value on anti-commercial practice, 
which Bannister suggests involves “valorising the obscure and transgressive.”75 In Vernon’s 
case, the manner in which he chose to live off the land nostalgically utopianises pre-
Industrial life, glossing over the loneliness of isolation, the tedium of chores like wood-
chopping, and the discomfort the basic conditions may potentially have afforded. Vernon 
occupied the indie folk fantasy of “the unsettled wildness of early America” which Reynolds 
describes as “a self-reliant existence, outside society and remote from urban centres.”76 
Likening musicians who pursue this fantasy to record collecting “crate-diggers”,77 Reynolds 
identifies this aesthetic’s celebration of obscurity and nostalgic references to frontier myths 
via 1960s bohemianism. According to Reynolds, the bohemian tendencies present in some 
indie folk subgenres have their roots in the already nostalgic “yearning invocations of the 
American frontier spirit” established by the Beat generation and in the folk revival of the 
early 1960s.78 As mentioned earlier, Cavell has made similar links between Thoreau and the 
American origin narrative.79 Playing into these legacies, Vernon’s change of location from 
urban to rural also involved an ideological shift in time, incorporating several nostalgic 
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archetypes from the past into his present. Vernon’s adoption of a nostalgically inflected anti-
commercial, pre-industrial, bohemian creative lifestyle was facilitated by the move to a rural 
space, associated with nature’s archetypal timelessness and consistency. 
 
Powerful ideologies are communicated in the For Emma creation narrative: that the natural 
world exists in perpetuity, substantially unaltered over time, and that it provides humans 
with the possibility of escape, solitude, nurture and inspiration. However, this archetypal 
depiction of nature as an abiding and immutable entity nostalgically glosses over the 
impacts humans’ activities have had on their interactions with nature. The human-nature 
interrelationship has shifted throughout history as a by-product of civilisation, 
modernisation, mechanisation, industrialisation, urbanisation and, more recently, 
widespread degradation. Depictions of an indestructible and ancient wilderness space ignore 
the realities of change in the natural world. Indie folk’s nostalgically anthropocentric 
narratives highlight the value humans, and particularly millennials, place on the 
sovereignty and perpetuity with which these constructions frame nature. 
 
These depictions also ignore the reality that many millennials only participate vicariously in 
nature retreats of the kind Vernon and Thoreau promote. Following on from his 
examination of the enduring appeal of narratives like the one that surrounds Vernon’s 
retreat, reviewer Mark Richardson concludes: 
In a time of easy distraction, the idea of heading into a cabin at the edge of the 
world to create is alluring. By tying the intimacy of that image to Justin 
Vernon’s music, we’re able to take the trip with him.80 
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“The trip” to which Richardson refers, and which he argues millennials may take via 
Vernon’s music, is one in which close connection to the natural landscape is an everyday 
reality, rather than an indirect experience. 
 
L a nd s c a p e  a n d  W i n t e r  i n  Fo r  Emma  
For Emma’s prominent positioning of landscape and the seasons participates in nostalgic 
constructions of nature which listeners may experience vicariously through the album. 
Musicologist Tony Mitchell describes the ability of music to express a place’s “emotional 
geography.”81 As Mitchell elaborates, music can “evoke or recreate places, spaces, localities, 
events and occasions, as well as provide imagined or biographical cartographies and 
metaphorical orientation guides, along with affective embodiments of identity, home and 
belonging.”82 This means that audiences may construct imagined versions of place based on 
their listening experience. In the case of For Emma, the album’s emotional geography is tied 
both to affective embodiments of belonging, via its creation story in the Wisconsin 
wintertime woods and to less location specific Edenic nature spaces, and to the metaphorical 
orientations to place that Mitchell proposes music can articulate. As discussed earlier, many 
aspects of the For Emma narrative are nostalgic, including its links to Thoreau, to American 
frontier mythology, and to bohemianism. These nostalgic links impact upon listeners’ 
interpretations of the album and the emotional geographies they construct. Nostalgic tropes 
connected to the landscape and to winter enhance the nostalgia already in play in For Emma 
by portraying and constructing the emotional geography of the retreat. 
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The physical landscape is present on For Emma in explicit and implicit ways, affecting the 
album’s cover art and its lyrics. In interviews Vernon acknowledges the importance of the 
landscape to his writing and recording process, proposing that the album would have been 
different if recorded elsewhere.83 It was also, in Vernon’s view, “very fitting to name the 
project [Bon Iver] after the winter that created the music”.84 Comments like these invite 
listeners to participate indirectly in Vernon’s mythologised retreat by informing listeners’ 
receptions of the album and prompting them listen for the presence on the album of 
“Wisconsin”, “the cabin” and “winter”. Listeners’ interpretations of these ideas may bear 
little resemblance to the spaces that inspired their representation on the album, but are 
instead a nostalgic, second hand reconstruction of Vernon’s “Wisconsin” as they interpret it 
via For Emma. In these discourses, nature is positioned as the producer and prompter of For 
Emma, with the album’s emotional geography informed by its physical setting within this 
cold nature space. 
 
Despite being thematically and rhetorically saturated with wintry associations, For Emma 
contains only a few explicit references to a specific physical space or season. Where they do 
appear, the unambiguous lyrical descriptions and images on For Emma emphasise the cold 
and bleak landscape. “Blindsided” mentions snow: “I crouch like a crow / contrasting the 
snow / for the agony, I’d rather know”85 and then later “there’s a pull to the flow / my feet 
melt the snow / for the irony, I’d rather know”.86 Similarly “For Emma” opens with the 
lyrics “so apropos: / saw death on a sunny snow” and later adds “my knees are cold”.87 The 
bleak imagery continues on the album’s final track, “re: stacks”, where Vernon sings “I’ve 
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been twisting to the sun I needed to replace / the fountain in the front yard is rusted out / 
all my love was down in a frozen ground”.88 In these lyrics, nature acts as a metaphoric 
representation of the emotional state of the songs’ protagonists, communicating stasis, 
discordance, termination and immuration. 
 
fig. 7: Bon Iver For Emma, Forever Ago, front cover image. Used with permission. 
 
The album’s artwork reinforces these themes. The first image, on the cover (see fig. 7 
above), is a silhouetted black tree on a white background, partially obscured by the frosted 
window through which it is viewed. A sense of arid desolation and of confinement is 
conveyed in the stark contrast of the black on white, the absence of colours and the 
obscured and indistinct sections of the image. The other photo, on the inside cover (see fig. 
8 below), is a full colour landscape image depicting a brown river with broken sheets of ice 
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floating on its surface, flanked by a bank of yellowed grass and some bare trees. Although 
broken ice can imply treacherous conditions, the colour and clarity of this image contrasts 
with the cover by hinting at impending change and newness. The two images also convey a 
physical movement, from indoors to outdoors, that may be seen to reflect an emotional shift, 
from an inward to an outward focus, that the album’s creation and release signify. Winter is 
used symbolically in For Emma, first to convey halting or cessation of activity and a sense of 
discomfort and bleakness, and then to insinuate the possibility of change and renewal. This 
deployment of the winter trope constructs an initially desolate emotional geography for the 
cabin retreat, but also assists listeners to track the changes that took place over the course 
of Vernon’s time in the woods. 
 
 
fig. 8: Bon Iver For Emma, Forever Ago, inside cover image. Used with permission. 
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Nature’s cyclical processes, of barrenness moving towards rejuvenation, also appear 
lyrically on For Emma. The album’s wintry aspect and allusion to seasonal cycles suggests 
hope amid desolation, giving listeners a sense of insight into Vernon’s frame of mind during 
the retreat, and thereby constructing elements of the album’s emotional geography. Many 
lyrics on the album convey a sense of waiting or longing for warmth and newness, for 
example “we will see when it gets warm”.89 “Skinny Love” and “The Wolves (Act I and II)” 
wait for an unspecified but nonetheless concrete improvement in the morning, and “re: 
stacks” looks ahead to a point of deliverance from a burden. Despite its often bleak lyrical 
content, For Emma is an album that longingly anticipates change. Winter and spring stand 
in symbolically for the shift in thinking that took place during Vernon’s retreat, composing 
a nostalgic recreation of the experience for listeners. Nature is portrayed as both responsible 
for Vernon’s experience of rejuvenation, and illustrative of it through images of an 
emotional “winter” followed by the renewal of “spring”. These representations of nature 
nostalgically reconstruct the emotional landscape of the album’s creation story, 
transporting archetypal depictions of nature’s purpose and function to illustrate millennial 
experience. 
 
The natural, wintry landscape of For Emma’s creation narrative is also suggested through 
the album’s music and production. Vernon’s use of falsetto and vocal layering is an 
important tonal contributor to any sense of the album’s wintry aspect. Throughout For 
Emma, the primary melodic material is positioned in Vernon’s upper register, lending the 
vocals a delicate and fragile crispness. The falsetto melody is swaddled in additional layers 
of vocal harmony and reverb, allowing the vocals to retain a sense of frailty without 
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becoming insubstantial.90 The overall effect is reminiscent of wrapping one’s thin and 
meagre body in many woolly layers to fend off the chill of the cold. Several tracks on the 
album feature irregular soundscape elements that further illustrate its emotional geography. 
For example, “Flume” features a frozen mechanical sound created using an ebow to quickly 
vibrate a guitar’s strings.91 The sound commences in the background of the first verse 
(0’28”-0’34”, 0’41”-0’49”) and returns more loudly and abrasively in the second verse (1’33”-
1’39”, 1’47”-1’53”). In the instrumental bridge (2’12”-2’49”) the vocals and drums drop out 
and the rhythmic guitar’s volume is reduced, leaving the ebow alongside a warm synthesiser 
and some whooshing tape splices to generate a spare and barren sonic space. Similarly, the 
next track “Lump Sum” commences with a long, slow introduction (0-0’48”) of layered 
vocals, sometimes calling and responding to one another in upper and lower register, 
sometimes in consonant and sometimes dissonant harmony, singing indistinct text and 
creating a spacious and eerie effect. The introductory material is used as a hazy, echoey 
accompaniment to the more conventionally mixed melody/accompaniment that follows. 
 
Whether these auditory effects would denote the same emotional landscape in the absence of 
For Emma’s publicity narrative and lyrical content is difficult to assess. The numerous sonic 
and thematic clues outlined above that lead me to interpret the album’s contents through a 
wintry lens could equally be heard by other listeners. They, like me, might imagine that in 
addition to the album’s actively recorded sounds they can hear the recording sessions’ real-
life sonic backdrop; the crack of ice falling loose from tree boughs, the patter of rain on the 
verandah, the muffled acoustic of a snow-buried forest, the crunch of the snow’s crust 
compacting underfoot. There is a blurriness between the physical Wisconsin winter space in 
which For Emma was created and the metaphorical winter it invokes. The two winters are 
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co-present in the album. Whether this reading resonates for some or for many listeners, the 
perceived presence of winter in the musical elements of For Emma demonstrates the ways 
that the album illustrates the emotional geography of Vernon’s real-life nature retreat. 
Winter and the seasons are pivotal metaphors both conveying and conveyed in the album’s 
bleak yet hopeful atmosphere. The prominence of these elements throughout the visual, 
aural, thematic and rhetorical aspects of the album show the ways in which nature and the 
environment are valued by indie folk. 
 
Although a snow-covered forest is an unusual rendering of a lost paradise, Vernon’s 
descriptions of Wisconsin make it clear that this was his Eden. The album uses the Eden 
trope to depict nature as nurturing, having provided Vernon with an escape from 
civilisation, an alternative lifestyle, and an abiding constant with which to contextualise his 
own life. The sonic, visual, lyrical and rhetorical links to the season and spaces that 
prompted the album’s creation map the emotional geography of Vernon’s artistic retreat, in 
a manner that allows listeners to access a nostalgic reconstruction of the experience. At the 
same time, by depicting these archetypes and the retreat in a nostalgically idealised way, 
rather than in a strictly factual rendering, both are shown to be unreliable. 
 
News om ’ s  Ys :  t h e  P a s t o r a l  a n d  t h e  W i l d 92 
Joanna Newsom’s 2006 album, Ys, also represents nature in a nostalgically anthropocentric 
manner. Unlike Vernon’s realistic but romanticised construction of nature, Newsom 
conceives nature in whimsical, exaggerated and imaginative terms. Juxtaposing pastoral 
imagery against wild nature tropes, Newsom portrays the natural world as staunchly 
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independent, sovereign and separate from the human, powerful, mysterious, unchanging 
and ungovernable. This is an anthropocentric position in that it both demarcates a clear 
separation between humans and nature, and claims primacy for stories and thinking that 
privilege human thought and experience over that of other living things. Anthropocentric 
constructions of sovereign nature such as Newsom’s are nostalgic in their disregard for 
millennial ecocritical discourses that perceive humanity and nature as part of a single 
ecological web. The pastoral and wild nature tropes that Newsom utilises throughout the 
album express nostalgic longing for nature to fulfil roles it has been perceived to occupy in 
the past, as either an agrarian wonderland, or an untamed and unknown space of wonder 
and mystery. Both tropes long for an environment that is unaffected by human actions and 
industry. Imagination plays a key role in these restoration fantasies; nostalgic 
anthropocentric conceptions of nature are transported via Newsom’s imaginings into a 
millennial context, where they become representative of desirable possible futures in which 
the natural world is again pure and untainted. Nostalgia for anthropocentric constructions 
that conceive nature as a bucolic fantasy space, in the case of Newsom’s pastoral images, or 
as independent and free of human interference, where she conceives nature as wild, are a 
means through which uncertainty or dissatisfaction with millennial environmental security 
may be explored. Indie folk’s representations of pastoral or wild nature are a means through 
which millennials use nostalgic constructions of nature from the past to imagine a future 
return to unadulterated nature spaces. 
 
Where Newsom’s representation of nature uses wild tropes, it emphasises nature’s cyclical 
and elemental forces. Though not malignant, these forces sometimes appear threatening or 
suffocating. Newsom’s attitude to her subject matter sometimes implies that human activity 
contributes to rifts between the human and the natural. Unlike Vernon’s nostalgic return to 
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a nature space that supports human life and creativity, the wild rendering of nature 
Newsom portrays is fundamentally indifferent to humanity. Where Newsom employs 
pastoral imagery, her depiction correlates more closely with Vernon’s, with the two artists 
each describing occasions where human and nature spaces are interdependent and 
commingled. Nature and humanity often cross paths on Ys, the two analogous systems 
sometimes existing in conflict and other times in accord. Even though its narratives 
construct an anthropocentric division between humans and nature, on Ys the environment 
is never as subservient to human needs as it is in Vernon’s work. Vernon’s rendering of 
nature is predictable and familiar, Newsom’s swings between recognisable pastoral 
evocations and fantastic, unpredictable wildness. Newsom’s constructions of nature speak to 
her own whimsical style and to contemporary cultural sensibilities, but remain based on 
nostalgia for a desired return to unadulterated natural spaces.  
 
On Ys Newsom’s music combines heritage and innovation in a manner that is consistent 
with indie folk’s bowerbirding practices. The album draws conspicuously from an art music 
sound palette, exploiting the textural diversity of its full orchestral accompaniment. This 
blending of popular and classical music conventions has possible forebears in the 1970s and 
1980s, including some progressive rock albums such as Emerson Lake and Palmer’s Pictures 
at an Exhibition,93 or Frank Zappa’s experimental compositional style. Apart from sharing 
the disruption of high and low cultural conventions, however, Ys bears little musical 
resemblance to these earlier works. Rather, Ys’ musical elements share some similarities to 
popular music albums that use the orchestra to embellish the work of a singer-songwriter or 
a band. Although tracks from Joni Mitchell’s Don Juan’s Reckless Daughter94 or Kate Bush’s 
                                                           
93 Emerson, Lake and Palmer. Pictures at an Exhibition. London, New York, Santa Monica: Island Records, LP 
record, 1971. 
94 Joni Mitchell, Don Juan’s Reckless Daughter, US: Asylum, double LP record, 1977. 
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“Wuthering Heights”95 experiment with sound in a manner that is arguably more accessible 
than most tracks on Ys, Mitchell and Bush also incorporate orchestral-style flourishes and 
textures within the popular music oeuvre and provide more immediate sonic comparisons to 
Newsom due to similarities in the three artists’ vocal styles. Newsom’s archaic, fantasy-
narrative ballads are idiosyncratic due to their prominent accompaniment on the harp, 
striking a careful balance between their intricate writing, opulent scale, archaic thematic 
material and atavistic, analogue-inflected, production techniques. Loss and restoration are at 
the centre of Newsom’s work, furnishing it with a nostalgic affect that seeks to reinstate 
severed connections with the natural world. Her work is rife with contrasts, many of which 
manifest thematically, constructing a binary between the imagined, flawless natural world 
and the sinister, degraded industrial world. Luscious growth might be set against dark 
decay, birth and renewal in contrast with death and destruction, freedom from the worries 
of the civilised world alongside the struggle for survival. 
 
Literary theorist Ann Townsend associates these oppositions with the pastoral tradition,96 
charting the links between contemporary and past uses of these kinds of cultivated / wild 
dichotomies, and noting that: 
The success of traditional pastoral depends on a conflict between the simple and 
natural, and the urbane and cultivated. But now this opposition exists not only 
between innocence and corruption, or the garden and the city, but wholly within 
the complicated garden itself. It’s as if the garden now contains multitudes, 
ghosts from the past who insist on making themselves heard. Some of the most 
complex pastoral encounters recognise the need for magic in our lives, even as 
they acknowledge the limitations of old metaphors.97 
                                                           
95 Kate Bush, “Wuthering Heights,” The Kick Inside, UK: EMI Records, LP record, 1978. 
96 Ann Townsend. “Arcadia Redux,” The Southern Review 42, no. 4 (Autumn 2006): 802. 
97 Townsend. “Arcadia Redux,” 807. 
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Newsom incorporates the typically pastoral oppositions Townsend highlights, bowerbirding 
them with millennial discourses and technologies. The outcome of this millennial extension 
of the pastoral nostalgically reinvigorates and reuses old metaphors, which Townsend 
categorises in new pastoral works as “ghosts from the past”. Newsom figures oppositions 
within “the complicated garden” where she includes wild conceptions of nature alongside 
pastoralism’s traditional binary between the natural and the built. Newsom’s nostalgic 
pastoral incorporates magic and imagination, reconceiving the human-nature relationship by 
situating traditional metaphors and narratives in complex, unstable millennial contexts. 
 
Newsom uses oppositions in the manner Townsend outlines above, situating the pastoral 
tradition’s idealisation of agricultural labour and attributions of wisdom to natural spaces 
and people98 within a framework that marks these constructions as unstable or 
untrustworthy. Cultural theorist Johan Andersson defines pastoralism in nostalgic terms, 
although he does not make the link explicit, where he states that:  
unlike the picturesque attempt to aestheticise suffering, the pastoral, both in 
literary and visual forms, idealises or removes hardship from view in favour of an 
emphasis on the simple pleasures of the poor[.]99 
Newsom’s songs engage in nostalgic pastoralism where they fetishise the perceived 
simplicity of agrarian life. She sings adoringly of outmoded rural technologies such as “the 
yoke, and the axe, and the old smokestacks and the bale and the barrow”100 and of romantic 
hours spent in serene agrarian or natural spaces such as cornfields,101 barns,102 small 
                                                           
98 These attributes are part of Johan Andersson’s definition of pastoralism, which he states refers to “idealised 
depictions of agricultural labour (the shepherd/nymph motif)”. Johan Andersson. “Landscape and 
Gentrification: The Picturesque and Pastoral in 1980s New York Cinema,” Antipode 49, no. 3 (2017): 547. 
99 Ibid. 
100 Newsom, “Emily,” Ys. 
101 Newsom, “Cosmia,” Ys. 
102 Newsom, “Monkey and Bear,” Ys. 
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towns,103 rivers,104 and oceans and beaches.105 Animals in Newsom’s pastoral fantasy possess 
intuitive wisdom,106 and in some cases are personified and capable of dialogue and 
relationships.107 The songs’ complex sound palette belies the austerity they revere, 
destabilising tracks’ bucolic aspects with wild nature metaphors and associations. 
 
The introduction of wild nature tropes disrupts aspects of the album’s pastoral utopia. Both 
pastoral and wild tropes nostalgically construct perfect versions of nature; the former 
expressing adoration for romantic interactions with nature via rural life, and the latter 
longing for nature as an ungovernable and powerful force. Opposing wild and pastoral 
elements are manifested musically as well as thematically on Ys. Many of Newsom’s songs 
are characterised by frequent tempo changes, which sometimes mark off sections in her 
long-form compositions and other times utilise exaggerated rubato to match tempo to 
lyrical content and flow. Instrumentation may be drawn from a diverse range of sources 
including the symphony orchestra, a baroque chamber ensemble, folk groups or modern 
rock bands. Newsom’s use of melodic and harmonic material is sometimes predictable and 
other times comprised of acrobatic and unexpected leaps and shifts. Her pitch and harmonic 
fluctuations are matched tonally in the grain of her voice, which ranges from grating to 
soothing, from unkempt to refined, from muddy and gruff to bell-like in its purity and 
clarity. These contrasting vocal textures sonically illustrate the opposition between the 
controlled, cultivated pastoral and the unpredictable, chaotic wild. Newsom’s juxtaposition 
of opposites is further articulated lyrically, for example where track titles set up polarities 
like “Sawdust and Diamonds”, “Sprout and the Bean” or “Bridges and Balloons”. The 
                                                           
103 Newsom, “Emily,” and “Cosmia,” Ys. 
104 Newsom, “Emily,” Ys. 
105 Newsom, “Only Skin,” Ys. 
106 For example, “What is now known by the sorrel and the roan? / By the chestnut and the bay and the 
gelding grey?” (“Monkey and Bear,” Ys) 
107 See for example the exploitative romantic relationship between the Monkey and Ursula, a she-bear, in 
Newsom’s “Monkey and Bear,” Ys. 
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prevalence of these contrary shifts lends a sense of fickleness or capriciousness, a “wildness,” 
to Newsom’s music that is intentionally constructed. Newsom’s wildness tropes are also 
steeped in nostalgia, representing the natural world as impervious to the human activities 
by which it has already been indelibly altered. 
 
The use of oppositions to convey the wild nature trope in Newsom’s work is apparent in the 
following close reading of the track “Only Skin”.108 The orchestral arrangements for the 
track by Van Dyke Parks, like the others on the album, were composed after Newsom 
completed the final vocal and harp takes109 meaning that, in a way, the orchestral 
accompaniment was retro-fitted into the tracks. As a result, the pace and time signature of 
each song varies dramatically throughout, fitted to Newsom’s expressive interpretation of 
the lyrical content. In “Only Skin” a narrative section in rough waltz time and a relatively 
consistent allegretto speed is followed by a rubato passage (lyrics indented below) 
describing wading through shallow water. These tempo changes follow the natural, spoken 
inflections of the passage’s lyrics and in some places complement its loose rhyming 
structure: 
Scrape your knee: it is only skin. 
Makes the sound of violins. 
When I cut your hair, and leave the birds all the trimmings, 
I am the happiest woman among all women. 
And the shallow water stretches as far as I can see. 
Knee deep, trudging along— 
the seagull weeps ‘so long’— 
I’m humming a threshing song110 
Throughout this section the tempo is flexible. Newsom engages in word painting by placing 
the gulls’ cry “so long” higher in pitch and longer in duration than the surrounding words. 
                                                           
108 The music described in the following section is also summarised in table format, see fig. 9 below. 
109 Young, “Joanna Newsom,” unpaginated. 
110 Newsom, “Only Skin”, Ys. 
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This passage seamlessly transitions into a crisp, moderately paced four-in-a-bar with a 
repeated pentatonic melody line chronicling an uneasy pastoral domestic scene. This 
section’s use of repeated harmonic, melodic and rhythmic material is rare for the song, and 
frequent tempo and instrumental transitions reinforce the song’s air of unpredictability and 
wildness. As the scene continues, changes to the harmony and a gradual acceleration in 
tempo lead to a frantic tension, enhanced with the addition of strings to the harp 
accompaniment. The juxtaposition of growth and decay is present in the lyrics, with 
descriptions of “blooming cherry trees” sitting alongside spiders’ ghosts in tiny nooses. The 
section ends abruptly and loudly, with a sudden tempo increase, and introduces new melodic 
material corresponding with a fearful account of an angry sea. Although these musical 
inconsistencies, summarised in fig. 9 below, imply a degree of improvisation or 
extemporaneity, in fact these unpredictable structures are meticulously planned and heavily 
mediated. The seamless flow between disparate tempos, textures, metres, instrumentation 
and harmonic language mirror the contradictions in nature’s wild character.  
 
Time Opening Lyric Tempo 
Metr
e 
Key / 
Mode 
Rhyming 
Scheme 
Instrumentation 
4’ 25” – 
5’ 
And when the fire moves away Allegretto 3 
4 
C major A B A B Solo harp and voice 
5’ – 5’ 
33” 
Scrape your knee, it is only skin Moderato 3 
4 
A 
Aeolian 
A A B B Solo harp and voice 
5’ 33” –  
6’ 03” 
And the shallow water 
Stretches as far as I can see 
Rubato Un-
clear 
Transitio
n-ing 
A B C C 
C 
Harp, orchestral 
strings, accordion, 
voice. 
6’ 03” –  
7’ 01” 
Until the night is over 
Hold on, hold on 
Andantino 
(accelerating) 
4 
4 
F minor A A B B 
C C D D 
etc 
Solo harp and voice 
(strings fade out in 
transition) 
7’ 02” –  
7’ 35” 
I see the blossoms broke and 
wet after the rain 
Moderato 
(accelerating) 
4 
4 
F minor A A B B 
C C D D 
etc 
Harp, orchestral 
strings, voice 
7 ‘ 35” 
–  
7’ 52” 
We felt the spray of the waves Allegro 4 
4 
F minor A A A B 
A B B  
Harp, orchestral 
strings, voice 
fig. 9: Table outlining variations in Joanna Newsom’s “Only Skin” from 4’25” – 7’52”. 
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The co-existence of pastoral and wild conceptions of nature on Ys demarcates uncertainties 
in millennial environmental ideologies. Millennial environmental discourses may adopt 
positions that deny humans’ impact on the natural world, depicting a future in which nature 
will continue to occupy predictable/familiar roles, or may express alarm and propose a 
future-nature that is increasingly unpredictable/unsafe. Millennials’ attempts to imagine 
future nature spaces, especially in the context of the changing climate, occur at the 
intersection of these competing discourses. Philosopher Brian Robertson suggests that the 
everyday usage of the term “uncanny” is defined by this kind of disruption to the boundaries 
of familiarity and unfamiliarity.111 The foundation for understanding the uncanny in the 
twentieth century stems from research by psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud, who theorises it 
as the psychological disquiet that emerges around repetitions, doubles, the exposure of 
taboos and the re-emergence of repressed traumatic memory.112 In Freud’s conception of the 
uncanny, these moments of unsettling recognition disrupt the usual reassurance of the 
familiar, triggering instead an anxiety response. Indeed, Robertson asserts that 
encountering the uncanny “is never without an experience of anxiety, however slight or 
ephemeral.”113 Newsom’s juxtaposition of safe/pastoral and dangerous/wild metaphors 
destabilises the reassuring familiarity of the nature spaces she depicts, prompting uncanny 
associations. By presenting nature in an uncomfortable or uncanny manner, nostalgic 
longing for a more stable version of nature is established. 
 
Newsom’s lyrics are often situated in natural landscapes, but the natural world of her 
imagining is dichotomised as both nurturing and malignant, lending a threatening air to 
many of her, in other ways buoyant, works. There are numerous passing moments in which 
                                                           
111 Brian Robertson. Lacanian Antiphilosophy and the Problem of Anxiety: The Uncanny Object. (New York: 
Palgrave MacMillan, 2015), 15. 
112 Sigmund Freud. “The Uncanny,” in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund 
Freud, trans. James Strachey, vol XVII (London: The Hogarth Press, 1925): 218 – 252. 
113 Robertson, Lacanian Antiphilosophy, 15. 
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there is a sudden lyrical shift from a familiar and comfortable depiction of nature to one that 
is uncanny, uncertain and uneasy. These shifts use the wild nature trope to demonstrate 
nature’s autonomy and unpredictability. For example, in “Cosmia” the calmness of a 
cornfield is interrupted when apparently innocuous moths imperil the narrator: “In the 
cornfield when she called me / Moths surround me / Thought they’d drown me”.114 In 
“Emily” a pastoral scene detailing the passage of time – “The poppies are all grown knee 
deep by now / Blossoms have fallen, and the pollen ruins the plough”115 – becomes sinister 
as wet flowers bow in a terrifying “hydrocephalitic listlessness”.116 In each of these cases a 
romantic, pastoral archetype is set up, and then becomes uncanny where it is overwritten by 
wild nature metaphors. 
 
Uncanniness is also provoked where Newsom conveys an opposition between the natural 
and the built world. In “Sawdust and Diamonds” dissonance emerges when a white dove, 
often symbolising peace, is described as a product of human craftsmanship rather than 
biological processes: 
And the little white dove,  
made with love, made with love;  
made with glue, and a glove, and some pliers 
swings a low, sickle arc, from its perch in the dark: 
settle down, settle down, my desire.117 
Later in the song the dove, stuffed with “sawdust and diamonds”, displays human-like 
emotions where it implores the narrator to “Hold me close”.118 The language in the above 
passage and the stuffed dove’s request to be embraced upsets boundaries around the dove’s 
status as living or non-living, natural or built. By subverting listeners’ expectations in this 
                                                           
114 Newsom, “Cosmia,” Ys. 
115 Newsom, “Emily,” Ys. 
116 Ibid. 
117 Newsom, “Sawdust and Diamonds,” Ys. 
118 Ibid. 
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way, the artificial dove is placed in a conceptual space similar to “the uncanny valley” 
theorised by roboticist Masahiro Mori.119 In Mori’s theory, the “affinity” humans feel 
towards robots increases in line with their human likeness, so a toy robot figurine with a 
humanoid shape prompts a closer sense of affinity than something machine-like, such as a 
vacuum cleaner.120 However, Mori further proposes that when the human likeness becomes 
so close as to confuse the organic and the artificial, for example with a lifelike prosthetic 
hand, the real and the representation become blurred, and a sudden drop in affinity takes 
place. This trough in affinity is referred to as the uncanny valley.121 Although the depth of 
the uncanny valley is most pronounced when dealing with humanoid figures, Mori also 
notes the affect taking place at a lower amplitude in animal forms.122 The description of the 
dove in “Sawdust and Diamonds” subverts listener expectations of the organic, creating an 
uncanny and eerie affect. Ecocritic Dirk Klopper notes that nostalgia is “located between 
phantasy and the real,”123 categorising aesthetic encounters with nostalgia as uncanny since 
they involve meeting “the unfamiliar in the familiar and the familiar in the unfamiliar.”124 As 
such, the uncanny dove in “Sawdust and Diamonds” provokes nostalgia for genuine and 
experiential, rather than simulated, nature. Here, and in other places on Ys where natural 
objects and spaces are made artificial, a nostalgic millennial longing for nature spaces that 
are uncultivated and unaffected by human intervention is communicated.  
 
 
 
                                                           
119 Mori’s theory was first published in Japanese, in Energy 7, no. 4 (1970): 33 – 35. References in this thesis are 
taken from a 2012 translation of Mori’s original essay. See Masahiro Mori, “The Uncanny Valley,” trans. Karl 
F. MacDorman and Norri Kageki, IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine (June 2012): 98 – 100. 
120 Mori, “The Uncanny Valley,” 98. 
121 Ibid., 99. 
122 Ibid., 99, Figure 2. 
123 Dirk Klopper. “The Place of Nostalgia in Zoe Wicomb’s Playing In the Light,” Current Writing: Text and 
Reception in Southern Africa 23, no. 2 (2011): 148. 
124 Ibid., 149. 
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Bou n d a r y  d i s r u p t i o n s  i n  Ys ’  c o v e r  a r t  
Although many millennial listeners interact with music digitally, where they may or may 
not have access to an album’s artwork, for some listeners (or potential listeners) the cover is 
the first indicator of what to expect of an album.125 Ys’ album artwork depicts a biocentric 
moment of integration between the human and the natural. The portrait of Newsom on the 
album’s cover depicts a series of spatial and temporal disruptions, blurring the boundaries 
between outside and inside, natural and unnatural, and between past, present and future. 
The image visually demonstrates the outcomes of the nostalgically selective bowerbirding 
process which, in this case, culminates in an album cover that combines millennial 
ideologies with antediluvian styling. In this section of the thesis, I will unpack the 
references contained in the portrait, exploring the places Newsom makes selective nods to 
the past. The signs and suggestions with which the cover art is laden were meticulously 
chosen by Newsom for viewers to interpret.126 Describing the decision, she states: 
I think the choice to do a painting instead of a photo was that it afforded so much 
more opportunity for packing in information, and I thought it was really 
appropriate and consistent with the content of the songs, to have a really 
symbolically rich piece of work on the cover. That everywhere you look, 
everything in that painting is supposed to mean something.127  
Newsom’s personal involvement with the album’s artwork, and her detailed, selective 
approach affirms the notion that analysing the album artwork may give some indication of 
her communicative intentions and interests. Examining Ys’ formal and deliberate cover art 
makes apparent its nostalgic sentimentalisation of the wild, the rupture of physical 
boundaries separating the human and the natural, and the temporal disjointedness that the 
album contains. The cover art’s blending of wild nature and the built human worlds 
                                                           
125 Visual art reviewer Jonathan Jones suggests that for some the cover is the first attractor to the album. See 
Jones, “Why I judge albums by their covers.” 
126 Although Newsom herself did not paint the portrait on the album cover, she worked closely alongside 
painter Benjamin Vierling in deciding the painting’s content. 
127 Young, “Joanna Newsom,” unpaginated. 
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expresses a distinctly millennial suspicion around the boundaries between these spaces, but 
its intensely derivative style and symbology situate the album in a nostalgic frame. 
 
Ys’ cover (see fig. 10 below), a portrait of Newsom with her gaze positioned to engage the 
viewer, disrupts boundaries around time and space. Painter Benjamin Vierling’s creative 
practice is influenced by the nineteenth century Nazarene style128 which is, in itself, of 
nostalgic stock. The Nazarenes were a group of German Romantic religious painters who 
rejected the increasingly modernist tendencies of their contemporaries, drawing instead on 
styles adopted by fifteenth and sixteenth century Italian, German and Dutch “Primitive” 
painters.129 Art historian Cordula Grewe summarises nineteenth century progressives’ 
denunciations of the Nazarenes for favouring intellectualism over form, which critics 
claimed resulted in the Nazarenes becoming “lost in an emulative practice that sought to 
represent thought in a language of the past.”130 Arguing that the Nazarenes’ provocative 
modernist tendencies are often overlooked, Grewe suggests that their work has been 
dismissed by the art establishment as “little more than historicist kitsch born from a 
nostalgic revival of moribund ideas”,131 a criticism not unlike those which millennial critics 
apply to nostalgia in indie folk.132 Vierling’s style, then, is steeped twofold in nostalgia, 
influenced by an obscure and outmoded style of painting, by painters who were themselves 
accused of being overly past-focussed. Vierling’s artwork and Newsom’s album both occupy 
a similar space of chronological displacement. They are distinctively millennial artefacts, 
but they adopt past styles that themselves were often referencing past styles.  
                                                           
128 Davis, “Nearer the Heart of Things,” unpaginated. 
129 Lionel Gossman, “Beyond Modern: The Art of the Nazarenes,” Common Knowledge 14, no. 1 (Winter 2008): 
48. 
130 Cordula Grewe, “Historicism and the Symbolic Imagination in Nazarene Art,” The Art Bulletin 89, no. 1 
(2007): 83. 
131 Ibid. 
132 Millennial nostalgia critics were discussed in the Introduction to this thesis, p. 20 – 26. 
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fig. 10: cover of Joanna Newsom’s Ys. Used with permission. 
The portrait itself bowerbirds numerous past and present allusions and symbols. Newsom’s 
posture in the portrait, her half-smile, and the sense that she is looking directly at the 
viewer regardless of the angle from which the image is viewed are casually reminiscent of da 
Vinci’s well-known Mona Lisa. Whether or not this visual link was intentional, it cues the 
viewer to the overt references to the past contained in the album. This link is reinforced by 
Newsom’s attire in the portrait which appears to be a period costume but is in fact her own 
every day clothing.133 Despite these very specific references to periods from the past, the 
cover art is firmly fixed as a present day artefact and carries various visual clues to indicate 
that this is a recent painting, including a jetstream in the sky and a more stylised landscape 
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and colour palette than is conventional for nineteenth century Nazarenes.134 This melding 
of disparate times and places in the painting position it as a work of fantasy rather than 
strict realism, pointing to the compelling imaginative narratives that are contained in the 
album. Newsom herself is represented as a figure who sits outside of chronology, as if she 
was only born in the contemporary era by some parachronistic mistake. Boym argues that 
nostalgia is primarily about temporal disruptions of this nature: 
At first glance, nostalgia is a longing for place, but actually it is a yearning for a 
different time – the time of our childhood, the slower rhythms of our dreams. In a 
broader sense, nostalgia is rebellion against the modern idea of time, the time of 
history and progress.135 
By choosing a cover image bearing markers of a range of time periods, the specific past the 
album longs for evades fixity. Rather, a longing is evoked for miscellaneous pastoral 
antiquity, as imagined and constructed for the millennial listener by Newsom. With its 
indefinite temporality, the album seems to belong to a time and place of its own making. 
 
As well as disrupting time, the portrait communicates wildness by collapsing the boundaries 
between the natural and the built world. Newsom sits in an ornately carved wooden chair in 
some kind of castle or tower, but is surrounded by flowers that appear to be growing 
indoors. She is attended by a blackbird at the window who offers her a berry. She has 
poppies in her hair which she describes as a “drugged” reference,136 perhaps to emphasise 
the cover’s fantastic aura. Signals to the feminine and fertility are present, including the 
wheat in her hair wreath,137 and the crescent shape of the sickle in her left hand, often 
associated with Diana in Roman traditions and Artemisia in Greek myth.138 The sickle itself 
                                                           
134 Davis, “Nearer the Heart of Things,” unpaginated. 
135 Boym. The Future of Nostalgia., xv. 
136 Byron Coley, “The Tell-Tale Harp,” The Wire 273 (2006): 44. 
137 Ibid. 
138 Cam Alp, “The History of Oil Lamps,” Ceramics Technical 39 (2014): 67. 
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may also symbolise death or harvest, and for some viewers may even stretch to an 
association with the hammer and sickle insignia of communism. Newsom’s right hand holds 
a mounted, preserved Cosmia moth in reference to the album’s fifth track of the same 
name,139 and she is flanked by a dried sheep’s skull. Both preserved animals evoke 
associations with death, cycles and the passage of time. Newsom is positioned at the centre 
of these symbols of verdant life, organic cycles, and all the associations these images 
provoke. The portrait is set on the boundary between the rural and the built in a manner 
that disrupts both spaces. The landscape is seen to be infiltrating the domestic space, and 
has brought with it the juxtaposition of growth and decay inherent in nature. Rather than 
seeming like an invasion, this image evokes a sense of restoration, with wild nature breaking 
free of human domination through a refusal to remain cultivated and partitioned. By 
disrupting the temporal and physical boundaries between the human and the natural in the 
cover art, Ys depicts a nostalgic version of uncultivated and wild nature. 
 
I n d i e  F o l k ’ s  N o s t a l g i c  N a t u r e  
Ys and For Emma tell nostalgic stories about nature through their music, lyrics, themes and 
the rhetoric that surrounds them. Drawing on stereotypical anthropocentric ideas about 
how nature is, was, or should be, they communicate a longing for a version of nature that 
exists independently from humans, but is nevertheless available for support and nurture. 
Nostalgic longing is unlikely to emerge where the longed for object exists in fulfilling 
abundance, therefore the presence of longing suggests that the object of desire is absent, 
rare, or under threat. 140 In response to this lack, Ys and For Emma’s representations of 
nature sometimes take on a utopian bent or occupy imaginary, whimsical and wild 
                                                           
139 Davis, “Nearer the Heart of Things,” unpaginated. 
140 As sociologists Pickering and Keightley put it, “nostalgia is the composite feeling of loss, lack and longing.” 
(see “The Modalities of Nostalgia,” 921.) 
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territories, and the particular renditions of these stories reveal a millennial anxiety 
surrounding human-nature relationships. These two albums emerge not in isolation, but 
from social and cultural contexts in which discourses of environmental peril and panic are 
common. The nature stories told on these albums are a means through which millennial 
listeners and creators may express and explore environmental longings, while revealing and 
shaping millennial ideologies about the natural world and its roles and functions. 
 
Stories exist on two levels in popular music; they are circulated about particular songs, 
albums and artists, but they are also told by and through songs, albums and artists. Popular 
music may be the vehicle for telling a story or the subject of a story or, as is the case with 
Bon Iver’s For Emma, both at once. The “reality” of For Emma is inseparable from the story 
that promotes it, and audiences’ interpretations of this text are shaped by this “reality”. The 
narratives that surround and promote songs, albums and artists are central to the ways that 
popular music conveys ideological positions. On a broader level, as ecofeminist Carolyn 
Merchant explains, stories are a means of understanding the self in the context of both 
history and society: 
Narratives form our reality. We become their vessels. Stories find, capture and 
hold us. Our lives are shaped by the stories we hear as children; some fade as we 
grow older, others are reinforced by our families, churches, and schools. From 
stories we absorb our goals in life, our morals, our patterns of behaviour.141 
The process of story reinforcement Merchant describes highlights the role of the past in 
reinscribing an ideological position. Where stories and messages from the past are 
reinforced by subsequent stories, nostalgia for the earlier tales, tellings and times is often 
present. This is the case where the For Emma creation narrative reiterates the links made by 
past texts, such as Thoreau’s Walden, between creativity and withdrawals to nature spaces. 
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Nostalgia participates in the ways we receive these stories, both in the longing-based focus 
of the way the stories are told and in the yearning for the past produced by their telling and 
re-telling. In doing so, nostalgia contributes to the ways that Merchant’s “goals in life ... 
morals and ... patterns of behaviour” are shaped by the stories it inhabits. The For Emma 
story hinges on the long history of the Eden narrative: an ideological position that nature 
provides escape from human society by its fundamental otherness. Similarly on Ys nature’s 
wildness suggests it is ungovernable by humans, an independent force or entity. Nature is 
an object of desire because it is timeless, unchanging and disinterested in human affairs.  
 
The nostalgia present in For Emma and Ys expresses a sense in millennial culture that 
nature’s autonomy and independence from the human is under threat, if indeed it has ever 
existed outside of ideology at all. Desiring Edenic or wild versions of nature, these albums 
long for the restoration of nature’s infallibility. Ecocritic Bill McKibben argues that, rather 
than being under threat, these forms of nature are already over: 
An idea, a relationship, can go extinct just like an animal or plant. The idea in 
this case is ‘nature’, the separate and wild province, the world apart from man to 
which he adapted, under whose rules he was born and died ... We never thought 
we had wrecked nature. Deep down, we never really thought we could: it was 
too big and too old. Its forces – the wind, the rain, the sun – were too strong, too 
elemental.142 
McKibben made this suggestion in 1990 and while it may have been radical then it is no 
longer a fringe idea. In the years since his book The End of Nature was published, the reality 
of climate change and the damage to nature done by humans has been absorbed into the 
cultural psyche. Its presence, however, does not necessarily translate to despair. Rather, 
anxiety about humanity’s devastation of nature can take the form of nostalgic longing for 
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the Eden of the past and Utopias of the future. As McKibben extrapolates, the idea that 
unspoiled nature may some day return is highly expedient: 
We can ... still plausibly imagine wild nature – or at least the possibility of wild 
nature in the future – in all sorts of places. This idea of nature is tremendously 
hardy. Our ability to shut the destroyed areas from our minds, to see beauty 
around man’s degradation, is considerable.143 
Nostalgia is one of the means by which millennials can continue to see beauty around the 
devastation of nature. Although in both For Emma and Ys nature is sometimes shown to be 
threatening or menacing, it is consistently an object of adoring longing. In some instances, 
it is beautiful precisely because of its indifference to affairs of humans. Ys and For Emma are 
not environmental protest albums; their involvement with conservation narratives is not so 
explicit, and their anxieties are not so specific. Their narratives communicate cultural 
anxiety around the future of nature, and their power exists in giving voice to the latent but 
tangible uncertainties that are not always at the forefront of millennials’ consciousnesses. 
 
The nostalgic narratives on Ys and For Emma sometimes respond to the possibility of 
environmental calamity by turning to the utopian. Stories detailing returns to Edenic 
spaces, while not attempting total reclamation of a specific lost paradise, seek a nostalgic 
accord between humanity and nature that has suffered loss or rupture. The effectiveness of 
this longing for return relies on an absence to create a lack that must be restored; nostalgia 
for connection between humanity and the natural world occurs where that connection has 
become both rare and valued. Literary theorist Susan Stewart explains that this, too, is 
ideological: 
Nostalgia, like any form of narrative, is always ideological: the past it seeks 
never existed except as narrative, and hence, always absent, the past continually 
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threatens to reproduce itself as a felt lack. Hostile to history and its invisible 
origins, and yet longing for an impossibly pure context of lived experience at a 
place of origin, nostalgia wears a distinctly utopian face, a face that turns 
towards a future-past, a past which has only ideological reality.144 
Stewart describes nostalgia as a longing for a past that is constructed through a 
combination of idealisation and ideological storytelling, and which can never be satisfied as 
the object of desire has no substance; it exists only in the realm of the imaginary. The 
nostalgic narratives in and around Ys and For Emma often seek to fill this lack through 
telling stories of loss and eventual future return. On these albums nature’s wildness and 
independence continue, unadulterated by humankind, despite evidence that such conceptions 
of nature are unreal. Nostalgic longing for nature in these imagined states emerges in 
response to their absence in reality. 
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Chapter  Four :  Home  and  Domest i c i ty  
Still I never meant to go away 
I was raised, I was raised, 
In this place, in this place 
Still I often think of going back 
– Sufjan Stevens, “Say Yes! To M!ch!gan!”1 
 
 
It must have been both a boon and a shock when, in January 2010, Justin Vernon received a 
phone call from controversial hip hop artist Kanye West, inviting him to fly to Hawaii to 
collaborate on West’s upcoming album. Indie folk and hip hop are from largely discrete 
sonic worlds, so a collaboration between West and Vernon is surprising, but the most 
astonishing aspect of the invitation was that it occurred at all. In 2010, West was almost 
excruciatingly famous. His notoriety stemmed as much from the popular press’s reporting 
of his opinionated tirades and headline-grabbing behaviour2 as from the success of his three 
Grammy award winning albums,3 to the point where Kanye West was a familiar figure even 
                                                           
1 Stevens, Michigan. 
2 In September 2009, a short time before calling Vernon, West’s bull-headedness had been on display 
alongside his celebrity when he took issue with a result at the MTV music video awards, interrupting country-
pop musician Taylor Swift’s  acceptance speech to contend that Beyonce’s nomination was stronger and she 
should have been the winner. This incident was widely reported, see for example Lisa Respers, “Anger over 
West’s disruption at MTV awards”, CNN, news website, September 14, 2009. Accessed March 20, 2017. 
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/SHOWBIZ/09/14/kanye.west.reaction/; David Itzkoff, “Taylor Swift on Kanye 
West’s Outburst: ‘Ouch’”, New York Times, news website , September 15, 2009. Accessed March 20, 2017. 
https://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/15/taylor-swift-on-kanye-wests-outburst-ouch/?_r=0; Daniel 
Kreps, “Kanye West Storms the VMAs Stage During Taylor Swift’s Speech”, Rolling Stone, music news 
website, September 13, 2009. Accessed March 20, 2017. http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/kanye-
west-storms-the-vmas-stage-during-taylor-swifts-speech-20090913; Charlotte Spratt, “Cognac-swigging 
Kanye West storms MTV stage and grabs microphone during Taylor Swift’s acceptance speech”, Daily Mail 
Online, news website, September 16, 2009. Accessed March 20, 2017.  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-1213280/Kanye-West-ruins-Taylor-Swifts-big-MTV-
acceptance-speech-storms-stage.html 
3 The College Dropout , New York: Def Jam, compact disc, 2004; Late Registration, New York: Def Jam, compact 
disc, 2005; and Graduation, New York: Def Jam, compact disc, 2007. 
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among those who did or do not listen to his music.4 Bon Iver’s 2012 Grammy win also 
catapulted Vernon into the media’s spotlight, but at the time of the phone call in 2010 
West’s fame dwarfed Vernon’s. Bon Iver had only released one album and an EP, and 
although these releases were well received commercially and critically, Vernon’s 
prominence in indie circles had not yet translated into wider recognition.  
 
Despite being open to the idea of collaborating, Vernon did not respond to West’s chance-
of-a-lifetime invitation with immediate, unequivocal acceptance. Instead, he made a counter-
offer: why couldn’t the hip hop star leave his beachside recording villa in sunny Hawaii and 
come to Vernon’s home studio in his tiny hometown of Eau Claire, Wisconsin, in the middle 
of winter?5 Remarkably, West agreed to these terms, but a snowstorm prevented his travel 
to Wisconsin and meant that the collaboration, which resulted in Vernon’s voice featuring 
on several tracks on West’s fifth album My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy, did ultimately 
take place in Hawaii. The two were joined on what music journalist Noah Callahan-Bever 
calls “rap camp” by numerous other collaborators from the hip-hop world including Pusha-
T, Nicki Minaj, Q-Tip and Kid Cudi.6 Vernon was an outlier to the group musically and 
culturally, and he invokes his home state as a way to define this difference, stating: “I’m just 
a ... lumberjack dude from Wisconsin, I’m not going to go out there and try to be this 
awesome rap guy.”7 The details of the West/Vernon collaboration indicate how tightly 
indie folk musicians hold on to their hometowns, home spaces and home recordings. Like 
Vernon defining his identity in reference to his hometown, and trying to convince superstar 
West to join him in Eau Claire, home towns and domestic spaces are also implicated in the 
                                                           
4 That said, arguably the highest points in West’s fame to date occurred later, after commencing his 2012 
romantic relationship with reality TV star Kim Kardashian. The couple have enjoyed extensive media 
coverage of their various exploits, and have been inaugurated in the tabloids as “Kimye.” 
5 Eells, “The Sound of Silence,” 72. 
6 Noah Callahan-Bever, “Kanye West: Project Runaway”, Complex Music, online magazine, November 23, 2010, 
unpaginated. Accessed April 03, 2017. http://uk.complex.com/music/2010/11/kanye-west-project-runaway  
7 Ibid.  
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identity discourses of other indie folk artists and their millennial audiences. Indie folk 
musicians explore the idea of home thematically, express longing for homes from which 
they are separated by time or space, protect and defend their homes against critics and 
intruders, and include aural signifiers of domestic space in their work. This chapter 
examines the pull of home as it is demonstrated in indie folk, and reads it as nostalgic 
longing for familiar and intimate spaces and modes of communication. 
 
This thesis has so far argued that nostalgic desire is one of a raft of responses to social dis-
ease, or the perception that an object of value is lacking or vulnerable to loss. The previous 
chapter examined how nostalgia emerges in indie folk music in reaction to insights that the 
unassailable longevity of the natural world is under threat. Incorporating modern and 
inherited discourses surrounding the purpose, functions and value of the natural world, 
indie folk was shown to construct nature as a space of potential creative inspiration that is 
separate from the human, and to long for return to unadulterated wild spaces. In this 
chapter, a similar process of construction will be shown being brought to bear on ideologies 
of home. Home is a multifaceted space, simultaneously private and public. It is a uniquely 
individualised location, in which identity is assembled and performed, and a publicly 
accessible conceptual and ideological space, in which gender roles, moral values and 
community allegiances may be negotiated. The concept of home even crosses some cultural 
barriers and geographical boundaries; many people of diverse backgrounds and cultures 
hold similarly intense feelings of attachment to home, even though these homes may be 
quite different from one another. “Home” is a term that could refer to a childhood or family 
dwelling of the past, a hometown, the city or state in which a person grew up, their place of 
current residence, an imagined future dwelling, or some combination of all of these. The 
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common element among these assorted interpretations of what constitutes a home is the 
sense of familiarity, comfort and belonging provided by these disparate spaces. 
 
This chapter will show indie folk expressing longing for both the unique, personal homes 
and hometowns that belong to the performers, and to diverse, collectively held ideological 
homes to which many individuals may feel a sense of connection. Boym articulates this 
longing for the conceptual, rather than the physical, home: 
To feel at home is to know that things are in their places and so are you; it is a 
state of mind that doesn’t depend on actual location. The object of longing, then, 
is not really a place called home but this sense of intimacy with the world; it is 
not the past in general but that imaginary moment when we had time and didn’t 
know the temptation of nostalgia.8 
When home is defined in this broader way, as a sense of familiarity and comfort with one’s 
surrounds, both personally owned spaces and publicly shared places are implicated as sites of 
potential connection, disruption and nostalgic longing. In some of this chapter’s examples, 
indie folk treats particular, collectively owned places such as cities or neighbourhoods as 
private spaces that may be held closely, intimately engaged with, and known in a way that 
prompts personal identification and connection. Although they are not unique family spaces, 
these communal homes are nonetheless places where Boym’s “sense of intimacy with the 
world”9 may be located. The passage of time and inevitable changes to social and physical 
landscapes may rupture the connections individuals feel to these public homes, creating 
fertile conditions for nostalgia’s emergence. In the sphere of private homes, indie folk often 
turns inwards to examine performers’ own childhoods, homes and families. Performers’ 
experiences of home are sometimes presented as inferior to an idealised home or family, 
which this chapter will suggest is often conceived as a constructed stereotype thought to be 
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“traditional.” Although indie folk is not oblivious to the instability of either of these 
constructions, works may still communicate nostalgic longing for both the imagined, perfect 
home and the flawed, real one. In combination, private or domestic homes as well as 
collectively shared communal spaces contribute to individuals’ senses of belonging, or 
Boym’s “intimacy with the world”. As such, even minor disruptions to either kind of home 
space may prompt feelings of insecurity or unfettering, which can contribute to nostalgia for 
lost familiarity and rootedness. 
 
Two scholarly blindspots have the potential to haunt this chapter, so will be addressed here 
before embarking. Firstly, as seen in the opening example about Justin Vernon and Kanye 
West, this chapter contains more biographic detail about the case studies than is typical in 
academic work that conducts textual analysis. Although this data is drawn from interviews 
with the artists that have been published in reputable media, relying on direct quotations 
where possible, it can’t always be assumed that the artists are reliable self-reporters of their 
lives. Rather, artists present a certain persona to the media and to audiences, which may be 
more or less close to their “real” selves depending on the particular artist and the particular 
time. Reading biographic information into songs’ lyrics can be a dicey pursuit, running the 
risk of inferring that all artists write only from their own personal experience and that the 
coincidence of a song’s release with an event appearing to relate to its contents are 
definitively linked when they may be completely unconnected. As musicologist David 
Brackett notes, there doesn’t have to be any formal correlation between “lived experience 
and a song’s meaning”.10 It is no more accurate, although it may be more academically 
acceptable, to assume that the songs released by artists bear no relationship whatsoever to 
their “real” lives. Assuming artists never write from their own experience, or that aspects of 
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their own home or domestic lives appearing in their songs are completely invisible to 
listeners, is as misguided as assuming that all they do is write directly and openly of their 
own experience. In some cases within this chapter, artists want listeners to make connections 
between the music they make and life events, and have initiated this process by explaining 
the broad thematic and biographic circumstances they examine in particular albums. For 
example, nearly every media piece surrounding Sufjan Stevens’ 2015 album Carrie and 
Lowell quotes Stevens saying something to the effect that he was “recording songs as a 
means of grieving”11 after the death of his estranged mother.12 To attempt to analyse this 
record, and others that have been similarly contextualised by their creators, while ignoring 
the circumstances surrounding their production would be to deny the potential for listeners 
to recognise and relate to its emotional content. 
 
A second issue revolves around how the idea of “tradition” may be understood. Cultural 
theorist Susannah Radstone articulates the important links between nostalgia and tradition, 
theorising nostalgia as itself a form of tradition which “substitutes for a lost sense of 
continuity with the past.”13 Social scientist Kopano Ratele problematises the notion of any 
tradition being received as a singular, coherent narrative, and instead proposes that “the 
oeuvre of any tradition is made up of many stories.”14 Ratele notes that tradition is often 
articulated by people in positions of power, who form a dominant discourse reflective of their 
own interests and biases, and define who does or doesn’t have access to particular 
                                                           
11 Quoted in Dave Eggers, “Sufjan Stevens talks to Dave Eggers: ‘I was recording songs as a means of 
grieving’”, The Guardian, news website, March 26, 2015. Accessed April 15, 2015. 
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2015/mar/26/sufjan-stevens-dave-eggers-carrie-lowell-i-was-
recording-songs-means-of-grieving  
12 See for example Ryan Dombal, “True Myth: A Conversation with Sufjan Stevens” Pitchfork, music news 
website, February 16, 2015. Accessed April 14, 2015.  http://pitchfork.com/features/interviews/9595-true-
myth-a-conversation-with-sufjan-stevens/; or Laura Snapes, “Sufjan Stevens interviewed: ‘You have to cast 
out your demons...’” Uncut, online music magazine, April 28, 2015. Accessed April 06, 2017. 
http://www.uncut.co.uk/features/sufjan-stevens-interviewed-you-have-to-cast-out-your-demons-68047  
13 Radstone, Sexual Politics of Time, 113. 
14 Kopano Ratele, “Masculinities Without Tradition,” Politikon 40, no. 1 (2013): 147. 
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traditions.15 Historically in Western cultures, this has meant that the construction of 
traditional codes and practices has tended to be skewed in favour of older white men.16 
Where this chapter considers the impact on indie folk of concepts like the “traditional 
family” or “traditional gender roles”, then, it’s important to see these traditions as products 
of powerful patriarchal discourses which reinscribe their own influence by discriminating 
between and universalising normal and deviant behaviours. At the same time, though, Ratele 
observes that important elements of resistance often exist within what are sometimes 
mistakenly perceived or treated as uncontested traditions. He argues: 
[People who are the] subjects of tradition always stand in various positions in 
relation to the dominant discourse of tradition, which thus does not mean 
unreflective acceptance of what the previous generation hands down. They can 
also resist or remake the tradition transmitted to them.17  
When analysing the influence upon indie folk of nostalgia and other traditions, it is pivotal 
to keep their contested nature in mind, while simultaneously acknowledging the continuing 
power of traditional discourses to affect musicians, listeners and creative works. Nostalgia 
can thus be recognised as a constructed, fluctuating form of tradition which attempts to 
reforge some lost connections with the past. 
 
Navigating the issues surrounding biography and traditions is not straightforward. In both 
cases, uncritical assumptions surrounding the validity and stability of constructed discourses 
may lead to universalising discrete experiences. At the same time, to propose that the 
constructed nature of tradition and biography makes these discourses so unreliable they 
have no place in scholarship would be to overlook the significant influence they have on 
indie folk and other aspects of millennial culture. Here, musicologist John Encarnacao’s 
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16 Ibid., 134, 141, 147. 
17 Ibid., 148. 
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previously mentioned perspective on the power of authenticity is again pertinent. 
Encarnacao proposes that acknowledging authenticity as a construction does not dilute its 
power, but rather that discussions must “simultaneously acknowledge these constructions 
and their continuing power.”18  This notion can similarly be applied to tradition and 
biography. Where this chapter refers to the “real” homes or “real” lives of musicians as they 
are portrayed in indie folk, the homes and lives may not be real at all but rather the 
combined product of biography and artistic license. These works are best thought of as 
apparently confessional; that is, to the best of the listener’s knowledge they are a confession 
and function with the intimate veracity of a personal anecdote, even though there is no 
certainty that they are based on autobiographical memories. Similarly, where a “tradition” is 
invoked in indie folk this is acknowledged to be a contested construction, existing as a series 
of stories and experiences that can be reinforced or resisted by participants in culture, but 
which nonetheless holds authority by virtue of being circulated as a singular and truthful 
narrative. Since tradition and biography tend to be received by listeners with the glamour of 
accuracy, it is reasonable to make reference to the power and authority they maintain in 
indie folk, while still exercising caution to avoid drawing totalising conclusions. 
 
Nos t a lg i a  f o r  a  Los t  Adu l t hood?  I nd i e  f o l k ,  home  a nd  m i l l enn i a l s  
Where indie folk is nostalgic for home it reacts both to disconcerting changes to the 
remembered home space, and to social expectations that link personal development to the 
acceptance of this rupture. A report from the US Census Bureau suggests that “transitions 
to adulthood” such as “completing education, getting a job, getting married and buying a 
home” tend to be associated with relocation, proposing that young adults between 18 and 34 
years of age at the time of data collection (the group referred to in this thesis as millennials) 
                                                           
18 Encarnacao, Punk Aesthetics, 27. 
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are the most mobile segment of the population due to the correlation between the age at 
which these life transitions tend to take place and the need to move in order to fulfil them.19 
Educational psychologist Heather Mechler theorises the transition to adulthood as one of 
increasing “self-authorship,” or the ability to “make decisions, fulfil responsibilities, interact 
with diverse others, and handle conflict.”20 Although self-authorship could develop 
independent of the markers identified by the Census Bureau above, Mechler notes that less 
responsibility generally results in less self-authorship, and proposes when millennials 
“boomerang” back to the family home after graduation it may “necessitate a delay in the 
attainment of traditional markers of adulthood, such as beginning a career, purchasing a 
home, marriage, and raising children.” In both of these cases, the transition to adulthood is 
associated with departure from home. 
 
Leaving home and attaining the markers associated with adulthood is measurably more 
difficult for millennials than it was for previous generations. Despite their high mobility and 
educational attainment, a Pew Research Center report finds millennials also have higher 
levels of student loan debt, poverty and unemployment, and lower levels of wealth and 
personal income than either Generation X or the Baby Boomers had at the same life stage.21 
Both Pew and the Census Bureau attribute this, in part, to the “poor timing” of the 2007-
2009 recession in the US, affecting many millennials’ abilities to enter the housing market 
or employment system, increasing the financial burden of further education, and 
contributing to some millennials delaying marriage and starting a family until they are in a 
more secure economic position.22 These external systemic and economic forces form 
                                                           
19 Benetsky, Burd and Rapino. “Young Adult Migration,” 2. 
20 Heather Mechler. “Off Our Lawns and Out of Our Basements: How We (Mis)Understand the Millennial 
Generation” Journal of College and Character 14, no. 4 (2013): 359. 
21 Pew Research Center, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 8. 
22 Pew Research Center, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 8-9; Benetsky, Burd and Rapino. “Young Adult 
Migration,” 1, 14. 
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barriers between millennials and the attainment of the socially expected markers of 
adulthood.  
 
Millennials’ nostalgia for the security, familiarity and intimacy symbolised by home may 
emerge partly in response to the difficulty of negotiating these transitions into adulthood. 
Measured by the standards set by the Pew Research Center and the US Census Bureau, it is 
unclear whether this thesis’s case studies could be considered successfully transitioned 
“adults” despite their ages placing them at the older end of the millennial generation. 
Although the career success experienced by Newsom and Vernon has allowed them to tick 
off a couple of adult transitional markers – they have been able to purchase homes,23 and 
Newsom is married and had her first child in 2017 – all three artists examined in this thesis 
have grappled with the difficulties facing millennials that the Pew and Census Bureau 
reports outline. Vernon moved home when a romantic relationship broke down, he was in 
financial debt, and he had no job and nowhere to live. Newsom went to a college only 150 
miles from her hometown, not really qualifying as a departure that would allow her to 
access new and different cultural experiences, and dropped out to pursue music away from 
the academy. At the time of writing, Stevens and Vernon remain unmarried and childless. 
Yet an argument suggesting that they are not “adults” since they have not achieved certain 
milestones is highly spurious. Rather, like other millennials, these artists face the challenge 
of having to navigate a transition into adulthood that is not measurable by the same 
indicators as have been applied to previous generations. 
 
                                                           
23 Presumably Stevens is in a similar financial position, but in interviews he hasn’t made explicit statements 
about purchasing property. 
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The nostalgia for home spaces and struggles with the transition to adulthood 
communicated by millennials and through indie folk occurs at a time of unprecedented 
unmooring. As the first generation to be considered “digital natives”,24 but who are still able 
to remember life before the Internet was an all-encompassing presence that could be 
accessed almost anywhere, the disconnections millennials experience between the memories 
of their childhood and the realities of their lives now are vast. Where indie folk inhabits a 
simpler, pre-Industrial past, as the narratives in Joanna Newsom’s early work tend to do, 
nostalgia is present for the predictability and familiarity of pre-digital spaces. The adult 
future millennials might have imagined for themselves as children in pre-digital times may 
bear little resemblance to the one they find themselves inhabiting. The external barriers 
millennials must navigate to achieve the markers used to measure the entry into adulthood 
calls into question whether those markers still hold relevance in a digital age. Facing 
external obstacles to achieving stable employment, secure finances, or owning their own 
homes, some millennials may turn their longing inward to the glorification of remembered 
or contemporary intimate and domestic spaces. 
 
C i r c umna v i g a t i n g  H ome s i c k n e s s :  V e r n o n ’ s  W i s c o n s i n  
Certain biographic details relating to Bon Iver’s Justin Vernon, and their impact on his 
creative work, have already been mentioned. Vernon’s return to his family’s forest cabin 
when writing and recording his debut album For Emma, Forever Ago, and the presence of 
the landscape in the album’s songs, has already been examined in chapter three. As well as 
invoking archetypes which position natural landscapes generally as creatively enriching, the 
story of the prodigal musician’s return home is also specific to Eau Claire and the special 
status it acquires as Vernon’s hometown.  
                                                           
24 Pew Research Center, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 5. 
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Vernon’s return home prior to recording For Emma can be read as a nostalgic response to 
life crises, seeking out the security and familiarity of the home space. Psychologist Mary 
Pipher suggests that longing for home in this way is a logical response to the impersonal 
and disconnected modern lifestyle she compares to living in a “global shopping mall”,25 as 
opposed to living in communities which favour accountability in relationship and activity.26 
Pipher calls communities “real places, chosen as objects of love”,27 and proposes that “the 
more one travels and has contact with the world, the more one needs a home.”28 In 
opposition to the twenty-first century lifestyles Pipher characterises as globalised and 
disconnected, Vernon has “chosen” Eau Claire as an “object of love”, displaying an affection 
for its local community and an enjoyment of its stability. He describes the sense of 
connection he feels with the place as being “past comfort ... I feel like it knows me”.29 Since 
most of his family no longer reside in Eau Claire, this connection seems rooted in a 
resonance between Vernon and the town itself which may be inspired in part by its physical 
space and landscape, and in part as a result of personal nostalgic memories. 
 
As indicated in this chapter’s opening story about Vernon and Kanye West, in his 
professional life Vernon engineers situations that allow him to spend more time in his 
hometown. It seems reasonable to conclude that he does this because of the sense of 
connection he feels with Eau Claire and his desire to be there when he can. In addition to 
For Emma’s recording in the family hunting cabin, Bon Iver’s second and third albums were 
also recorded in Eau Claire, this time at the studio he and his brother purchased and 
renovated in 2008. Vernon also works at this studio, “April Base”, as a producer on 
                                                           
25 Mary Pipher. “In Praise of Hometowns” in Sustainable Planet: Solutions for the Twenty-first Century, eds. Juliet 
B. Schor and Betsy Taylor (Massachusetts: Beacon Press, 2002), 138. 
26 Ibid., 136. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid., 138. 
29 Quoted in Eells, “The Sound of Silence”, 73. 
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recordings for other bands, who often come to record there by invitation.30 By bringing his 
work home with him in this way, Vernon extends the usual capacity of a small US town and 
supplements Eau Claire with additional personnel and facilities.31 In the recording sessions 
for Bon Iver’s 2016 album 22, A Million, April Base played host on several occasions, and for 
extended periods, to not only musicians and producers but also groups of visual artists and 
writers who were involved in the album.32 Vernon describes the intimate connection he feels 
to the house and its locale, and its particular impact on recordings made at April Base, 
stating:  
It’s been a wonderful freedom, working in a place we built. It’s only three miles 
from the house I grew up in, and just ten minutes from the bar where my parents 
met.33  
This comment highlights the role memory and heritage play in Vernon’s publicly attested 
attachment to Eau Claire. 
 
In a further investment in the town, Vernon worked with Aaron Dessner of indie rock band 
The National to inaugurate the annual “Eaux Claires” music festival in 2015. Over its two 
days Eaux Claires festival features line-ups of significant international indie acts which the 
small town would be unlikely to attract without a patron like Vernon.34 The festival and the 
                                                           
30 As mentioned earlier, some of the bands who have recorded at April Base include Volcano Choir, The 
Staves, and Kathleen Edwards. 
31 Eau Claire had a population of 65 883 in the 2010 census. See US Census Bureau, “CPH-1-51, Wisconsin”, 
Summary Population and Housing Characteristics, 2010 Census of Population and Housing (Washington: US 
Government Printing Office, 2012), 76. Accessed March 22, 2017. 
https://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/cph-1-51.pdf  
32 The experience of participating in this community is described by visual artist Eric Timothy Carlson, who 
was responsible for the complex album artwork which will be examined in the next chapter, in an interview. 
See Emmett Byrne, “Designing Bon Iver’s 22, A Million: an Interview with Eric Timothy Carlson” The 
Gradient, Walker Art Center, blog (Minneapolis: Minnesota) October 3, 2016. Accessed February 10, 2017. 
http://blogs.walkerart.org/design/2016/10/03/designing-bon-iver-22-a-million-album-art-eric-timothy-
carlson?utm_content=buffer198bb&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer  
33 Michael Perry, “Bon Iver: Bon Iver”, Jagjaguwar, press release, June 21, 2011. Accessed March 03, 2015. 
http://jagjaguwar.com/onesheet.php?cat=JAG135 
34 Some of these acts have included Collections of Colonies of Bees (with whom Vernon collaborates on a side 
project, Volcano Choir), Feist, Wilco, Low, Sufjan Stevens, The National and The Tallest Man On Earth. 
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musicians who visit to record at April Base transplant a temporary creative community into 
Eau Claire, diminishing the amount of time Vernon is required to be away from his 
hometown by equipping Eau Claire with the necessities for him to continue aspects of his 
professional musical career from there. The connections Vernon describes and displays with 
his home are multifaceted, consisting of familial links, community affiliations, the amenity of 
spaces designed to exactly suit the needs of his musical work, and memories of spaces, places 
and people. 
 
Disruptions to the strong connections Vernon describes above may result in a longing for 
home that would more commonly be referred to as homesickness than nostalgia. Nostalgia 
and homesickness are closely linked concepts, and both find their expression in indie folk. 
Historian Susan J. Matt makes a semantic differentiation between nostalgia and 
homesickness, suggesting the former longs for a temporally dislocated home while the 
latter expresses yearning to cross physical distance. This distinction is supported by 
academics in other disciplines, such as Pickering and Keightley who call nostalgia 
“homesickness for a lost past.”35 As discussed in chapter one, although nostalgia was used in 
medical and psychological circles during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it only 
emerged in popular parlance in the mid-twentieth century.36 Both Matt and Boym observe 
that the emotions of attachment and longing for familiarity associated with nostalgia did 
not suddenly appear with the word, nostalgia, to describe them.37 Rather nostalgia is a term 
that reframes a centuries-old affect, which has sometimes gone by other names, so that it 
may be applied to contemporary circumstances and culture. Although not identical, or 
                                                           
35 Pickering and Keightley. “The Modalities of Nostalgia,” 922. 
36 Susan J. Matt. “You Can’t Go Home Again: Homesickness and Nostalgia in US History,” The Journal of 
American History 94, no. 2 (2007): 470. 
37 Matt, “You Can’t Go Home”, 469. Boym observes nostalgia at work in ancient texts including Homer’s 
Odyssey (Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 7-8) or in the biblical peril of Lot’s wife who, upon looking back as she 
departed their hometown, was turned into a pillar of salt for her troubles (Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, xv) 
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interchangeable, nostalgia and homesickness are both terms used at different points in 
history to characterise desire for absent familiar and home spaces.  
 
Public attitudes to nostalgia and homesickness have shifted over time, corresponding with 
changes in the frequency and perceived necessity of departure from the physical home. Matt 
suggests the histories of homesickness and nostalgia are complementary, with one waxing 
in the public’s consciousness as the other wanes. She proposes that in periods when the 
prospect of returning home was unlikely and infrequent, such as in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth century when travel was difficult and expensive, homesickness was considered a 
normal indicator of a person’s proper familial attachment and strong, moral character.38 She 
goes on to suggest that as improvements in travel and communication technologies from 
the twentieth century onwards have made it easier to maintain contact with family and 
friends or return to physical home spaces, homesickness has come to be seen as “a sign of 
immaturity, maladjustment and weakness”39 usually relegated to describing instabilities 
such as separation anxiety in children.40 The likelihood of return to the physical home 
magnifies the temporal ruptures that also characterise departures, contributing to nostalgia 
for the home as it is recalled rather than as it is now experienced.41 Despite the cognitive 
dissonances that returning home can produce, moving away for study or travel is now seen 
by many as a positive and transformative experience, often associated with the transition 
from adolescence to adulthood and the development of a modern, cosmopolitan identity. 
  
                                                           
38 Matt, “You Can’t Go Home,” 474 – 484. 
39 Ibid., 497. 
40 Ibid., 495 – 496. 
41 Ibid., 485. 
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‘Bless Our House and its  Heart  So Savage’ : 42 Intimacy and Newsom 
Joanna Newsom describes homesickness in a manner that is consistent with what has been 
observed between Vernon and Eau Claire, but her response to nostalgia for familiarity and 
security involves the creative construction of intimate spaces rather than an actual return 
home. In interviews early in her career, Newsom described a close affinity with the Yuba 
Valley region which surrounds her childhood home in Nevada City, California, calling it the 
place that “makes her feel happiest and most at home.”43 In 2006 she purchased a house in 
the area, and as recently as 2010 described experiencing homesickness when required to be 
away. Subsequent to her marriage to comedian Andy Samberg in 2013, however, the couple 
reportedly reside in Los Angeles.44 Unlike Vernon, who arranged a situation where some of 
his work could happen in his home space, Newsom has departed from the hometown with 
which she has expressed strong identification and resonance, due to her career and lifestyle. 
Also unlike Vernon, who indicates his connection to Eau Claire more through the activities 
surrounding his music than through the songs themselves, the lyrical and sonic elements of 
Newsom’s work conduct a more explicit exploration of her affection for home and longing 
for familiar spaces. 
 
Although not definitively linked to her own departure from home, Newsom’s song “In 
California”45 documents an internal conflict resulting from a need for the song’s narrator to 
choose between home and beloved. The track oscillates between the use of recognisable 
diatonic harmonic language in passages that are instrumentally sparse, such as those 
accompanied by solo harp (for example, the song’s opening 0’17”-0’49”), and less clearly 
                                                           
42 Newsom, “Sadie,” The Milk-Eyed Mender. 
43 Davis, “Nearer the Heart of Things,” unpaginated. 
44See Jonah Weiner, “Joanna Newsom on Andy Samberg, Stalkers and Latest Harp-Fuelled Opus,” Rolling 
Stone, music news magazine, October 15, 2015. Accessed March 17, 2017. 
http://www.rollingstone.com/music/features/joanna-newsom-on-andy-samberg-stalkers-and-latest-harp-
fueled-opus-20151015?page=5 
45 Newsom, Have One On Me. 
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consonant harmonies in the more densely orchestrated sections (for example, 6’15”-6’46”). 
Diverse instrumentation, including strings, horns, woodwinds, percussion, piano, guitar and 
banjo, are used mostly to textural, percussive effect, but they also serve to underline the 
song’s climactic moments and to emphasise its shifting affective moods. The track forges 
aural links between confessional singer-songwriter practice and the discourses of authentic 
communication associated with this mode by foregrounding the solo vocal performance. 
This mode of solo performance communicates on a more intimate level than multi-tracked 
harmonic works in which the vocals are equally mixed, such as on the first two albums by 
Fleet Foxes; however both approaches may nostalgically invoke 1970s folk rock. 
Harmonically dense mixes where the melody is blended in a deep bed of other vocal 
harmonies can be evocative of acts like Crosby, Stills and Nash or Creedence Clearwater 
Revival. Solo works like Newsom’s are sometimes reminiscent of singer-songwriters of the 
same period. In this case, due to Newsom’s gender, her acrobatic melodies, and the subject 
matter of the song under analysis here, Joni Mitchell’s “California”46 springs to mind. As is 
the case with Mitchell, placing Newsom’s vocal up front gives a sense that the track is a 
personal disclosure, prioritising the song’s intimate narrative. The song’s musical elements 
construct an atmosphere that matches the intensity levels of the reminiscences portrayed in 
the narrative.  
 
Through the lyrics, the song’s narrator articulates her sometimes uneasy sense of 
connection with her California home. At one point, the narrator metaphorically positions 
the place within the intimate space of her own body, singing “when you come and see me // 
in California // you cross the border of my heart” (2’40”-2’57”).47 As the song continues, the 
narrator compares the affection she holds for her lover to that which she feels for her home, 
                                                           
46 Joni Mitchell, “California”, Blue, California: Reprise Records, LP record, 1971. 
47 Newsom, “In California,” Have One On Me. 
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apparently tossing up which is stronger. In a still and reflective moment before the song 
crescendos to its climax, she sings: 
Some nights  
I just never go to sleep at all,  
and I stand,  
shaking in my doorway like a sentinel,  
all alone,  
bracing like a bow upon a ship,  
and fully abandoning  
any thought of anywhere but home,  
my home.48 (5’44”-6’15”) 
Following this lonely image, a high register harp ostinato enters, that might illustrate the 
narrator’s unsettled thoughts caught in a repeating loop (6’17”-6’42”). The cycle is broken 
by the strings performing an unexpected, punctuating arpeggio which juxtaposes Bm7 in 
first inversion with hints of G and A major triads in an unsettling polychordal smear (6’43”-
6’45”). The song’s previously regular rhythmic/metric pattern is disrupted in the section 
which follows, with Newsom cawing indistinct vocal cries over syncopated harp patterns, 
giving the narrator’s restless state of mind a sonic representation (6’45”–7’13”). After a 
temporary return to its earlier accompanying figures (7’14”–7’45”), the song moves towards 
its conclusion with new melodic and rhythmic material, emphasising the offbeat and 
adopting a texture closer to homophony than the polyphony that has dominated thus far 
(7’46”–end). The change in musical figures matches the narrator’s changed state of mind, 
moving from uncertainty to resolution. Describing herself as remaining “native” to 
California, the narrator acknowledges she feels “overgrown” and that her “roots” have been 
“choked”. Decision made, she elects to follow her beloved and leave her home. “In 
California” lyrically and musically depicts the angst of being pulled in two directions at 
once, with the affection for home shown to be at odds with the responsibilities and 
relationships of adult life. In this sense, the nostalgia present on “In California” is in 
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dialogue with homesickness discourses that position as immature the ongoing devotion to a 
childhood home. 
 
K i t s c h  a n d  C o l l e c t i n g :  H ome  a n d  A e s t h e t i c  No s t a l g i a  
In addition to the nostalgia for real homes and families that are physically or temporally 
absent described above, longing for home and the domestic may also be communicated 
aesthetically in indie folk. Kitsch and collecting are often tools for the construction of indie 
folk’s nostalgic aesthetic. As discussed in chapter one, banal objects may be redeemed where 
kitsch transplants them from the past to a new, present context. This inflation of objects’ 
values is a means by which kitsch conveys and constructs aesthetic nostalgia, with 
particular old or outmoded objects undergoing a shift from trash to treasure. According to 
literary theorist Susan Stewart, collections and souvenirs are also nostalgic objects, but ones 
which turn intangible personal narratives and histories into a physical form.49 Stewart 
proposes that collectors search to build a relationship between the past and present, and 
that this is made possible through the disruption of contextual boundaries that takes place 
in the redemption of objects.50 Seeking to “both distance and appropriate the past,”51 kitsch 
and collecting’s blurring of the past/present boundary has an aesthetic basis in what 
Stewart calls the “attempt to erase the actual past in order to create an imagined past which 
is available for consumption.”52 In indie folk, this means that nostalgically aesthetic works 
can reimagine the past through the lens of the present, and make this imagined past 
available for consumption by listeners. Communications theorist Gregory J. Seigworth, too, 
suggests that kitsch “takes refuge in affectedness” in constructing a new version of the past 
that is “not to be conserved as it once was but to be transformed toward different, 
                                                           
49 Stewart, On Longing, xii. 
50 Ibid., 143. 
51 Ibid., 142. 
52 Ibid., 143. 
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potentially more liberating ends within the present.”53 Emily I. Dolan finds the kitsch 
sensibility and the collection often coexist in indie music. Dolan suggests that kitsch 
collecting is an essential quality of the indie aesthetic, in which indie collectors’ unique 
identities can be communicated through the particular combination of music and kitsch 
objects in their collections.54 Aesthetic nostalgia is present, then, in the upsetting of value 
hierarchies and boundaries between public and private forms of memory that occurs in 
creative works where kitsch or collecting aesthetics reimagine, and make consumable, the 
past. Kitsch and collecting are tools that indie folk musicians may use to depict, construct or 
describe intimate identities, domestic spaces and home towns. 
 
The images on Joanna Newsom’s The Milk-Eyed Mender and Have One on Me album covers 
convey domesticity and home spaces using an aesthetically nostalgic kitsch or collection 
styling. Despite her public guardedness about revealing too much about her home space and 
home life,55 Newsom in her albums visually constructs and provides access to intimate and 
private moments, through which her identity becomes a commodity consumable by 
listeners. Mender’s album art (see fig. 11 below) is a nostalgically roughhewn collage that 
celebrates the simple, homemade and hand-crafted.56 Combining untidy embroidery with 
photographs and a mismatch of patterned and textured appliquéd fabrics, the artwork 
lovingly juxtaposes images of found objects like French coins, photos of Newsom, and the 
                                                           
53 Seigworth, “The Affect of Corn,” unpaginated. 
54 Dolan. “This little ukulele”: 465. 
55 She indicates this uneasiness results from fans occasionally tracking her down at home. See Weiner, “Joanna 
Newsom on Andy Samberg,” unpaginated. 
56 A friend who proof-read this chapter pointed out that the front and back images are, indeed, copies of the 
front and back of a single leaf original textile. The circles containing the names of the tracks on the back cover 
correspond to the outlines of the embroidery-sketches on the front; they were made as one piece. Elements of 
the sewing construction work that are normally hidden are also revealed here, such as the knotted ends that 
keep the threads from unravelling, and the messy backing of the handsewn text behind Newsom’s name 
(centre top of image) and the album title (centre bottom of image). My friend described this as a delightful 
“reveal of the DIY process”. (private correspondence with Anna Dunnill, August 6, 2017). 
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wings of a dead butterfly with diverse hand-embroideries including representations of a 
hummingbird, a spider’s web, a satellite dish, a tractor, a spotted toadstool, and a unicorn. 
  
fig. 11: Joanna Newsom, The Milk Eyed Mender, front (left) and back (right) covers. Used with permission. 
This kind of jumble of images and objects functions to convey narrative and identity in a 
similar way to Stewart’s theories about collections. The relationship between the 
hodgepodge of images on the cover of Newsom’s Mender is not obvious, but instead offers 
what feels like an intimate, if difficult to interpret, insight into Newsom’s personal world. 
The images blur boundaries between times, with tall ships appearing alongside fighter jets, 
as well as between reality and fiction, with narwhals side by side with unicorns. In 
conjunction with the cover’s handcrafted elements, this boundary disruption creates a 
nostalgic aesthetic space in which whimsical past-present constructions of home may be 
imagined and consumed. 
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fig. 12: Joanna Newsom, Have One On Me, front cover image. Used with permission. 
Newsom’s later albums continue this precious treatment of the domestic, despite adopting a 
more formal and polished visual style. The cover of Have One On Me (see fig. 12 above), for 
example, features a photograph of Newsom in her own home, elegantly camouflaged in the 
midst of an extensive collection of her meubles, household ornaments, and belongings.57 
Newsom’s figure is absorbed and shrouded within the surrounding domestic objects. The 
objects themselves again blur temporal and spatial boundaries – peacock feathers, a 
Venetian mask, a taxidermied faun, an oriental-style room divider, and Newsom herself 
wearing a 1920s style headband. The aesthetic nostalgia these bowerbirded objects convey 
through their lack of fixity to a single time and place allows listeners to construct an 
imagined domestic identity for Newsom, based on their observations of the scene. 
 
Although it uses the same kitsch collecting techniques in its nostalgic aesthetic, the cover of 
Have One On Me constructs a very different version of the home space to that portrayed 
through Mender’s album art. Unlike Mender’s bespoke, handmade, simple and childlike 
                                                           
57 See Jody Rosen. “Joanna Newsom, the Changeling,” New York Times, March 3, 2010. Accessed February 25, 
2014. http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/07/magazine/07Newsom-t.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 
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version of home, Have One On Me constructs a domestic space that is opulent, lavish, 
sophisticated and luxurious. Despite displaying a semantic shift in the construction of home 
when compared to the earlier album, the scene on Have One On Me retains its impression of 
intimacy through the untidy array of objects depicted. Like Mender, the cover of Have One 
On Me is a patchwork of reclaimed objects and images through which Newsom’s musical 
identity is made available for consumption by listeners. This sense of entering intimate 
space continues on the inside CD sleeves of the album, which include a series of black and 
white photographs of Newsom arranging her hair. In both the exterior and interior images 
of Have One On Me, listeners are given what feels like covert access to private moments. 
Newsom appears comfortable in these intimate spaces and decidedly “at home”. In both 
albums, kitsch collections construct home spaces as a non-singular or heterogeneous, built 
through the bowerbirding of diverse images, artefacts and discourses drawn from the past 
and the present. The aesthetic nostalgia this bowerbirded look conveys disrupts associations 
with archetypal homes and domestic spaces, allowing new spaces that reflect the contents of 
the two albums to be imagined. 
 
In a more oblique manner Sufjan Stevens’ “50 states project”, in which he set out to record 
an album in celebration of each US state, also uses kitsch and collecting to reconstruct and 
reimagine home. The home spaces Stevens imagines in this project, though, are national and 
regional rather than domestic. Stevens reconstructs the states of Michigan and Illinois 
using scraps and discards of collective local mythologies, regional and national discourses, 
and Stevens’ own personal and familial anecdotal reminiscences of these places, as 
Seigworth describes: 
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Stevens re-conjures these states as immensely intimate geographies of the 
everyday mundane (folding laundry, wasp stings, zoo visits), of the cosmically 
mythic (UFOs, God, ghosts), and through figures, events and places, both past 
and present (Mary Todd Lincoln, the Black Hawk War, Decatur, his 
stepmother). In and across his musical compositions, there are no conceptual, 
lyrical or moral hierarchies (no above and below, including God); everything is 
situated alongside one another. Nothing is subordinated to anything else, and all 
are linked as one.58 
Seigworth’s description highlights the disruption of hierarchical boundaries and the 
redemption of the banal that, as suggested earlier in this section, are typical of kitsch objects 
and their nostalgic aesthetic. Here, however, it is not kitsch objects but kitsch narratives 
that Stevens redeems. In these albums, Stevens gathers together a series of small stories and 
details as if they form a regional tradition and, in doing so, constructs one of his own 
imagining for listeners to consume. 
 
Illinois and Michigan communicate familiarity and intimacy by making places into stories for 
consumption by listeners. Both albums possess a collection aesthetic, compressing both the 
intimately local and more widely known aspects of the two states into a musical highlights 
reel. On Illinois, Stevens name-drops numerous prominent Illinois figures including 
internationally renowned architect Frank Lloyd Wright,59 poet Carl Sandburg,60 
Revolutionary military figure Casimir Pulaski,61 comic hero Superman,62 and former 
politicians Andrew Jackson,63 Stephen A. Douglas64 and Abraham Lincoln.65 Rather than 
lauding famous figures for their works, however, both Illinois and Michigan use the figures’ 
notoriety to illustrate and lend power to the everyday stories the albums tell. The issues 
                                                           
58 Seigworth, “The Affect of Corn”, unpaginated. 
59 Stevens, “Come On! Feel the Illinoise!” Illinois. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Stevens, “Casimir Pulaski Day,” Illinois. 
62 Stevens, “The Man of Metropolis Steals Our Hearts,” Illinois. 
63 Stevens, “Jacksonville,” Illinois. 
64 Stevens, “Decatur, or, Round of Applause for Your Stepmother!” Illinois. 
65 Ibid. 
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plaguing Detroit since the collapse of the automobile industry in the late 1950s are 
acknowledged in a stream-of-consciousness style list, where the people, brands and concepts 
associated with the city are intermingled.66 Steven A. Douglas and Abraham Lincoln get 
just one mention each in another song, “Decatur, or, Round of Applause for Your 
Stepmother,” which focuses instead on the unkindness of the narrator and his siblings to 
their stepmother when they were children.67 Other songs are devoted to the unemployment 
problems of small towns that were formerly industrial hubs,68 the state’s homeless 
population,69 the aching emptiness of the states’ many ghost towns (“They tremble with the 
nervous thought / Of having been, at last, forgotten”)70 or the quiet and heartbreaking 
desperation of estranged relationships (“I live in America in a pair of Payless shoes ... I’ve 
seen my wife at the K-mart / In strange ideas we live apart.”)71 Conveying diverse stories 
such as these alongside one another elevates the mundane and diminishes the distinguished, 
as is characteristic of kitsch creative works. Following this disruption to expectations of 
existing place-based discourses, aesthetic nostalgia privileges the resultant imaginative 
reconstructions of place. 
 
Although real physical and geographical places are central to the representations Stevens 
constructs, the songs’ audio existence, independent of physical form, also subverts the real-
world fixity of the places being investigated. Musicologist Tony Mitchell uses the term 
“psychogeography” to define creative works which examine place with reference to its 
geography, noting that both urban and emotional geographies can be expressed through 
                                                           
66 Among others, the list features Henry Ford, Thomas Jefferson and GM car brand Pontiac, alongside issues 
pertaining to gun control, city hall and the unemployed. (Stevens, “Detroit, Lift Up Your Weary Head!”, 
Michigan.) 
67 Stevens, “Decatur, or, Round of Applause for Your Stepmother!” Illinois. 
68 Stevens, “Flint (For the Unemployed and Underpaid)” Michigan. 
69 Stevens, “They Also Mourn Who Do Not Wear Black (For the Homeless in Muskegon)” Michigan. 
70 Stevens, “They Are Night Zombies!! They Are Neighbours!! They Have Come Back From the Dead!! 
Ahhhh!” Illinois. 
71 Stevens, “The Upper Peninsula,” Michigan. 
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music.72 Mitchell’s explanation that “[a]s a way of reading landscape and place, music can 
function as a form of mediation between local knowledge and the imagination”73 
corresponds with the way aesthetic nostalgia in Stevens’ work allows interaction between 
the places’ real and invented geographies. Kitsch sonic illustrations are an important part of 
how these geographies are conveyed. Illinois and Michigan exploit the diverse timbral and 
textural possibilities that their wide-ranging instrumentation makes available, using the 
woodwinds, horns, strings and choirs sometimes associated with the symphony orchestra in 
addition to the more standard rock line-up of guitars, pianos/keyboards, drums and bass. 
On both albums, particular combinations of instruments are carefully selected to sonically 
illustrate each track’s particular mood and subject matter. The bustle of a city is suggested 
in a hemiola-style accent pattern through layered woodwind and brass figures in the track 
dedicated to Detroit (0’10”–1’22”).74 A UFO sighting is rendered with a sense of wonder and 
mysticism using sustained piano, flute and vocal harmony (beginning–0’32”).75 Connections 
to folk heritage in music and lore are conveyed through the prominent use of banjo and 
piano accordion throughout “Decatur...”,76 lending the song’s rambling subject matter (an 
alligator sighting, a flood causing a civil war grave to be inadvertently exhumed, the 
manufacture of particular brands of farm machinery) the countenance of urban legend. The 
instability of these constructions of place is highlighted where multiple versions of place-
based tracks have been distributed, for example in the three remixes of “Chicago” Stevens 
released on The Avalanche, an album of B-sides from the Illinois recording sessions.77 The 
audio journeys conveyed in tracks from Stevens’ “50 states” albums convey impressions of 
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place that collapse the hierarchies between real and imagined narratives and situations. 
Simultaneously, these tracks close the distance between the listener and the constructed 
places, making Stevens’ imagined Illinois and Michigan consumable and available to 
listeners. 
 
The overall effect of Illinois’ and Michigan’s potentially chaotic array of sounds and timbres, 
betraying Stevens’ eclectic musical experiences and influences, is an air of nostalgic 
pageantry. This aesthetic nostalgia comes about via the disruption of hierarchical 
discrepancies between significant and insignificant figures, narratives and moments, 
allowing new mythologies for the states to be imagined by Stevens and consumed by 
listeners. The reconstructed places in Illinois and Michigan are partly communicated 
through the albums’ incidental instrumental moments. Every track feels like a new float in a 
parade celebrating the states to which the albums are dedicated. The metaphorical Michigan 
and Illinois festivals Stevens hosts via the albums are incredibly earnest, sometimes sombre, 
but also often quirky and playful. The albums marry the solemnity of their chronicling task 
with a perky aesthetic that Seigworth describes as “corn”.78 According to Seigworth, “corn 
gives voice to the near-impossible belief, in the face of all-available evidence to the contrary, 
that traversing the dreadfully familiar still holds the chance potential for imagining (and 
perhaps creating) a world that is decidedly otherwise.”79 Indeed, Stevens’ corn celebrates the 
obscure, the familiar and the mundane, according equal worth to both the everyday and the 
unique. The impact of this corn pageant on listeners has perhaps been best summarised by 
music journalist Amanda Petrusich in her review of Illinois, where she relates an experience 
of listening epiphany thus:  
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Trumpets blare, submission looms, our eyes widen, it all makes sense: Illinois. Is. 
The. Greatest. State. Of. All. TIME!80 
Illinois “the greatest state of all time” is not the real, geographical Illinois. Rather, it is the 
kitsch Illinois of Stevens’ nostalgic construction. Petrusich’s realisation indicates that 
listeners also participate in imagining the places the songs and albums construct. The 
collected assortment of stories and images that Stevens’ “50 states” albums convey 
reconstruct real places, via aesthetic nostalgia, into imagined, consumable, kitsch 
representations of themselves. 
 
C a r r i e  a n d  L ow e l l  a nd  t h e  “ T r a d i t i o n a l ”  F am i l y  A r c h e t y p e  
Indie folk also expresses nostalgic longing for family spaces and archetypes. Despite 
sometimes conveying “traditional” family models and gender roles with desire, the nostalgia 
with which these ideas are expressed in indie folk can also disrupt the patriarchal value 
systems with which they are in dialogue. Philosopher Debra Satz defines the structure of 
the traditional American family as a “married man and woman living with their biological 
children”, and notes that this model has been used to justify the repression of women.81 Satz 
proposes that there are no forms of family that are more natural or organic than any other, 
categorising all families as “artificial” since “they depend crucially on laws and social 
institutions” which “define roles and rights and shape identities.”82 Historian Stephanie 
Coontz further destabilises the authority of the so-called “traditional” model of the 
American family, describing it as a nostalgic collage which is an “ahistorical amalgam of 
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structures, values and behaviours that never co-existed in the same time and place.”83 
Notably, the construction of the “traditional” family Coontz identifies is fundamentally 
nostalgic, involving the selective splicing of traits drawn from the real or mythical past. 
Where traditional family archetypes appear in indie folk, they are also nostalgic 
constructions. At times, however, indie folk’s representations of gender roles and family life 
are inconsistent, implying the uncertainty and instability with which these concepts are held 
in post-millennial life. 
 
Indie folk interacts ambiguously with constructions of the traditional family, and their 
unavoidably patriarchal coding. While millennials have generally been shown to hold liberal 
views on political and social issues such as gender roles,84 indie folk’s nostalgia for tradition 
and heritage is problematic in its potential to indirectly subvert these views by reinforcing 
patriarchal power imbalances. The traditional family archetype is rarely addressed 
specifically in indie folk. Instead, it is often invoked as an invisible norm against which other 
models of families or family relationships are compared unfavourably. On this level, the 
nostalgia in which indie folk envelops family archetypes seems inconsistent with millennials’ 
liberal values, as it may obscure the repressive tendencies of the traditional model beneath 
nostalgia’s signature rose-coloured glass. At the same time, indie folk does not conceive 
family archetypes in a narrow or uncontested way. In this section I consider Carrie and 
Lowell, the album Sufjan Stevens composed upon the death of his estranged mother, which 
expresses nostalgic longing for both a perfect, imagined construction of the maternal and 
for the real, imperfect Carrie of his recollection. Carrie and Lowell demonstrates the ways in 
which indie folk may express nostalgic longing for traditional family archetypes while 
simultaneously incorporating nostalgia for the performer’s diverse real family or childhood 
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experiences, which are often shown to be complex and unique. Ultimately indie folk’s 
nostalgia for traditional families is a longing for the connection and closeness of home and 
security, and is not predicated on any fixed family structure. 
 
In Carrie and Lowell, Stevens reflects substantially on his family life and particularly his 
relationship with his mother, often comparing his experience unfavourably with an 
unelaborated family norm. Ratele suggests that, even in academic work, the interest in 
examining deviant behaviour means that traditional constructs – the norm against which 
deviance is defined – are often un- or under-examined.85 The album lays bare Stevens’ 
grievances with his mother, who suffered from mental illness and addictions and only 
participated sporadically in the lives of her children. Parts of the lyrics relate childhood and 
adult experiences of abandonment, disconnection and longing for a nurturing maternal 
figure. “Should Have Known Better” describes Carrie leaving a “three, maybe four” year old 
Stevens and his young brother at a video store.86 Carrie’s apparent disinterest in her 
children is compounded in the concluding verse of the album’s title track, where Carrie is 
first implored to “come home” and then accused of maltreatment where Stevens states, “She 
breaks my arm”.87 In “The Only Thing”, Stevens questions whether Carrie ever loved him 
at all and acknowledges that the spectre of the maternal continues to haunt him, stating: 
“Everything I see returns to you somehow”.88 “Eugene” describes Stevens’ anxiety that the 
longed for closeness is risky, where it says “Since I was old enough to speak I’ve said it with 
alarm / Some part of me was lost in your sleeve / Where you hid your cigarettes”.89 In this 
song, the refrain is repeated in both past and present tense: “I just wanted to be near you” 
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and “I just want to be near you”.90 This emphasises the atemporality of the longing for 
nurture Stevens expresses in the album, as a desire experienced by both Stevens-the-child 
and Stevens-the-adult. The yearning with which these images are presented softens the 
censure of Carrie’s behaviour that the lyrics might communicate if they were presented with 
anger or disillusionment. Instead, an imagined version of the mother Carrie might have 
been is the object of desire. Rather than repulsion from a monstrous maternal figure, the 
album expresses a nostalgic longing for the archetypal nurturing mother figure. 
 
Nostalgic longing for the traditional family and the nurturing maternal figure is present in 
numerous ways on Carrie and Lowell. The first of these is Stevens’ decision to name the 
album not only after his mother, but also after his stepfather Lowell, placing the album in 
dialogue with Stevens’ relationship with the two parental figures, as well as their 
relationship to one another. In interviews, Stevens explains that the period in which Carrie 
and Lowell were together was the time of his life when he had the most contact with his 
mother,91 and the album’s eighth track likens this period to a “season of hope”.92 He and his 
siblings visited Carrie and Lowell over the course of three summers in Eugene, Oregon.93 
This physical space and time is nostalgically invoked throughout the album where it 
recounts events like childhood swimming lessons,94 and provides brief glimpses of nostalgic 
physical locations like a video store,95 a back yard,96 and the floor of a home.97 Stevens has 
continued to enjoy a good relationship with his stepfather after Carrie and Lowell’s brief 
marriage ended, calling Lowell, who works at Stevens’ record label Asthmatic Kitty, “his 
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closest fatherly companion.”98 By titling the album for Carrie and Lowell, Stevens 
nostalgically reconstructs the positive traditional family he had for short stints during the 
period in which the two parental figures were married, situating the album and its 
examinations of the maternal in this nostalgic space. The dual title also highlights the 
contrasts between Stevens’ later stable and positive relationship with his stepfather, 
nostalgically longing for and imaginatively constructing a similar trajectory for his 
relationship with Carrie as he experienced with Lowell. Although the traditional maternal is 
rarely present on Carrie and Lowell, the album’s two-parent title sets up a nostalgically 
constructed, nurturing spectre of who Carrie might have been in different circumstances. 
 
The spectre of the nurturing maternal is occasionally explicit on Carrie and Lowell. The 
album art features images of Carrie in stereotypically maternal positions: knitting on the 
back cover, cooking in an apron on the front of the liner notes, and alongside her then-
husband Lowell on the front cover. In each of these maternal images, though, Carrie is 
incompletely or imperfectly presented, with her face turned away from the camera, partially 
out of frame, or with her eyes closed. As such, the nurturing maternal figure these 
photographs of Carrie invoke is simultaneously presented as suspect or unfinished, and an 
object of nostalgic longing. Lyrics on the album further construct the longed-for maternal 
Carrie. In “Fourth of July,” a hospital bedside dialogue takes place in which Carrie offers her 
child solace, and then provides life advice: 
Did you get enough love, my little dove, why do you cry? 
And I’m sorry I left, but it was for the best 
Though it never felt right ... 
Shall we look at the moon, my little loon, why do you cry? 
Make the most of your life, while it is rife 
While it is light99 
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Although it is not definite that this exchange did not really happen, there are clues to 
suggest it is a nostalgic construction of a longed-for conversation rather than a 
transcription of a real event. Firstly, the use of bird nicknames like “little dove,” “little loon” 
and, elsewhere in the song, “little hawk” are diminutive and seem meant to address a child, 
rather than the adult Stevens at Carrie’s bedside. Time is nostalgically disrupted here, with 
Stevens revisiting the maternal spaces of his childhood and using his experiences there to 
reposition and rewrite aspects of his later relationship with Carrie. Secondly, as the speaker 
of the song, Stevens occupies dual positions, sometimes as an observer at Carrie’s bedside 
and other times acting as Carrie’s voice. The song is structured so that these two 
perspectives are continually switching with each new section of the song; Carrie’s dialogue 
is always sung by Stevens, and alternates with other observations made explicitly from his 
own perspective. As a result, Carrie’s ownership of her dialogue feels uncertain, and Stevens’ 
narrative lens remains the one through which the song is told. In this context, the apology 
and explanation Carrie appears to offer in the lyrics quoted above seems more like Stevens’ 
own attempt at an internal reconciliation than an actual conversation between mother and 
son. Finally, the text attributed to Carrie in the song feels nostalgically constructed as it 
appears to occur after her death. In the song’s opening verse, Stevens-as-observer sets up 
the track’s post-mortem time frame, stating: “It was night when you died” and “What could 
I have said to raise you from the dead?”.100 This is reinforced in later observational verses, 
where Carrie is described in angelic terms “with the halo at your head,” and then as absent 
from her physical body where the “hospital asked should the body be cast // before I say 
goodbye”.101 By alternating Carrie’s dialogue between these death scenes, Stevens positions 
it in imagined space, marked by nostalgic longing for maternal love and nurture. Overall, 
“Fourth of July” communicates longing for reconciliation between the nostalgically 
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reconstructed maternal figure of Stevens’ imagining and the real, disregarded son that he 
embodies.  
 
While there is an element of criticism of Carrie implied in the brutally direct description of 
Stevens’ childhood, the album is rarely accusatory. In fact, longing for both a nostalgically 
reconstructed maternal figure and the real, imperfect, and absent Carrie is communicated. 
The album’s gentle musical elements are central in conveying its overall exculpatory tone. 
Using predominantly acoustic instrumentation, tonal harmonies, and conventional verse-
chorus and verse-refrain structures, the album’s musical material offers a peace and 
consistency that is absent in some of the narratives it conveys. Like inverted lullabies, each 
track offers soothing reassurance from son to mother. The album’s opening track “Death 
With Dignity” makes this position explicit from the outset, stating: “I forgive you mother, I 
can hear you / And I long to be near you / But every road leads to an end.”102 Rather than 
condemning Carrie, the album’s musical atmosphere and the details it conveys offer a covert 
insight into what is presented as Stevens’ atypical childhood and fractured family life. At the 
same time, however, the nostalgia with which more stereotypically nurturing versions of 
Carrie are constructed, and their juxtaposition with non-maternal depictions of the same 
figure, renders them unstable. This lack of a fixed, uncontested representation of the desired 
“perfect” family makes its existence seem unreliable. Although Stevens’ childhood and 
maternal relationship are portrayed as atypical, Carrie is not vilified as a “bad” mother. 
Nostalgic longing for absent familial relationships is present, but the relationships the 
album does convey are shown to be complex, untidy, and shifting. The vulnerability and 
rawness with which this information is related to listeners plays into authenticity discourses 
that make the album feel confessional and genuine. While indie folk often longs for the 
nurture and security associated with home and family, the lack of condemnation in Stevens’ 
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depiction of atypical family life calls into question the validity of such nostalgic 
constructions. Indie folk both longs for the imagined traditional family archetype and is 
simultaneously sceptical of its unrealistic perfection, and its rigid gender profiles. 
 
Domesticity and Gender in Indie Folk: Vocal Grain and Production Elements 
Domesticity and the invocation of domestic spaces in indie folk place the genre in dialogue 
with its indie and folk heritages. As discussed in chapter two, in both folk and indie music 
amateur recording and performance practices communicate the value the genres place on 
anti-commerciality and authenticity. Improvements to music and recording technology 
since these genres’ heydays mean that professional sounding musical products can be made 
with minimal equipment and limited expertise; in other words, amateur musicians no longer 
necessarily sound that way. Where indie folk affects a domestic or imperfect aesthetic, 
therefore, it does so by choice. Doing so puts domestically styled, new indie folk music in 
nostalgic dialogue with the discourses of anti-commerciality and authenticity of its 
progenitor genres. In this section, domesticity in the work of the three case studies will be 
analysed, and the ways that this domesticity suggests nostalgia for earlier ideologies and 
modes of music production will be suggested. Techniques that create a sense of intimacy 
between the artist and the listener, and subtle imperfections or amateur styling will be 
shown as a contributor where otherwise technically complex works maintain a degree of 
domestic affect. The nostalgia millennial indie folk displays for the domestic, particularly for 
pre-digital modes of music production and associated ideologies of authenticity and anti-
commerciality, indicates a reaction against alienating forms of digitised mass culture, and 
expresses longing for unmediated, bespoke and handcrafted modes of production. 
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It is impossible to separate the analysis of domesticity in music from an examination of 
gender performativity and sex roles. Millennials generally maintain more liberal attitudes 
than previous generations,103 particularly on issues related to gender identity, sexuality and 
sex roles. This is demonstrated in US millennials’ majority support for legalising same sex 
marriage,104 allowing transgender people to use the public bathroom that corresponds to 
their gender identity,105 and their opposition to service providers discriminating against 
homosexual couples for reasons of religious liberty.106 Although domestic spaces have a 
long heritage of being socially coded as feminine,107 cultural theorist Tony Grajeda proposes 
that home recording is a means by which men reclaim domestic space,108 infiltrating it with 
recording and performing technologies and equipment that musicologist Matthew 
Bannister argues are conventionally masculine.109 Where indie folk technologises home 
spaces via domestic recording processes, it complicates these gendered stereotypes. Grajeda 
proposes that these domestic recordings may signify “intimacy, immediacy and 
authenticity”:110 
In contradistinction to the outside world with its impersonal high-tech studios 
and alienated corporate mass culture, home is regarded in the discourse of lo-fi as 
a ‘safe space’, one presumably free of most social constraints. Here one's ‘true’ 
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self is allowed to emerge unimpeded by technology, at home in a presentation 
said to offer quite unproblematically direct access to the artist’s naked soul.111 
Although not all home recordings are lo-fi, the associations around home versus studio 
recordings Grajeda outlines here may be applied to most domestic recordings, and 
highlights the ideology of authenticity with which home recordings are linked. Grajeda 
demarcates a binary that exists in recording discourses, with studio recordings on one side 
aligned with professionalism, technology, mediation and artificiality, and home recordings 
on the other side associated with amateurism, simplicity, obscurantism, authenticity, and 
emotional honesty. Although it’s difficult to read either set of associations as uniquely 
masculine or feminine, the naturalisation of technology as masculine proposed by 
Bannister112 alongside gender stereotyping that casts domestic labour as “women’s work”113 
supports a reading of professional recording studios as masculine spaces, against home 
recording’s feminised Other. In short, the issues that arise when theorising domestic 
recording processes are highlighted in the messiness with which indie folk inhabits and 
subverts gender expectations. Home recording is positioned in feminine space and may be 
placed in binary opposition to masculine studio recording spaces, however it also involves 
the invasion of feminine space with masculine technologies (not to mention actual men), and 
the entirety is rendered problematic by this kind of binary thinking’s reinforcement of 
patriarchal values and systems.  
 
Despite these issues, home recordings made in indie folk also indicate the genre’s nostalgic 
allegiance to the values and ideologies with which domestic styling has been associated in 
earlier genres. Indie, folk and indie folk’s domesticity signifies intimate expression, 
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authenticity, artistic independence and subcultural production.114 Feminine space is 
implicated here, but not exclusively nor unproblematically. Although indie folk albums are 
not summarily recorded in the home rather than the studio, Encarnacao observes that many 
of these albums still carry “connotations of domesticity”115 which nostalgically link them to 
home recording discourses from their seed genres. These connotations may include DIY 
aesthetics, references to the folk tradition, and use of visual and aural markers that signify 
the homemade such as casual vocal delivery, minimal or overtly amateur playing and 
production, or the inclusion of errors.116 These signifiers were once inadvertent or 
unavoidable by-products of home recording and the self-distribution of records, however 
now they are more likely to be nostalgically selected aesthetic choices. In many cases, indie 
folk albums recorded at home or in studios may be extremely high quality productions (that 
is, the mediation process inherent in recording is not obviously audible)117 which suggests 
that attempts to maintain these auditory connections with domestic recording practice are 
both conscious and nostalgic. 
 
Sufjan Stevens’ Constructed Intimacy 
The ways in which domesticity in home recordings is signalled via both performative and 
production elements can be elaborated through an examination of Sufjan Stevens’ track 
“John My Beloved” from his 2015 album Carrie and Lowell. This track, and indeed the entire 
album, constructs an intimate affect which implies unmediated communication through 
nostalgic associations with folk and indie conventions. A recording indicates it is homemade 
when the pops, hums, static and hiss which Grajeda suggests are among the sounds that are 
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“endemic”118 to the process of recording are included rather than suppressed or minimised. 
Speaking again about lo-fi, Grajeda suggests that “by refusing or failing ... to repress the 
signifier, lo-fi recordings ... deliberately incorporate rather than mask the noises of the 
medium, thereby calling attention to their own constructedness.”119 By making the 
mediation of the recording process audible, the product feels less formal than a cleaner 
sounding recording, and this makes it feel more like a piece of unmediated or direct 
communication. Grajeda proposes that this signifies an anti-corporate stance, arguing that 
an unfinished sounding album comes across as pre-commercial,120 which supports this 
thesis’ argument that domesticity in indie folk prompts nostalgic aural associations with 
ideologies from indie and folk. Encarnacao explains that domesticity may also be evoked 
through the use of “performative elements and minimal instrumentation ... that impart an 
intimacy that suggests a private space.”121 As such, a record that doesn’t contain obvious 
errors or amateurism may also connote domesticity. Connoting unmediated artistic 
expression, anti-corporate stance, and intimate space associates domestic recordings with 
authenticity (or at least what listeners often interpret as authentic) and places a track in 
nostalgic dialogue with pre-digital modes of production. 
 
“John My Beloved”122 constructs intimacy through elements of its production and 
performance. The nostalgia for home spaces and domesticity this sense of intimate 
communication invokes is consistent with the album’s other memorial and confessional 
thematic material. The track makes audible the recording process, initially via a static hum 
at the beginning of the track and a hiss during the piano introduction which diminishes as 
the vocal enters (0-0’23”). A regular “thunk” accompanying the chord changes in the electric 
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piano accompaniment in this section is reminiscent of the sound of a pedal change on a piano 
and evokes a mechanised production aesthetic despite the recorded instrument’s non-
acoustic tone. Stevens’ vocal quality suggests domesticity through its compressed aspect, 
with peaky “t” and “d” consonants resulting from its heightened treble characteristics. 
Encarnacao calls this kind of EQ compression “phoneline equalisation”123 due to its aural 
similarities to the sound of a voice coming through a telephone speaker.124 Stevens’ delivery 
of the vocal further contributes to the track’s intimacy. The tonal quality of the singing 
carries few signifiers of projection so, rather than sounding like he’s trying to fill a large hall 
or transmit sound across a great distance, the communication feels like an address from 
close quarters. Each vocal wobble (for example, on the word “friends” 2’38”-2’40”) and 
intake of breath (for example, 0’47-0’48”, 1’11-1’12”) is audible and contributes to the track’s 
intimate affect. Subsequent to the conclusion of the other sounds on the track comes a 
further intake of breath after three long, silent seconds (4’45 – 4’49).125 These breaths don’t 
evoke the deep, controlled breaths singers take to aid vocal projection. They are the close, 
unconscious breaths of sleep, sighing, or grief, connoting intimacy, familiarity and 
proximity. Actively including these elements on the track constructs a private, domestic 
space. The listener is encompassed in this space through domestic recording techniques that 
highlight the track’s mediation, and convey nostalgia for unmediated modes of 
communication and authenticity. 
 
                                                           
123 Encarnacao, Punk Aesthetics,125, 200. 
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As the brief analysis of “John My Beloved” above highlights, vocal tone and expression are 
important elements in signifying nostalgic intimacy. Vocal tone is a pivotal indicator 
through which listeners gauge a performer’s authenticity, and interpret a song’s emotional 
content. Musicologist Tara Brabazon notes that vocal tone goes beyond expression of 
meaning, stating that a voice’s “coloratura and grain will summon spaces, emotion and 
views to listeners. When we hear a voice, we enter the world of a song through feeling.”126 
Linguists Gunther Kress and Theo Van Leeuwen go further, arguing that vocal grain is a 
semiotic resource with variable material qualities from which listeners draw particular 
associations.127 Kress and Van Leeuwen identify six “material qualities” of the voice from 
which listeners form these connections: tension, roughness, breathiness, loudness, pitch 
(which will be clarified shortly) and vibrato. Kress and Van Leeuwen note particular gender 
signifiers in relation to some of these material qualities. For example, they propose that 
roughness, which refers to modes of vocal production involving vocal cord friction like 
rasping or growling, is more common in male voices because this quality is clearer in lower 
registers.128 The category they call pitch also has variable interpretations for different 
genders. Kress and Van Leeuwen use “pitch” to refer to whether communication is delivered 
from the speaker’s upper or lower range, but because in music “pitch” refers to a specific 
note name with a correlated measurement in hertz, this category will henceforth in this 
thesis be referred to as register. Kress and Van Leeuwen suggest that in male voices the 
middle/upper “commanding” register is generally used to communicate dominance and the 
lower, mumble register indicates submissiveness. They qualify this with some exceptions – 
the very upper registers of the male voice are less authoritative as they prompt gender 
ambiguity, while “booming bass” can be overbearing.129 Conversely for female voices the 
lower registers, which according to Kress and Van Leeuwen tend to be louder and more 
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strident, are used for assertion and for seduction, while the upper registers are more often 
associated with innocence and vulnerability.130 These connotations are at work where indie 
folk performers use vocal grains and tones that are inconsistent with their perceived gender 
identification. In the cases of both Joanna Newsom and Bon Iver, the disruption of gender 
norms present in their vocal styling serves multiple functions. Firstly, it enables the 
construction of intimate spaces, and implies DIY aesthetics which may associate the work 
with nostalgia for anti-commercial discourses and pre-digital production aesthetics. 
Secondly, it allows them to nostalgically explore traditional gender roles while also 
experimenting with and maintaining the non-binary approaches to gender construction that 
are consistent with millennials’ generally liberal attitudes to sex roles.131  
 
Joanna Newsom’s Ambiguous Vocal Grain 
Aspects of Joanna Newsom’s 2004 debut, The Milk-Eyed Mender, position Newsom and her 
work within imagined domestic space linked to discourses of feminine empowerment. 
Newsom’s critically divisive, strident vocals disrupt nostalgic, conservative links between 
domesticity and the maternal or nurturing feminine, in some places invoking alternative 
literary archetypes of the “mad” or “wild” woman. In their influential research on this 
archetype, literary theorists Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar trace the appearance of the 
mad woman in literature by women authors from the early nineteenth to mid-twentieth 
century,132 linking the archetype to women’s symbolic struggle for release from patriarchal 
confinement.133 “The attic,” a metaphor drawn from Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre,134 has a 
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doppelganger’s relationship to the hearth; it is an unhomely space of agitation and distress 
rather than a domestic space of order and nurture. Gilbert and Gubar suggest that mad 
woman literature is identifiable by its use of “[i]mages of enclosure and escape, fantasies in 
which maddened doubles functioned as asocial surrogates for docile selves, metaphors of 
physical discomfort manifested in frozen landscapes and fiery interiors”, and through its 
“depictions of diseases like anorexia, agoraphobia and claustrophobia.”135 Literary theorist 
Samuel Hynes in his discussion of W.B. Yeats’ poetry describes this figure as a nostalgic 
conglomerate, suggesting the mad woman is a “collective myth of female energy in its 
various forms – the child, the virgin, the witch, the wild woman, the crone[.]”136 Hynes 
attributes the mad woman with sexual power, destructive capabilities, nobility, beauty, and 
creative energy,137 and summarises the archetype in a manner evocative of Newsom’s 
musical persona, stating that “she is wise, she is a maker, she is a lover.”138 Newsom’s vocal 
delivery subverts gendered performance conventions, just as the mad woman archetype in 
nineteenth century literature is the “dark twin” of the period’s “angel of the house” feminine 
conventions.139 
 
In Newsom’s music, the archetypal mad woman is invoked through the unconfined 
domesticity her music inhabits. Descriptions of Newsom’s singing on Mender in the popular 
press bear out some of the associations with the instability associated with the mad woman 
archetype. Newsom’s vocal tone has been called “a ragged, childlike voice, sent to us from 
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the gods in heaven,”140 or alternatively likened to a “cross between a sweet little girl and a 
wizened old crone ... singing dark fairy tales to herself ... simultaneously babyish and 
witchy.”141 In addition to these vocal characteristics, “wild” elements in Newsom’s music 
also contribute to the tracks’ evocation of unconventional gender associations. The wildness 
of Newsom’s music was detailed fully in chapter three, and is expressed in her use of cyclical 
song structures, frequent tempo and harmonic changes, and unpredictable melodic contours. 
These techniques destabilise the tracks and prompt associations with the unpredictable mad 
woman archetype. Drawing nostalgically upon this archetype places her work at odds with 
the gender expectations placed upon female performers in the popular music industry. 
 
Newsom’s vocal grain upsets some of the qualities Kress and Van Leeuwen propose are 
typical in female voices, at times crossing into territory usually coded male. Newsom’s vocal 
material on Mender comprises an “incomparable mish-mash of warbles, squeaks and pops”142 
which is not to every listener’s taste. 143 In interviews she explains her idiosyncratic singing 
as the result of inexperience, describing her voice as untrained and her singing as influenced 
by the Appalachian folk tradition.144 Descriptions like these and her singing’s amateurish 
elements, which run counter to the album’s otherwise meticulous precision,145 put her work 
in dialogue with nostalgic genre conventions associated with folk music. These elements 
also disrupt feminine gender norms that are conventional in popular music. As mentioned, 
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Kress and Van Leeuwen associate roughness of tone with masculinity,146 however 
Newsom’s sometimes raspy voice is also rough, and foregrounds the effort required to 
produce sound. Her singing can be breathy, which Kress and Van Leeuwen associate with 
sensuality and intimacy, as already examined in relation to Sufjan Stevens’ singing on “John 
My Beloved”.147 Her voice’s loudness, which the scholars associate with distance, varies in 
intensity from a strident “outdoors voice” to a whisper-soft closeness. Despite her work 
frequently being situated in domestic space and in dialogue with feminine archetypes like 
the mad woman, Newsom’s vocal tone deviates from the feminine singing conventions Kress 
and Van Leeuwen outline, and thereby disrupts gendered vocal coding. This 
experimentation with gender performance is one of the ways in which Newsom’s work 
inhabits millennial ideological space.  
 
The non-binary elements of Newsom’s vocal performance may contribute to what literary 
theorist Brad Buchanan argues are sexist criticisms sometimes levelled at Newsom’s 
singing. Buchanan suggests that Newsom’s critics may misconstrue affect for affectation in 
her work, and that female performers are more likely to be accused of this kind of artifice 
due to a “perceived instability” in their natures:148  
The fact that women have often been accused of both irrationality (or a 
predisposition to extreme emotions and affections) and affectation or artfulness 
(i.e. skill in the art of deception where their true feelings are concerned) suggests 
that the ambiguous overlap of affection and affectation is in fact a place where 
women’s voices and behaviour are vulnerable to gender based misinterpretation, 
not to say sexist condemnation.149 
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While some criticisms of Newsom’s singing may simply be taste based, it is also possible 
that the disruption of masculine and feminine coded vocal materials contribute to the mixed 
reviews of her singing. Buchanan’s proposal here again recalls descriptions by Gilbert and 
Gubar, and Hynes, of the unstable literary mad woman. Newsom both nostalgically invokes 
this figure, and updates it for millennial sensibilities by incorporating non-binary elements 
of gender performance.  
 
Newsom’s music further subverts gendered musical conventions through aspects of its 
songwriting and production. Musicologist Bonnie Gordon describes the female singer-
songwriter tradition as one which “works by creating the illusion of the performer sharing 
her personal experience with an empathetic listener,”150 eliding the specifically feminine 
with emotional expression of experience. Newsom’s songs, in contrast with this convention, 
often involve narrative writing in the third person or adopting a persona151 and language 
whose precise meaning is often obscure,152 signalling clear departure from solely 
confessional writing practices. In one instance where Newsom was asked to explain her 
songwriting process, she applied a domestic metaphor to an otherwise distanced and 
impersonal process, stating: “I have little objects and every once in a while I take them out 
of my pockets, lay them all in a row and I like the way they look next to each other, so that’s 
a song!”153 This does not mean that her songs do not express her personal experience, 
rather it highlights a lack of clarity around how her life connects to her work. This 
obscuring of meaning marks her as a deviant figure among female singer songwriters 
according to Gordon, who proposes that when these women create music that does not give 
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the impression of explicitly conveying personal narrative it is a subversive act that goes 
“against the grain” of convention.154 The complexity of Newsom’s work is such that it 
simultaneously invokes nostalgic folk music conventions that render its communication 
authentic, while disrupting outdated aspects of gender-based singer-songwriter 
conventions. Here, and where she adopts elements of the literary mad woman archetype, 
Newsom weds millennial non-binary gender attitudes to inherited gender discourses. 
 
Masculinity and Falsetto in Bon Iver 
Vocal grain is also central to the communication of intimacy and domesticity in Bon Iver’s 
work, in which unconventional gender coding is again implicated. Bon Iver’s extensive use 
of falsetto and layers of fragile tenor-register vocals is one of his work’s distinguishing 
characteristics, but exists at odds with Vernon’s sometimes hyper-masculine persona. As 
noted earlier in this section Kress and Van Leeuwen, although speaking specifically about 
counter-tenors, note that communication delivered in the very upper registers of the male 
voice can convey gender ambiguity.155 Sociomusicologist Simon Frith also argues that 
singing in this register subverts gender stereotypes, categorising “the intimate male voice” 
of falsetto as “unmasculine, unnatural” although it has featured in a range of popular music 
genres.156 These observations are supported by Vernon himself, who states of his discovery 
of his falsetto register: “All of a sudden I realised all these female things that I was never 
able to do.”157 Musicologists Mats Johansson158 and Simon Ravens159 have noted the 
important role that developments in technology have played in facilitating the use of 
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falsetto in popular music, suggesting that any discussion of the recorded voice also 
inherently examines the technologies that enable and mediate it, whether this is 
acknowledged or not. Technology plays an important role in Vernon’s use of falsetto, which 
relies heavily on external effects such as reverb and multi-tracking to give his work depth, 
foregrounding the otherwise thin vocal melodies while still retaining a character of intimate 
expression and close communication. The combination of this overt vocal mediation, using 
masculine-coded technologies, with falsetto register singing connoting the feminine, brings 
the validity of either stereotype into question. In disrupting conventional gender signifiers, 
Vernon’s work is consistent with millennial liberal attitudes to sex roles and gender 
identification. However, other aspects of Vernon’s work remain conventionally masculine, 
suggesting that a degree of nostalgia for traditional male roles exists. Here, nostalgia may 
help enable some exploration and examination of binary and non-binary gender roles to 
take place, without Vernon’s work becoming exclusively associated with patriarchal 
discourses. 
 
Vocal manipulation is rarely hidden in Vernon’s work, and is often foregrounded as an 
expressive element. This aligns Vernon’s work with the technologies Bannister and Grajeda 
theorise are conventionally masculine.160 Vernon considers digital vocal manipulation, 
particularly Auto-Tune, something to be used as “an instrument and a texture.”161 A prime 
example of this is the song “Woods”, which was released on the four-track EP Blood Bank a 
few months after For Emma and continued to trade in the archetypes and ideologies of the 
debut album. “Woods” features a simple four line unaccompanied, repeated vocal refrain 
which is initially stated with a single-voiced track. The theme swells and expands with each 
repetition’s addition of further vocal tracks embellishing the original, concluding with a 
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veritable choir of Vernons in dense homophony. Apart from the obvious use of technology 
in the multi-tracking of Vernon’s voice, each vocal line explicitly features the use of Auto-
Tune as an expressive device. The melody slides, skips and warbles in obviously 
manipulated ways. The thematic material of the song obliquely references the For Emma 
forest retreat narrative in its repeated refrain “I’m up in the woods / I’m down on my mind 
/ I’m using a still / To slow down the time”. This rhetorical link is a reminder for listeners 
aware of the For Emma narrative, reinforcing Vernon’s position as a home producer and 
drawing on nostalgic associations with indie’s anti-commercial ideologies. By making the 
mediation of the vocal obvious, the track also draws associations with domestic recording 
practices that foreground the mediation inherent in the recording process.162 In this way, 
even where Vernon’s music carries markers of post-production sonic tampering it remains a 
domestic and homemade product. The track uses nostalgic ideological links to indie music’s 
conventions to present Vernon as an authentic and counter-cultural figure. 
 
The sense of intimacy created by Bon Iver’s use of falsetto, like his use of post-production 
technology, is also primarily used as an expressive device. Bon Iver’s falsetto singing 
complicates the masculine portrayal of Vernon which sometimes takes place in the mass 
media. Epitomising the “lumbersexual”163 or “hipster primitive” aesthetic,164 Vernon’s early 
press images often depict him in stereotypically masculine ways: as a rugged outdoorsman 
who is attached to the land, sporting a bushy beard and wearing checked flannel shirts. He 
has also spoken in interviews about his interest in hunting, an activity he pursues with his 
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father and other (male) family members.165 He is quick to distance himself from sport-
hunters, instead linking his involvement in the activity to tradition, family, and to “being 
outside in the quiet, and catching your meat in the only true and honest way there is.”166 
The lumbersexual figure plays nostalgically with stereotyping of traditional masculinity 
and its associated independence and self-reliance. Nostalgia here again allows Vernon to 
invoke and embody an almost hyper-masculine public persona, without it seeming 
incongruent with the domestic space his music occupies or the emotional honesty it 
conveys. Rather, the gender typology Vernon constructs is bowerbirded deliberately and 
variously from modern and traditional, nostalgic and non-nostalgic, cultural expectations. 
Bon Iver’s DIY ethic and use of falsetto vocal mediated by technology positions Vernon’s 
music in intimate and domestic communicative space, but does not suggest any overall 
singular, coherent notion of masculinity. Instead, like other participants in indie folk such as 
Devendra Banhart (see appendix three), Vernon takes a bowerbird’s approach to gender 
construction and draws eclectically from traits traditionally considered to fall within the 
purview of either gender. In doing so, Vernon constructs a gender ideology that is 
consistent with the liberal views shared by many millennials. 
 
Domesticity in indie folk is a site in which nostalgia for intimate and authentic expression, 
and past-based gender constructions, is played out. In Newsom and Vernon’s work, binary 
gender roles such as the mad woman archetype or the lumbersexual are bowerbirded with 
the adoption of non-binary vocal grains. In doing so, they draw nostalgically upon 
archetypes they then subvert by flouting the gender conventions Kress and Van Leeuwen 
and Gordon associate with men or women in popular music. A possible explanation for this 
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subversion may be the desire for their gender performances to remain aligned with the 
liberal attitudes millennials generally hold with respect to sex roles and gender 
performance. Recording technologies also play a role in the disruption of binary gender 
coding in which the case studies participate. In home recording, feminine coded domestic 
spaces are occupied by conventionally masculine recording technologies. This ambiguously 
gendered production practice nostalgically reproduces anti-commercial and authenticity 
discourses associated with both indie and folk music conventions. Indie folk works created 
in this way may be associated with intimacy and unmediated communication, and these 
impressions can be enhanced through the use of further techniques connoting domesticity 
such as amateur singing or playing, or including errors in a track or album’s final cut. 
Modes of vocal production influence the ways in which songs may be heard as mediated or 
unmediated forms of communication, and may be perceived as less or more intimate or 
personal expressions. 
 
Dome s t i c  A nx i e t y :  I n d i e  F o l k ’ s  L o n g i n g  f o r  Home  
Indie folk musicians’ work relies upon nostalgia for home conveyed through both 
conceptual and sonic intimacy and domesticity. Indie folk music conveys intimacy, making 
links with discourses associated with home, traditional family archetypes, gender 
conventions, and domestic recording practices. In some cases indie folk musicians may react 
against social expectations that conflate departures from home with transitions into 
adulthood,167 or associate the love of home and the experience of homesickness with the 
childish and immature.168 By celebrating intimate details and inhabiting domestic spaces, 
indie folk demonstrates affection for families, actual and conceptual home spaces, and local 
communities. Indie folk also complicates gender normativity, making music that disrupts 
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gender conventions while still invoking high/low, private/public and niche/mass-market 
binaries associated with patriarchal discourses. 
 
This chapter has found several similarities among the ways the case studies express their 
longing for home, domesticity, intimacy and familiarity. All three musicians use DIY 
aesthetics, particularly via selective amateurism and prevalent use of home or domestic-
seeming production techniques, to situate their work within local and domestic spaces. This 
sonic positioning is enhanced through auditory links to folk heritage and the constructed 
authenticity with which it is often associated, and to the anti-commerciality of indie music’s 
ideology. The three musicians examined here also communicate intimate emotions and 
experiences. In some cases, these communicative acts confirm or subvert gender 
stereotypes, experimenting with non-binary gender performances. Newsom and Bon Iver 
each adopt vocal techniques more commonly associated with the opposite sex, through 
Newsom’s strident tones and Vernon’s technologically mediated falsetto. Sufjan Stevens, 
meanwhile, offers an unflinching examination of the maternal and the anti-maternal. In 
these examples, home is not an exclusively feminised realm but rather a familiar space in 
which intimate communication can occur. In indie folk, intimate communication of emotion 
is a key trope which may be used to estrange normative ideologies of gender, families, and 
connections to home. 
 
The desire for home spaces is primarily informed by nostalgic longing for the past, as 
argued convincingly by historian David Lowenthal, who states “the past is tangible and 
secure; people think of it as fixed, unalterable, indelibly recorded ... We are at home in it 
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because it is our home – the past is where we came from.”169 Longing for the past 
communicates anxiety around the absence of the fixity, security and belonging that 
recreated pasts may represent. Using general markers such as homemade styling, amateur 
production values and folk references, indie folk musicians conjure collectively recognised 
and owned intimacy and domesticity. Matt suggests that consumer culture offers various 
mementoes of a romantic and nostalgic construction of home many Americans cherish.170 
Indie folk demonstrates Matt’s assertion, using sonic mementoes and signifiers of intimacy 
to construct nostalgic home spaces.  
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Chapter  F ive :  Be l i e f  and  Onto logy  
Follow those created deaths 
Fortune, save me from his wrath 
Spaceship out the house at night 
Prophet, speak what’s on your mind 
You know you really gotta get right with the Lord 
– Sufjan Stevens, “Get Real, Get Right”1 
All the glory that the Lord has made 
And the complications when I see his face 
In the morning in the window 
All the glory when he took our place 
But he took my shoulders and he shook my face 
And he takes and he takes and he takes 
– Sufjan Stevens, “Casimir Pulaski Day” 2 
 
 
What is going on when indie folk songs composed for the secular marketplace contain lyrics 
ascribing glory to God, honouring the sacrifice of Christ, and calling upon humankind to 
repent or risk facing God’s wrath on Judgement Day? Although indie folk songs at times 
address spiritual or religious matters, they are rarely a bully pulpit. Rather, they experiment 
with spiritual and religious identities and ideologies, drawing on associations from a range 
of traditions in the production of new originary narratives. These traditions and narratives 
may be drawn from the past or the present, from public local or national discourses, from 
religious or spiritual frameworks including Christianity and Eastern philosophies, from 
indigenous heritages, or even from popular culture. They are functions of identity 
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construction through which individual musicians or listeners may establish their ontological 
beliefs by positioning themselves at a precise point within a constellation of other 
discourses.  
 
Sufjan Stevens’ song “Casimir Pulaski Day” offers a snapshot of how these discourses are 
selectively put together to construct an ontological framework. Named after the public 
holiday held in Illinois to honour the memory of Revolutionary War hero Casimir Pulaski, 
the song in fact contains no overt reference to the war or the man. Its narrative describes 
the death of a young woman suffering from bone cancer, and conveys an earnest 
authenticity through its instrumental simplicity, Stevens’ sincere vocal delivery, the song’s 
narrative structure, the confessional transmission style of its weighty subject matter, and its 
understated production techniques. These folk music conventions associate the song with a 
collective heritage of belonging to “the folk,” those mythical members of the pre-Industrial, 
agrarian proletariat who were described in chapter two and are mentioned elsewhere in this 
thesis. Collective, public heritage of a slightly different sort is also implied through the 
song’s title, which links it to local and national history and to the secular public ritual of 
memorial days. Evangelical Christianity is referenced through the song’s lyrics, which in 
places recall the style of praise or worship songs that circulate in this denomination; 
listeners are included as participants in the song through the use of first person possessive 
plural pronouns, like “All the glory when he took our place”.3 These statements of shared 
faith are complicated by lyrics attributing glory to God without addressing Him directly; it 
is not a song to God, rather the song describes a collectively owned God figure. The glory 
attributed to God’s power and Christ’s sacrifice is destabilised through their juxtaposition 
with images of personal doubt, such as where the prayers of the Bible Study group go 
                                                           
3 Ibid. (italics added). 
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unheeded and “nothing ever happens” or where God “takes and he takes and he takes.”4 
Musically and lyrically, “Casimir Pulaski Day” situates itself within a selection of otherwise 
unrelated traditions drawn from folk music and lore, local and national history and heritage, 
and evangelical Christianity. The song demonstrates the millennial tendency to utilise a 
range of resources from history, mythology, spiritual and religious systems, and popular 
culture in the nostalgic construction of individual ontologies that communicate identity, 
belief and belonging. 
 
The construction of these kinds of ontologies by Western millennials is enduringly and 
overwhelmingly impacted by classic liberalism’s emphasis on individualism. Individuals’ 
rights to direct the courses of their own lives can be conflated with notions of freedom or 
equality, overlooking the privileged economic circumstances required to live a life that is 
truly unhindered by external obligations. Nevertheless, where individuals’ freedoms of 
choice are curtailed, whether by the government or by the obligations and traditions of 
families, religions, and races, the issues are often politically contentious and socially 
divisive.5 However, where these obligations and traditions carry less weight, as is advocated 
via liberalism’s ideological emphasis on self-actualisation and individuation, individuals may 
feel disoriented and disconnected from traditions, institutions, culture and heritage. Political 
scientist Francis Fukuyama suggests that the various liberations since the 1960s (sexual, 
civil, feminist and LGBTQI rights, for example) contributed to the development of what he 
suggests is a culture of individualism that is emptied of community: 
 
                                                           
4 Ibid.  
5 Francis Fukuyama particularly identifies reproductive rights and the right to carry arms as issues around 
which the politically conservative and the politically progressive hold divergent viewpoints on an individual’s 
right to choose. See “The Great Disruption,” The Atlantic Monthly 283, no. 5 (May 1999): 59. 
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As people have been liberated from their traditional ties to spouses, families, 
neighbourhoods, workplaces and churches, they have expected to retain social 
connectedness. But they have begun to realise that their elective affinities, which 
they can slide into and out of at will, have left them feeling lonely and 
disorientated, longing for deeper and more permanent relationships.6 
Though the depiction of the new millennium Fukuyama draws is exaggerated, and it is not 
the case that all affinities are now elective, or that elective affinities cannot produce deeply 
felt communal connections, it is certainly valid to assert that millennials are less interested 
in systematised or obligatory networks. A quantifiable symptom of the disconnection 
Fukuyama describes is millennials being notably less actively involved than other 
generations in political or religious institutions. According to Pew Research Centre, 
millennials have the highest level of disaffiliation with political and religious institutions of 
any population group they have researched over the past twenty five years.7 Further Pew 
findings indicate that millennials are less likely than other population groups to report 
believing in God,8 or to describe themselves using terms that indicate allegiances to 
particular groups or traditions such as “religious”, “patriotic” or “environmentalist”.9 
 
The construction of self-directed ontological frameworks is one way that millennials 
respond to the sense of isolation these sorts of disaffiliations can bring. According to 
sociologists Abby Day and Gordon Lynch, these “belief narratives” are a way individuals 
may “locate one’s emotions, meanings, values, and concerns in relation to networks of 
intimate relationships as well as patterns of belonging with wider, imagined communities.”10 
                                                           
6 Ibid., 60. 
7 Pew Research Centre, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 4. 
8 Ibid., 13. 
9 Ibid., 14. 
10 Abby Day and Gordon Lynch, “Belief as Cultural Performance,” Journal of Contemporary Religion 28, no. 2 
(2013): 201. 
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Svetlana Boym highlights the link between nostalgia and this search for ontological 
meaning: 
Modern nostalgia is a mourning for the impossibility of mythical return, for the 
loss of an enchanted world with clear borders and values; it could be a secular 
expression of a spiritual longing, a nostalgia for the absolute, a home that is both 
physical and spiritual, the edenic unity of time and space before entry into 
history. The nostalgic is looking for a spiritual addressee. Encountering silence, 
he looks for memorable signs, desperately misreading them.11  
Attempting to address the range of physical and metaphysical uncertainties Boym outlines, 
millennials create ontological frameworks which operate as a way of contextualising 
identity and situating the self as the product of a particular ancestry, and a participant in 
heritages that exist beyond the finite edges of a human’s life.  
 
Millennials’ individualism and disaffiliation from institutions influences the kind of 
ontological frameworks they produce. Philosopher Roland Barthes theorises myth as a 
symbolic “metalanguage”12 through which “ideas-in-form”13 may be examined. For Barthes, 
myths’ “ideas-in-form” exist as complete communicational units of signifier, signified and 
sign14 that prioritise form over meaning.15 The emptying out of meaning Barthes sees 
taking place in myths renders them ripe for reuse in new formats; indeed, as Barthes puts it 
“the fundamental character of the mythical concept is to be appropriated.”16 Millennials 
appropriate not just myth, but also desirable aspects of past and present religious and 
spiritual systems, public discourses, and popular culture to build nostalgically bowerbirded 
personal doctrines which function as their own unique symbolic metalanguage for the 
exploration of ontologies.  
                                                           
11 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 8. 
12 Roland Barthes. “Myth Today” in Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (New York: Hill and Wang, 1984), 4. 
13 Barthes, “Myth Today,” 2. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid., 5. 
16 Ibid., 6. 
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The use of these resources need not be discrete; multiple traditions and ideologies may be 
deployed alongside one another. Sociologist Adam Possamai’s study of the attitudes to 
religion in generations X and Y, the latter of which is an alternative term for the millennial 
generation, elaborates the manner in which these groups may bowerbird identity from a 
“library” including both popular culture and religion: 
People in this postmodern age pick and choose what suits them for their identity 
at a specific time and place. As part of this library of choices, popular culture is 
on the shelf with class, religion, sexuality, significant others … In this process, 
popular culture, among many other socio-cultural factors, influences the 
construction of the self, including that of the religious self.17 
Possamai notes here that individual belief systems and individual identity may both be 
constructed in the process of building ontological frameworks. The work of literary theorist 
Em McAvan supports this idea, where she proposes that the postmodern tendency towards 
combining the rational and the supernatural constitutes “a form of post-rationalism more 
akin to the religious sublime”18 which she calls the postmodern sacred. McAvan reflects that 
bowerbirded texts “are heavily packed with spiritual signifiers cobbled together from various 
religions and myths”19 and these signifiers work together to “refract religious symbols and 
ideas through a postmodern sensibility, with little regard for the demands of ‘real world’ 
epistemology.”20 This chapter will show that the refraction of signifiers and disregard for 
origins McAvan identifies in postmodernity continues to occur in a post-millennial context.  
 
Referring to and unpacking examples from indie folk, this chapter will argue that the 
process of constructing an ontology is also a process of self construction. Millennials’ 
ontological constructions are nostalgic in both function and aesthetic. As a generation that 
                                                           
17 Adam Possamai. Sociology of Religion for Generations X and Y (London, Oakville: Equinox Publishing Ltd., 
2009), 27. 
18 Em McAvan. “The Postmodern Sacred,” Journal of Religion and Popular Culture 22, no. 1 (2010): 11. 
19 Ibid., 4. 
20 Ibid., 4. 
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has distanced itself from social, religious and political affiliations, millennials customise 
ontologies that replace the personal contexts, traditions and heritages that were formerly 
supplied, at least in part, by institutions. Individuals’ selectively bowerbirded, personal 
frameworks respond to their particular, unique ontological desires by drawing broadly upon 
a range of desirable resources from the past and the present. This chapter will examine the 
ways that Bon Iver’s pastiched iconographic language, the rewriting of myth and religion by 
Joanna Newsom and reframing of Christianity by Sufjan Stevens each articulate unique, 
nostalgic ontological frameworks. Although discrete, these affectively and stylistically 
nostalgic ontologies share the common function of identity construction and 
contextualisation, grounding their creators within a series of self-selected cultural and 
historical traditions. 
 
Re v e r e n t  I r r e v e r e n c e :  B ow e r b i r d i n g  i n  2 2 ,  A  M i l l i o n  
Bon Iver’s 2016 album, 22, A Million, demonstrates some of the ways indie folk may 
construct ontological frameworks from a diverse range of nostalgically selected religious or 
supernatural signifiers. Inventing a personalised ideology in this way, by bowerbirding the 
most desirable resources at the individual’s disposal and discarding aspects that are less 
desirable, is a nostalgic process. Bowerbirding sacred and profane materials together can be 
problematic, since in their original contexts some of these ideologies exist in conflict with 
one another. Where indie folk texts avoid dissonance in setting opposing ideas side by side, 
it is again the work of nostalgia. Nostalgia allows a selective blindness to occur, whereby 
ideological oppositions may be overlooked and unity achieved through the pastiche’s 
nostalgic wrapping. Nostalgia can empty religious and spiritual signs and signifiers of their 
original devotional content. Conflicts and discrepancies may be glossed over, and 
connecting threads highlighted. In this way, nostalgia allows millennials to mine beliefs, 
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icons and institutions of the past for desirable aesthetic and metaphoric expressive objects, 
while maintaining an overall disaffiliation with the systems and traditions that produced 
them. McAvan describes this process as inadvertently irreverent, suggesting secular artists 
are “willing to play with the sacred, albeit situated at a safe distance in a secondary textual 
world often divorced from the need for real-world commitment and belief.”21 The separation 
the nostalgic pastiche creates between signifier and signified means that resources may be 
used symbolically and meaningfully, but without necessarily requiring any personal 
deference. In this section, 22, A Million will be analysed to demonstrate this irreverent but 
deft nostalgic juxtaposition of diverse ontological codes and framing discourses. The 
album’s combination of icons, sounds and ideologies drawn from numerology, Christianity, 
Taoism, traditional folk music and more recent popular music culture combine to write a 
paean to music itself as the ultimate source of meaning, connection and belonging.  
 
The rhetoric surrounding 22, A Million makes explicit the philosophies that underpin it. The 
significance of community, creative collaboration and friendship is at the forefront of the 
album’s supporting documents. A dual-function press release / biography by Vernon’s 
longtime friend and collaborator Trevor Hagen was made available on the band’s website 
and also distributed to the media in the lead up to the album’s release.22 Hagen’s document 
is part essay, part memoir, and describes the personal and professional influence the local 
Wisconsin music community had on both Hagen and Vernon. Of this experience Hagen 
writes, “Through these shared musical experiences, we began to find and form our hearts 
collectively.”23 Hagen’s account suggests that what participants were actually able to “find 
and form” was a set of shared values, and as such the word “hearts” might be seen to stand 
                                                           
21 McAvan, “The Postmodern Sacred,” 11. (italics in original) 
22 Trevor Hagen. “22, A Million” Bon Iver, artist website, press release / biography / essay, August 1, 2016, 
unpaginated. Accessed 23rd November 2016. http://boniver.org/bio. 
23 Ibid. 
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in for a more precise but less audience-appropriate term such as “ideologies” or “ontologies.” 
Hagen points to Bon Iver’s previous releases For Emma and Bon Iver as Vernon’s personal 
realisations of the ambition “just music, always”24 learned in this community, but proposes 
that these albums emerged during a period of rupture between Vernon and the collective. 
According to Hagen, the pressures of notoriety Vernon experienced following the successes 
were significant and contributed to a period of “creative dryness.”25 This prompted a return 
to a more collaborative and collective music making mentality for the new album, which 
according to Hagen allowed Vernon to clarify “what [music] was for.”26 This information 
contextualises Hagen’s role as the band’s mouthpiece, implying it occurs as part of an 
attempt by Vernon to lower his public profile, maintain some personal privacy, and avoid 
being the centre of media and fan focuses. His other spotlight deflection tactics have 
included limiting interviews27 and using press shots that conceal his face.28 Both the tone of 
Hagen’s writing and Vernon’s newfound reticence suggest nostalgia for the earlier 
experiences of community and collaboration the two experienced. Vernon’s choice to return 
to a community in which he had previously participated, rather than to engage with a new 
one, reinforces the notion that millennials long nostalgically for durable, familiar and 
                                                           
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid.  
27 Vernon did do a few one-on-one interviews in support of 22, A Million, but the majority of the information 
supporting the album was distributed at a small press conference held in his hometown Eau Claire, and later 
made available for online streaming at https://boniver.org/pressconference. Another source of the press’s 
research was an extensive interview about the album’s artwork given by its creator, visual artist Eric Timothy 
Carlson. The album artwork will be discussed later, but Carlson’s interview functions similarly to Hagen’s 
essay in that it facilitates Vernon’s stepping back, deflecting attention away from himself and turning it toward 
people in the community with whom he collaborated. See Byrne, “Designing 22, A Million.” 
28 Vernon justified this decision at the press conference thus: “I don't really love meeting too many people, 
because I don't have time to be their friend. Faces are for friends only. That's what I think.” Quoted in Steve 
Marsh, “Bon Iver Reveals Secrets of New Album 22, A Million at Eau Claire Press Conference,” Pitchfork, 
music news website, September 3, 2016. Accessed November 23, 2016. http://pitchfork.com/news/67963-
bon-iver-reveals-the-secrets-of-new-album-22-a-million-at-eau-claire-press-conference/ 
Vernon’s face covering brings to mind another prominent indie pop artist, Sia, who began making similar 
attempts to conceal her identity due to her growing fame from around 2010. Between 2010 and 2014 Sia 
mostly ghostwrote songs for other performers, and even since her return to performance work often wears a 
black and white wig with a fringe that covers her face. Sia’s reasons for this choice are similar to Vernon’s; a 
desire to separate the private self from the public. See Steve Knopper, “Sia Furler, the Socially Phobic Pop 
Star,” New York Times Magazine, April 18, 2014. Accessed August 24, 2017. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/20/magazine/sia-furler-the-socially-phobic-pop-star.html 
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intimate interpersonal connections. Hagen’s essay situates 22, A Million as the culmination 
of this nostalgic return to community, rendering it “part love letter, part final resting place 
of two decades of searching for self-understanding like a religion.”29  
 
Hagen makes further, even more direct links between music and the sacred. He suggests 
that overall the album examines “what’s worth worshipping, or rather, what is possible to 
worship. If music is a sacred form of discovering, knowing and being, then Bon Iver’s 
albums are totems to that faith.”30 Hagen closes the essay with a statement that reads like a 
commissioned manifesto for Bon Iver and the musical community in which the band 
currently seems to operate, which is worth quoting at length here: 
Music is a pathway that allows us to listen to ourselves and the people that 
surround us. It is a pathway to understanding that actively creates change in 
real-time. Music, even in its most intimate moments, is a pathway between us all. 
It is the nuts and bolts of humanity as well as its totality. It is made sacred 
between people and in return makes those relationships sacred. It is the buoyant 
substance that we grab onto when the water rises above our heads. The answer 
has been here the entire time: just music, always.31 
Throughout his essay, Hagen unequivocally articulates an ideology he claims is shared by 
the extended Bon Iver musical community, which positions music and acts of music 
participation in the realm of the sacred. Music is deemed “the answer” to ontological 
questions and personal uncertainties. In making these claims, Hagen writes a new 
ontological narrative using language and attitudes associated with religion, but without 
forging any firm attachments to specific existing faiths, spiritual systems or religious 
practices. Hagen outlines 22, A Million as a nostalgically inflected work, bowerbirding 
                                                           
29 Hagen, “22, A Million,” unpaginated. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
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Vernon’s return to community-focussed music making practice with an ontology that views 
this practice through the lens of the sacred. 
 
Other aspects of the album support and extend the ideological statements made in Hagen’s 
introductory document. A number of visual artworks created by artist Eric Timothy 
Carlson were released alongside the album, including murals, a zine, lyric videos on 
YouTube, and cover art, which varied to suit the different dimensions and formats for CD, 
cassette and LP. Carlson developed the artwork in response to activities he witnessed and 
conversations in which he participated while attending a number of the album’s 
collaborative recording sessions at Vernon’s Wisconsin home studio, April Base. Many of 
these artworks are dominated by dense patchworks of symbols which draw upon diverse 
religious and spiritual iconographic traditions for inspiration. The CD’s cover (see fig. 13 
below) features upwards of 50 white symbols on a black background, including images such 
as a crescent moon, a white peace dove superimposed on a globe with butterfly wings, 
outline drawings of a feather and an upside-down chair, an ear, a tower of wine goblets, a 
sports jersey emblazoned with the number 22,32 and a road leading off into the distance 
fringed with what at first glance seem to be powerlines but upon closer inspection prove to 
be crucifixes. Dominating the cover at its centre is a mustard and orange coloured, square 
rendering of the yin and yang, a symbol which in Chinese philosophy represents the ability 
of opposing forces to be complementary. In combination, the images continue to bear 
sufficient association with their original contexts that they seem more like an iconographic 
set than a mindless series of doodles, with some reviewers treating the dense collection of 
                                                           
32 This references Vernon’s jersey number when playing school sports, and is a number that is significant to 
Vernon’s numerology beliefs. Further discussion of Vernon’s interest in the number 22 follows. See also Jon 
Pareles, “The Blessed, Cursed Life of Bon Iver,” The New York Times, September 21, 2016. Accessed November 
24, 2016. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/25/arts/music/bon-iver-justin-vernon-22-a-million-interview.html?_r=0  
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symbols like a code to be cracked.33 In this sense, it functions much like the collection of 
symbols on the cover of Joanna Newsom’s The Milk-Eyed Mender discussed in the previous 
chapter. Music journalist John Kelly describes the way 22, A Million’s “mélange of numbers, 
symbols, and typography” disrupts meaning by suggesting “a relationship between signifier 
and signified that is unstable and slippery, as if to scramble what we can express with our 
words and the meaning we can access through them.”34 The instability of the mash-up of 
symbols also distances the album from any direct, singular ancestral or doctrinal heritage. 
Rather than acquiring meaning from their original source, the images work here to both 
derive and transmit meaning by their proximity to one another and to the overall context of 
the album. 
 
fig. 13: Bon Iver, 22, A Million, CD cover front (right) and back (left) by Eric Timothy Carlson. Used with permission. 
 
                                                           
33 For example Noah Yoo describes it as “something of a tome. A book of lore. Jung’s Red Book. A lost 
religion. The Rosetta Stone. Sagan’s Golden Record.” See “Bon Iver’s Cryptic 22, A Million Artwork 
Explained,” Pitchfork, music news website, October 3, 2016. Accessed August 29, 2017. 
http://pitchfork.com/news/68734-bon-ivers-cryptic-22-a-million-artwork-explained/. 
34 John Kelly, “The Strange and Searching Linguistic Experiments on Bon Iver’s 22, A Million,” Slate, online 
magazine, October 21, 2016. Accessed November 11, 2016. 
http://www.slate.com/blogs/lexicon_valley/2016/10/21/bon_iver_s_22_a_million_lyrics_and_semiotics_re
viewed.html 
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The songs on the album are inflected by this same dense, nostalgic bowerbirding of 
selectively sourced material. Each song is titled with a non-consecutive number, a word or 
words, and often an accompanying symbol or image; track five of the album is “29 
#Strafford APTS”, track three is “715 CRΣΣKS” and track one is “22 (OVER S∞∞N)”. The 
numbers utilised were influenced by Vernon’s personal numerology beliefs. Number 22 of 
the album’s title and its opening track, for example, was chosen by Vernon as a number 
representing himself, and the number a million, which completes the album title and names 
its closing track, represents the rest of the world. Between “22” and “1000000” come tracks 
examining the interplay between these two entities, where Vernon meets the Other.35 
Musically, the songs are similarly multilayered and dense. Several feature barely discernible 
samples from popular music tracks from diverse styles, ranging from singer-songwriter 
Paolo Nutini to experimental musician Lonnie Holley to indie rocker Sharon van Etten36 to 
gospel singer Mahalia Jackson.37 Other tracks are crammed with instrumental and vocal 
lines vying for space, in one case involving one hundred and fifty overdubbed saxophones.38 
Some lyrics quote songs or texts from Christian traditions. For example, track six lyrically 
references and samples the gospel tune “I’m standing in the need of prayer”, and the album 
artwork and lyric video for “33 ‘GOD’” quote a passage from Psalm 22.39 In other cases, the 
lyrics are more of a word-salad which, like the iconography used in the cover art, hints at 
meanings through their particular combination. The third verse of “22 (OVER S∞∞N)” uses 
                                                           
35 These ideas are articulated in various materials that accompanied the album’s release, including Hagen’s 
essay, and statements Vernon has made in interviews, for example in Pareles, “The Blessed, Cursed Life.” 
36 These three samples are all found on “33 ‘GOD’”. See Jazz Monroe, “Bon Iver’s new song ’33 ‘GOD’’ 
samples Paolo Nutini,” Pitchfork, music news website, August 29, 2016. Accessed June 14, 2017. 
http://pitchfork.com/news/67883-bon-ivers-new-song-33-god-samples-paolo-nutini/ 
37 Mahalia Jackson’s “How I Got Over” is used on “22 (OVER S∞∞N)”. See Andrea Swensson, “All of the 
songs sampled on Bon Iver’s 22, A Million,” The Current, Minnesota Public Radio’s Blog, September 4, 2016. 
Accessed June 14, 2017. http://blog.thecurrent.org/2016/09/all-of-the-songs-sampled-on-bon-ivers-22-a-
million/ 
38 Steven Arroyo, “Bon Iver processes success with symbolism on 22, A Million,” A.V. Club, pop culture news 
website, September 30, 2016. Accessed November 24, 2016. http://www.avclub.com/review/bon-iver-
processes-success-symbolism-22-million-243199 
39 The selection of Psalm 22 superimposes Vernon’s numerology beliefs onto the Christian Bible. The quoted 
text itself reads “why are you so FAR from saving me?” (capitalisation as it appears in the lyric video) The use 
of quotation marks in the song’s title around the word God is also notable – “33 ‘GOD’” – and could be 
interpreted variously as indicating a title, or as ironic in use. 
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obtuse implications, snatches of imagery and invented words, to suggest divine revelation, 
triumph over adversity, division and reunion, and hope for release from turmoil.40 At the 
centre of the album’s crowd of signifiers is a self-constructed ontological framework in 
which music generally, and 22, A Million specifically, connects disparate individuals, 
theological doctrines, symbols and philosophies within a single coherent framework.  
 
The ontology expressed in Bon Iver’s album 22, A Million, springs from questions about 
life’s purpose and meaning. Nostalgia is present in the selective process of bowerbirding 
ideologies, sounds and iconography from diverse past and present sources to build an 
ontological framework to address current and future existential instabilities. Hagen’s essay, 
Vernon’s interviews and the contents of the album itself propose that success and fame are 
ultimately empty of meaning, and that belonging and connection are instead found in 
participatory music experiences. These tropes are not new, having roots dating back at least 
as far as the ideological conflicts between community music-making and polished 
performance which surrounded the emergence of folk-rock in the 1960s.41 The millennial 
circulation of these tropes differs from earlier iterations in response to the new contexts into 
which they are bowerbirded, and 22, A Million demonstrates a millennial interpretation of 
these ongoing creative and cultural concerns. Evading alignment with strictly structured 
religious or spiritual systems, the album’s ontology is nevertheless drawn from and 
supported by these sources’ nostalgically derived iconographic and symbolic authority. The 
album’s originary narrative is simultaneously accessible to listeners, who also participate in 
                                                           
40 The final verse’s lyrics read as follows: 
(And I’m gonna shout all my trouble over) 
Oh and I have carried consecration 
And then You expelled all decision 
As I may stand up with a vision 
(Caught daylight, goddamn right) 
Within a rise there lies a scission 
(It might be over soon). 
41 Frith outlines the disjunct in the ways folk and rock communicated authenticity in “The magic,” 162 – 165. 
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the musical experience deemed by Bon Iver to be at the centre of meaningful existence, and 
unique to its creators, as demonstrated through the use of Vernon’s personal numerological 
system in structuring and titling the album. 22, A Million constructs its ontological 
framework by drawing nostalgically from popular culture, diverse spiritual and religious 
iconography, and established religions, and situates meaning and belonging in the shared act 
of music making. 
 
J o a n n a  N ew s om  a n d  t h e  N um i no u s  E v e r y d a y  
Joanna Newsom’s ontological frameworks also use nostalgia in their construction and 
communication, although the frameworks themselves vary dramatically from those 
described above. Where Bon Iver’s ontology employs selective, nostalgic bowerbirding 
techniques in its construction, and is at times affectively nostalgic for Vernon’s own past, it 
nevertheless retains a distinctly contemporary mood. A particularly millennial-era 
epistemological mode is conveyed through the blending of Eastern traditions, such as the 
use of Taoist symbols, with both Western Christianity and with philosophies of dual 
heritage such as numerology. Digital technology is a key tool in enabling easy access to the 
variety of traditions from which users like Bon Iver may draw in the construction of what 
Possamai describes as “self-selected religions”.42 Although these philosophical blends may 
not be unique to the millennial era, the multimedia access to and flagrant combining of 
discrete, sometimes opposed, philosophies situate ontologies like Bon Iver’s distinctly in the 
millennial moment.  
 
                                                           
42 Possamai, Sociology of Religion, 27. 
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By contrast, the nostalgic ways in which Newsom handles belief involve more complete 
reinvigorations of spiritual and ideological materials from the past, but positioned in a new 
context. Despite the changes in style and aesthetic exhibited across her oeuvre, Newsom’s 
work often takes the form of fable- or parable-style songs which feel like recently unearthed 
artefacts of the past. Although in most cases her songs are original compositions, certain 
elements of their construction lend her work this antique aspect, such as her frequent use of 
narrative, the formality of her poetic language,43 and the complexity of her music. Art 
theorist Dougal Phillips insightfully conceptualises Newsom’s “theology”44 as 
fundamentally about “making sense of the world; of its borders and boundaries and of the 
layered realms one can only inhabit and traverse in possible journeys.”45 In Newsom’s 
ontological framework the ordinary is conceived as potentially numinous, that is, as having 
an innate mystical, spiritual and/or religious aspect. Her work conveys a world governed by 
natural laws which may be complied with or rebelled against. At times Newsom’s work 
nostalgically reworks and references historical legends and doctrines, placing them 
alongside commonplace activities, and positioning both as sites of potential wonder. In 
removing these tales from their original context, she rewrites them for a millennial audience 
that longs to be situated within an epistemological heritage, but abhors the institutions and 
systems from which these legends and doctrines usually emerge. By repurposing these sorts 
of existing materials, Newsom builds an ontology based on connections between 
contemporary life, the imaginary, and pagan, pre-Christian, folk-based knowledge. At other 
times, her whimsical narratives and images are newly invented fantasies that, by taking on 
the form and style of a fable or parable, continue to evoke a sense of pastness and frame the 
                                                           
43 Although this kind of language appears in folk-influenced work by other popular musicians, such as Nick 
Cave or Tim Buckley, literary theorist Brad Buchanan points out that this is an outmoded convention. He 
explains “Newsom is departing from colloquial speech patterns to remind us that she is composing a formal 
work whose rhythms and rhymes must be kept inviolate. Such a gesture was common practice among poets as 
late as the nineteenth century, but has fallen out of favour in the past century or so, when a more natural-
seeming voice was deemed to be a more desirable poetic attribute.” See Buchanan, “‘Am I so dear?” 44. 
44 Dougal Phillips. “The Pelt and The Felt: Affect and the Unfolding Libidinal Skin of Everything,” Visions of 
Joanna Newsom, ed. Brad Buchanan (Sacramento, CA: Roan Press, 2010), 156. 
45 Ibid., 155. 
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world as “fluid, terrifying and sublime”.46 Despite Newsom’s work giving the impression it 
occupies an older space than Bon Iver’s, its poetic and musical journeys into the fantastic or 
mundane past retain a sense of connection to the present. Using imagination to blur the 
barriers between times, everyday life, metaphysical happenings, and legend, Newsom 
explores intangible aspects of human existence. 
 
Newsom’s construction of the numinous everyday evokes a nostalgic folk myth, discussed in 
chapter four, of an agrarian period; pre-Industrialisation, pre-mass communications, and 
pre-standardised education. One of the key sonic associations with this nostalgic 
construction of the past is the prevalent use of the harp in her work. Where the harp 
appears in myths and parables it is often granted supernatural powers. For example, in the 
Orpheus and Eurydice myth, the harp was the key to unlocking access to the supernatural 
realm; it enabled the Argonauts to be rescued from the Sirens, and prompted compassion 
from the gods of the Underworld that allowed Orpheus to free Eurydice. Similarly, in the 
Old Testament of the Bible, David’s harp-playing soothes Saul’s mind when he is disquieted 
by demons.47 At the same time as harps serving these lofty functions, the predecessors to 
the pedal harp Newsom plays such as the lyre and the Celtic harp also have more everyday 
applications, as typical folk instruments found in many cultures around the world since 
antiquity. Early harps were portable and part of the minstrelsy tradition, bearing links with 
the transmission of oral history through song from this association. The integration of 
harps and other, similar folk instruments into the popular music sphere was also an 
important element in the 1960s folk revival. In particular, folk singer-songwriter Joni 
Mitchell’s use of Appalachian dulcimer48 on several tracks on Blue, as well as her acrobatic 
                                                           
46 Ibid., 156. 
47 1 Samuel 16: 14 – 23. 
48 An Appalachian dulcimer is not a harp, however they share some similar features. Both are plucked 
chordophones, meaning they possess some common timbral qualities despite the dulcimer having a much more 
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singing style, can be seen as a stripped back precursor to Newsom’s more exaggerated 
vocals and instrumental accompaniment. In indie folk, Newsom’s use of the harp as the 
primary accompanying instrument of her work is a unique choice; few other popular 
musicians play the harp, and positioning it in such a central role in an indie folk band was 
unheard of prior to Newsom. Using the harp builds sonic associations with folk traditions 
that support Newsom’s ontological framework, positioning her as a rightful inheritor of the 
oral folk tradition. 
 
Newsom evokes further sonic links to the past by building a nostalgic, slow moving image 
of agrarian and pre-industrial life that contributes to the numinous everyday ontology she 
constructs. This notion is also prevalent in some spiritual traditions. Christian 
denominations with pragmatic bents that focus on “faith and works”49 suggest that 
transcendent experiences of God may occur in everyday acts, particularly acts of service. 
Ideologies of this sort may be practised by congregations from the Religious Society of 
Friends (Quakers), and Wesleyan influenced churches such as the Methodist Church. 
Outside of the Christian sphere, musicologist Rupert Till proposes that contemporary 
Paganism is rooted in everyday spiritual experiences, identifying positive relationships 
between the earth, the self and place as being key tenets of the movement.50 Historian 
Jonathan Z. Smith further points out that the everyday becomes sacred when attention is 
directed at it in a manner that sacralises it, stating that “there is nothing that is inherently 
sacred or profane. These are not substantive categories, but rather situational or relational 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
limited span of three octaves to the pedal harp’s six. They are also both similarly unconventional instruments 
in popular music, and their use outside of their usual genres of folk or western art music is relatively 
uncommon. 
49 The origins of this phrase are James 2: 14 – 16, in which the author discusses whether a person’s salvation 
stems from faith in God alone, or whether that faith must be accompanied by good deeds (faith and works). 
This was also an area of theological disagreement between Catholics and Protestants at the time of the 
Reformations and the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century. See Alistair E. McGrath. Christianity: An 
Introduction, Third Edition (West Sussex: John Wiley and Sons), 94, 151 – 155. 
50 Rupert Till, “Paganism, Popular Music and Stonehenge,” in Pop Pagans: Paganism and Popular Music, eds. 
Donna Weston and Andy Bennett (London, New York: Routledge, 2014), 25. 
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categories[.]”51 Thematically and sonically advocating for an unhurried lifestyle, Newsom’s 
work adopts a dreamier pace than is expected of the hectic modern world, and allows the 
ordinary to be viewed as a source of transcendence.  
 
Often deviating from standard pop song lengths,52 Newsom’s work celebrates measured and 
unhurried pacing by requiring a time commitment from listeners. Encarnacao notes that 
although Newsom’s musical material often includes repeated sections, which he identifies as 
frequently adhering to strophic or a modified strophic form, lyrical repetition does not 
always follow.53 The general lack of refrains in her songs contributes to them being heard as 
intricate and difficult to unravel.54 Listening to Newsom’s work can be time consuming and 
may require patience. This slowing down is one of the hallmarks of nostalgia, in its willful 
refusal to accept the continual advance of time.55 As discussed earlier in this thesis, Boym 
points out nostalgia’s propensity towards time-lag: 
At first glance, nostalgia is a longing for a place, but actually it is a yearning for 
a different time - the time of our childhood, the slower rhythms of our dreams. In 
a broader sense nostalgia is rebellion against the modern idea of time, the time of 
history and progress. The nostalgic desires to obliterate history and turn it into 
private or collective mythology, to revisit time like space, refusing to surrender 
to the irreversibility of time that plagues the human condition.56  
                                                           
51 Jonathan Z. Smith, Imagining Religion: From Babylon to Jonestown (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1982), 
55. 
52 Newsom’s second album, Ys, with its previously discussed long track lengths is the most obvious example of 
this. Have One On Me is also epic in its own way, as a three disk set of eighteen tracks and song lengths 
clocking in from just under 2 minutes up to 11 minutes. Listening to the album in its entirety requires more 
than two hours of listeners’ attention. Mender is the most conventional in terms of its tracks’ duration at 
around 3 to 6 minutes each, but still utilises some song structures that are unorthodox in popular music. 
53 Encarnacao, Punk Aesthetics, 210 – 211. 
54 Ibid., 212.  
55 Boym notes that even the study of nostalgia “inevitably slows us down. There is, after all, something 
pleasantly outmoded about the very idea of longing ... Nostalgic time is that time-out-of-time of daydreaming 
and longing that jeopardizes one's timetables and work ethic, even when one is working on nostalgia.” See 
Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, xix. 
56 Ibid., xv. 
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Music that requires the listener to slow down and to feel the passage of time, then, 
communicates with a nostalgic affect. The gradual pace at which Newsom’s work proceeds 
is one of the means by which its ontology promotes the transcendent experience of the 
ordinary. Her works’ retrograde, structurally complex elements are supported thematically 
in the subject matter Newsom explores.  
 
Highlighting each tiny, ordinary and (by her reckoning) extraordinary detail, Newsom’s 
musical output and its ontology are dominated by detailed observation of the world. The 
stories she tells not only take note of birds in flight but even observe their different 
species.57 Idyllic afternoons may be spent outdoors in solitude and self-reflection.58 The 
passing of summer into autumn is keenly observed and mourned.59 Newsom finds wonder in 
detailed human knowledge, for example in the song “Emily” where she relates the 
differences between meteorites, meteors and meteoroids in a kind of sung mnemonic.60 In 
other instances, however, human knowledge and intellect are shown as contrived in dialectic 
with nature’s order, as may be seen in “This Side of the Blue”: 
And the signifieds butt heads with the signifiers  
And we all fall down slack-jawed to marvel at words  
While across the sky shoot the impossible birds  
In their steady, illiterate movement homewards.61  
Newsom’s jab at semiotic analysis here comes across as slightly ironic, given her own 
observably vast vocabulary and her lyrics’ tendency towards the enigmatic, but it 
                                                           
57 “The Meadowlark and the chim-choo-ree and the sparrow “ Newsom, “Emily”, Ys. 
58 “[d]own in the valley, // where the fields are green … pluck[ing] every last daisy clean.” Newsom, “Easy”, 
Have One on Me. 
59 Newsom, “Autumn,” Have One On Me. 
60 Newsom herself uses the word “mnemonic” to describe this passage in her interview with Byron Coley, 
(“The Tell-Tale Harp,” 44.) The lyric in question states: “The meteorite is the source of the light, // And the 
meteor’s just what we see, // And the meteoroid is a stone that’s devoid of the fire that propelled it to thee. // 
And the meteorite’s just what causes the light, // And the meteor’s how it’s perceived, // And the meteoroid’s 
a bone thrown from the void, that lies quiet in offering to thee.” 
61 Newsom. “This Side of the Blue”, The Milk-Eyed Mender. 
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communicates a clear endorsement of organic, innate forms of being and knowing as 
superior to cultivated intellectualism. This inclination towards instinctive rather than 
studied thought and action informs the ontologies Newsom’s work constructs. Sonically and 
thematically, Newsom’s contemplative pacing and meticulous approach finds transcendent 
delight in the lingering contemplation of the world around us. 
 
Newsom also refashions existing pagan and pre-Christian myths into her own new fables. A 
good example of this is her feminist reinterpretation of the Ys myth, after which her second 
album was named. Although there is some variation among versions of the myth, they all 
hold the King’s daughter, Dahut, responsible for the city’s drowning, suggesting it was 
punishment for her depraved behavior.62 In some interviews Newsom has suggested this 
myth may be predated by a different version that casts Dahut in a less condemning light, 
and that incorporating the Ys myth into the album was partly motivated by a desire to 
explore this “original” iteration: 
One thing I was thinking about was the inquiry into the places where 
Christianity came and erased a true story. I think when you read through this 
myth you can see remnants or shadows of what it may have been in its original 
form, which of course would have been a pagan, Druid myth. And although 
they’re just out of reach, you can perceive distantly those spots where you can 
feel there used to be something else there. In a way this record connects with 
what I imagine to be the actual pre-Christian myth, more than the Christianised, 
sterilized, morally upstanding version of the myth that remains.63 
Describing Christianity in this way positions it as a dominant and overriding discourse, and 
Pagan or other pre-Christian traditions as countercultural. In indie circles, the obscure, 
marginal counterculture is often positioned as superior to the homogenising, overbearing 
                                                           
62 Three versions of the myth containing this outcome, and dating from between 1637 and 1844, are compared 
and contrasted by mythology scholar James Doan, “The Legend of the Sunken City in Welsh and Breton 
Tradition”, Folklore 92, no. 1 (1981): 77 – 83. 
63 Coley, “The Tell-Tale Harp,” 42. 
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dominant discourse.64 As such, aligning the record with marginal interpretations of the past 
links it to these indie ideologies and grants it the increased cultural capital with which niche 
works are associated. In his foundational work in the field of cultural distinction, sociologist 
Pierre Bourdieu argues that niche works that emerge from a “field of restricted production 
are ‘pure’, ‘abstract’ and ‘esoteric’.”65 By requiring the receiver, who in the case of Newsom 
is the listener, to adopt particular aesthetic and interpretative positions that suit the 
production, and by making references that require specialist knowledge to understand, 
receivership is restricted to those with the necessary competencies.66 Newsom’s desire to 
uncover the “true story” of Ys also articulates a longing to connect with a marginal 
originary narrative, with which both she and her album are closely identified. English 
literature professor Nicola King proposes longing of this nature involves “a nostalgia for a 
certain kind of memory, one which would enable an unmediated access to the past and the 
restoration of lost continuities.”67 In this case what Newsom and many other nostalgic 
millennials seek is unmediated dialogue and identification with the past. By drawing upon 
what she perceives to be the pure, pre-Christian version of the myth, Newsom attempts to 
nostalgically reconstruct a linear history she supposes was disrupted by the influence of 
Christianity. 
 
Newsom’s rewritten version of the Ys myth surfaces at various points throughout the 
album, but without becoming its dominant or singular trope. The revised myth particularly 
challenges the condemnation of female desire associated with what she perceives as the 
Christianised version of the legend. Ys’ female characters, such as the Bear Ursula in 
“Monkey and Bear” and the unnamed female protagonists in “Only Skin” and “Sawdust and 
                                                           
64 See Fink, “A Decade of Indie”; Dolan, "This little ukulele," 457 – 469; Hibbett "What Is Indie Rock?" 55 – 
77. 
65 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods,” Poetics 14, (1985): 23 
66 Ibid. 
67 King. Memory, Narrative, Identity, 29. (italics in original) 
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Diamonds,” are depicted trapped within oppressive patriarchal paradigms or marginalised in 
relationships containing power imbalances. The central tenet of the Ys myth, that 
uncontrolled female desire and sexual expression brings not just people but whole cities to 
disaster and downfall, is reconsidered via these tales that conceive the experience of 
femaleness in a different light. Ultimately, it is the repression these female characters 
undergo in the process of articulating and acting upon their desires that is implied to be the 
root cause of calamity, rather than any evil inherent in their passions or themselves. 
Newsom’s Ys myth straddles temporal boundaries and builds a bridge between pagan and 
modern feminist discourse. Drawing nostalgically on what Newsom perceives to be its 
authentic version, the story is emptied of its patriarchal interpretation. The new narrative 
Newsom constructs has its basis in the past and its politics in the present. The ontology 
Newsom communicates here situates her within the context of a purpose-built historical 
feminist discourse. Through the writing of new fables and the recasting of existing myths, 
Newsom is positioned as the inheritor and articulator of folk’s contemporary history. 
 
Through the rewriting of the Ys myth, as well as her work’s instrumentation, structural 
and lyrical formalism and thematic associations, Newsom’s music acquires an aged and 
mythical feeling even though it is newly written. This may result from her works tending to 
follow many of the conventions philosopher Jack Carloye identifies as typical of myth or of 
mythopoetic experiences. In the case of Ys, the album clearly possesses a “dreamlike 
quality”, it is peopled by “fantastic creatures”, it endorses innate and natural forms of 
knowledge, and it conveys “a sense of a different order of time”.68 Although Newsom’s 
oeuvre is diverse, a broad tendency towards meticulous, unhurried observation and 
glorification of the world is observable. In Newsom’s ontology, the everyday is presented as 
                                                           
68 Jack Carloyle, “Myths as Religious Explanations,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 48, no. 2 (June 
1980): 182. 
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a source of transcendence and of numinous wonder. Newsom’s auditory links to folk music 
and the oral documentation and transmission of history frame her work as a participating in 
longstanding folk traditions, however it is not bound by these traditions. Rather, by 
rewriting and reframing myths and fables in a manner that suits her own sensibilities and 
millennial popular culture, Newsom is able to forge ontological links between her work and 
aspects of the past with which she identifies. 
 
S u f j a n  S t e v e n s  a n d  t h e  No s t a l g i c  S a c r e d  
Nostalgic references to Christianity have already been shown to be present in Sufjan 
Stevens’ work, through the brief reading of “Casimir Pulaski Day” with which this chapter 
opened. Stevens has self-identified as Christian for most of his adult, and all of his public, 
life,69 having spent some time in the church as a child, and entertained a childhood 
fascination with Christianity70 despite his parents’ “hodge-podge … trial-and-error” 
approach to their children’s religious education and experiences.71 Mentions of Christianity 
are so rife across Stevens’ oeuvre that he is regularly asked about ontological matters in 
interviews and has unwillingly become, as journalist Dan Gibson puts it, the “cultural voice 
of an entire liberalized-but-evangelical subsection of Christianity.”72 Like other millennials, 
however, Stevens remains keen to distance himself from Christian institutions, stating in an 
early-career interview: 
I think an enlightened person is capable, on some level, of making the distinction 
between the institution of the culture and the culture itself. The institution of 
Christianity, the way it’s set up, it’s institutionalised and commodified, and 
                                                           
69 Dombal, “True Myth”, unpaginated. 
70 Dombal, “True Myth”, unpaginated. 
71 Murray Noel. “Sufjan Stevens,” The A.V. Club, music news website, July 13 2005. Accessed September 21, 
2015. http://www.avclub.com/article/sufjan-stevens-13942 
72 Dan Gibson, “Sufjan Stevens Forsakes his Christian Fans to Create Art”, Phoenix New Times, news website, 
October 21, 2010. Accessed February 17, 2014. http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/2010-10-21/music/sufjan-
stevens-trades-his-christian-fans-for-actual-art/  
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anytime that happens, anytime it’s incorporated, it leads to disaster. I’m on the 
same page as everyone. I have the same knee-jerk reaction to that kind of 
culture.73 
Here Stevens articulates a desire many millennials share, to be able to differentiate between 
and separate institutional structures from culture and belief, to have one without the other.  
 
Despite his professed ambivalence towards the church, Stevens’ attitude to the place of 
Christianity in his work mirrors, in some respects, Newsom locating the numinous in the 
everyday. In an interview with music journalist David Roark, Stevens articulates how he 
sees his faith naturally imbuing daily life: 
It’s not so much that faith influences us as it lives in us. In every circumstance 
(giving a speech or tying my shoes), I am living and moving and breathing. This 
absolves me from ever making the embarrassing effort to gratify God (and the 
Church) by imposing religious content on anything I do.74 
Here Stevens proposes that the interplay between his work and faith operates in an 
uncontrived and spontaneous manner. This characterisation of his work also distances it 
from music that explicitly attempts evangelical persuasion, or that is designed for Christian 
worship activities. Stevens’ ontological perspective differs in this way from both Bon Iver’s 
mélange of diverse spiritual signifiers and Newsom’s reconstituted myths; where the other 
case studies deliberately find and insert sacred and spiritual materials from the nostalgically 
recalled past into their work, Stevens sees the Christian references in his work as a natural, 
                                                           
73 This quote comes from an interview feature on Pitchfork music news website around the time of Seven Swans 
release. The article no longer appears on the Pitchfork website, however an excerpt from this interview is 
quoted in Charlie Bertsch, “Between Hipsters and God There’s Sufjan Stevens,” Tikkun 20, no. 6 (2005): 79. 
The original interview has also been uploaded, apparently in full, on the website of a Slovakian record shop, 
see “Sufjan Stevens: Pitchfork Media,” WEGART, record shop website. Accessed November 20, 2017. 
http://www.wegart.sk/?ukaz=rozhovor&id=16 
74 David Roark, “How Sufjan Stevens Subverts the Stigma of Christian Music,” The Atlantic, news website, 
March 29, 2015. Accessed April 27, 2017. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2015/03/sufjan-stevens-and-a-better-way-to-write-
music-about-faith/388802/ 
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almost unavoidable, outpouring of his ontology. Nostalgia remains an important tool in all 
these different usages. For Stevens, it is through nostalgic references to pre-Modern 
conceptions of the Christian God that he simultaneously expresses his own ontology, and 
establishes its separation from institutional religions. Thus, Stevens’ work articulates both 
millennials’ longing to frame themselves within a system or tradition, and their wish to 
remain independent and disaffiliated. Stevens’ unique, personal ontology focuses on God’s 
mysticism and power, and sits in opposition to mainstream US evangelical discourses.  
 
Sufjan Stevens actively resists the pervasive influence and dominance of the evangelical 
right within the US, drawing instead upon earlier iterations of Christian discourse. Large 
scale Christian movements from the mid-twentieth century onwards actively sought to 
demystify the messages of the Christian gospel and to communicate their images in an 
accessible, appealing and culturally relevant manner. Journalist Brett McCracken uses the 
term “seeker sensitive” to sum up the “emphasis on the new and an elevation of trend and 
cool” that he suggests characterises evangelical Christian practice since the 1960s.75 The 
Billy Graham crusades,76 the Jesus People,77 the rise of Pentecostalism78 and the preaching 
                                                           
75 Brett McCracken. “Hipster Faith,” Christianity Today (September 2010): 26. 
76 Christian Pastor Billy Graham’s campaigns visited towns and cities around the world to preach the gospel, 
much in the style of a religious travelling circus. In Christian circles, Graham is generally considered a 
charismatic preacher and is thought to have addressed upward of 210 million people in 185 countries. 
Graham’s crusades popularised the “altar call”, an emotionally charged incitement from the pulpit for 
participants in the service to come forward for individual prayer and counselling from committed church 
members which often culminates in a prayer of repentance. See Michael G. Long, The Legacy of Billy Graham: 
Critical Reflections on America’s Greatest Evangelist (Louisville, London: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 3. 
77 The Jesus People were particularly active in the 1960s, carving out a Christian space within the period’s 
counterculture by rejecting the hippies’ free-love discourses but embracing other radical anti-war and pro-civil 
rights positions. They had a key influence on Christian popular music culture, promoting music that combined 
rock’s sound with Christian messages and ideologies. See McCracken, “Hipster Faith,” 26; Banjo O. Omotayo 
and Kesha Morant Williams, “A House Divided? Christian Music in Black and White,” Journal of Media and 
Religion 10, no. 3 (2011): 117.  
78 Pentecostalism is a prevalent revivalist trend emerging from the Assemblies of God and Church of God in 
Christ denominations, and is referred to where it appears in other churches and denominations as the 
charismatic movement or as second-wave Pentecostalism. Taking the biblical day of Pentecost (Acts 2) as a 
key text, the movement believes that God actively directs the lives of believers. Like other branches of 
Christianity, Pentecostals emphasise the importance of baptism in water, however they also believe Christians 
must be baptised in the Holy Spirit and suggest that this is demonstrated through the receipt of spiritual gifts 
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of the Prosperity doctrine79 are adaptations of the seeker-sensitive approach McCracken 
describes, which had varying degrees of transparency and success. While these activities are 
pertinent to this thesis, having emerged from US evangelical culture and made a profound 
impact on the nation’s citizens and politics, it is not possible here to give an in-depth 
analysis of a century’s worth of developments in the American Christian church. My limited 
acknowledgement of these discourses is made in order to demonstrate that Stevens’ lack of 
interest in making Christianity palatable runs counter to dominant trends in the church. 
Instead, Stevens’ adoption of a neo-orthodox position, emphasising God’s power and 
otherness with a particular focus on eschatology, is nostalgic in its opposition to 
mainstream US Christian discourses. 
 
Historian Karen Armstrong proposes that mythic and symbolic interpretations of religious 
doctrine tend to feel unnatural or uncomfortable in contemporary culture as a result of the 
influence of modernity’s rationalist thinking.80 Stevens bucks the rationalist trend, offering 
an alternative, pre-Modern metaphoric construction of God as humanity’s powerful and 
mystical supernatural creator-judge. Owing a great debt to the impressions of God 
portrayed in gospel-style folk music from the first half of the twentieth century, Stevens’ 
work juxtaposes biblical language with memory and metaphor. Although Stevens’ thematic 
examinations make reference to earlier iterations of the Christian God, his music is 
decidedly of its time and displays his extensive musical training through its polished and 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
such as prophecy, miraculous healing and speaking in tongues (glossolalia). See Luis Lugo, Spirit and Power: A 
10-Country Survey of Pentecostals, Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life (Washington: Pew Research Centre, 
October 2006): 1 – 2. 
79 The Prosperity doctrine or Prosperity gospel seeks to address existential questions about suffering and the 
existence of evil by suggesting God’s answers to prayer are proportional to a person’s faith in Him. Adherents 
to this doctrine believe that money, health and material rewards are given according to faith, therefore people 
who lack these things need only have more faith for God to bless them by improving their circumstances. In 
this sense it is like the love child of evangelical Christianity and other popular movements and discourses of 
the late twentieth century, including capitalism, self-help psychology, and belief in the power of positive 
thinking. See Kate Bowler, “The Daily Grind: The Spiritual Workday of the American Prosperity Gospel,” 
Journal of Cultural Economy 8, no. 5 (2015): 630 – 636. 
80 Karen Armstrong. The Case For God (New York: Random House, 2009), 4 – 5. 
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carefully crafted textures, instrumentation, and song and lyrical structures. Bowerbirding 
innovative sounds and technologies with symbolic and metaphoric language as a means of 
conceiving the complex nature of God, the ontology he constructs subverts dominant trends 
in postmodern evangelical theology and church culture.  
 
Stevens’ work references interpretations of the sacred found in various traditional folk 
songs without aping their sound or performance style. A useful, though problematic, 
resource that demonstrates this heritage is the second volume of Harry Smith’s Anthology of 
American Folk Music. As discussed in chapter two, the Anthology is less an ethnographic or 
anthropological document and more a work of creative curation, representing what Smith 
saw as folk music’s key attributes of oddness, anachronism and authenticity.81 Nevertheless, 
it provides several examples to which Stevens’ work may be usefully compared. That 
Stevens’ music shares closer connections to gospel tracks from the first half of the twentieth 
century than to contemporary Christian music indicates the nostalgia in Stevens’ temporally 
disrupted ontology. Nominally titled “Social Music”, the Anthology’s second volume contains 
traditional folk tracks performed by various Reverends and church singing groups that 
collectively portray God’s supernatural power and inscrutability. Apocalyptic prophecy and 
impending doom are seamlessly amalgamated with everyday human concerns. Rev. Sister 
Mary Nelson’s performance, “Judgement,”82 warns a disbelieving public of God’s impending 
wrath, drawing on images from the biblical book of Revelation. Repentance and judgement 
are examined in similar, though modernised, terms by Stevens in tracks such as “Get Real, 
                                                           
81 Cultural theorist Kevin M. Moist points out that the Anthology itself reflects its curator Harry Smith’s own 
hodgepodge of spiritual ascriptions. Moist suggests that numerous aspects of the Anthology’s construction had 
a spiritual significance for Smith, from sorting and colour-coding its contents into four volumes around the 
elements of earth, wind, water and fire, to the inclusion on the cover of a one-stringed instrument called the 
celestial monochord from a text by alchemist Robert Fludd. See “Collecting, Collage and Alchemy: The Harry 
Smith Anthology of American Folk Music as Art and Cultural Intervention,” American Studies 48, no. 4 
(Winter 2007): 111 – 127. 
82 Sister Mary Nelson. “Judgement” Anthology of American Folk Music Vol 2: Social Music, ed. Harry Smith, 
New York: Folkways, LP record, 1952. 
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Get Right”,83 “Seven Swans”84 and “The Transfiguration”.85 Where Stevens calls on God for 
help in times of calamity, as he does in “Oh God, Where Are You Now?”86 and “John My 
Beloved,”87 his work recalls traditional folk hymns found in the Anthology that seek God’s 
intercession, like “Since I Laid My Burdens Down”88 or “Shine On Me.”89 Although not 
drawing explicitly on these examples, Stevens’ tracks are nonetheless a millennial evolution 
of the metaphoric representations of God’s omnipotence that are conveyed by traditional 
gospel-folk songs. In this manner, they contrast with dominant US evangelical Christian 
discourses that seek to make God and Christianity more desirable and accessible.  
 
Church gospel music is another, more recent, musical tradition with which Stevens’ music is 
in dialogue. This music is itself a product of the folk and blues traditions with which 
Stevens’ music has already been compared, with the two genres sharing numerous 
harmonic, melodic, rhythmic and structural tendencies. Church gospel music diverges from 
blues and folk music in its function and subject matter. Primarily composed for use in 
Christian worship services, though it may also be broadcast on the radio or formally 
released as albums, church gospel music usually examines themes relating to the character 
of God, and the relationship of God and humans. Although Stevens’ music is composed 
entirely for secular purposes, it often emulates some of the language and thematic interests 
of gospel music intended for use in church. Where Stevens’ tracks mention being “drawn to 
the blood,”90 describe a future age of “eternal living,”91 or mention Christ’s sacrifice at 
                                                           
83 Stevens, The Age of Adz. 
84 Stevens, Seven Swans.  
85 Ibid. 
86 Stevens, Michigan.  
87 Stevens, Carrie and Lowell.  
88 Elders McIntorsh and Edwards Sanctified Singers. “Since I Laid My Burdens Down” Anthology of American 
Folk Music Vol 2: Social Music, ed. Harry Smith, New York: Folkways, LP record, 1952. 
89 Ernest Phipps and His Holiness Singers. “Shine On Me” Anthology of American Folk Music, Vol 2: Social 
Music, ed. Harry Smith, New York: Folkways, LP record, 1952. 
90 Stevens, “Drawn to the Blood,” Carrie and Lowell. 
91 Stevens, “The Age of Adz,” The Age of Adz. 
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Calvary,92 they draw on images that circulated in the church gospel tradition. Removing 
particular, desirable references such as these from the church gospel tradition and reusing 
them in a new, secular context involves aesthetically nostalgic bowerbirding techniques, 
and indicates millennial nostalgic longing to connect to an ontological heritage. 
 
Stevens’ work can be usefully compared to church gospel music by Andrae Crouch. Crouch 
was active in the mid to late twentieth century, and his music straddled the sacred secular 
divide, being played in churches and also recognised by the wider music industry.93 Stevens’ 
tracks explore similar subject matter and adopt comparable positions to those espoused in 
some of Crouch’s compositions, such as “My Tribute (To God Be The Glory),”94 “Soon and 
Very Soon,”95 and “The Blood Will Never Lose Its Power.”96 A particularly notable theme 
the two artists share is the idea of “getting right” with God, a term used in Christian circles 
to describe confessing and repenting from sin and accepting God’s forgiveness.97 In “What 
Ya Gonna Do?” Crouch sings “what ya gonna do / if you wait too late / to get your heart 
right with God?,”98 a sentiment echoed by Stevens in “Get Real, Get Right” where he sings 
“but I must do the right thing / I must do myself a favour / and get real, get right with the 
Lord.” Crouch’s music formed a dialogue between the Christian church and wider culture, 
being sung in services on Sundays and played on radio and television outside of a Christian 
                                                           
92 Stevens, “The Owl and the Tanager,” All Delighted People. 
93 Crouch’s music was often also published in sheet music form to enable its use in congregational singing (for 
example, Andrae Crouch and The Disciples, Keep On Singin’, Texas: Lexicon Music Inc, music score book, 
1971). Crouch also won seven Grammy awards in various categories between 1975 and 1994. 
94 Andrae Crouch and the Disciples, “My Tribute (To God Be The Glory),” Keep On Singin’, Texas: Light 
Records, LP record, 1971. 
95 Andrae Crouch and the Disciples, “Soon and Very Soon,” This Is Another Day, Texas: Light Records, LP 
record, 1976. 
96 Andrae Crouch and the Disciples, “The Blood Will Never Lose Its Power,” Take the Message Everywhere, 
Texas: Light Records, LP record, 1968. 
97 The idea of “getting right with God” also circulated in Christian and gospel discourses prior to Crouch. See 
for example The Davis Sisters, “Get Right With God,” Gotham 761, Philadelphia: Gotham Records, 45” single, 
1954; The Swan Silvertones, “Get Right With God,” Saviour Pass Me Not, Indiana: Vee Jay Records, LP 
record, 1962. 
98 Andrae Crouch and the Disciples, “What Ya Gonna Do,” Keep On Singin’. 
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context. Stevens’ music reverses the direction of this dialogue, nostalgically reworking 
references from earlier church gospel music’s discourses and traditions and using these in 
the creation of contemporary, secular artefacts. Stevens’ music utilises some of the stylistic 
tendencies of gospel, but its ontological messages shift from corporate declarations to 
personal speculations as a result of being removed from their religious context. 
 
Stevens’ 2004 album Seven Swans nostalgically constructs its ontological framework by 
combining Old and New Testament prophecy with imagined narratives. The album 
juxtaposes Christian scripture and stories with Stevens’ personal memories, often using 
biblical terminology and language for both kinds of narratives. Through this combination of 
personal and collective memory and language, the songs convey with longing anecdotes 
from Stevens’ childhood and adolescence, as well as references to collective Christian 
heritage. Seven Swans’ songs are influenced by Christian narratives incorporating 
righteousness, faithfulness, holiness, sacrifice, obedience and the battle between good and 
evil on both personal and cosmic levels. The title of its opening track “All the Trees of the 
Field Will Clap their Hands”99 quotes directly from a section of Isaiah which is devoted to 
prophecy for the exiled nation of Israel.100 The story of Abraham asked to show devotion to 
God by sacrificing his son Isaac is retold with little embellishment in the album’s fifth 
track,101 and highlights a divergence between Stevens’ representation of God and that of 
dominant, “seeker-sensitive” discourses.102 The references to these Old Testament 
                                                           
99 Stevens, Seven Swans. 
100 “For you shall go out in joy and be led forth in peace; the mountains and the hills before you shall break 
forth into singing, and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.” Isaiah 55:12. 
101 Stevens, “Abraham,” Seven Swans. 
102 In this story (Genesis 22:1-19) Abraham’s faith is tested by God. God instructs Abraham to take his 
beloved son Isaac, his only child by his wife Sarah and born to him in old age, and sacrifice him as a burnt 
offering. At the last moment, after the sacrificial altar has been built and wood for the fire collected, God 
intercedes, telling Abraham to spare Isaac and sacrifice instead a ram. In verse 12, Abraham’s willingness to 
make the sacrifice is described as sufficient proof of his fear and respect for God. “Seeker-sensitive” discourses 
tend to focus more on God’s love, Christ’s sacrifice and the possibility of a personal relationship with God than 
on these kinds of tests of faith, or demands God might make of Christians. 
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narratives in Stevens’ songs emphasise instead the powerful, supernatural and remote 
aspects of God’s character. In between these explicitly biblical tracks are songs based on 
Stevens’ own memories, combining apparent reminiscence with prophetic narratives. For 
example, “In the Devil’s Territory” juxtaposes prophetic imagery of a beast, a dragon and 
whining witches with a narrator recounting stealing his father’s shoes.103 Collapsing the 
boundary between memory and scripture in this way undermines the veracity acceded to 
either on a socio-cultural level, conveying ambivalence towards personal, cultural and 
theological authority. 
 
Stevens’ music also disrupts the boundary between popular culture and religious authority 
through its preoccupation with apocalypse. Apocalyptic narratives often appear in 
speculative fiction, and Stevens makes references to versions of the end times drawn from 
these kinds of broader popular cultural resources as well as from the Bible. Grand narratives 
of divine judgement and the call to repent and lead a holy life are matched by sweeping 
soundscapes built from loops, synthesisers and digital effects. In “Get Real, Get Right” 
lyrics instructing the audience to “Do yourself a favour and get real / get right with the 
Lord / (you know you really wanna)”104 are given a sense of urgency and need through their 
setting over a near constant 260 beats per minute quaver pattern shared amongst various 
instruments (see for example 2’20”–2’48”). Often this rhythm is carried in digitally produced 
pedal notes on the dominant or tonic, in a register so low as to verge on imperceptibility. 
These two repeated features create tension, lending “Get Real” an insistent air. Woodwinds 
augment the textural palette and add to this hurried feel, frequently filling the spaces 
between sung phrases with flurries of semiquavers. The brass section contributes 
declarative counter melodies and brashly emphatic descending portamenti. The apparent 
                                                           
103 Stevens, Seven Swans. 
104 Stevens, “Get Real, Get Right,” The Age of Adz. 
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earnestness of this appeal is upset where the lyrics refer to nostalgic visions of the future 
like spaceships, time travel, outer space and a snake skinned master. The album’s artwork 
situates this mash-up of popular culture and religious references in a nostalgic, rather than 
contemporary, space. As discussed in chapter two, Adz’s cover art incorporates a series of 
texta and pen drawings by self proclaimed proselyte and paranoid schizophrenic “Prophet” 
Royal Robertson. The images, composed between the 1970s and early 1990s, combine 
apocalyptic and biblical themes with numerology, and science fiction imagery such as aliens 
and space-ships. Robotic, superhero type figures shoot lasers from their hands at flying 
saucers, while giant human-serpent female monsters lay stylised cities full of skyscrapers to 
waste in the manner of Godzilla.105 The artworks’ medium, fantastic subject matter and 
cartoony style contribute to its aesthetic nostalgia; the works not only look dated, they also 
depict a dated rendering of an imagined future apocalypse. The nostalgia with which these 
disparate elements are bowerbirded allows them to cohabit without discordance. The 
interrelationship “Get Real Get Right” constructs between its nostalgic references to 
popular culture and forms of Christian rhetoric subverts the song’s religious call to 
repentance, while its grand and metaphoric language disrupts contemporary rationalism. 
 
Another similarly grand track, “Vesuvius,”106 continues in this vein as it narrates the burden 
of attempting to meet the expectations of a divine judge. Its title “Vesuvius” creates 
associations between these pressures and the threat of a disastrous volcanic eruption, using 
images of fire, death and burning. The song features an insistent call to righteousness that 
Stevens sometimes addresses to himself: “Sufjan, follow your heart / Follow the flame, or 
                                                           
105 Copyright permission to include the album artwork in this thesis could not be obtained, however the official 
music video for “Get Real, Get Right” is a stop-motion animation sequence using many of Robertson’s 
characters and landscapes. It also demonstrates the ways that Stevens’ use of the artwork highlighted its 
amateur and cartoonish tendencies. See Sufjan Stevens and Deborah Johnson, “Get Real Get Right,” Vimeo, 
video sharing website, 2011. Accessed November 21, 2017, https://vimeo.com/26125187 
106 Stevens, “Vesuvius,” The Age of Adz. 
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fall on the floor” (2’11”–2’20”).107 At other times, the same melodic material is transformed 
into a call for divine assistance: “Vesuvius, fire of fire / Follow me now as I favour the host” 
(3’06”–3’14”).108 This supplication communicates an expectation that God can intervene 
powerfully, but remains non-committal regarding whether or not this is likely. The 
boldness with which “Get Real, Get Right” and “Vesuvius” describe God’s power and 
present their call to repentance in clear, fire and brimstone style runs counter to the seeker 
sensitive approaches that have been common to evangelical Christianity over the last fifty 
years. Doing so articulates aspects of millennial dissatisfaction and wariness around 
contemporary institutionalised religion, while simultaneously longing to be located within 
older forms of Christian heritage. At the same time as making urgent evangelical overtures 
like “Get real, get right with the Lord”109 or “follow the flame or fall on the floor”,110 these 
songs avoid the sense that they are proselytising by turning their questions inward; the 
songs’ supplications read like personal admonishments from Stevens to himself. The songs 
communicate an ontology that may be read either as intimately personal or as broadly 
applicable in scope, in which God’s power and the fear of impending judgement are 
juxtaposed with a devotional practice predicated on self doubt and existential uncertainty.  
 
An earlier album, 2004’s Seven Swans, explores similar apocalyptic themes and draws even 
more explicitly on biblical references. Swans is judiciously laced with a sub-plot of terrifying 
visions that recall the final book of the Christian Bible, Revelation. The use of language and 
thematic material drawn from this ancient text at various points in the album contributes to 
the nostalgic tone with which Swans depicts the apocalypse. The book of Revelation, 
ascribed to the apostle John as a divinely inspired vision of the apocalypse, was originally 
                                                           
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 
109 Stevens, “Get Real, Get Right,” The Age of Adz. 
110 Stevens, “Vesuvius ” The Age of Adz. 
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written as an encouraging or instructive letter to seven satellite church communities in the 
Mediterranean region.111 To that end, the book repeatedly uses the number seven 
metaphorically, to represent the churches to whom Revelation was addressed.112 The title 
and lyrics of “Seven Swans” evokes the sevens of Revelation, first with seven swans, then 
seven horns. The track also uses calamitous visions that recall their biblical roots, including 
images of the dragon113 and signs appearing in the sky.114 The track, like Revelation, 
promises God’s judgement of the Earth, declaring: “He will take you / If you run, he will 
chase you / ‘cause He is the Lord”115, using a choir of slightly out-of-tune male and female 
voices for the repeated last line (4’06–6’20”). The musical setting of this text is not 
declarative, nor victorious. Rather, the repeated use of the tonic minor chord at the start of 
each phrase [ i – V – IV – IV ] (4’33”–6’20”), culminating in a [ IV – I ] plagal “Amen” 
cadence concluding the song (6’20”–6’25”), and a tonic pedal note used throughout this 
section lend this passage a slightly querulous air, mingling reverential awe with fear. This 
passage is not a chorus or refrain in the traditional sense,116 rather it uses repetition to 
heighten its impact by lodging musically and lyrically in the ear of the listener. Musically, 
“Seven Swans” counters the certainty contained in the song’s biblical lyrics, undercutting 
the album’s evangelical suggestions. 
 
                                                           
111 These are referred to in Revelation as “The Seven Churches of Asia” and were situated in Ephesus, Smyrna, 
Pergamon, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea. The term “Asia” refers to their historical location in 
the Roman empire’s province of Asia rather than what is now known as the continent of Asia. In the present 
day they would be in Turkey or Greece. 
112 Notable examples are the various signs and wonders featured in John’s apocalypse, of which there are 
always seven. These signs and wonders range from seven stars (Revelation 1:12) and thunders (Revelation 
10:3) to seven trumpets or horns (Revelation 8:6 – 11:19) and terrifying seven-headed monsters (Revelation 12 
and 13). 
113 Compare with Revelation 12. 
114 Compare with Revelation 6:13 (the sun turns black, the moon turns red, the stars fall and the sky is “split 
apart like a scroll”) 
115 Stevens, “Seven Swans,” Seven Swans. 
116 It doesn’t qualify as a “traditional” chorus structurally, as it doesn’t appear until the song’s climax. 
Although it does contain repeated lyrical and musical material like a traditional chorus, this crucial structural 
change also alters the nature of this repetition. Rather than providing an auditory and lyrical anchor through 
cyclical repetition over the course of an entire song, this passage is designed to contrast with earlier material. 
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Where Stevens uses extensive repetition of just one phrase as described above, associations 
may be drawn to both Western and Eastern religious traditions. In some examples, it is 
suggestive of the chanted mantras found in Hinduism, Buddhism and Sikhism.117 In other 
cases, the repeated phrase appears to address and instruct listeners in a style akin to 
preaching or testimony. Where this occurs, it blurs the distinction between its secular 
audience and a religious congregation. “The Transfiguration”, and “We Won’t Need Legs to 
Stand” from Swans invite the listener to involvement with the text without requiring 
religious devotion. Both tracks depict the afterlife, the first stating: “Lost in a cloud, a voice 
/ Have no fear, we draw near / Lost in a cloud, a sign / Son of Man, turn your ear”118, and 
the second: “And when we are dead, we all have wings / We won’t need legs to stand.”119 
The impression Stevens is proselytising is again avoided, since the testimonial is a trope 
that also exists in the folk ballad tradition. Ballad forms convey sacred or secular narrative 
songs that tell a personal story or document an event120 in a manner which can both 
“symbolise and politicise” experience.121 Examples of this tradition, and its use of repeated 
statements of collective faith, include “Since I Laid My Burdens Down”122 or “Shine On 
Me”,123 early recordings of which may be found on the Smith Anthology. Although Stevens’ 
use of repeated phrases can give the impression that he is taking the liberty of speaking on 
behalf of the listener on matters of spirituality, the tracks’ metaphoric language and their 
auditory links to ballad traditions ensure that they deviate sufficiently clearly from seeker-
sensitive evangelism. Rather than trying to persuade listeners, the abstract lyrics offer a 
symbolic interpretation of a hoped-for afterlife whose constitution is not fixed, and for 
                                                           
117 Other notable examples of mantra-like chanting can be found on “I Want To Be Well”, “Vesuvius” and 
“Age of Adz” (all on The Age of Adz), “The Transfiguration,” Seven Swans, “Chicago,” Illinois and The Avalanche, 
and “Fourth of July,” Carrie and Lowell. 
118 Stevens,“The Transfiguration”, Seven Swans. 
119 Stevens, “We Won’t Need Legs to Stand,” Seven Swans. 
120 Ronald D. Cohen. Folk Music: The Basics (Hoboken: Routledge, 2006), 2. 
121 Frith, “Why Do Songs Have Words?” 83. 
122 McIntorsh and Sanctified Singers, “Since I Laid My Burdens Down,” Anthology of American Folk Music Vol 
2: Social Music. 
123 Phipps and His Holiness Singers, “Shine On Me,” Anthology of American Folk Music Vol 2: Social Music. 
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which there is no guarantee. In examples such as these, Stevens constructs an ontological 
framework that describes a collective millennial experience of existential uncertainty 
coupled with hope, rather than proffering conclusive determinations about the afterlife on 
the audience’s behalf.  
 
Stevens’ nostalgic sacred ontological framework is incrementally constructed from a range 
of past and present resources. The language he uses, particularly in Swans and Adz but also 
at certain points in his other albums, is often drawn from gospel music and from biblical 
text, and renders God symbolically in a manner Armstrong identifies with pre-Modern 
religious language.124 Personal memories and real or imagined contemporary narratives are 
irreverently jumbled in among the references to Christian doctrines. Nostalgia in Stevens’ 
music often desires aspects of the past it simultaneously subverts. While he conveys some 
longing for the collectively owned, benevolent image of God that has been distributed in 
dominant Christian discourse for at least half a century, his rhetoric indicates that he rejects 
much of mainstream Christianity and instead shares with other members of the millennial 
generation a cynical and cautious attitude towards church institutions. Stevens draws upon 
God’s representation in folk and gospel music of the early-mid twentieth century without 
aping its sound, and instead blends its ideas with millennial era music and technologies. He 
uses pre-Modern symbolic language to describe God at a distance and with awe, but in an 
intimate package that jumbles representations of the divine in with his own personal 
experiences and memories. Stevens’ ontological framework nostalgically reinterprets past 
conceptions of the Christian deity in a manner that is relevant to the millennial period. 
Emphasising God’s mystery and inscrutability over His accessibility, this ontological 
framework articulates millennials’ characteristic juxtaposition of interest in the 
                                                           
124 Armstrong, The Case For God, 4 – 5, 8 – 9.  
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metaphysical and ambivalence around religious institutions.125 
 
Bowe r b i r d i n g  N o s t a l g i c  O n t o l o g i e s  
The analyses in this chapter demonstrate how the process of nostalgic bowerbirding allows 
millennials to construct ontological frameworks specific to their identities, while 
simultaneously expressing ambivalence or even distaste for the institutions and traditions 
from which their references are drawn. Despite their disregard for forming allegiances with 
establishments such as churches and political groups,126 millennials continue to express 
desire and interest in ontological narratives, symbols, systems and ideologies, which they 
may use to position themselves at the nexus of the various heritages and traditions with 
which they identify. Through their bowerbirding of references from a diverse range of 
spiritual systems, religions and myths, indie folk musicians customise and convey their own 
personal ontologies. Bon Iver uses references to numerology, Taoism, Christianity and 
popular culture to build an ontological narrative that locates purpose and meaning in 
making music. Joanna Newsom draws upon and rewrites pre-Christian myths, but also 
creates new, whimsical fables which present the everyday and ordinary as a source of 
transcendence. Sufjan Stevens sees his ontology impacting upon his creative work as a 
natural result of his own faith, and depicts God’s mystical Otherness in a manner that runs 
counter to the focus on God’s accessibility and beneficence that dominates seeker sensitive 
trends in late twentieth century Christianity. Although the ontologies constructed by 
Vernon, Newsom and Stevens are discrete, all three case studies use the nostalgic 
bowerbirding process to build coherent ontological frameworks from diverse, sometimes 
conflicting, sources. This process results in the creation of new artefacts that articulate 
                                                           
125 Pew Research Centre finds that although 86% of Millennials report believing in God they are much less 
likely than previous generations to be involved in organised religion (“Millennials in Adulthood,”13). 
126 Pew Research Centre, “Millennials in Adulthood,” 4. 
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perspectives on the human condition in the post-millenial period, or what Day and Lynch 
call “belief narratives.”127 Belief narratives form a “central reference point” for people’s lives, 
through which they can communicate their cultural identities, express networks of 
community and belonging, and organise or structure their experiences.128 While it is not 
clear that indie folk artists engage deliberately in the construction of ontological 
frameworks or belief narratives, and in fact it is more likely that they make creative works 
for entirely their own reasons, the bowerbirding of artefacts in which they engage 
nonetheless situates the artists within  heritages or ontologies that articulate and ground 
the artists’ experiential realities.  
 
                                                           
127 Day and Lynch, “Belief As Cultural Performance,” 201. 
128 Ibid., 200 – 201. 
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Conc lus ion  
I should have known better 
Nothing can be changed 
The past is still the past 
The bridge to nowhere 
– Sufjan Stevens, “Should Have Known Better”1 
 
 
At first glance, researching nostalgia is a relatively atypical thing for a thirty-something 
musician to spend time on. Many people my age are mired in future-focussed activities like 
forging a career in their field, securing their financial futures by paying off the mortgage on 
their homes or putting money aside for eventual retirement, or are deeply entrenched in 
family life and raising the next generation. Instead of doing these things, I have spent the 
last four years delving deeply into the symbolic past and attempting to unearth the places in 
which Western millennial culture – my generation’s culture – is recycling, reconceiving and 
reusing what has gone before. What I have learned about millennials over the course of 
writing this thesis, however, normalises my own fascination with nostalgia. Thanks to the 
internet and the digitisation of technology, we are a generation with more extensive access 
to the past, and more avenues to manipulate it into new creative work, than any generation 
preceding us. This ability to digitally access, interpret and employ elements from the past in 
the formation of identity and ideology is something that differentiates and typifies the 
millennial experience, despite the nostalgic immersion in the past that it has helped to 
engender in some millennials. 
                                                           
1 Stevens, “Should Have Known Better,” Carrie and Lowell. 
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This thesis has argued against the idea that the ideologies and identities millennials forge 
using nostalgic resources are passive, indiscriminately sentimental or retrogressive. Rather, 
this thesis theorises millennial nostalgia in indie folk as a constructive discourse through 
which participants may express their discontents with the present, as well as imagine 
possible futures. Cultural theorist Niels van Poecke suggests free folk artists, part of the 
indie folk supergenre, seek to understand and represent everyday experience or “the 
commonplace” as it is, stating: 
The critique of the commonplace ... doesn’t implode into apathy – not anymore ... 
free folk music is all about imagining how the (albeit corrupt) everyday could be 
turned into something else. Artists ... simultaneously (and impossibly) come to 
terms with an uninhabitable present, while dreaming of a future ‘which blueprint 
has yet to be drawn’.2 
Rather than engendering blindness to complexities of the past, or disengagement in present 
day issues, nostalgia is a tool through which millennials in indie folk dream a 
transformation of their current circumstances, and construct and consider longed for 
possible futures. 
 
This thesis has documented numerous convergent nostalgic tendencies and artistic choices 
in the case studies it examines. Bon Iver’s and Joanna Newsom’s musical output is deeply 
rooted in the natural landscape, be it physical spaces like the Wisconsin woods in the 
wintertime, or California, or reconstructions of Eden or wild nature spaces. In both of their 
constructions, unmediated connections with an unadulterated natural world are idealised 
and revered. Stevens’ work is similarly involved with place, although instead of primarily 
examining the natural world, his work more frequently imagines and mythologises urban 
spaces such as cities and states. All three case studies explore and reimagine civic life, 
                                                           
2 Niels van Poecke. “The New Weird Generation (II),” Notes on Metamodernism, webzine, January 6, 2011. 
Accessed November 23, 2017. http://www.metamodernism.com/2011/01/06/the-new-weird-generation-ii/ 
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describing the desperation, divergences, crossovers and connections that form between 
people and their homes, their surrounds, and their communities. In musical and thematic 
ways, the case studies of this thesis portray flexible and non-binary concepts of gender 
identity and sex roles. They build ontological narratives from a diverse range of sources and 
subjects, examining human existence and purpose in the context of their own lives and 
beliefs while distancing themselves from institutionalised religions. At the core of these 
thematic crossovers are the case studies’ related artistic practices. The characteristics their 
music shares typify the indie folk genre, and include DIY aesthetics, confessional and 
narrative style songs, frequent use of acoustic instrumentation, foregrounding of the vocal, 
and a general anti-commercial stance that favours artistic independence over market 
success. The importance of the role played by these musical elements in constructing and 
conveying the ideological and personal material of the songs cannot be overstated. The 
music is more than a vehicle for the ideologies and identities that are expressed in indie folk; 
it is the substance and essence of these nostalgically inflected identities and ideologies. 
 
The case studies also demonstrate the variation by which ideologies and identities may be 
expressed in indie folk. Stevens is more interested in contemporary national or regional 
identity than the other case studies examined in this thesis, as demonstrated through his “50 
states project” albums. Although his interpretation of life in the US is no less constructed 
than the fantastic and whimsical tales Newsom writes, Stevens in his work articulates 
contemporary urban experiences, and the impact of late twentieth century transitory 
lifestyles on rural centres. Although Newsom’s constructions centre on imagined, indistinct 
agrarian and rural spaces, they are not completely situated in the past. Newsom participates 
in current political discourses and examines contemporary issues, such as gender roles or 
the human-nature relationship, using sounds and language that feel old-fashioned. Bon Iver 
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differs from both Stevens and Newsom in the way he uses language. While the other case 
studies write poetic and narrative lyrics, Vernon’s use of words captures images, 
atmospheres and moods. Vernon does not tell stories in the literal way that Newsom and 
Stevens do, but his words in combination with musical elements convey metaphorical 
impressions and ideas concerning place, space and home. The ideological and practical 
differences between the case studies highlight the variation that may arise from the 
nostalgic bowerbirding technique. Although all of these case studies create nostalgic works, 
and demonstrate nostalgia in some similar areas, they draw from diverse past references in 
the construction of ideologies and identities. These are not fixed; their interpretations may 
shift over the course of a performer’s career or a listener’s lifetime. 
 
The indie folk subculture in which identities and ideologies are formed and disseminated is a 
space of temporal disruption, in which past sounds and images can converge with emerging 
technologies and techniques. Indie folk is identifiable by the sense of anachronism it 
communicates multimodally. Album artwork may be collaged from other source images or 
embroidered, as was discussed in relation to Stevens’ Adz or Newsom’s Mender, giving it an 
untidy and homemade look. Old or new photographs may be recoloured or filtered for 
nostalgic affect, as seen on Stevens’ Carrie and Lowell. Indie folk’s instrumentation teases at 
the edges of the high/low art binary by using harps, wind and brass ensembles, and full 
orchestras often associated with Western classical music or with traditional folk. Music may 
be recorded at home or in home studios, invoking domestic spaces and DIY aesthetics of 
contributing genres like indie. Sometimes the domestic space is audible through a hum, click 
or echo, like in some tracks from Stevens’ Carrie and Lowell, or it may simply be suggested 
by amateur performance elements like the abrasive singing in Newsom’s early work. At 
other times, elements of an album’s rhetoric may encourage listeners to draw certain 
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nostalgic associations, such as where Bon Iver’s For Emma evokes wintry landscapes, the 
return to home spaces, or Thoreau-style creative nature escapes. At the same time as it 
takes these steps to sound old, indie folk is often created by combining analogue and digital 
elements with state of the art recording technology. These recording processes provide the 
scope for indie folk musicians to make inaudible the mediation at play in music recordings, 
or to totally eschew analogue equipment and use only digital instrumentation and effects. 
Where indie folk adopts old fashioned, anachronistic or domestic sounds and images, it does 
so by choice and not inadvertently. 
 
Indie folk is a space in which cultural ideologies and personal identities can be formed, 
articulated, expressed, examined and reformed over and over again. At the same time as 
examining the debt indie folk owes to music of the past, then, it has been necessary to listen 
forward and imagine where this music will go in the future. While millennial nostalgia 
continues unabated, the form this nostalgia takes is constantly in flux as new work is made 
by emerging creators possessing different influences, accessing yet-to-be-seen technologies, 
and recycling diverse aspects of the past. One avenue for future research would be to 
examine the direction the genre is being taken in by the next crop of indie folk artists, such 
as Whitney, Mutual Benefit, Angel Olsen and Adam Torres. Similarly, research into the 
differences and similarities between nostalgia in US indie folk and indie folk from other 
regions could further illuminate nostalgia in millennial culture. Comparing the nostalgia of 
established and emerging musicians from around the world, such as Laura Marling (UK), 
Jose Gonzales (Sweden), Villagers (Ireland) or Holly Throsby (Australia), may go some way 
towards determining the degree to which digitisation allows music trends to cross national 
borders and the degree to which music remains regionally specific. And, of course, this 
thesis’s case studies continue to produce new, nostalgic work. During the final week of 
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editing this thesis, Sufjan Stevens released an album of “outtakes” from Carrie and Lowell, 
titled The Greatest Gift.3 These songs were deemed an ill fit for inclusion with the other 
material on the album, much like the relationship between The Avalanche and Illinois. The 
tracks on The Greatest Gift explore similar subject matter, and adopt a similarly nostalgic 
tone, to Carrie and Lowell, but are more densely orchestrated than their forebear’s sparse 
and exposed sonic landscape. While it is likely the case studies examined in this thesis will 
continue to produce new work, as Stevens has, it’s not clear what role nostalgia will play in 
their future output. Will they become more nostalgic as they age and have a longer history 
of their own to reflect upon? Or will they become less nostalgic, as they come to inhabit the 
futures they have nostalgically envisioned?  
 
Although existing indie folk musicians may continue releasing compelling new work, it is 
inevitable that the emergence of new performers and the resulting renewal of the genre will 
displace existing performers to some degree. As such, it is odd to see myself becoming a 
participant in the “cycles of waxing and waning authenticities”4 that musicologist Emily I. 
Dolan examines. At another point in the final stages of editing this thesis, I was 
discomforted to see Pitchfork music website describe Bon Iver as “Dad Rock.”5 Soon I will 
be the one listening to brand new music and having affectively nostalgic reactions, 
unavoidably hearing the links between emerging music and tracks I already know and love. 
Many of the critics for whom nostalgia in popular music signifies retrogression of form have 
struggled to appreciate and yield to this experience. The examination of nostalgia in 
contemporary media presents similar challenges to all researchers in the field. Holding 
                                                           
3 Stevens, The Greatest Gift. 
4 Emily I. Dolan, “This little ukulele,” 458. 
5 Dad Rock is a somewhat perjorative term defined by Pitchfork music news website as “1) A genre of rock 
music generally favoured by older, more confident, but less ambitious males.” and “2) music that is heavily 
influenced by itself, and/or an earlier, seemingly better era.” See R.J Bentler, “A Brief History of Dad Rock,” 
video, June 15, 2016. Accessed June 21, 2017. http://pitchfork.com/news/66111-watch-pitchforktvs-brief-
history-of-dad-rock/ 
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personal experience loosely while acknowledging the impacts of nostalgic affect and 
aesthetics, and doing so without condemnation, remains a pivotal and necessary task when 
attempting to unravel the functions of nostalgia in culture, and what it means to be a 
cultural participant. 
 
 
Light ended the night, but the song remained 
And I was hiding by the stair, half here, 
Half there, past the lashing rain. 
And as the sky would petal white, old innocent lies came to mind 
As we stood together, congregated, at the firing line ... 
Was I too slow? Did you change overnight? 
Second son, on the other line. 
Now back in our town as a castaway 
I’m reminded of the time it all fell in line, on the third of May 
As if it were designed, painted in sand to be washed away. 
– Fleet Foxes, “Third of May / Õdaigahara”6 
 
 
 
                                                           
6 Fleet Foxes. Crack Up. New York: Nonesuch, compact disc, 2017. 
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Appendices: Indie Folk Images 
All images appearing in this appendix are used with permission of the copyright holders. 
Appendix One: Beardy Indie Folk Musicians 
 
 
 
 
  
(above) Sam Beam of Iron and Wine. Photo © 
Kim Black. 
 
(below L and R) Fleet Foxes. Photos © Sean 
Pecknold. 
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(below L) Alex Ebert of Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic 
Zeros. Photo © Alex de Brabant. 
(R) Alex Ebert of Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros. 
Photo © Xander Deccio. 
(L) Noah Georgeson. Photo © Alissa Anderson. 
 
(below R) Devendra Banhart. Photo © Alissa Anderson. 
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Appendix Two: Image Filtering 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
(L and below) An image of indie rock band 
The Postal Service treated with two different 
filtering and cropping processes, both 
resulting in an aged finish. Both images © 
Brian Tamborello. 
(L) Polaroid-style promotional photo of Mark Lanegan. 
© Mark Lanegan. 
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Appendix Three: Disrupting Gender Stereotypes 
 
 
      
(above) CocoRosie. Photo ©”CocoRosie’s Mom”. 
 
(below L and R) Devendra Banhart.  
Photo © Lauren Dukoff. 
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Appendix Four: Rural Styling in Indie Folk 
                            
 
 
  
(all images this page) Andrew Bird. © Cameron 
Wittig. 
